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SURGEON GENERAL’S WARNING: If you are the Surgeon
General, you may be reading the wrong book. This book
includes every article James “Kibo”Parry posted to Usenet in
the first four months of 1997,plus a smattering of worthwhile
articles by other people.Do not eat this oxygen-absorbing book.

This book contains the best articles from the Internet newsgroup
alt.religion.kibology (selected and tossed together with loving care by
James “Kibo” Parry himself) during the first third of 1997. In other words,
it includes every single thing Kibo said and about a hundredth of the other
stuff. No spam, dull spots, or serious discussion of geopolitical dynamics! Just
good, clean pornography. I mean Kibology. Not pornography. There is no
pornography in this book, except for the pictures and some of the stories.

INSTRUCTIONS
1.) Read this book with Adobe Acrobat Reader 3.0 or later. If you can’t read this
book, go to http://www.adobe.com/ and download Acrobat Reader.
(Note: if your Acrobat Reader says it can’t open this book, then you
are probably trying to use Acrobat Reader 1.0 or 2.0. Get the new one.)
2.) This book should fit on both American and metric paper sizes at 100% scale.
There is nothing within 1/2” of the edge, so you don’t need to reduce it to print.
So feel free to print it out and read it at high resolution.
3.) Remember that you can magnify pages all you want!
graphics are tiny, so zoom in on them to find out
what’s up

Many of the notes and

with them.

4.) Stuff in Acrobat Reader usually looks better if you turn on
“Smooth Type And Monochrome Images.” (Also known as anti-aliasing.)
I also suggest turning on “Use Page Cache” (makes it faster) and turning
off “Greek Text” (to make fine print visible.) You can find all
these options in Acrobat Reader’s “Preferences” menu item.
5.) This document has pretty little thumbnail images of all the pages.
If they’re not visible, select “Thumbnails and Page” from Acrobat Reader’s menus.
If they’re wasting space on your screen, select “Page Only”.
6.) When done, fire up your news program and go to the newsgroup alt.religion.kibology
and say something inane if you want Kibo to immortalize you in the next book.
(It’s gotta be pretty inane, though.) Never heard of Internet newsgroups (Usenet)
before? Try pointing your Web browser at news:alt.religion.kibology and see
if that works. If all else fails, complain to your Internet service provider
that you want to read alt.religion.kibology and they might be able to supply it.
First edition, 12/24/98
Copyright © 1997–1998 James “Kibo” Parry, all rights reserved.
(Individual messages are copyright by their authors.)
While doing the final edit of this book, slapping in every photo I had that was even vaguely appropriate,
I wished I had a potato picture. Disappointed, I went to work the next morning to do the final proofing.
One of my officemates, Turil Cronburg, had just gotten her photos back from a two-year-old roll of film.
And several of them were of… A POTATO! I ripped one of the poorly-aged negatives of the rancid potato
out of her hand, slapped it into the slide scanner, color-corrected it as best I could to make it look remotely
potatoid, and now YOU CAN SEE it wherever someone uses the word “POTATO”! (Except here.)
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In this book, I’ve omitted most of the
boring technical headers like “Xref:”
from the articles so as not to double the
book’s size. Here, my pal BIFF shows
you what each header means. — Kibo
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>
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And we even do Windows!

Bill Gates would be proud!!

DUMB TEXT !!! WHØ CAREZ ABUØT CØMPUTER STUFF ????///
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Highlights for Kibologists
This page was originally going to contain an index, but it turned
out that this book has so much stuff in it that it’s unindexable.

WE’VE EVOLVED BEYOND THE CONCEPT OF INDEXES!
So instead I will use this space to warn you about two
cheap knockoffs of a.r.k that are floating around the airwaves:

ABOVE: In this thrilling episode of “Space:
1999”, Martin Landau and Barry Morse can
barely contain their joy at finding a.r.k… but
only Barbara Bain realizes it’s just some sort
of incredible hallucination caused by soap
suds from space.

LEFT: Lame kids’ TV show which attempts to
subvert kids from right-thinking Kibological
upbringing by encouraging them to consort
with animals.

Little notes like this were written by Kibo in mid-1997.
They are e-x-p-l-a-n-a-t-i-o-n-s. Do not read them if you
value your bafflement. Also watch out for Desi Arnaz Jr.!

Stephen Will Tanner sent Kibo two and a half hours of Japanese TV
commercials. These are representative frame grabs from those 2.5 hours.
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Kibo presents THE SPECIAL SHOW (#1, rerun)
alt.religion.kibology, alt.comedy.slapstick.3-stooges,
alt.tv.brady-bunch, alt.tv.baywatch
Date:
Sun, 26 Jan 1997 08:42:26 GMT
Organization: welcome datacomp
Hello everybody! I love you all! Here is my important gift to mankind,
a TV show just for Y-O-U!!!!
And the best part is I got paid to write this!!!

RE-UN!
R

-Copyright (C) 1996 James "Kibo" Parry
Todos los derechos reservados.

THE SPECIAL SHOW!
=================
12/4/96 BROADCAST

Why am I kicking this 1997 book off
with a rerun from 1996? Because you
need to read this to understand the
sequel coming up in a few pages.

FADE IN
A stern-looking, rather wide NURSE (who looks like Chris Farley after a
sex change, with glasses) is dressed entirely in white, standing in
front of a white padded wall. There is a window which shows an all-white
landscape made out of paper.
NURSE
I'm sorry, you're not allowed to watch normal television any
more. You have to watch... THE SPECIAL SHOW.
She pulls a TV cart into view from screen right. The TV's case is
painted white, as is the cart. A WORKMAN dressed in white coveralls and
white painter's cap follows, touching up the white paint on the TV. The
TV shows a revolving chrome logo that spells out "THE SPECIAL SHOW". As
the announcer reads the title, the workman begins painting the screen
white.
TV ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
The! Special! Mmmmmmph!
FADE TO WHITE
FADE TO:
KIBO, our host, is the perfect host for this show. He is someone that
insane people will love and trust. His hair is the tip-off. He is
standing in front of a psychedelic background, wearing a fireman's coat.
He will appear thus between film clips.

(CONTINUED)

KIBO
Hey everybody! Let's have some fun!
SFX: TRUMPET FANFARE
SMASH-CUT TO:
TITLE CARD: FUNNY FUNNY CANDY
ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
Funny! Funny! Candy!

NOT ALL THE
TYPOS WERE
WERE FIXED
IN THIS BOOK

KIBO is holding a small piece of candy in each hand.
KIBO
(excited)
Nougat... (re his other hand) ...antinougat! (He touches them
together and we see stock footage of the Earth exploding, then
we see Kibo with black smudges all over his face.)
TITLE CARD: FUNNY FUNNY CANDY
ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
Funny! Funny! Candy!
KIBO his holding a large block of something wet.
KIBO
(whiny)
My fuuuudge won't stop bleeeeding!
TITLE CARD: FUNNY FUNNY CANDY
ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
Funny! Funny! Candy!
KIBO is waving a blackboard eraser in front of a bluescreen, which is
showing a close-up of a bowl of canned chili.
KIBO
(happy)
I'm erasing chili!
TITLE CARD: CANDY ALL GONE
ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
(singsong)
Candy all gone!
DISSOLVE TO:
KIBO against the psychedelic background again.

(CONTINUED)

KIBO
Wow, wasn't that funny? No, it wasn't "funny", it was "funny
funny"! Now let's see something "funny funny funny"!
CUT TO:
TITLE CARD: THE STRANGER
ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
(whispering)
The stranger...
FADE TO:
A grizzled GAS STATION ATTENDANT is sitting in a rocking chair by the
side of the road in the middle of the desert. A FILTHY DISGUSTING BUM
walks up.
FILTHY DISGUSTING BUM
(articulate)
Pardon me, but I could use some directions as I appear
to be lost.
GAS STATION ATTENDANT
You filthy disgusting bum, your body is covered with head lice
and foot odor and you never take a bath and you smell like cheese!
FILTHY DISGUSTING BUM
Yeah, but at least I ain't lost!
FAST-MOTION WITH WACKY MUSIC: The ATTENDANT kicks the BUM
in the butt several times and chases him off to the horizon,
waving his arms frantically.

Kid’s comment card seen at
the Museum of Science:
Dear Curator,

you smell like cheese
___________________

CUT TO:
KIBO, against the psychedelic background.
KIBO
Whee! Do you wanna see something seeeecret?
(KIBO walks over to an easel holding up a large geometric diagram)
KIBO
Loooooooook! The pennnntagon is full of hexagons!
SFX: WACKY BOING
TITLE CARD: THE MOST DANGEROUS GAME
ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
The! Most! Dangerous! Game!

(CONTINUED)

A BOY and GIRL are sitting on the floor. The boy rolls a handful of dice.
He picks up two and rolls them again. He picks up one and rolls it again.
BOY
Yahtzee!
The both drop dead.
TITLE CARD: KIBO'S SCIENCE SEGMENT
KIBO is in front of a large jail cell which has
a sign saying "ALL THE SCIENTIST IN THE WORLD".
Several are inside. ALBERT EINSTEIN has his head
stuck between the bars.
KIBO
Hello, Einstein!
EINSTEIN
(crying)
Kibo, I admit I was wrong to oppose your
brilliant theory that the entire Universe
is just a huge holographic fractal made of water
vapor! All past scientific discoveries pale in comparison with
your one true theory that explains all science forever!
KIBO
(very cheerful)
Sorry! Not good enough.
KIBO cuts Einstein's head off with a giant pair of scissors and opens
the door. EINSTEIN'S HEADLESS BODY runs out. We see Einstein's body
running through the streets, scaring people. The body rides through a
car wash and at the other end, only Einstein's skeleton comes out.
TITLE CARD: THAT'S A BIG SHEET OF PAPER
ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
(honestly impressed)
That's a big sheet of paper!
BOY #2 is lying on an endless sheet of paper that goes to the horizon.
He is doodling with crayons. A signpost stuck in the paper about twenty
feet away says "Welcome to Paperlandia".
BOY #2
(singing to himself)
La, la, la, la da da...
MOM
(walking past from screen right)
Honey, you've gotta write smaller because the paper is so big.

(CONTINUED)

INSERT: Close-up of boy's "can you believe this?" expression.
SFX: WACKY SPLAT
BOY #2 goes back to coloring.
POP
(walking past from screen right)
Honey, if you keep writing that small, we'll have to get you
glasses you don't need!
INSERT: Same close-up
SFX: WACKY RICOCHET
BOY #2 goes back to coloring.
MOM & POP
(together, as they walk past from screen right)
Son, you're perfect just the way you are. In fact, you're too
perfect. No TV for you tonight!
BOY #2
But, Mom & Pop, you said I could watch "The Special Show"!
MOM & POP
(shouting from offscreen)
Not until you resign from the Presidency!
INSERT: Same close-up
SFX: TAPE OF "HAIL TO THE CHIEF"
CUT TO:
KIBO, in front of the psychedelic background. He is still wearing the
fireman's coat.
KIBO
(as the background bursts into flame)
Well, did you like the show? I sure did. Tune in next week, when
we'll show you why computers don't like me!
THE PICTURE CRUMPLES UP INTO A LITTLE BALL AND FLIES OFF INTO OUTER
SPACE, WHERE IT EXPLODES. LETTERS COME OUT OF THE EXPLOSION AND SWIRL
AROUND TO SPELL OUT "THE END".
FADE TO WHITE
FADE TO:
The NURSE in the white room is using a fire hose on white TV as it
burns. The paper landscape is also burning. A man dressed as NAPOLEON
runs past the window, laughing.

(CONTINUED)

NAPOLEON
I'm free! I'm free!
NURSE
I curse your genius, Napoleon!
NAPOLEON
Tee-hee!
FADE TO BLACK
TITLE CARD: A PRODUCTION OF THE SPECIAL CHANNEL
ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
Bye-bye!
From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:
I would
Wilhelm
Phillip
Stanley

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Kibo presents THE SPECIAL SHOW (#2, all-new!)
alt.religion.kibology,alt.fan.mike-jittlov,alt.torture,alt.tv.knight-rider
Sun, 26 Jan 1997 08:44:48 GMT
welcome datacomp

like to thank the following technical advisors:
Wundt, for giving me a furry little friend.
Zimbardo, for letting me stay in his basement.
Milgram, for the "XXX" shock therapy.

--

THE SPECIAL SHOW!
=================
EPISODE #2:
FUDGE... COMING UP!
(first broadcast 1/25/97)
Copyright (C) 1996 James "Kibo" Parry
Todos los derechos reservados.
FADE IN
A stern-looking, rather wide NURSE (who looks like a much larger Mel
Torme after a sex change, with glasses) is dressed entirely in white,
standing in front of a white padded wall.
NURSE
That isn't funny! Give me that!
She reaches past the camera and takes a white rubber
chicken from the viewer.

(CONTINUED)

NURSE
Instead, you can take your medication... or you can watch this.
The camera pans over to an endless white corridor with no doors or
windows. A white TV on a white cart rolls into view from screen left.
The screen shows a revolving chrome logo, "THE SPECIAL SHOW".
ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
The! Special! Show!
As he shouts that, the TV begins to roll away from us, down the
corridor, very rapidly. The hand-held camera runs after it as it recedes
into the distance.
FADE TO WHITE
FADE TO:
KIBO, our cheerful host, is dressed like a Cossack, standing in front of
a giant photographic blowup of a microchip. There are giant cockroaches
crawling along the circuitry. He will be in front of this background,
dressed like this, during all the host segments.
KIBO
Hello, my name is Kibo. Welcome to the second fun-packed episode of
The Special Show! Since our last episode, we've received thousands of
letters asking why we don't do more educational segments. Here's an
educational segment!
TITLE CARD: THE GREAT INVENTION
ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
The great invention!
Two NERDS, wearing lab coats, are standing behind a lab table. The one
on the left holds a comb with a radio antenna. The one on the right has
a toothbrush with a radio antenna.
COMB NERD
Thanks to this high-powered transmitter, now I can comb
my hair while he brushes his teeth!
TOOTH NERD
We will show you now!
The COMB NERD combs his hair, the TOOTH NERD brushes his teeth.
They finish.
COMB NERD
Wow! That was refreshing!
TOOTH NERD
Yes! It was!

(CONTINUED)

Lightning bolts jump between their heads for several seconds as
they scream in agony. The lightning bolts disappear and the NERDS
are all scorched.
COMB NERD
My hair burned off!
TOOTH NERD
My teeth fell out!
BOTH NERDS (together)
Now we have made hygiene unnecessary
forever. Hooray!
INSERT: Still picture of rubber duck
SFX: wacky slide whistle noises
TITLE CARD: ANOTHER GENIUS
ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
Another genius!
KIBO and STEPHEN HAWKING are in front of the microchip backdrop.
KIBO
Professor Hawking, what are two and two?
HAWKING (robotic voice)
I, cannot, tell, you, the, answer, because, I, cannot, talk.
SUPERIMPOSE a big red "X" over Hawking's head. (It stays there.)
SFX: Buzzer
HAWKING
Now, I, must, wear, the, X, of, shame, forever.
KIBO
Well, I guess he's learned his lesson!
TITLE CARD: JUST LIKE MOMMY
ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
Just like mommy!
A little GIRL is pretending to vacuum the rug with a toy vacuum cleaner,
one of the transparent ones with little plastic pellets bouncing around
the inside. Pan over to reveal that MOMMY is pushing a larger
transparent vacuum cleaner, with a cup of coffee, a rolled-up newspaper,
and high-heeled shoes bouncing around inside.
INSERT: closeup of shocked little girl
SFX: xylophone glissando

(CONTINUED)

TITLE CARD: OUT TO SEA
ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
Out to sea!
A CAPTAIN and FIRST MATE are on an old-time sailing ship. Their clothes
are tattered as if they have been at sea a very long time. They have
beards. The captain has an eyepatch. The mate is looking through a
telescope.
FIRST MATE
Land ho!
CAPTAIN
Let me see!
The FIRST MATE holds out the telescope, which still has his eyeball
attached to the back end. The CAPTAIN hands him the eyepatch and jams
the eyeball into his eye socket.
CAPTAIN
Yes, there it is! Set course for the land!
FIRST MATE
Aye aye, Skipper!
We see the ship pull up to a Monopoly board floating in the water. The
MATE jumps onto it.
FIRST MATE
I win!
CAPTAIN
No, I win!
He pulls a lever and the boat zooms up into the air with jet engines,
and disappears.
FIRST MATE
Rats. I always lose this game!
Insert: Close-up of pewter cannon, dog, and shoe running around his
feet, Gumby-style.
SFX: foghorn
CUT TO:
KIBO, against the microchip backdrop.
KIBO
Well, everyone should be satisfied now that we've shown six
educational segments so far tonight! But let's not forget that part of
this show is PURE FUN! Here it is...

(CONTINUED)

TITLE CARD: GREATEST DISASTER EVER
ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
Greatest disaster ever!
Two BOYS are eating school lunches on the playground, from brown paper
bags. BOY #1 takes out a small globe of the Earth and bites it.
BOY #2
I'll trade you some of my peanut butter for a bite of Australia.
BOY #1
Oops!
He drops his Earth into the other boy's open jar of peanut butter.
BOY #2
You got your Earth in my peanut butter!
BOY #1
Oh no, the world is doomed!
They both scream as a hundred gallons of peanut butter fall on them.
DISSOLVE TO:
TITLE CARD: THE FOLLOWING SEGMENT IS RECOMMENDED FOR VIOLENT PSYCHOPATHS
ONLY. DISCRETION OF THE WARD STAFF IS ADVISED.
DISSOLVE TO:
TITLE CARD: MEET THE MIDGET
ANNOUNCER (V.O., whispering)
Meet the midget!
REX REED and RAQUEL WELCH, in matching lace outfits, are dancing down
the street, holding hands.
WELCH
Look, a midget!
REED
Let's get him, sister!
They take baseball bats from behind their backs and start beating the
MIDGET. This continues for about twenty minutes.
MATCH-CUT to turn the MIDGET into a crying BABY in a diaper.
WELCH
Now he's cured!

(CONTINUED)

REED
How lucky for all Mankind!
Holding hands, they skip off down the street.
The BABY cries for a little while, then finds a
twenty-dollar bill in the street, and tears it up
into confetti, which he throws in the air.
INSERT: Close-up of baby laughing
SFX: Crowd shouting "Way to go, baby!"
FREEZE ON LAUGHING BABY.
DISSOLVE TO:
KIBO, in front of the microchip and cockroaches.
And now, here's a little something for the paranoid schizophrenics!
This scene takes place on a stage. Two MEN in business suits, each
carrying a briefcase, a newspaper, and an umbrella, meet.
MAN #1
Hello, old chap.
MAN #2
Hello, old bean.
MAN #1
Say, are you stealing my thoughts with your secret third eye?
MAN #2
Why, no, I am not.
MAN #1
I believe you.
INSERT: Camera zooming in and out madly on revolving red light for five seconds
SFX: Alarm klaxon
MAN #2
However, I suspect you are
stealing my thoughts.
MAN #1
How could I be stealing your
thoughts, when you have no head?
MAN #2
Oh. I forgot.
INSERT: Still picture of yellow "smiley"
SFX: Ding
The two MEN depart. The curtain comes down.

(CONTINUED)

DISSOLVE TO:
TITLE CARD: MEAT GRINDER
ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
Meat Grinder!
A gourmet CHEF puts a pork chop into his meat grinder
and begins turning the crank. Instead of ground meat,
a human hand comes out of the other side of the grinder!
It picks up a nearby gun and shoots the chef.
FADE TO BLACK
FADE IN:
KIBO is playing chess with ALBERT EINSTEIN, using a comically large
chessboard with foot-tall pieces. Kibo moves one of his pieces. Einstein
reaches into his ear and pulls out his brain, which he sets on the
board. Kibo jumps one of his knights over it and grabs the brain.
KIBO
Ha! I won your brain, Professor Einstein! Now I am TWICE
as smart as you!
EINSTEIN
Now I must burn everything I ever wrote because I am stupid.
KIBO
Have no fear, Professor Einstein, this will be our little secret!
Nobody will ever realize you have no brain! (confidentially to
the camera) Except us. (winks)
EINSTEIN sets a sheaf of papers on fire with a cigarette lighter. His
sweater and hair catch fire and he runs around in circles screaming with
his whole body in flames!
EINSTEIN
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA!!!!!!!!
His body explodes in a little nuclear mushroom cloud.
CUT TO:
TITLE CARD: A SURPRISE VISIT FROM BOB HOPE
ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
And now... a surprise visit from Bob Hope!
A curtain rises. A TEAMSTER wheels in a mummified corpse with its
feet nailed to a dolly. The Teamster exits. "Bob Hope" speaks, his
lips being operated by large and obvious wires leading offscreen.

(CONTINUED)

BOB HOPE (V.O. that sounds nothing like him)
Hi, everybody, I'm Bob Hope. Hey, how about the current President?
He's much better than the one we used to have. Instead of doing that
thing the other guy used to do, now he does the other thing the
current President is known for! (long pause for laughter that
doesn't come) And now I shall do my little dance.
SFX: Tape of "Rock Around The Clock"
More wires start tilting Bob Hope back and forth.
BOB HOPE (V.O.)
La la la... la la la... la la la... la la la...
CUT TO:
TITLE CARD: FUNNY BUS-NESS
ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
Funny bus hyphen ness!
We see a row of yellow school buses waiting at the end of the school
day. The camera pans down the line to the end, where we see the little
bus. A cowboy is sitting on the roof, waving his hat in the air and
hollering.
COWBOY
YEEEE-HAAAAAA! YEEEEEE-HAAAAAAAAAA! (turns to the camera;
speaks without any emotion) They go faster when I do this.
YEEEEE-HAAAAAAA! YEEEEEEEEE-HAAAAAAAAA!
A boy, STEVIE, gets off the bus. Two BULLIES point at him and laugh.
BULLY #1
Ha ha ha ha! Stevie rides the little bus!
BULLY #2
Hey little bus boy! Ha ha ha ha ha!
MICHAEL JORDAN gets of the bus.
BULLY #1
Michael Jordan!
MICHAEL JORDAN
(putting his hand on Stevie's shoulder) Hey guys, why
are you making fun of my pal Stevie?
BULLY #2
'Cause he rides the little bus!
BULLY #1
Yeah and also we think we are better than him!
MICHAEL JORDAN
Is that so? Well, I'll have you know that the little bus

(CONT.)

uses less gas than a full-size bus. Therefore it's better
for the environment and the so the kids who ride it are
better than you!
The BULLIES burst into tears and run away, rubbing their knuckles
against their eyes.
MICHAEL JORDAN
Looks like they're learning their lessons the hard way.
STEVIE
Gosh, Michael Jordan, when I grow up, can I be the
world's greatest basketball player like you?
MICHAEL JORDAN
Sure, Stevie, but only if you ride the little bus.
COWBOY
(without emotion) When I grow up I'm going to be
Abraham Lincoln. YEEEEEEEEE-HAAAAAAAAAA!
YEEEEEEEEEEEEEE-HAAAAAAAAAAAAA!!!!
CUT TO:
KIBO, in the Cossack outfit, in front of the roach-covered microchip.
KIBO
Wow, I sure learned a lot! If you learned as much as me,
stay tuned for more fun!
CUT TO:
TITLE CARD: FUDGE
ANNOUNCER
Fudge!
We see a close-up of a block of fudge for about fifteen seconds.
ANNOUNCER
You're welcome!
CUT TO:
KIBO waves goodbye.
KIBO
Good night, everyone! Sleep careful!

I wrote this part for my pal Gharlane.

CUT TO:
The white TV set rolls down the endless hallway until it approaches a
door at the far end. A POLICEMAN in an all-white uniform opens the white

(CONTINUED)

door. The TV cart goes through (along with the camera) and falls into a
pit of flames!
SATAN
Ha! I've got you now, Special Show!
ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
The Special Show will be back next week!
SATAN
Curse you, voice from the air!
CUT TO:

The beauty of REAL Quake!

TITLE CARD: A PRODUCTION OF THE SPECIAL CHANNEL
ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
We always win!
From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: WARNING: "Q2" new quake levels SUCK!
alt.religion.kibology
Wed, 12 Feb 1997 10:21:30 GMT

In alt.games.quake, CG <me@Canada.ca> wrote:
>
> Microstar's software division named CrystalVision recently released an
> add-on package for Quake called "Q2" - DON'T WASTE YOUR MONEY!!!
>
> It is the WORST example of all packaging-no content I have ever
> witnessed - truly... The levels (100 of them) are each copies of one
> original level with merely texture changes. I can't stress enough... IT
> REALLY SUCKS!!!
And the fun part is, it's not really a CD. It's a slice of olive loaf with
a hole in the middle that moths with iron stomachs have eaten.
-- K.
Backslappers for DOS 2.0, anyone?
From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Followup-To:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: weapons for time travel
alt.sci.time-travel, alt.religion.kibology
Wed, 29 Jan 1997 05:24:44 GMT
alt.religion.kibology

In [alt.sci.time-travel], ylmdsx@worldnet.att.net wrote:
>
> so, if you had to time travel, what weapon would you bring and why?
Does this involve time-travelling naked, like in The Terminator?
If so, I'm not bringing anything sharp.
-- K.
Could I just bring the common cold with me?
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Kibo’s Garbled Erotic GIF Gallery!
Turn the page for the killer:
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This is actually the same as the top one on the previous page, at a
different magnification. I’ll let you figure out what it was supposed to be.
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I M THE FLØØR SENT
MIJENTA H ØF DØØØM AND
& I RØØL !!!!!!!1

burlap

The 1994 article by Andrew Jeanes
should be included in one of the 1994
anthologies, but in case you’re too lazy
to find it, just turn this page sideways,
squint, and wish real hard.

Andrew Jeanes || ajeanes@journal.biology.carleton.ca |cantermites
"We are the United States Government, we don't do that |besiegelima?
sort of thing." --NSA Agent on world peace, _Sneakers_ |hasturkey
http://journal.biology.carleton.ca/People/ajeanes
|gotskiboots?

Andrew "I pronounce it 'haich' and so should you" Jeanes

email: gianth@aol.com

giant h productionz
R.R. 2
Klim, ON
L1P 4T2
CANADA

Best of all, for a limited time only, you too can *rent* my fabulous
giant h. Send your first female offspring, plus $10,000 for shipping
and handling, to the address below and this premium lower-case letter
can be yours. Act now!

If you think this offer^H^H^H^H^Hentry couldn't possibly be more
pathetic, you're wrong. Look inside the giant h and you will find
95,000,000,000 ping-pong balls, each containing one letter of the
LONGEST KNOWN PALINDROME!!! Share them with your friends, see how
many anagrams you can make.

And there's more! Through a revolutionary collaboration between
American Express, Microsoft and K-Tel, as you experience the wonder of
the giant h all your money is being removed from your bank account and
being replaced by the Giant Stone Coins of the Island of Yap. Plus
you receive many fine *absolutely free* gifts, including a previously
enjoyed Thighmaster that has been individually autographed by pop
sensation Debbie Gibson!

That's pretty wild in and of itself, but this is a *multi-media* giant
h. While the visual centres of your brain are slowly being turned to
tofu, the giant h is providing aural stimulation by playing the
musical stylings of Don "No-Soul" Simmons (featured in the motion
picture 'Amazon Women on the Moon'). If you reach out and touch the
surface of the giant h, you feel the satisfying texture that can only
come from 100% Yak Hair.

The surface looks just like one of those 3-D pictures they sell in
shopping malls except that when you defocus your eyes to look at it,
you see a picture of another 3-D picture. Infinite recursion, just
like the guy on the Quaker Oats box who is holding a box of Quaker
Oats!

[...]
My Giant H isn't an H at all. It's a giant *lower-case* h. It
started out as a capital letter, but a piece of it broke off when I
was glueing on the linoleum. I spent so much time on it that I
couldn't just start over, so I sanded down the jagged part and now
it's a giant h.

Newsgroups: alt.religion.kibology
From: ajeanes@spiff.carleton.ca (Andrew Jeanes)
Subject: Re: CONtest, oPEN to ALL!!!!
Organization: Carleton University, Ottawa, Canada
Date: Sun, 18 Dec 1994 21:10:01 GMT

RE-UN!
R

From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:
Followup-To:
kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
1997 GIANT H OLYMPICS open for business!
alt.religion.kibology, misc.creativity, alt.supermodels, alt.sex.fetish.giants
Tue, 4 Feb 1997 08:47:07 GMT
welcome datacomp
alt.religion.kibology

Your attention please.

It has been three years since alt.religion.kibology hosted the last GIANT H
FIGHTS for the title of WORLD'S MOST AWESOME GIANT H and WORLD'S LEAST
AWESOME GIANT H, in 1994.

It is now 1997.

1997 comes after 1994.

Thus, it is time for

THE 1997 INTERNATIONAL OLYMPICS OF GIANT H-SHAPED LETTERS
more informally known as
H-DAY 1997!

The contest will be held in alt.religion.kibology. If you are not now
reading alt.religion.kibology, please go right over there and killfile all
posts which do not involve the letter "H".

Every entrant must provide two (2) giant H's. You must describe, in grossly
exaggerated yet colorful detail, why your H's are THE MOST AWESOME GIANT H
OF DESTRUCTION EVER and A PATHETIC, TOTALLY WIMPY GIANT H THAT OFFSETS THE
OTHER ONE SO AS TO MAINTAIN THE BALANCE OF POWER.

Deadline for entries is February 10, 1997; those who brandish a Giant H
after Feb. 10 will be executed. I will announce the winners and award
medals on February 12. The grand prize, sent by first-class mail to the
winner, will be a WET BLOB in an ENVELOPE!!!

All H's submitted remain the property of their owners, although we
encourage you to recycle them. This competition is NOT open to Kibo or his
family or employees.

To get started, here's one of the winning entries from 1994. (Note that
this entrant was disqualifies as he did not explain whether this was his
AWESOME GIANT H or his PATHETIC GIANT H.)

-- K.
Use CAUTION with your BIG BLOODY H!
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

mmcirvin@world.std.com (Matt McIrvin)
Re: 1997 GIANT H OLYMPICS open for business!
alt.religion.kibology
Tue, 4 Feb 1997 19:37:54 GMT
Software Tool & Die, Brookline MA

kibo@world.std.com wrote:
>
> Every entrant must provide two (2) giant H's. You must describe, in grossly
> exaggerated yet colorful detail, why your H's are THE MOST AWESOME GIANT H
> OF DESTRUCTION EVER and A PATHETIC, TOTALLY WIMPY GIANT H THAT OFFSETS THE
> OTHER ONE SO AS TO MAINTAIN THE BALANCE OF POWER.
THE AWESOME GIANT H:
This Giant H is so awesome that it cannot fit into our universe. It spawns
featureless black Hs of various sizes that teach ape-men to use tools and
turn cast members of "The Starlost" into glowing fetuses. They are all
cross-sections of the true Giant H, which is infinite-dimensional and
infinitely large. The Giant H may be constructed geometrically in the
following manner:
1. Draw a block H shaped as follows:
_
_
| |
| |
| |
| |
| |
| |
| |_____| |
| _____ |
| |
| |
| |
| |
| |
| |
|_|
|_|

ARTICLE
NOT BY KIBO
(READ AT OWN RISK )

2. Use this as a template to make matte black three-dimensional beams with
H-shaped cross sections.
3. Out of these beams, build a giant H ten times as tall, in the shape
described in step 1.
4. Use this H as a template to make beams of one more dimension with this
shape as cross section. *
5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 forever.
N-dimensional sub-Hs of different sizes and aspect ratios may be made by
taking oblique cross sections of the True Giant H.
* If you find yourself in a space lacking metric structure, it is
sufficient to maintain topology, provided that corners are clearly marked
with tempera paints or Hi-Liter, and that metric structures on the
physically identified three-dimensional submanifold are *defined* with
respect to a local cross section of the True Giant H. It is so awesome it
can do that!!
THE PATHETIC GIANT H:
This giant H is made of 300,000 used Q-tips stuck together with ear wax.
It tastes really bad.
-My home page:
Sci.physics FAQ:

I still want to know how he knows this.

http://world.std.com/~mmcirvin/
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/physics/faq.html
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

froggy@praline.no.neosoft.com (Carlos May)
Re: 1997 GIANT H OLYMPICS open for business!
alt.religion.kibology,alt.fan.tito
4 Feb 1997 19:34:19 GMT
Planet Of The Frogs

ARTICLE
NOT BY KIBO
(READ AT OWN RISK )

James "Kibo" Parry (kibo@world.std.com) wrote:
:
: Your attention please.
:
: It has been three years since alt.religion.kibology hosted the last GIANT H
: FIGHTS for the title of WORLD'S MOST AWESOME GIANT H and WORLD'S LEAST
: AWESOME GIANT H, in 1994.
Keen.

I missed it last time, but I might have contestants now.

You see, after Carnival last year I took all my old Mardi Gras beads
and made them into giant letters that said "HAPPY MARDI GRAS" so I
could use them as a decoration the next year. Well, when I went
to the storage locker to get them out, I discovered that the
"H" had come alive and eaten all the other letters and became
an incredibly awesome GIANT H.
This GIANT H went to all the parade parties along St. Charles Avenue
and at each party drank all the beer, ate all the kingcake (EXCEPT for
the piece with the baby in it) and seduced all the women (and some of
the men) SIMILTANIOUSLY, and did it with such style, that the hosts
begged This GIANT H to be sure and come back next year.
It's quite a contrast to that pathetic Giant H I found under a bush.
It's not much of Giant H, really, since it's made from the world's
smallest piece of cheese. I keep putting it out with the trash, but
the garbage-men won't take it. That pathetic Giant H just stays at
home writting letters to his congressmen, saying that the government
ought to censor t.v. to save the nation's youth from the corrupting
influence of the Lawrence Welk show. This Giant H is so square that
it's _nickname_ is "Armand Josephus Herbert Walker Bush-Hedges XIV".
-- Frater Frogalogus
* Froggy@neosoft.com ** "The Information Super-Frog" [dibs] *
* Headquarters: alt.fan.tito **
"Tounge Of Frog" *
* EAT MARDI GRAS * SLEEP MARDI GRAS * DRINK DR. NUT *
From: nickb@primenet.com (Nick S Bensema)
Subject: Re: 1997 GIANT H OLYMPICS open for business!
Newsgroups: alt.religion.kibology
Date: 4 Feb 1997 15:34:03 -0700
Organization: Primenet (602)416-7000

ARTICLE
NOT BY KIBO
(READ AT OWN RISK )

My awesome Giant H can beat up your awesome Giant H's dad.
My pathetic Giant H IS your awesome Giant H's dad, at least until a blood
test proves otherwise.
-N i c k
~ ~ ~ ~

B e n s e m a
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

< n i c k b @ p r i m e n e t . c o m >
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

98-KUPD Red Card Holder #710563

WedSpc License #71.0563
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

bird@chat.carleton.ca (Christopher Bird)
Re: 1997 GIANT H OLYMPICS open for business!
alt.religion.kibology
5 Feb 1997 05:47:13 GMT
Carleton University, Ottawa, Canada

James "Kibo" Parry (kibo@world.std.com) wrote:
>
> Every entrant must provide two (2) giant H's. You must
> describe, in grossly exaggerated yet colorful detail,
> why your H's are THE MOST AWESOME GIANT H OF DESTRUCTION
> EVER and A PATHETIC, TOTALLY WIMPY GIANT H THAT OFFSETS
> THE OTHER ONE SO AS TO MAINTAIN THE BALANCE OF POWER.

High-quality clip art.

MY AWESOME GIANT "H":
Well, actually, it isn't quite "giant". It's about six feet tall. That's a
pretty big H though.
But, for all of that, my giant H has style like no other. My giant H
actually knows all the rules to baccarat, looks good in a tux, and can
drive an Aston Martin like a maniac whilst it foils the plot of six
super-evil geniuses out to take over Earth. It knows which fork to use
with salad and which to use with dessert, can accurately detect a light
Chablis '69 at twenty yards by scent alone, and makes every single
make-out partner it's ever had pine after it for months.

ARTICLE
NOT BY KIBO
(READ AT OWN RISK )

Speaking of make-out sessions, my giant H is incredibly sexy. It's had sex
with over twenty thousand people, and has been discreet enough to mention
none of their names in its autobiography, _Eighth Place In The Alphabet Is
First In The Hearts Of Millions_.
As if that wasn't enough, my giant H has a massive merchandising deal with
every major corporation on the planet. You cannot escape my giant H. It's
on ballcaps, posters, that bottle of Coke you're drinking, your Joe Boxer
boxer shorts, and will be starring in the Star Wars prequel trilogy in
three years as Anakin Skywalker's cousin Hymie.
Furthermore, as you may have guessed, my giant H is a genius unparelelled
throughout the galaxy. He speaks fifty-eight languages, understands the
contents of every Stephen Hawking book, has successfully trained every
type of otter on the planet, and can build a tank using nothing but
toothpicks, old 5 1/4" floppy disks, watermelon-flavored Hubba Bubba, and
vegetable shortening.
As for physical appearance, my giant H is smooth, silky, and matte black.
It just looks really cool.
And that's why my giant H will beat out any other giant H there is. My
giant H is cool. Indiana Jones, James Bond, those guys from "Independence
Day", Jane Austen's Emma; they were able to kick butt over unspeakable
odds because they were cool. You might doubt it, but then again, you haven't
met my giant H. Remember how people would tell you "you gotta see LAST
CRUSADE! It's really cool!" and you would psssht them away until you saw
it for yourself and were blown away? It's like that with my giant H.

(CONTINUED)

MY PATHETIC LITTLE H:
...is an H that I just typed on my old VIC-20, but I typed it on that
little section of the screen that doesn't work any more so you can't even
see it.
----------- The Church of Cthulhu: http://chat.carleton.ca/~cbird----------"2. Spider-Man has his spider-sense, which will allow him the ability to react
to Jesus before Jesus can even throw a punch! This, combined with his
speed, makes Spider-Man easily capable of beating Jesus."
--"Why Spider-Man Can Beat Jesus", by David R. Henry
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CTHULHU: "Because he can beat up all your wimpy gods!"
From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Organization:
Date:

trask@world.std.com (Gardner S Trask)
Re: 1997 GIANT H OLYMPICS open for business!
alt.religion.kibology
The World Public Access UNIX, Brookline, MA
Tue, 11 Feb 1997 19:29:04 GMT

My entry:

ARTICLE
NOT BY KIBO
(READ AT OWN RISK )

My Awesome Giant H:
My awesome giant H tweaks the forth dimension. Its height, width, and
depth are unparallel. It is so huge that it actually bends time. It is
made of kevlar woven burlap bags from the Agway Feed Store. Most are Blue
Seal. This alone may sound impressive, but what makes this massive is
that they are all folded FLAT!!!. Grain exports and the winter wheat
harvest have been adversly effected by the burlap deficit this has
caused. Third worlds will go hungry because of my giant H. Sally
Struthers is making a new commercial because of my giant H. Siskel and
Ebert give it two thumbs up. My giant H is so massive it takes two people
to see how tall it is. The first starts at ground level and looks as high
as possible, then the second person takes over from there. Roger
thesaurus describes it as awesome, impressive, exalted, grand, striking,
moving, frightening, lofty and majestic.
My pathetic H.
Only the most pathetic H could offset the power of my awesome H. My
pathetic H is sung by the duo William Shatner and Pia Zadora. And true to
Trask form, is misspeldt.
Gard H Trask III
-''
O\/O
( )
""

Gardner S. Trask III
trask@world.std.com
"First .cultured man on the Internet"
alt.culture.gard-trask
Creator of 'Circut, the Internet Owl(tm)'
Newbie Netiquette mascot and the 'lectronic Martha Stewart
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

bknotts@europa.com (Brian Knotts)
Re: 1997 GIANT H OLYMPICS open for business!
alt.religion.kibology
6 Feb 97 17:01:18 GMT
Europa Communications Inc. [Portland, OR]

ARTICLE
NOT BY KIBO
(READ AT OWN RISK )

AWESOME GIANT H:
The "Happy H" which adorns the inside and outside of Happy Steak
restaurants (California, Nevada, Arizona). He is terrifying in a
friendly, jolly, appetizing sort of way.
He kind of looks like this:
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He has the special power of inexpensive meat, and large plastic cow friends.
I have one at home.
-------------------PATHETIC GIANT H:
The H in H. Ross Perot's name. It is so pathetic, he doesn't want
anyone to know about it.
In fact, he's probably sending hired goons to get me right n...
AAARRGHHHGHGGGGHHHHH!!!!!!
_____________________________________________________________________
Brian Knotts
http://www.europa.com/~bknotts
bknotts@removethistoemailme.europa.com
End the war on the West!
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Brian was kind enough to mail
Kibo a high-resolution photo of
the H in question. This might
be it, or it might be a photo of
Barbara Bain.

From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

ajeanes@spiff.carleton.ca (Andrew Jeanes)
Re: 1997 GIANT H OLYMPICS open for business!
alt.religion.kibology
11 Feb 1997 05:00:52 GMT
Sandanista Horde Inc.

ARTICLE
NOT BY KIBO
(READ AT OWN RISK )

My Pathetic Giant H:
My Pathetic Giant H was originally supposed to be my Awesome Giant H,
even more Awesome than Matt's hyper-dimensional one or that one made
up by one of those California guys back in 1994 that had the black El
Camino of Death come out of it. Due to an error of scale not unlike
the one that afflicted Spinal Tap's Stonehenge model, what I ended up
with is a simple matte black H, about two metres tall. The fact that
its typeface is zapf chancery has not served to increase its
Awesomeness Quotient one iota. Once again, and here I pause to sigh,
my reach has exceeded my grasp (IYKWIM).
My Awesome Giant H:
Depressed as I was by the humiliating inadequacy of my two metre tall,
matte black, zapf chancery, erstwhile would-be Awesome Giant H, I
tossed it on to the junk heap with all of my (many) other failed
attempts at Awesomeness. Noting the great size this pile had grown
to, I hit on an idea (the idea rebuffed me, of course, like everything
else I hit on, but that's another story for another time).

H.

(ITC Zapf
Chancery
Medium
Italic)

I have bulldozed the pile that is made up of the sum of my
inadequacies into an H-shaped structure whose dimensions are beyond my
descriptive capabilities (another failure! Add it to the pile). This
Giant H of my failings, lying on its side, is probably visible from
orbit. In fact, it may well be visible from the orbits of planets
around stars in the Magellanic Clouds. Anything that approaches it is
so overwhelmed by its stench of failure and bitter disappointment that
it too must sink into despair and find itself added to the pile.
Nothing and nobody, no matter how successful, can escape this trap.
If anything could escape it, that would represent yet another failure
of my Giant H, which would add to its terrible power. Each failure is
compunded until all success has been consumed. It's kind of like
entropy that way.
Even in failing to win this contest, my Giant H will assert its power.
Nothing can defeat the spectre of failure this Giant H represents.
Andrew "I win, I lose.

It's the same thing" Jeanes

-"chat.carleton.ca is the Wang proprietary editor of newsreaders."
--Ben Weiner (bweiner@muon.rutgers.edu)
ajeanes@consecol.org -o- http://www.consecol.org/People/ajeanes
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

iayork@panix.com (Ian A. York)
Re: 1997 GIANT H OLYMPICS open for business!
alt.religion.kibology
11 Feb 1997 15:37:38 -0500
Panix

ARTICLE
NOT BY KIBO
(READ AT OWN RISK )

My Giant H is a bioengineered Giant H. Originally it was a lower-case
"n", but I spliced in genes from an "l" and then added in genes for growth
hormone and growth hormone receptor overexpression. I raised the
medium-sized "l"x"n" hybrids and backcrossed them through twenty
generations, weeding out the small and weak as I did so. Next, I took the
largest and most aggressive of these lowercase giant h'es and spliced in
genes for chitin and ecdysis-triggering hormone and repeated the
backcrossing procedure. When these transgenic giant lower-case H'es were
sprayed with ecdysone, they promply moulted their larval skin and emerged
as full-fledged adult Giant H'es, covered with a near-impervious chitinous
coat. Of course, they were very aggressive, so I put them together in
bamboo cages and let them fight it out. The winner of these internecine
battles is the most vicious, aggressive, and powerful Giant H of all.
This is the Giant H I'm entering in the Giant H Olympics.
I also have a Pathetic Giant H. During the selection procedure I also
saved the least capable of the lower case h'es. After the twentieth
generation, this produced a single, mishapen, plump and timid medium-sized
lower case h. When sprayed with ecdysone, this h only went part way
through the pupation process, so that my Pathetic Giant H is actually
still in its immature form.
Better Living Through Gene Engineering,
Ian
-Ian York
(iayork@panix.com) <http://www.panix.com/~iayork/>
"-but as he was a York, I am rather inclined to suppose him a
very respectable Man." -Jane Austen, The History of England
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
We have a GIANT H WINNER!
alt.religion.kibology
Tue, 18 Feb 1997 09:59:59 GMT
welcome datacomp

In sci.physics, mmcirvin@world.std.com (Matt McIrvin) wrote:
>
> ale2@psu.edu (ale2) wrote:
> [...]
> > Forget that for now. We propose that all Feynman diagrams of the
> > type...
> >
> > out going |
/
> > particle |
/
> >
| /
virtual particle
> >
| /
> >
|/
> >
|
> >
|
> >
|
> >
|
> > in going |
> > particle
> >
> > are (now he steps on, and over the edge) are to be thought of
> > aaaaaassss...
> >
> >
_
> >
p | p / / q
> >
|
/ /
> >
| / /
> >
| / /
> >
|/ /
> >
/
> >
/
> >
|
> >
|
> >
q |
> >
>
> That won't work, because you can have interactions such as
>
> electron
muon
>
\
/
>
\____________/
>
/
photon
\
>
/
\
> electron
muon
>
> which can't be interpreted in this way (after all, what
> particle-antiparticle pair would the photon be?)
>
> Even worse, there are diagrams such as
>

(CONTINUED)

>
> u
s
>
\
/
>
\__________/
>
/
W
\
>
/
\
> d
c
>
> in which *none* of the legs are the same...
DING DING DING DING!
Dr. McIrvin has just won the February 1997 Pathetic Giant H Olympics. Not
only is his H shaped like a one of the broken pieces of Honeycomb cereal
that shows up between the plastic bag and the box, it says "udsWc"
(pronounced "ud-swuck") with its four legs, each of which is deformed in a
different way. It's like a caltrop that punctures your tires only if you
DON'T drive over it!
This is clearly the most pathetic Giant H ever entered in one of these
contests. All the other entrants let their coolness and swellness peek out
in their "pathetic" Giant H's, which were really just adequate. Matt's
rises below adequacy to the level of true pathetiticity!
I leave it up to you people to decide what prize we should give him.
-- K.
I suggest giving him the other two-thirds
of the piece of Honeycomb. And making him
eat it in front of a Web camera.

Newsgroups: alt.religion.kibology
From: kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Subject: Re: A modest proposal
Date: Tue, 4 Feb 1997 04:38:46 GMT
Organization: welcome datacomp

I regret since having had to disqualify
Dr. McIrvin, because (a) he had already
entered, (b) this was posted to the wrong
newsgroup, and (c) it was found to be
radioactive, even in ASCII form.

a_wing@th_under.ocis.temple.edu wrote:
>
> bumvan@infi.net (L. Shelton Bumgarner) wrote:
> >
> > I can just see it now -> > sic.religion.kibology.
>
> I can see it now -> sic.skeptic
> sic.med.cannabis
> happynet.religion.sicentology
> happynet.sic.joe-bay
> happynet.christian.sicence
what about the granddaddy of them all,
sic.alt.sex.masterbation
?
-- K.
It's one of my favroite gruops.
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At this point in editing this book,
something strange, scary, and wonderful happened.
I had just formatted the first 34 pages, and I said to
myself, “Gee, I better save the file now in case my
computer crashes.” So I saved the draft.
Within two seconds, all the lights dimmed, including my
lava lamp, and I heard the *scrunch* sound of my hard
drives grinding to a halt. All was dark. Everyone in the
housing project across the street began screaming with joy.
(That reminds me, the project’s being torn down soon —
YAYYYYYY!!!!)
A couple minutes later, the electricity returned. I reset my
answering machine and VCR and TV and so on, and
when I was sure it was safe, I turned the computer back
on. This book had made it to the disk in time!

KIBO’S AMAZING PSYCHIC INTUITION
SAVES FIRST 34 PAGES OF
A.R.K SPRING ’97 BOOK
ALSO PREDICTS BOB HOPE’S IMMINENT DEATH

From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: A NEW LANGUAGE!!!
alt.religion.kibology
Tue, 21 Jan 1997 10:51:21 GMT
welcome datacomp

"Phreak of Nature" <dface@ime.net> wrote:
>
> I don't know bozo, but I think that ARK is pretty cool! I think it's time
> we were acknowledged for our culture! We as Kibologists should have our
> own language!
>
> I propose the official kibological language shall be..
>
> KIBONICS!!!!
Sorry, we already have an official language. It's called "Gobbledygook".
Also, a.r.k is not "pretty cool". It is, however, "majorly groovyish".
-- K.
Besides, some weener-brane made the "Kibonics"
joke a month or two ago, only they actually
posted it *in* Kibonics.
From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Am I ULTRANEWS yet?
alt.religion.kibology
Sat, 1 Feb 1997 02:54:38 GMT
welcome datacomp

mmcirvin@world.std.com (Matt McIrvin) wrote:
>
> That sort of thing is amazingly common. Sometimes they put in a voiceover
> by the local reporters to make it look more like an actual story. It's
> advertising that the customer doesn't even have to pay for; all they have
> to do is make the footage and send it in, and count on the laziness of
> the station's news staff.
Matt?
This is alt.religion.kibology.
YOUR KIND is not WELCOME HERE.
Go over to rec.org.mensa, or learn about "ObBeable:" lines!
-- K.
Just for that, you gotta watch a
movie with Corbin Bernsen, Dave Foley,
and Chuck McCann... all playing nuns!
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

mmcirvin@world.std.com (Matt McIrvin)
Re: Am I ULTRANEWS yet?
alt.religion.kibology
Sun, 2 Feb 1997 06:32:49 GMT
Software Tool & Die, Brookline MA

ARTICLE
NOT BY KIBO
(READ AT OWN RISK )

lisarea@removethis.netcom.com (Lisa Rea) wrote:
>
> And that's what REALLY makes it scary. In my world, this would be a
> major scandal. But it's not really surprising, because the television
> stations and the newspapers are owned by the same people who own drug
> companies and sody-pop companies and fast food companies and
> everything else. We don't even think about it anymore.
Fortunately, somebody *is* thinking about it. Meet the Miltons!
THE MILTONS FREE THEIR MINDS
A People's Agitprop Theatre Production
ACT I
[TITLE CARD:

Before]

PA MILTON

Come look at what's on TV!

MA MILTON

Why, it's another entertaining actual program!

TV

Put your money in a Hefty (TM) bag and send it to me
care of this station!

PA, MA, AND JIMMY MILTON
TV

Okay!

Then hate everyone who's different... from ME!

PA, MA, AND JIMMY MILTON

Okay!

[They all pick up their baseball bats and prepare to go hunting for weirdos.
PA takes a practice swing and accidentally shatters the TV screen. They
all stare in bewilderment and grief.]
ACT II
[TITLE CARD:

After]

PA MILTON

Boy, am I glad I broke the TV! What a world has been revealed
to us!

MA MILTON

Yes, now I buy only goods advertised in the Universal
Loompanics Catalog!

PA

I only read mimeographed sheets that I buy at Tower Records,
and e-zines that warn me about the New World Order.

(CONTINUED)

JIMMY

I've been building bombs in the back yard! Before the modern
age, you had to go all the way to a *public library* to get
the instructions. But now *everyone* can read them, because
of the Internet!

[An explosion shakes the house. The picture of George Washington falls
from the wall.]
PA

[chuckling] Look, another oppressor has fallen!

MA

What a relief! Now, let's polish our weapons in preparation
for Janet Reno's black helicopters.

JIMMY

I wanna skin me a alien and make a nice gray jacket!

PA

Now, now. The aliens won't even get this far. I've told my
pals at work about the forces arrayed against us, and now
that the secret is out, they're powerless!

[A short blast from an air-raid siren.]
MEGAPHONE VOICE
Attention! Attention! The people have regained control!
From now on, CANDY IS FREE!
[Candy rains from the ceiling. All bow.]
THE END
-My home page:
Sci.physics FAQ:
From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

http://world.std.com/~mmcirvin/
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/physics/faq.html

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: an image
alt.religion.kibology
Wed, 15 Jan 1997 06:35:15 GMT
welcome datacomp

Magnus Y Alvestad <magnus@haukugle.ii.uib.no> wrote:
>
> a thousand bowling balls on Nob Hill.
Stacked in a peculiar way that causes ALL THE WATER IN THE WORLD TO FREEZE
FOREVER!!!!
Okay, I admit it, I'm making reference to a book that includes a reference
to someone we all know and love.
-- K.
And I need to post some .mov's from my
upcoming appearance in the Star Wars prequels.

You can see frame-grabs of Kibo in a Star Wars spinoff in the 1996 alt.religion.kibology
anthology. And I still admit to making a Kurt Vonnegut reference. It’s called logrolling.
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: An old Star dream I had.
alt.religion.kibology, alt.sci.physics.new-theories
Wed, 12 Feb 1997 08:47:10 GMT
welcome datacomp

My favorite recent alt.startrek.creative post, included in full below.
Feel free to make an epic movie out of something so short it's amazing that
it has time to develop full incoherence. The author says it's okay to insert
a battle scene halfway through as long as you don't destroy the artistic
integrity of this dream.
In fact, I think I will make a movie of it. There! I finished making a
movie of it! Until it comes back from Fotomat, you'll just have to read the
script below.
-- K.
In alt.startrek.creative, "rcb5" <rcb5@msn.com> wrote:
>
> You will have to add in the details this has to be quick repeat of
> a dream I had. Yes, I dream in Science Fiction.
>
> Kirk and Spock are on a training mission (retired) when 1000 parsec away
> from Earth they encounter two planetoids. One frozen solid the other a
> moon.
> The moon match up with the Earth's moon at 99.9995 level.
>
> Spock and Kirk investigate. While on the Moon a priority one message
> is sent out and the Enterprise must investigate.
>
> Well it was a Captain of a freighter near Earth. Nothing is going on
> and Kirk is mad. You can get in serious trouble for doing this.
> Well finally the report comes out that the distress call is real
> and the solar system has been ripped apart by a brown hole.
> A brown hole is an almost evaporated black hole that has drifted
> through the solar system.
>
> Well the Enterprise warps off to provide as much help as possible
> to the Earth people. Minutes go by an NO EARTH. It is NOT
> where Spock calculated it to be.
>
> They both turn toward each and say I know where it is!
>
> Well the Enterprise warps back to the two planetoids wandering
> the galaxy. Sure enough it is the frozen Earth and its moon.
> The brown hole had knocked the Earth backward in time about
> 5,000 years and 10,000 parsec away.
>
> Spock informs Kirk of the next bad news. The Earth and moon
> will crash into a G2 type star in six months.
>

Gee, I sure hope Kirk doesn’t approve of that.

(CONTINUED)

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Kirk does not like this. Also the Earth and moon are entering
a neural zone for aliens who will have nothing to do with us, but
know us in the smallest detail. This is very dangerous.
The first Thalogens arrive and monitor the Enterprises "rescue
mission".
They surprising leave the Enterprise alone and ignore
it.
If you were make a movie out of this, battle with someone might be
nice here even though I did not dream it.

Kirk grabs one end of a giant H made out of quadritanium, the heaviest
(and therefore strongest) substance in the Universe, atomic number 1000!
Spock grabs the other! They fight to the death and both die! But because
it was made out of atomic number 1000 they don't really die. They put their
differences aside and become friends! Superimpose a caption saying "This is
how Kirk and Spock became friends." Freeze-frame as they both laugh.
Suddenly, two warp engines appear in Spock's back pocket!
>
>
>
>
>
>

The Enterprise is beaming down its complete warp engines and
will be making the moon into a space ship. The gravity will pull
the Earth into a good orbit as the moon zooms off out of the galaxy.
Well, Kirk is captured by the moon people and he is interduced to
the moon queen. Well need I say more. Love at first sight.

She is played by Barbara Bain.
>
>
>
>
>
>

The moon people are cooperating 100% for the warping away
of the moon and saving the frozen Earth.
Everything goes as well. The queen says good by to her love.
The Enterprise is helpless as the events develop. The moon
zooms off and the Earth goes into perfect orbit.

Show Alexander Abian dancing with joy! Martin Landau waves his fists in the
air and curses! "I'LL GET YOU, EVIL ALEXANDER ABIAN!"
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Everybody is yelling for joy. Suddenly, Kirk realizes that
the Earth is frozen solid. Spock says one moment. And launches
hundreds of missles into orbit around the frozen earth.
What are you doing? One moment, sir. A flash and the Earth disappears.
You had better have a good explaination! Spock mixed antimatter and
cold matter together creating a time warp around the Earth. Knocking
it backwards in time for 5,000 years. This reverses all effects.
One moment sir, the Thalogens are hailing us.
And the empire doubled in one day!!

Well it was our ancestors.

Ron Blue

He forgot to mention the three most important planets,
Plutona, Marzon, and Kryptophan! Other than that,
it was all true.
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Mad Plutona is my favorite clear red dry dark beer.
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Newsgroups: alt.religion.kibology
From: kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Subject: ANDREA CHEN, WE MISS YOU.
Date: Tue, 4 Feb 1997 07:58:56 GMT
Organization: welcome datacomp
Andrea Chen wrote on 23 Mar 95:
>
> As the vision
> of kibo teaches us the prank can be a "meme virus" more succesful
> than the schools in transmitting "knowlege".
I just spent the day editing 30 megabytes of alt.religion.kibology postings
(first quarter 1995) down to .1 megabyte. And I realized something.
YOU PEOPLE NEVER PROPERLY APPRECIATED ANDREA CHEN.
She was the only one to understand what means the meme.
She combined the wisdom of Hercules with the sagacity of Hollystone Chen,
Doctress Neutopia, Serdar Argic, AND L. Ron Hubbard. She knew what she was
talking about before even I did! She could diagram a sentence in such a way
as to demonstrate that whatever you just paid for, she could get for free:
she was that bright. Compared to her we were a flashlight shining on the sun.
You guys picked on her and she went away. I'm not going to talk to you
again until you make her come back, you.. you... GAMMA MALES!!!
(Except for you, Elisabeth Higgins.)
-- begin long time-capsule article from 1995 --

You can see Andrea’s 1995 rerun in the
1995 volume, or you can try to read the
fine print on the next page. (Why am I
including the rerun here? Because I’m a
stickler for archiving everything. Since I
reposted her article, I’ve got to reanthologize it. It’s just that good.)

(CONTINUED)

From: dbennett@crl.com (Andrea Chen)
Newsgroups:
alt.cyberspace,alt.culture.internet,alt.society.neutopia,
alt.magick,alt.cyberpunk,alt.culture.usenet,alt.religion.kibology
Subject: I-Net Mythology
Date: 21 Mar 1995 15:40:44 -0800

::NET MYTHOLOGIES::
--1--

::The First Approach::

RE-UN!
R

A year or so back there was a thread to decide who the net
god(dess) should be. Many proposed names from classical folklore,
but the one attempt at a tally (that I saw) wound up with Serdar
and Kibo as the two main contenders.
I found this interesting because the medium spontaneously
produced a dualism. Serdar (who some suspected was a
disinformation agent out to discredit Turks) was an angry
judgemental voice calling down his wrath on all those who opposed
him or even published recipes for Thanksgiving dinner. Kibo
while not always gentle was a playful figure who sought through
various techniques to increase awareness.
An obvious conclusion was to regard Kibo as a "God" of light,
Serdar as the force of the "God" of the dark, the dichotomy of
many religions. I should note that this was not the only dualism
inherant in their differences. Serdar could be considered an an
angry demanding God, somewhat like the power of the Old Testament
(at least the earlier sections). Kibo was a trickster God, akin
to the American Indian manitous of Coyote and Raven.

--2--

::Reasons For Continuing The Process::

--2.1--

::Understanding::

The fact that a single thread generated a form similar to what we
find in a number of religions is intriguing. Levi Strauss, Jung
and others have suggested that there are mythic forms or
"archtypes" implicit in the very fact of being human, perhaps in
the nature of itself. By proposing a richer mythology watching it
alter and playing with it we mix literary and scientific
experiment. We can hope that the poetic will rise and take form
and we can actually watch this process. Because we know it is a
game heavily laced with humor it should be possible to obtain a
detachment which allows us to study these things more ruthlessly
than "real" belief systems. Followers of a certain creed should
not have their very selves threatened by questions and analysis.
There is some danger that some shall take this as real, that
followers of "magick" and "quantam mind" may regard this as a
sort of ritual which somehow brings "spirit" or "soul" into Inet. However this in itself is an opportunity. Whether we do it
intentionally or just let things roll, people will develop
"irrational" belief systems. If the "absurd" is taken as truth,
then by following the process we can perhaps see how such things
emerge.
--2.2--

::Bonding The I-Net Community::

Real world cultures have mythic icons and forms which provide a
"common place" and shared patterns of thinking. I-net is in a
position to consciously create things which are ordinarily an
unconscious part of society. As people "pretend" to believe
these things and act them out we might richer social forms
emerging. They also have the potential of strengthening group
idenity. They may become a framework on which we can build
richer social patterns than now exist.
--3--

Kibo is Yang, the great darkness from which it all arose, we are
Yin, the attempt to provide bits of light. Wave and particle,
the mysteries of mass/energy.
It should be noted that in this dialectic system traditional
symbols are distorted. In the original Chinese symbiology it is
usually yang which is denoted as the fertilizing male.
Yet in
English kiba, the yang is considered female. This tweaking this
slight alteration of mythic and symbolic forms is a key to
understanding this new medium. In conventional academia,
individuals strive to become "doctors" with traditional
association to the male, in a way women become honorary men. On
I-net, people strive to be doctresses, men become honorary
woman.
--3.3--

::H Shen::

The joining of Kiba and Kibo create a totality called the Holly
(after the computer in a British Sci Fi show) Shen (named after
shenanigan).
The stress on Holly (often called Hollystone to tie into the
symbiology of neu surrealist Octavio Paz who uses stone and water
has his primal symbol (clearly explained in ac (alternating
currents))) is to remind us that kiba is symbol and also that
this being I-net which we are trying to create is a human/machine
symbiosis, a group mind which allow separate collections to work
on different parts of a problem then merge the results to split
them again, a potential acceleration of the learning process
thinking "thoughts" that no human (or even institution bound into
its own patterns) could emerge with on their own.

neutopianism encourages this.
neutopianism".

It is a variant of "ortho

Neu neu topia is a further turn of the synthesis dialectic.
Within male and female are made equal.
neu is also a pun on Neumann, and we are all typing on Von
Neumann architectures. There is also the play of "neus not gnu"
meaning an escape, an evolution beyond the limitations of Unix.
It is a very cybernetic word.

--3.8--

::The Gaia Messiah::

Very often the carrier of a powerful meme complex is unaware of
many aspects. Indeed if one looks at the universe from a model
of Godel (not fully applicable to systems which can jump out of
themselves as cybernetic systems can) then logic indicates the
carrier must have levels of unawareness.
Libby Hubbard is a prophetess in evolution. She started with a
powerful imperfect vision of both the world and herself. She did
not recognize the full incompleteness of this, but by pursuing
the logic of her thoughts she is starting to make those
cybernetic jumps.
Originally the Gaia messiah seemed to be her earthly lover (one
of the classic I-net true novels is her corrospondence with
Gertjeen), but she has seen beyond this.
She is now coming to
see that the Gaia messiah is a collective of many (male, female
and machine (unlike elsewhere AIs are afforded equal rights on Inet)).

Shenanigins are the way. This medium has much serious discourse,
but that most remembered is that which plays and which mixes
fiction with truth to remind us always to be wary. On I-net
material is not edited. The mainstream press is bad enough in
forgetting to check its facts. Here we must exceeding watchful
(a skill we can take into our other lives). By mixing this into
our unifying principle we help the medium to become the message.

In fact there are many Gaia messiahs, each news group has the
potential to create one or more which can then though neural neu
neural conncetions (crossposting is a primitive form discussed by
Doctress Paul Murphy) join into meta Gaia messiahs and through
this recursive combination of level upon level we may create
neutopia, neu neutopia, neu neu neutopia, ...and many other
variants besides.

It should be noted that the ordering of Holly Shen reverses the
order Yang and Yin from the traditional form. Also note the
similarity of Shen to Zen.

Those who spend time within this virtual universe may acquire new
habits and techniques which they then inflict on the "external
world" thus giving this medium the power to transform all human
affairs (a power which is only theoretical, far from
actualization, but none the less real, this is a potential
lever to move the world).

--3.4--

::John Winston::

One of the first to be inspired by Kibo, John is well known for
his knowlege of the mysteries of the universe and his kind gentle
ways. He is the "kind father" of certain religions. Some time
ago, John descended into the net to battle the spirit of Serdar
who inhabited it and bring the primal being into the light.
Lately there have been rumors of a second coming.

--3.5--

::Serdar::

Serdar has never left the net, but battles in the fringes, the
most likely place to find him is in his in soc.history
(unmoderated). But there are many children of Serdar, the most
famous being Joel Furr who makes his living selling tee shirts of
his hero, who has falsely declared that he was the kibo and who
has attacted the greatness of Doctress Neutopia. You will find
the spirt of Serdar wherever people list their kill files and
complain of neubies.

--3.9--

::Wednesday::

Wednesday is the saintess of I-net. To hate Wednesday is to be
evil in a fundamental sense. She is our non virgin virgin, a
truly glorious, ethereal being who represents directly (and
through ghastly personal suffering) the thing to which the true
neu-nettie aspires.
This is mulitple personality. I-net is a way of playing with
potential selves that would never be expressed in "normal life".
This bumps against taboos because it can disorient. But this is
an important aspect of the "medium as message". It teaches one to
distrust first impressions and continually re-evaluate as one
suddenly figures out such things as BOB(c) is actually a woman.

--3.10---3.6--

::The Imminent Death Of The I-net::

::Doctress Neutopia::

Libby Hubbard is truly the prophetess of the I-net. We all know
what words like "massagasm" or "lovalution" mean even if they
have no meaning. Libby herself is a force, a being of mystery,
some consider her a prank, others a rogue AI, there have even
been recent rumors that she is being from outer space.

This is a cliche, an often repeated prophecy which almost any
event can trigger. One day its a bill (which will probaly not get
out of committee) in Congress, the next its the impending hordes
from Prodigy. Obviously, many people yearn for this day because
it is always predicted with fatalism. This is the desire for
destruction described in Alexander Zinovievs "Yawning Heights".

::A First Approach::

The following is a smattering of mythic forms based on well known
"net kooks" and cliches. These are not meant to be final or even
fixed. Others may change them and add to them. These are simply
a few tongue in cheek referances that I have found in various
threads. Any individual is free to create such threads so all
themes presented are modifiable and debatable.
A real model of world religion will find dispute (even within a
single sect). My hope is that people will look at these symbolic
forms and play with them. Ideally many will become
"missionaries" slipping a referance here and there into their
posts and their sigs, so these "memes" will travel across I-net.
I regard the following as the metaphorical equivalent to the seed
number in a fractal equation. If the human processors of the net
take up this seed and process it then perhaps we shall find
patterns of incredible complexity.
For those with interest in
this project an attempt to plug in the equation is currently
occuring in alt.cyberspace. Perhaps other niches will attempt
independant developments that can then be fed into each other.
Think of this as a first poorly linked pattern which we can weave
through a seven loomed catharic chain of becoming.

--3.1--

::Kibo::

As Mohammad is to Islam, so Kibo is to I-net. He realized the
importance of watching all things and also is the patron saint of
the "troll", the highest form of I-net aesthetic. In its
simplest forms a troll is just a statement (often false) which
causes people to react, but the neu neutopian movement has
worked on developing the meta troll, a set of lures linked to
each other in complex chains which link themselves across the Inet. The meta troll is many levels each watching each other and
it is recursive with lower levels watching the higher to create a
heteroarchy (mathematical network) as opposed to the hierarchy
(mathematical tree) by which mainstream disciplines are often
organized. In this "neu chain of being", there are no clear
boundaries between form and function, critique and content. Each
can become the other as a new literary style is born.

Libby was a catalyst who sparked deep reactions. In the center
of a fierce storm she stood alone. Many believed the same things
as her ("ortho neutopians") but like Peter in the last hours of
Christ, they feared to stand with her and let the anti-neutopians
mock her. Libby was a "kook" and none wanted to take her vision
of a new society in which the artist was not alone and evolve it.
Interestingly enough, those who recognized her importance was a
group of anti neutopians who came to call themselves the "Monster
Truck Neutopians". They were obsessed by her and this obsession
led to one of the best organized groups on the I-net. One of the
few attempts on use net to build the formal trappings of
"community". Superficially this group seemed like bullying
reactionaries who proved their "individuality" (in unison) by
declaring that they ate meat and many of them are just that. But
not all. The intensity with which these people dwelled on Libby
was sometimes due to the fact that she awakened forces within
them. Though one can argue with the details of her message,
there is a fundamental truth to what she says. In the midst of
all this plenty there is an alienation and the visionary (true as
well as false) is often shunned. These people payed attention to
Libby because she was important, if not as an individual then as
an archetype.
Fortunatly the neu neutopian (nn) movement was formed. It has
forced the Monster Truck Neutopians (MTN) to see their need for
Libby. And from it have spawned neu neutopians movements
including various sects of "dark neutopians" of which James
McGowans is the most prominent. There are also the KaTe (Bush)
neutopias led by Doctress Glass.
Hopefully more and more people
will form their own variants so that we can recreate the schisms
of real world religions. However though we feud and quarrel (and
since the serious is often attached to the satirical some of
these will not be mock flamewars), we should always try to
remember that in the final analysis we are all neu neutopians.
--3.7--

::Neu Neutopia::

--3.2-- ::Kiba::

The word "Utopia" means nowhere. So neutopia means new nowhere.
However "neu" in some languages sounds close to no. So neu
neutopia either means "not nowhere" or not not nowhere which
means "utopia". This is the kind of thing by which we can create
discussions equivalent to angels dancing on pins.

There is only one kibo, this is Doctress James Parry. However
we are all kiba. In the words of Doctress Glass, kibo is noise,
kiba is signal (a take off on that classic "Symbols, Signals and
Noise" by JR Pierce).

neu topia can also mean "new top", a new ruling order. Within the
first vision of Libby the female was stressed indicating to many
(though she was always ambiguous struggling with the difficulties
of a new paradigm) a reverse of roles. MF (Mother Foundress)

So what is it? Is it necessarily bad? Perhaps it is neu
neutopia, perhaps we will all gather together to figure out how
to move Venus into an earthlike orbit. No one knows for sure.
It is somewhat like the end of the world predicted in many
religions.

--4--

::Conclusion::

The above is only a quick sketch of only some of the forces. The
advantage of using real people and real cliches is that we draw
at the actuality and draw more conclusions. For example it may
be "Serdars kid" who tend to use the imminent death of the I-net.
I have left our much theology such as Doctress Richardsons "The
Nonexistence Of Kibo". I believe this is true and it is not true.
Kibo does not exist and he does exist. But if I were to describe
all the disputes this paper would triple in size. The above is
only an introduction. Fuller discussion and development will be
found in alt.cyberspace which is sort of a clearing house for
these things.
Many will look askance at the above and decide it is only silly?
But is it? I think not. Doctress Paul Murphy took the idea of
the troll and ran a thread in alt.alien.visitors called "Light in
A Vacuum" which argued that one can't see in outer space. The
result was immense amounts of good clear physics as numerous
people tried to talk sense into this apparent idiot. The
humorous attracts readers and is a way to present knowlege. A
fair amount has already emerged such as discussions on the temple
of Delphi.
It is the dream of the neu neutopian that after we build an I-net
religion(s), we can create an I-net university with thinkers
such as Professoress Plutonium and Doctress Abian providing an
infrastructure for "real science". Then an imaginery politics
with the evil knights templar battling the Illuminati. A virtual
reality created by hundreds, perhaps thousands with a complexity
approaching that of the world we live in. It is a game, but it
can also be much more.
By using words like "neu" instead of "new", by tucking in
referances in more serious threads it becomes possible to tie and
link this thing across the net.
- ac -
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
ANDREA CHEN, WE MISS YOU! PHASE 2
alt.religion.kibology
Fri, 7 Feb 1997 03:54:04 GMT
welcome datacomp

Okay, two different people have mailed me serious entreaties not to post
more pleas for Andrea Chen to return to alt.religion.kibology. Of course,
I'd already typed out the following (it came to me while I was in bed.) So
now I'm posting it. If you bump into her in one of those Other Groups, such
as alt.society.neutopia, please ask her to come to a.r.k so she can read
this article to decide whether she should come to a.r.k.
-- K.
-You know, I wouldn't mind living in a matriarchal society, as long as the
women still did all the cooking and cleaning. We men just don't have the
talent for the sissy work. We should return to the ancient days, when
the WOMEN made the BEER!
Besides, in a matriarchal society, the value of my harem would go
through the roof!
Andrea Chen, please come back to alt.religion.kibology. We miss you terrible.
There aren't enough liberated women over here. Sure, we've got Bev and Sam,
but everyone confuses them because their names can both be truncated.
And Doctress Neutopia is still cross-posting there, but she doesn't know that
because she cross-posts to about fifteen groups, her "Newsgroups:" header is
longer than 128 characters, and thus most news programs show her articles
incorrectly or not at all.
Plus she's got weird dots on her face. Did she spill Orbitz on herself?
Lots of the hookers in the city have the same tattoo. I can't imagine they
read Usenet, so the Doctress must be copying THEM.
Barry Goldwater has the SAME DOTS, but on his hand! What a pervert!
Andrea, you were the only one who could explain jokes to me without ruining
them. Please come back and liberate the women on alt.religion.kibology. I'd
also like to carry on a well-known secret love affair with you. (Besides,
under a matriarchal society, my lovely wife, Claudia Christian, would be a
lot less bossy, because she would no longer feel she has to outdo the other
women on the block.)
If the Doctress wants to participate in our menange-a-triangle, too, we've
always got room for her in the fourth corner of the trapezoid. Same goes
for Susan Powter. She can keep the rest of you in shape so you can properly
be svelte dominatrixes, except for Doctress Neutopia, who would be a svelte
dominatress. Also I really respect Susan Powter's mind, whereas I just
respect Doctress Neutopia for her scary tattoo. With all of you gals, we
could form the holy Power Pyramid in bed!
Anyway, I don't have time to explain why men are smarter at spelling
because they have two chronosomes when women only have one because I gotta
go, I'm watching my favorite show, "Captain Planet".
-- K.
Capt. P's ridding the world of
those evil MEN, so that I
can have all the gals I want!
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date: Wed, 12
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Apology
alt.freemasonry, alt.religion.kibology
Feb 1997 09:13:36 GMT
welcome datacomp

In alt.freemasonry, "Dan Sale" <dsale@users.southeast.net> wrote:
>
> I would like to, on my own accord, publicly apologize to all freemason
> members of this newsgroup who have found my posts to be 'worthless garbage'
> , offensive or off-topic. I recognize that a immense quantity of the
> jumbled, chaotic hooie blibbey babble trash which has been harnessed herein
Excuse me, you misspelled "beable beable futplex inkle puh freef slunch
bazpacho phlezofigle sil vup lovolution." Hope this helps.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

is due to my postings ; and that innumerable oppose, to an extent, of what
I have been doing. My foremost conclusion is that I earnestly feel you all
need to give a second look into many things presented within the lodge.
When someone emails me, explaining the Œnice‚ version of what the pentagram
is, as adapted by the Scottish Rite, something has got to be wrong.
I bid you all farewell, under THIS SELF-CONTRACT that if I EVER post here
again I will pay you all ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS.

Excuse me, this message was garbled. Did you say you would pay us each ONE
THOUSAND DOLLARS if you *do* or *don't* post here? Please post here
clarifying this.
I will require a cashier's check or money order. Do not send cash through
the e-mail, because I know for a fact that L. Ron Hubbard has been stealing
my e-mail and turning back the counter on my e-meter.
> I will acknowledge NO
> further e-mail regarding freemasonry, any message in this group, including
> this one.
Furthermore, I do not believe in existence of the posting I am making.
If you see this posting, it means someone forged it in my name and
you must IMMEDIATELY notify the CIA.
You can do this by holding down the keys 'C' 'I' and 'A' simultaneously
on your computer, even when it is turned off.
-- K.
39th degree Mason
World record holder, Ms. Pac-Man
I have a black belt!

Will Dan Sale ever post to alt.freemasonry
again? This book only covers four months,
so it’d be really ridiculous to expect him to
post again within a couple of months, right?
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Apology
alt.religion.kibology
Mon, 10 Feb 1997 07:04:31 GMT
welcome datacomp

mmcirvin@world.std.com (Matt McIrvin) wrote:
>
> SORRY ABOUT THE SERIOUS POSTS IT DOES IT AUTOMATICALLY.
Be quiet or I'll repost your first alt.religion.kibology post, from 1992.
I'd just like to remind people that it was because I said something like
"Will some total physics dweeb nerd weenie please explain this to me?"
I never dreamed you'd take it so SERIOUSLY!
Then, over the next few posts, you complained that you used to be saddled
with the unfortunately RAD-I-K00L HANDLES of "Matrix" and "Matt Muon".
Fortunately, nobody seems to have my first .signature (circa 1988/9) archived.
It lasted about two weeks. It had a big sword. It was SERIOUS, too!
-- K.
meson, meson, quark, quark...
now you're a physics dork!
From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Are they bringing it back?
alt.stupidity, alt.religion.kibology
Sun, 26 Jan 1997 10:04:06 GMT
welcome datacomp

In alt.tv.seaquest, Bob & Vicky Hyde <hydebvas@worldnet.att.net> wrote:
>
> After that, USA network picks up the rights (USA and SciFi are owned by
> the same company) and can do anything they want with the "seaQuest"
> franchise.
Hey I was just in the big USA Building skyscraper where they film all the
USA programs and I was in the executive bathroom you know the one with the
bigger toilets than normal and they didn't have any toilet paper just this
weird narrow plastic stuff with holes along the edges and lots of little
pictures of submarines and Roy Scheider along it if you held it up to the
light before wiping is that weird or WHAT?
-- K.

Ever since NBC’s “seaQuest DSV” (aka NBC’s
“seaQuest” aka NBC’s “seaQuest 2032”) managed to
air for three full years–each bozotic in a new way —
I’ve been trolling seaQuest fans. Note that
alt.tv.seaquest readers are even more easy to bamboozle
than misc.creativity and rec.org.mensa combined!
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:
Followup-To:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Just a reminder- They're bringing it back!
alt.tv.seaquest, alt.religion.kibology, rec.arts.sf.tv, alt.supermodels
Mon, 3 Feb 1997 09:37:53 GMT
welcome datacomp
AOL USERS
alt.religion.kibology
MAKE THE
NET FUN

In alt.tv.seaquest, stg795@aol.com (STG 7 95) wrote:
>
> In case you haven't heard, the SciFi channel is going to be airing
> seaQuest starting with the very first episode on March 31, 1997 at 8:00
> P.M.
I just saw one of the promos, with some of the new computer-generated
special effects they added in place of the blurry old ones, like "Star
Wars". They really look great! Now the talking dolphin doesn't have to just
float around in that tank like a puppet--he runs around the room, singing
and dancing!!!
They've also digitally replaced Roy "I'm Trapped In Steven Spielberg's
Underwater Prison" Scheider with a great actor who truly appreciated being
on the show, William Shatner. As captain of the seaQuest, Mr. Shatner is
digitally inserted into the old footage, his ample frame and fluffy hair
neatly obliterating the image of the skinny, flat-haired Scheider. (Shatner
was selected for his coverage.) This process did introduce some computer
"artifacts", such as the shimmering blue line around Shatner, but this is
explained in a new scene as being his "plasma holo-field" which protects
him from "deadly Z rays".
It's SO COOL you could DIE!!!
-- K.
(that's a PROMISE!)
From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
One jumped into the boat! (was: Seaquest on The Sci-Fi Channel)
alt.religion.kibology
Wed, 5 Feb 1997 08:03:01 GMT
welcome datacomp

I DON'T BELIEVE IT!!! I GOT SOMEONE WITH THE MOST OBVIOUS TROLL EVER!!!
I
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

wrote to alt.tv.seaquest:
I just saw one of the promos, with some of the new computer-generated
special effects they added in place of the blurry old ones, like "Star
Wars". They really look great! Now the talking dolphin doesn't have to just
float around in that tank like a puppet--he runs around the room, singing
and dancing!!!
They've also digitally replaced Roy "I'm Trapped In Steven Spielberg's
Underwater Prison" Scheider with a great actor who truly appreciated being
on the show, William Shatner. As captain of the seaQuest, Mr. Shatner is

(CONTINUED)

>
>
>
>
>
>

digitally inserted into the old footage, his ample frame and fluffy hair
neatly obliterating the image of the skinny, flat-haired Scheider. (Shatner
was selected for his coverage.) This process did introduce some computer
"artifacts", such as the shimmering blue line around Shatner, but this is
explained in a new scene as being his "plasma holo-field" which protects
him from "deadly Z rays".

And then, in alt.tv.seaquest, Life <hazard@aros.net> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hi, I am new to this newsgroup but LOVE seaquest. Even though it
stopped airing almost a year ago I still wath my tapes (which really
suck). I have several Questions which hopefully people who have been
following a little closer than me can answer.
[...]
C. I have also heard that william Shatner is going to be the
captain and they replaced Bridgers Image with Shatner, is
this
true??
I appreciate help

From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:
X-Mailer:

-LifeDale Bernhardt <dalebern@gte.net>
seaQuest on SciFI Question
alt.tv.seaquest
Mon, 17 Feb 1997 11:24:45 -0800
Home
Mozilla 2.01E-GTE (Win95; U)

Someone posted a message a while ago saying that William Shatner was
replacing Bridger on seaQuest. Is this true or is it a hoax? Anyone
knowing about this I would like to know or anyone knowing this is not
true!
From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:
X-Admin:

stg795@aol.com (STG 7 95)
Re: seaQuest on SciFI Question
alt.tv.seaquest
22 Feb 1997 16:16:42 GMT
AOL http://www.aol.com
news@aol.com

AOL USERS
MAKE THE
NET FUN

ARTICLE
NOT BY KIBO
(READ AT OWN RISK )

ARTICLE
NOT BY KIBO
(READ AT OWN RISK )

I'm not sure. I've heard from many sources. Some say Roy Scheider has been
digitally replaced with William Shatner, but others say it's not true. I
don't know whether it's true or not, but I would like to know!
stg795@aol.com

I was not expecting even alt.tv.seaquest to be so gullible as to believe William Shatner was stuck
into seaQuest reruns. But here’s documented evidence: no fewer than three of them seriously
considered it. By the way, did you know there’s no such word as “gullible” in the dictionary?

Two quick Photoshop hacks I did afterwards, which Maelstrom posted to
further confuse alt.tv.seaquest. In the first, he’s pasted in over the fake
Wesley Crusher guy. In the second, his head and his hair are pasted on
Ted Raimi’s body. Yes, I know they look ludicrously fake. See the yellow shirt?
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Newsgroups:
From:
Subject:
Date:
Organization:
Followup-To:

alt.tv.seaquest, alt.religion.kibology, alt.tv.mst3k
kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: SEAQUEST starts on SCI- FI CHANNEL March 31st
Fri, 28 Feb 1997 04:32:26 GMT
welcome datacomp
alt.tv.seaquest, alt.sex, alt.tv.mst3k, alt.slack, alt.fan.warlord

Note the use of “Followup-To:” headers in my occasional trollery. They are designed to help new
users understand that they should read the headers of their own posts before clicking the jolly red
candy-like “Send Your Opinion To Everyone In The World” button.
In alt.tv.seaquest, jjkachmar@aol.com (JJKACHMAR) wrote:
>
> It starts March 31st at 8:00 pm EST and will be
> repeated 12:00 am EST April 1st. They are starting
> with the 2 hour movie.

AOL USERS
MAKE THE
NET FUN

Also, don't forget, the day before, at 4am, they are showing the SeaQuest
"movie" on "Mystery Science Theater 3000"! I hear that in this episode,
Mike Nelson dresses up as Roy Scheider and paints his face brown. The
robots make lame jokes about him being replaced with William Shatner, for
contractual reasons.
> BEWARE of dealing with STORM PENG from " GIANT
> ROBOT " of Houston TEXAS. 713-523-4902
Everyone knows that the only reputable giant robot dealer is that little
kid from Hanna-Barbera's masterpiece, the "Frankenstein Jr." cartoons.
"Crush him with your puffy marshmallow ray, Frankie! Zap him with your
wiggly nougat nozzle, Frankie!"
These cartoons are said to have inspired _two_ episodes of SeaQuest. I
mean, didn't the episode where the giant robots took over the world because
people played too many video games so that nobody ever had any babies have
cameos by other fine Hanna-Barbera creations, such as Fred Flintstone and
Mr. Spock?
-- K.
Not a Hanna-Barbera creation, but
I ain't afraid of dealing with no
giant robot in Texas, either.
(In Texas, all robots are giant!)

We still don’t know what J. J. Kachmar’s
.signature means. Either he thinks he was
ripped off by some fanboy shop in Texas,
or else he really liked the “seaQuest”
episode with the giant robots.
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Newsgroups:
From:
Subject:
Date:
Organization:
Followup-To:

alt.tv.seaquest, alt.religion.kibology
kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: seaQuest on SciFI Question
Sun, 2 Mar 1997 10:42:33 GMT
welcome datacomp
alt.tv.seaquest, alt.sex.bondage, alt.slack, alt.religion.scientology

In alt.tv.seaquest, klei01@lausd.k12.ca.us wrote:
>
> [an unknown author wrote:]
> > I just found this newsgroup. I was a little surprised. Didn't NBC
> > cancel it? Is Sci Fi going to air new episodes or old ones. If they are
> > ne is it going to be the same people?
>
> This will take a while to clear up. Sadly, seaQuest was cancelled by NBC
> but the Sci-Fi Channel will start showing reruns of seaQuest on March
> 31st. No new eps but hopefully, eps that few people seen (like Brainlock,
> Reunion, and Weapons of War) will be shown. BTW, don't trust James "Kibo"
> Parry and his stuff about replacing the sQ captain with William Shatner.
> So far, he's shown to be full of stupid crap that miss-leads people.
Yeah, that guy should be kicked off the Internet! He's ruining SeaQuest for
everyone! They should never have let him write the entire second season!
And any idiot knows that William Shatner would NEVER appear on SeaQuest, as
he's on "Star Trek"! (He got the job by marrying the producer, Majel Barrett.)
-- K.
GAME PIECES DO NOT ACTUALLY TALK.
NOT FOR INTERNAL USE.
CAPE DOES NOT ALLOW WEARER TO FLY.
REMOVE PLASTIC WRAP BEFORE COOKING.
ALWAYS PUT BEANS IN YOUR EARS.
From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: DIGUST
alt.religion.kibology
Wed, 26 Feb 1997 08:05:49 GMT
welcome datacomp

MCA160@news.salford.ac.uk (A.R.Makwana) wrote:
>
> I THINK THAT THIS NEWSGROUP IS ABSOLUTELY DIGUSTING
Ladies and gentlemen,

Unfortunately, nobody followed
up to destroy my theory by
explaining me that William
Shatner really was on NBC’s
“seaQuest”. (He played “Milos
Tezlof,” mad Hungairan dictator,
in an early episode. His big line:
“I want the dolphin!”)
I’m not usually this persistently
mean to newbies with my trolling,
but I figure anyone who admits to
enjoying “seaQuest” reruns is
walking around with a neon
“KICK ME” hat.

We have the Official Pointless Neologism (the beableme) for March.
We must go forth and inform every digusting newsgroup that their newsgroup
fills us with digust. We must, we must, we must build up digust. If we fail
in this mission, the Universe will digest us.
-- K.
Then will come the Big Burp. Then the Big Bird.
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:
Followup-To:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: BIG SUCK NOT BIG BANG (was:Evidence against the Big Bang)
sci.physics, sci.astro, sci.physics.electromag, alt.religion.kibology
Mon, 17 Feb 1997 07:22:38 GMT
welcome datacomp
alt.religion.kibology

In sci.physics/.astro/.electromag, abian@iastate.edu (Alexander Abian) wrote:
>
>
Just the same way that water tends to dilute (even) a drop of oil
> and oil tends to prevent being diluted. But if you wait long enough
> you will see that the oil will be diluted.
And, Dr. Abian, if you wait even longer, they're release a "SeaQuest"
movie! And wigs will have pings! HURRY UP AND START WAITING! We promise not
to talk about you until you come back.
>
This is the eternal battle: The tendency of VOID to tear the
> Matter apart and the tendency of matter to prevent being torn apart.
>
I don't want to sound biblical but it is THE MATTER TO DUST.
For some reason, I am imagining a TV commercial showing Abian's face.
He is saying, "Now with a hint of lemon! It is THE MATTER TO DUST!"
Then a white star-shaped sparkle is superimposed on his teeth and it goes
"DING!!!"
>
During the primeval BIG SUCK due to extremely violent sucking of
> the void, cataclysmic frictions ensued
producing
exorbitant heat and
> energy which are still preserved in the core of many planets.
HELP PREVENT VIOLENT SUCKING OF THE VOID
WE MUST VOID INTO THE VOID TO CAUSE A UNIVERSE DEVOID OF A SUCKY VOID
>
So, the creation was created due the BIG SUCK and the battle
> between the two primeval adversaries Mass and Void, i.e.,
THE TENDENCY OF
> VOID TO DILUTE THE MASS AND THE TENDENCY OF MASS TO PREVENT BEING DILUTED!!!!
I can disprove your whole theory in two words: PEZ DISPENSERS.
> ->
> ------------------------------------------------------------------------->
ABIAN MASS-TIME EQUIVALENCE FORMULA m = Mo(1-exp(T/(kT-Mo))) Abian units.
>
ALTER EARTH'S ORBIT AND TILT - STOP GLOBAL DISASTERS AND EPIDEMICS
>
ALTER THE SOLAR SYSTEM. REORBIT VENUS INTO A NEAR EARTH-LIKE ORBIT
>
TO CREATE A BORN AGAIN EARTH (1990)
ALTER ABIAN'S TROUSER HEMS AND CROTCH - STOP FASHION DISASTERS AND EXPECT FLOODS
ALTER SOLAR SYSTEM. ALTER LEGO SETS. CALGON TAKE VENUS AWAY INTO A NUDE
BUBBLE BATH TO CREATE A STEAMY MADONNA VIDEO (1989)
-- K.
Also, in 1989, I coined the
term "phlezofigle" before
Dr. Abian began using it!
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:
Followup-To:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: BIG SUCK NOT BIG BANG (was:Evidence against the Big Bang)
sci.physics, sci.astro, sci.physics.electromag, alt.religion.kibology
Tue, 18 Feb 1997 10:10:08 GMT
welcome datacomp
alt.religion.kibology

In sci.phyics/.astro/.electromag, abian@iastate.edu (Alexander Abian) wrote:
>
> They are asking me to give evidence. Everything in Cosmos is evidence
> of the BIG SUCK. I have posted very recently my reasoning for the BIG
> SUCK. Everywhere you can see evidences of antagonistic forces: one
> tends to dilute the other and the other tends to prevent being diluted.
I suggest you name these forces "sil" and "ser".
For instance, alt.religion.kibology is a potent force for sil.
On the other hand, sci.physics is full of ser.
>
>
>
>
>

The primeval VOID tended and still tends to dilute the primeval Cosmic MASS.
All the planets are the result of the primeval VOID tending to tear
apart the primeval Mass with exorbitant force of sucking of the VOID.
In that process enormous amount of heat is created which still exists in
the core of planets.

No it doesn't. Dinosaurs are what live in the center of planets.
> You ask me for evidence of my theory of BIG SUCK - but what is your
> evidence for your BIG BANG theory ! What is your evidence!!
>
> As far as I am concerned the BIG BANG THEORY SHOULD BE SHREDDED AND
> SHOULD BE RECYCLED INTO T....T PAPER !!
Thirst paper? You mean Brawny?
Typist paper?
Truant paper?
Oh, I get it, you mean TURRET PAPER. It makes the inside of any Sherman
tank so bright and cheery, those pretty William Morris pastel paisley
designs covering up the bare metal.
> Alexander Abian
> ->
> ------------------------------------------------------------------------->
ABIAN MASS-TIME EQUIVALENCE FORMULA m = Mo(1-exp(T/(kT-Mo))) Abian units.
>
ALTER EARTH'S ORBIT AND TILT - STOP GLOBAL DISASTERS AND EPIDEMICS
>
ALTER THE SOLAR SYSTEM. REORBIT VENUS INTO A NEAR EARTH-LIKE ORBIT
>
TO CREATE A BORN AGAIN EARTH (1990)
ALTER ABIAN'S HIGH SCORE AND TILT - WIN FREE GAME - STOP GLOBAL MACARENA CRAZE
ALTER ABIAN'S .SIGNATURE. RETYPE SLOGANS INTO A LOWER-CASE SENTENCE
TO CREMATE A DEAD AGAIN GUY IN WEEKEND AT BERNIE'S 2 (1992)
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

tanner@math.wisc.edu (Stephen Will Tanner)
Re: BIG SUCK NOT BIG BANG (was:Evidence against the Big Bang)
alt.religion.kibology
19 Feb 1997 18:43:43 GMT
University of Wisconsin, Madison
ARTICLE
NOT BY KIBO
(READ AT OWN RISK )

You are one of the members of the Not-We.
Violent action ensues.

All must consume Jaffo Whip.

[At this point, I'm unsure where to go. One side of me wants
to make a Starcon 2 joke. One side of me wants to make jokes about
Jaffo Whip]
[Both sides are pulling me in opposite directions]
[Now they're both pulling harder than ever]
[Now they're both pulling harder than harder than ever]
[Of course some people do go both ways...]
.
. .
o
o
O
O
[]
[]
[
]
[
]
[
]
[
]
[Insert stuff about various]
[Insert teary-eyed reminiscence]
[suspiciously-named
food]
[about playing Starcon 2 at all]
[products like "Bucket o']
[hours of the night, with some]
[tacos", oriental (as opp-]
[quotes thrown in like "Hello! ]
[osed to beef or pork) fla-]
[Hunam! Awaken from your dream-]
[vored ramen, "Sushi Loaf"]
[like state!" and "Frungy!
]
[and "Natto whiz"]
[Frungy! Frungy!"]
[ ]
[ ]
[]
[]
O
O
o
o
.
.
There are now two of you wandering the newsgroup.
>score
Your score is 8 out of a possible 38....thousand.
-Stephen Tanner (tanner@math.wisc.edu)

Nobody’s really sure how Alexander Abian transformed from a respected math
professor to the guy who told the Weekly World News we should blow up the Moon
to prevent diseases. But at least now we know what happened to Stephen Tanner.

Richard Morse (rem14@cornell.edu) wrote:
:
: sween@polaris.net (John Sweeney) wrote:
: >
: > James "Kibo" Parry (kibo@world.std.com) forced alt.religion.kibology to read:
: > >
: > > WE MUST VOID INTO THE VOID TO CAUSE A UNIVERSE DEVOID OF A SUCKY VOID
: >
: > The Non must cease to be Non, or become Void. All must join Juffo Wup, or
: > become Void. You are the Non. You must join Juffo Wup, or become Void.
:
: Umm...I'm sorry, but I don't think that Non is a valid return type in C.
: Also, I'm afraid I'm unfamilier with Assembly for any machine (Oh
: Horror!!!), and thus am unfamiliar with the WUP instruction. Could someone
: please tell me what it does, and how it Juffo, for a joining to take place?
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Newsgroups:
From:
Subject:
Date:
Organization:

alt.religion.kibology
kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: BEST JOKE ON THE INTERNET
I PROMISE
Wed, 5 Feb 1997 07:43:04 GMT
welcome datacomp

In 15 RAD-I-K00L WAREZ newsgroups, Peter Wynne <peter@pmhw.demon.co.uk> wrote:
>
> a guy walks into a bar and says - can i have a ratchet
> the barkeep says no we only ave water
> so the guy comes back the next day and says hey dude can i have a water
> then the barkeep reaches under the counter and lifts up a baby and says
> - this must be yours then
>
>
> funny huh ??
> ______
__
________
> |
__ \.-----.| |_.-----.----. | | | |.--.--.-----.-----.-----.
> |
__/| -__||
_| -__|
_| | | | || | |
|
| -__|
> |___|
|_____||____|_____|__|
|________||___ |__|__|__|__|_____|
>
|_____|
>
>
>
peter@pmhw.demon.co.uk
>
I'm sorry, but the correct punchline is "RADIO!!!! RADIO!!!!!!"
Too bad, if he'd gotten it right, I would have followed up with
the Green Golfball Joke.
-- K.
From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Big Pitslave to Big Pits?
alt.religion.kibology
Wed, 15 Jan 1997 05:47:46 GMT
welcome datacomp

mmcirvin@world.std.com (Matt McIrvin) wrote:
>
> (To some extent it is a little arbitrary in the GR case, since the "radius"
> is defined in terms of a particular choice of coordinates, one that isn't
> even very convenient for doing many black-hole problems. When space and
> time go that bendy, there's no God-given way to say what the radius is.
> I think this R does correspond to the circumference of the event horizon
> divided by 2 pi. The black hole will actually *look* a little bigger
> because of the way it bends light. I forget what the factor is, but I
> calculated it once.)
What's really weird is that the Hubble Space Telescope just discovered that
neutron stars really do have the same continents as the Earth, only they
turn inside out as you orbit them. Also they have a very low frame rate.

(CONTINUED)

What I want to know is, why aren't there any neutrino stars?
Also, suppose you had about a quintillion tons of neutrinos, enough so that
some of them would interact with your tongue. How would they taste?
-- K.
YOU JUST MADE MY LAVA LAMP BURP!!!

The “low frame rate” joke was just for Matt. He once showed me a Web
page with MPEG simulations of the view from orbit around a neutron star,
which had the Earth’s continents mapped onto it so you could see it spin.
The part about my lava lamp burping was because my lava lamp burped.
Newsgroups:
From:
Subject:
Date:
Organization:

alt.religion.kibology
kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: BIOLOGY EXPERIMENT -- Sick, Amature, dealing with dead animals.
Mon, 10 Feb 1997 07:59:31 GMT
welcome datacomp

In alt.sex.stories.moderated, axrine@aol.com (AXRINE) wrote:
>
> Moderator's note ----->
> I would rather people not format stories in such an ugly manner.
> If/when the group gets more active I will return poorly formated
> stories to the sender.
>
> ------- end note
>
> BIOLOGY EXPERIMENT
>
> Made up on the fly
>
>
warning this is a sexually explicit story containing dead animals
> and
> bondage.
>
>
This was a horrible day. I got detention served to me for
> physically
> harrassing female class mates and making sexually explicit statements
> through the use of my biology experiment the dead frog.
It goes downhill from there.
And I agree with Mr. or Ms. Moderator, the most repellent thing about this
is that someone let AOL's newsreader re-wrap the lines.
By the way, you misspelled "Made out with the fly."
-- K.
I always found the most erotic part
of school to be the mandatory head lice
checks. Know whut I mean, Vern?

Any amateur pornography with “amature”, “laytex”, or “masterbate” in the
subject line is worth reading, unless you’re only looking for actual erotica.

AOL USERS
MAKE THE
NET FUN
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Kinky frogs. Ribald! Ribald!
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Followup-To:
Organization:
Date:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Kibo's Serious Question #73.
alt.religion.kibology, misc.misc, rec.sport.misc
alt.religion.kibology
HappyNet Headquarters
Thu, 23 Jan 1997 17:43:56 GMT

I want to go SCUBA diving in a large lava lamp. A very large lava lamp.
A couple questions remain.
1.) Heating it uniformly. This is fairly simple.
2.) A cooling system for the wetsuit to keep me from passing out
from heatstroke. I'll ask NASA for help.
3.) Unknown: will air bubbles from my gear mess up the globs of
wax? I'd hate to have it foam up because we all know that
a lava lamp, when shaken, takes several hours to separate.
If the hundreds of gallons of warm wax in my giant lamp were
to suds over, this could take a millennium to separate.
4.) The lamp would have to have an air vent at the top.
Could this create problems maintaining the lava temperature?
Please think about this and post your comments.
I've scheduled a dive for next weekend.
-- K.
Next month, I'm going to try
bungee-jumping through a ball of
Jell-O in zero gravity.

The eerie glow
of my lava lamp
illuminates the
deadly LED on
the front of my
printer (wait
about twenty
pages), in zero
gravity.

This is why I want to
violate the safety rules
by diving in my lava
lamp WITHOUT a
wacky scuba buddy.
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

mmcirvin@world.std.com (Matt McIrvin)
Re: Burger King is Trying to Devour My Childhood
alt.religion.kibology
Thu, 27 Feb 1997 05:40:01 GMT
Software Tool & Die, Brookline MA

ARTICLE
NOT BY KIBO
(READ AT OWN RISK )

nickb@primenet.com (Nick S Bensema) wrote:
>
> I think if you rolled a vibrator and an Oreo cookie down a hill, they
> would be about the same speed.

JULY,

1653.

Intrepid scientist Nick Bensema sets out to disprove the dogma of the ages!
[NICK BENSEMA stands at the top of a hill, dressed in puffy, brightly
colored Renaissance Faire-type duds. He holds a vibrator in his right hand
and an Oreo cookie in his left. Two DOGMATIC ECCLESIASTICAL TYPES appear
over the crest of the hill to mock and suppress him.]
D.E.S. 1

Ye men of Bensema, why stand ye gazing into heaven?

D.E.S. 2

What is the point of this mummery? For all know that
a vibrator and an Oreo cookie will roll downhill at
different speeds, according to their impetus and
choleric humors.

D.E.S. 1

Indeed, since Aristotle has written so, in the Bible!

NICK

Nay, I say, nay! For I have invented Empiricism, and from
this day forth questions of natural philosophy shall be
answered not by reference to authority, but by Experiment!

[A shadow starts to encroach upon the scene, stage left.]
D.E.S. 1

Says *you*!

NICK

Simply look upon my vibrator and my Oreo cookie, and all
shall be revealed.

[NICK drops the vibrator and the Oreo cookie. The vibrator rolls about
halfway down the hill, then hits a rock and stops. The rock jars its
ON switch and, being battery-operated, it starts working, making a
faint buzz against the rock. The Oreo cookie lands face-down at NICK's
feet and doesn't budge.]
D.E.S. 2

See, it didn't work at all.

NICK

Wait, no! We merely have to make the appropriate
*idealizations* to extract the correct answer! If only
the vibrator and Oreo cookie and the hillside were
perfectly smooth, they *would have* rolled down the
hill at the same speed.

[All this time, the shadow has been getting longer.]

(CONTINUED)

If they were perfectly smooth, there would be no *rolling*,
would there?

NICK

Well, OK, make them rough enough for some traction.

D.E.S. 1

[hauls out Ohanian's _Physics_, which up to this point has
been making a large rectangular bulge under his dogmatic
ecclesiastical robe, and thumbs through it on hands and
knees until he gets to the bit on moments of inertia]
No, actually, it says here that in that case...

[We see the origin of the shadow: the Leaning Tower of Pisa is
tilting gradually into view.]
NICK

Look how, even now, the dead hand of dogma weighs upon
me as others refuse to admit my empirical evidence!
E pur si movie! Quot est demonstrantabulum! I refute it
*thus*!! [Kicks the copy of Ohanian savagely, then jumps
up and down in evident discomfort, grabbing his toe.]

[D.E.S 1 and 2 get bored and wander off.]
NICK

You'll rue the day! You haven't heard the last of me!
Future generations will know the truth about a vibrator
and an Oreo cookie!

[The Leaning Tower of Pisa topples. Tremendous crash. Curtain.]
-Home page
http://world.std.com/~mmcirvin/
Sci.physics FAQ http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/physics/faq.html
Relativity FAQ http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/physics/relativity.html
From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Burger King is Trying to Devour My Childhood
alt.religion.kibology, alt.sex.fetish.robots
Thu, 6 Mar 1997 04:02:36 GMT
welcome datacomp

You’re wondering why Dr. Matt McIrvin, nuclear physicist, spends all his time
composing bad musical entertainment for children in the seventies. I don’t know.
I have a degree in sitcom writing, and all I ever get to do is use spectrophotomoters!

D.E.S. 2

mmcirvin@world.std.com (Matt McIrvin) wrote:
>
> Everybody, stand up and sing, and if you're happy enough, maybe the
> special robot will appear!
Oh, joy, just what I need, another fucking happy robot in my fucking happy life.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

If you're
If you're
If you're
Then your
If you're

happy and you know
happy and you know
happy and you know
prose# will surely
happy and you know

it, post to ARK [post, post]
it, post to ARK [post, post]
it,
show it!
it, post to ARK! [Post, post!]

[Room lights dim. A mirrored ball hanging from the ceiling makes
lights crawl all over the walls. Eerie noises suspiciously similar
to the "Close Encounters" jingle.]

(CONTINUED)

Oh no! Killer plants are going up the leg of your gym shorts!
> Hey, kids, who's this?
>
> [A cylindrical cardboard robot, lovingly detailed with magic marker,
> emerges from behind a curtain, pulled by strands of packing twine.]
It was actually catgut, but what the hey, this is science.
> ROBOT: My...name...is...U-CAN-2!* I...am...the...audience...
>
participation...robot...from...Planet...Everybody!
>
> Yay!!! Everyone DANCE for U-CAN-2!
>
> [Disco version of Star Wars theme with lots of zap-gun noises.]
Followed by classical version of the theme to "Thank God It's Friday",
chosen as the most contemporary movie ever!**
**in 1972.
> NOTES
>
> @ I remember going on a tour of a farm when I was in kindergarten,
>
and hearing somebody talk about the controversy over this
>
chemical, and not understanding any of it. I thought he was
>
saying "Die, Ethel Silver Straw." And then I made a dotted line
>
that twisted all over the front yard.
Not me! My dead, round, inflatable grandparents did it!
> # I was going to write "pants" but decided to take the high road.
In your pants.
OH NO!!! I HEAR KILLER PANTS GROWING!!!!
eeeeeeEEeeeeeeEEeeeeeeEEeEeEeEeEeEeEeEeEeEeEeEeeeeeeeeEEeeeeeeEEE
And the sun's really hot!!!
mmmmmeeeeeeeeeeemmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
And it's making the killer pants grow faster!
eeEEeeEEeeEEeeEEeeEEeEeEeEeEeEeEeEeEeEeeEEeeEEeeEEeeEEee

I have pointed out more than once that evil giant killer plants,
on TV or in film or in real life, are always accompanied by
that violin-doodling which goes
“EEeeEEeeEEeeEEeeEEEEEEeeEeEeEEEEeeeeEEee!!!”
Someday I will prove this and win TEN NOBEL PRIZES!

(CONTINUED)

> * Actual character in a wretched audience-participation thingummy
>
that I was subjected to when I was WAY too old, around 1978.
>
It was for BABIES!
GAS-LIGHT VIL-LAGE
YES-TER-DAY'S FUN TO-DAY
BO-DE-OH-BO!
BO-DE-OH-BO!
OH! BO!
//// bad splice ////
GAS-LIGHT VIL-LAGE

DA
E
T
A
V
I
T
OD
O
H
D
I’VE AC
L
I
D CH
E
R
U
S
A
TRE
C E!
A
R
T
Y
R
!!!!
W
A
A
M E MO
A
A
E E HA
E
E
E
E
E
YE

YES-TER-DAY'S FUN TO-DAY
BO-DE-OH-BO!
BO-DE-OH-BO!
OH! BO!
[they always showed the commercial twice because they made it half as long
as normal one.]
-- K.
Where do you think you are, FUNCOLAND?
From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: WWOR being removed from cable!!!!!!! [usa]
alt.religion.kibology
Sat, 11 Jan 1997 06:03:48 GMT
welcome datacomp

Chuck Fullerton <nougat@mindspring.com> wrote:
>
> Just to avoid mass riots and misunderstandings, I called up Time Warner
> Cable, who control most of New York City.
I'd just like to point out that I control the other 49% of the city,
including the good part, with the secret third tower of the World Trade
Center (underground, in one of the old vertical subway tunnels.)
-- K.
It was pneumatic, which is why it could go
up and down, like the subway on the U.S.S. Enterprise.
It's a shame they don't have a subway on
the REAL spaceship.
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:
Keywords:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Dartmouth talk Kresge physics library; Unhealthy chairs
alt.sci.physics.plutonium, sci.med,dartmouth.talk.kiewit, alt.religion.kibology
Wed, 12 Feb 1997 12:14:03 GMT
welcome datacomp
super new Plutonium pellets make cars go "vroom"!

In [alt.sci.physics.plutonium, sci.med, dartmouth.talk.kiewit],
Archimedes.Plutonium@dartmouth.edu (Archimedes Plutonium) wrote:
>
> I apologize for posting this to talk Kiewit but I could not find the
> appropriate newsgroup. And I was looking for a spinal cord chair
> newsgroup but sci.med comes closest.
You could also try comp.human-factors, alt.music.silverchair, or
alt.binaries.pictures.furniture. (The last one just seems to contain spam
from idiots.)
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Today, about 2 hours earlier in the physics library I pulled over a
chair from the side wall, a green covered chair that supports the
backbone. I did not think that this action is "out of place". The
chairs that they have for the computers here are slanted to the back
where it has but a thin metal wire to hold the backbone and after you
sit in it you need a stretcher to straighten out. But not the young
students for their bodies are so young that they do not realize how
unhealthy these chairs are. I have seen lawn chairs more healthier than
these, in fact a wood stump or my briefcase is more healthier.

Sigh. My briefcase seems to have died!
I should have known that alligator wouldn't like having his corners squared off.
>
But of course the attendant librarian immediately raised a storm of
> me rearranging the furniture in the library.
"We don't rearrange the books in your furtniture store, please don't
rearrange the chairs in our hysics library. Notice there is no 'p' in it.
Try to keep it that way."
>
>
>
>
>

I do not think it is a
crime to move a chair 5 meters and replace it with another. On the side
wall nobody ever sits in the good chairs, everyone is over where the
computers are and yet they have the world's most punishing chairs for
the heaviest use.

That's because, as you know, everyone who's ever touched a computer is
MORBIDLY OBESE! I learned this from The Simpsons, and after studying many
episodes, it seems to be TRUE!

We seem to have hit the physics section of this book.
Kibo wishes it to be known that he considers Archimedes
Plutonium (formerly known as Ludwig Plutonium) a
truly inspired genius, unlike Alexander Abian.

(CONTINUED)

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

So I asked the librarian who the person in charge of furniture at the
physics library was? For I wanted to find out who in the world could
have ever found such a chair that tears up your backbone every time you
sit in it. It literally scouts your body weight to your backbone and
the backbone is rested against a metal wire the size of your little
finger. I was thinking that maybe Dartmouth procures the cheapest
chairs in the world or else noone really tests out the chairs before
they buy 500 of the duds.

BUY? They BUY chairs? You don't think the Government GIVES them chairs with
OUR TAX MONEY?
>

So then Barbara F. , the librarian in charge here at Kresge came over

Hmm, maybe they did buy them at a certain discount store that starts with
"K" and ends with "Mart".
Yes, I'm talking about "Kalium Mart". Everything they sell tastes really
weird and bursts into flame if you don't keep it under water!
>
>
>
>
>

to tell me that "no" I could not move the decent chair 5 meters and
read and type into the computer the physics journals and that I could
only have these crappers of a chair. She said that they were there so
that noone would get comfortable so that the computers would be highly
turnover.

However, the apple turnovers in the cafeteria are wonderful Web browsers!
>
And I asked Barbara if in her office she had one of these metal wire
> backbone chairs. And she said no. And I said to her that she ought to
> try one out for just an hour.
After first putting tissue paper on it to guard against the spread of cooties!
>
So, I have a question, is it against the law to move a chair in a
> library 5 meters and replace it with an unhealthy chair.
If the chair is unhealthy, it's alive, so, yes, it's illegal.
It's against the chair's civil rights.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

And , are chair manufactures now designing chairs with the intent
that the person will not want to sit in the chair for more than 15
minutes when you start to feel some pressure on your backbone , forcing
you to go away and free up the computer? Are chair factories now making
chairs designed for "time sensitive" areas. I remember in California
with the homeless problem that they seldom had benches or chairs
because the homeless would congregate for long hours, but I do not see
Kresge physics library having a homeless and shopping cart homeless
problem.

And those pesky, filthy people who have homes but NOT shopping carts!
They're always trying to take MY cart just because I'm rich enough to
afford my own stolen shopping cart!

(CONTINUED)

>
>
>
>
>

It does not make sense to me I told Barbara that her best chairs were
seldom ever used and yet the unhealthy chairs are in the high volume
use area. Did anyone inspect these chairs before they ordered them?
Did the manufacture say we will sell you them at half price because
everyone else knows they are crappers?

Now there's a novel concept: install crappers in the library. Everyone
knows it's fun to read on the toilet! And it would be a great way for them
to recycle those old newspapers!
>
Is there a library law prohibiting me from replacing two unfixed
> chairs. I think not and I think the librarian has no right to keep me
> from switching two unfixed chairs that are 5 meters apart.
I hope they're not unfixed chairs; they might breed and then the world will
be OVERRUN BY UNCOMFORTABLE CHAIRS!!!!
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I wonder if over in sci.med someone can give me a synopsis as to
whether there exists chairs that are truly unhealthy and should have
never been built. For I suspect these chairs ( their only advantage is
that you can stack 50 of them one one top of another) are unhealthy,
but since the Dartmouth population is mostly 18-21 year olds they can
take the punishment without even realizing that they have put their
backbone through a gauntlet.

You didn't see yesterday's Seinfeld rerun, did you? The one
where George becomes obsessed with getting a comfortable chair
for the security guard, and destroys seven careers in the process?
-- K.
And the waterbeds in the library
are just as bad!

Portrait of Archimedes Plutonium pointing to a
picture of fingers pointing to something.

In college, Kibo went
through this gauntlet many,
many times. He got up to
level two-twenty-something.

“. . . BUT KIBO, I
NEED TO GIVE YOU A
COACHING LESSON
ON BEING A
COMEDIAN, FIRST. . . .
TOO MANY BITS OF
HUMOR SPOILS THE
WHOLE.”
ARCHIMEDES
PLUTONIUM 67

From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: scorossis back problem and running and chair designs
alt.religion.kibology, dartmouth.talk.kiewit, alt.sci.physics.plutonium
Sun, 2 Mar 1997 10:32:22 GMT
welcome datacomp

[#2 in a series on CHAIRS OF DEATH in a deadly Dartmouth library of the damned]
In dartmouth.talk.kiewit etc., Archimedes.Plutonium@dartmouth.edu
(Archimedes Plutonium) wrote:
>
> Yesterday I sat and watched some movies in Baker library. They have a
> wide screen and I like the environment, except for the chairs. They are
> those chairs I described before, all metal frame with a thin plastic
> seat and a metal rod the size of my finger that holds the plastic back.
> The trouble with these chairs is that the body (my body) tends to move
> around a lot in quick time looking for a comfortable arrangement.
Archimedes, please watch a videotape of Gilda Radner's "Gilda Live". She
has a song towards the end in which she gives valuable advice about what
happens when you move your chair around a lot, especially if you're moving
it around around Walter Cronkite while he's eating olive loaf, ewwwww.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

[...]
Yesterday I just borrowed a wood chair from one room and carried it
up into the movie section and watched the 2 or 3 hours of movie with a
wooden chair. The librarian did not like me to move it but allowed me
after I cordially explained to her about backache problems. I did not
get into the details that most students are young and their bodies do
not realize what punishment they have taken.

Those students will soon be BROKEN under the LASH of the DARTMOUTH WHIP -the only question is, will the students break before the chairs?
> [...] A toilet
> seat has the tendency to spread your cheeks, which is offensive if you
> have hemerroids (spelling), so I as a rule never sit on toilet seats.
I like to put toilet paper over it. But the toilet paper they use in
physics libraries is always that cheap scratchy kind with the grit and
burlap bran in it and it's all lumpy and flaky and it could scratch my butt
and it could get infected and I'd die and everyone would be sad, so then I
have to put a protective tarpaulin over the toilet paper over the seat, but
I keep sliding off the tarp so I use a clamp-on miter box to sit in with my
legs in C-clamps and my shoelaces tied to D-rings bolted to the floor, but
the bolts could get rusty and give me tetanus or something gross like that
so I cover the whole assembly with my old Star Wars blanket because I know
I'd never get cooties from my blankie.
>
>
>
>

But these Steelcase chairs are not toilet seats that spread your cheeks
and cause hemerroids, instead these Steelcase chairs draws your weight
into a V pocket in the back and rests it against that metal rod and has
your front legs sort of dangling higher.

(CONTINUED)

You could try using one of those inflatable hemorrhoid dougnut pillows,
except that the mean frat boys would keep switching it with a whoopee
cushion.
> It is fun to watch students
> bodies trying to get comfortable in these chairs but their simply is no
> zone of comfortableness.
It's the TWILIGHT CHAIR!!!!
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

And today I found out that I have a common runners affliction
something called scorossis (spelling) and that situps would do me good.
Scorossis is the problem which I faced in the Navy also. It was
impossible for me to get my back straight, that where my back meets my
buttock there is a bending innards towards my stomach. Viewing my back
from a side-view it looks like this
side view
| my chest
(
) my butt
a ballet side view or military side view should look like this
| chest
|
) butt

Mine looks like this:
[_____|_____] huge geometric pecs that ripple constantly
|
) just enough butt to drive the girls wild
/\
_/ \_ and unlike you, I have LEGS!
Kurt Vonnegut's looks like this:
|
\ | /
--->+<--/ | \
|
> [...] But recently some chairs have made me think.
See? The SCIENCE CHAIRS are WORKING! Soft, comfy chairs make people stupid!
I have a beanbag chair filled with marshmallow fluff. I wuv fwuff.
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> [...]
>
I think if I signed up for a class and saw those plastic steel chairs
> I would carry my own wooden rocking chair to class everytime.
I used to bring a bunch of two-by-fours to my classes and just hammer
something together in the back row. Nobody could really hear the hammer
noises over my singing.
>
Maybe Dartmouth can do a charity act and donate these plastic
> monsters to Harvard, for free. Showing them how humanitarian minded we
> are. And get wooden chairs , Daniel Webster wooden chairs to replace
> these.
Harvard doesn't have any plastic chairs. They have these space-age things
shaped like the inside of an egg shell with plush shag carpeting all over
the inside and you're cradled in comfort while quadraphonic relaxation
music plays as you "attend" class with a virtual reality helmet. Also the
cafeteria serves nothing but truffles and chocolate truffles and Zima.
-- K.
This post contains no actual jokes.
Also, I went to a college more expensive than
Harvard. I got a degree which proves I'm
incapable of ever being "funny".
From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Quote of the decade.
alt.religion.kibology
Tue, 1 Apr 1997 06:47:50 GMT
welcome datacomp

If Harlan Ellison liked video games, he'd be Jeff Minter.

Jeff “Yak” Minter writes
games like Tempest 2000,
and any games with
llamas or camels. More
about Harlan Ellison’s
antipathy towards video
games in about 150 pages.

-from http://www.magicnet.net/~yak/zslot.htm :
>
> They've emasculated Pulsars! In T2K, when a Pulsar reaches the lip of
> the Web, it splits in two and the pieces hurtle around the lip - a real
> sphincter-tightening occurrence if you had Jump, and certain death if
> you did not! The X3 Pulsars just behave like Flippers when they reach
> the top (which is what happened in original Tempest, but which is a bit
> boring). A Pulsar or Pulsar Tanker nearing the top in T2K used to be a
> source of ABJECT TERROR for the player, and dealing with them early was
> a major impetus to the gameplay. Now, they are not to be feared at all,
> so long as you don't get caught in the lane when they pulse. I *miss*
> that terror, and I get a little nostalgic twinge whenever I see a Pulsar
> getting near the top and I don't get scared at all. I don't really hate
> Pulsars like I used to, and I think that's a shame.
Obligatory Kibological Declaration: Kibo is so lazy that he punches "6:66"
into the microwave because it's more work to enter "7:00".
-- K.
If Alex Toth were Harlan Ellison,
Jeff Minter would be Ed Anger!
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

mmcirvin@world.std.com (Matt McIrvin)
Re: Quote of the decade.
alt.religion.kibology
Sun, 6 Apr 1997 18:54:29 GMT
Software Tool & Die, Brookline MA

RGRIFFITHS@ubmail.ubalt.edu wrote:
>
>
This actually happened to a child in a North Carolina barber shop once.
> This is probably the origin of your fear. It seems the barber was hung
> over or something and
>
(a) accidentally plugged the hair vacuum into the 220v line,
> supercharging it and
>
(b) sort of blacked out while the kid's mom was next door at McDonald's
> ordering a cup of boiling hot coffee.
>
>
Because the kid's head was still developing and sort of soft, the hair
> vaccuum performed a partial lobotomy on the kid. Horrible, horrible.
It's true only the way I heard it, it wasn't a hair vacuum, it was a
shoe store x-ray machine, and it wasn't a kid's brain, it was the ozone
layer. And it pulled six feet of intestines out of Richard Gere!
It was so true Thomas Pynchon wrote a 3,000-page novel about it. It's
coming out next week!
EXCLUSIVE! EXCLUSIVE!

Funcoland
Funcoland

EXCERPT FROM THOMAS PYNCHON'S NEW NOVEL, "
[page 1,784]

"!

Fido and Skrit were alone now, and now that you mention it, things were
getting, sort of, *soft*? Melty and ragged around the edges? Yeah, heh
heh, it was really starting to take hold.
Skrit said, "That would be the Ontogenene-Six."
"Damn," Fido said.
NEVER MIND
It seems that they are in an endless corridor hung at intervals with
No-Pest Strips, an endless trinity of rails to their right attached to the
barricade behind which robots with yellow smiley faces toil at scooping
heaping ladlefuls of, eergh, what, *mashed potatoes*? onto trays that move
seemingly of their own accord along the rails, trays which, now that they
look more closely, are actually pushed by barely visible figures, slight
disturbances in the air's index of refraction perhaps, and now the
Ontogenene-Six is making them hear some kind of uh yeah barely audible
*voices*, coming from those gray null areas pushing the trays along, trays
made of recycled shreds of something that looks oddly familiar, pinkish,
and here and there, oh ho ho, one can see a fragment of fingernail, as
the voices sing to the big-band beat

(CONTINUED)

You're looking at most
Of the company of ghosts
Of the existentially bereft
For though we're gone
We still try to get along
Till there's very little of us left...
Walking absences, holes in the semiconductor, as puzzled over by Fido
back in the stat. mech. class he took in college during his brief sojourns
in consensus reality: "but why, prof, why do we treat these things as
*particles*, with *masses and charges*, when what they really *are* or
perhaps I should say *aren't* is, dig, things that *aren't there*?"
"If you do it that way," said the Prof., "the math works out."
So be it: the math doesn't particularly worry about the details.
WHAT WE NEVER SIGNED UP FOR
But isn't it always like that? You think you've escaped
think you've achieved some sort of *center*, your own tiny
grace, and the next thing you know, you're in some sort of
place* of your own making, face to face with something far
*Doors of perception.* Always keep ahold of Nurse for fear
something worse. *Nemo me impune lacessit*.

the Man, you
corner of
twisted *other
more serious.
of finding

"Think I'll get me some mashed potatoes," sez good old Fido, as he
starts to become transparent.
"Guess we've got no choice," Skrit skritches out.
But that's Fido and Skrit. Faced with possibilities beyond any fevered
imagining from Sunday school, the potential for horror, transformation,
rebirth or limbo, the partition function of a Fermi gas, they soldier on,
unaware.
-"The estimable Mr. McIrvin's TV viewing habits have never been what could be termed
'respectable.' [...] When Matt McIrvin says something
like '...one of the most incoherent hours of TV I've ever seen in my
life,' take him SERIOUSLY." - "Gharlane of Eddore"
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: dE/dt=KE cosmos(K<0),Lives(K>0)
sci.physics, alt.religion.kibology
Wed, 12 Feb 1997 12:20:03 GMT
welcome datacomp

In sci.physics, Masahiro Yamamoto <fwhs8807@mb.infoweb.or.jp> wrote:
[...]
> Abstruct:
I detected mental stress by 3 time's differential
>
calculus of heart rates (1/RR) in ECGs according to my
>
stress fomula (dE/dt=kE).
Big Bang theory (Hubble's
>
fomula) was proved an approximate fomula of my stress
>
theory.
>
It was permitted in present sciences with no
>
consideration to the "time-arrow" that the children
>
gave birth to their parents.
I could not permit this
>
error.
Hey! I gave birth to my parents, and all I needed to get over the stress
was some Prozac! And some Zoloft. And Ritalin. And some pinks, some grays,
some reds, some rainbows, some crystal meth, and lots of crack. Oh, yeah,
LOTS OF CRACK. And what's wrong with Time's Arrow? You're just prejudiced
against Time's Arrow because it's Politically Correct to be
AGAINST LOTS OF CRACK!!!!!
Stop abstructing me!
-- K.
CRACK CAN HELP YOU SURVIVE AN ATOMIC
BOMB BLAST IF YOU HIDE BEHIND
A REALLY BIG PILE OF IT!!!

Newsgroups:
From:
Subject:
Organization:
Date:

alt.religion.kibology
kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: WTB-Skiboose
HappyNet Headquarters
Wed, 29 Jan 1997 07:38:14 GMT

AOL USERS
MAKE THE
NET FUN

In [rec.sport.snowmobiles], vwghiarob@aol.com (VWGHIAROB) writes:
>
>
I am looking to purchase a skiboose to pull behind my sled. I would
> consider any model, please send a discription of yours and a price and
> where it is located.
I have no joke here, I just like saying "Skiboose is the stupidest
MADE-UP word ever. Skiboose. Skiboose."
-- K.
I SHOP AT CATCHPHRASE CITY!!!

Those of you who know what “grep” means will understand
why I was reading rec.sport.snowmobiles that day.
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Death penalty suits
alt.torture, alt.religion.kibology, alt.sex.wizards
Tue, 18 Feb 1997 10:20:46 GMT
welcome datacomp

In alt.torture, lars@funcom.com (Lars Petter Anfinsen) wrote:
>
> Does someone have a deathpenalty suit to sell? You know that orange
> thing..
I should point out that the proper technical term for the $9.98 K-Mart
hunter's jumpsuit is "Suit the wacky fat guy on 'Far Out Space Nuts' wore."
'Far Out Space Nuts', like 'Lidsville' and 'H.R. Pufnstuf', is filled with
cleverly obscured references to snuff films of the day, just as 'Pee-wee's
Playhouse' was filled with covert references to Bob Hope's secret snuff
theater.
> Lars.

MAN-TOOL up my ass.

I'd like to point out that I only have sex with women while I post to Usenet!
(She doesn't do Usenet; she likes to play Pac-Man while we're doing it.
Waka, waka, waka...)
>
>
>
>
>
>

-============================
*** SPANK THE PUBLIC ASS ***
E-mail: lars@funcom.com
============================

The public ass is probably playing golf at Pebble Beach,
with his wife, Dolores Hope.
-- K.
Ever wonder why he likes Brooke
Shields so much? It's because of
those snuff films she made in the 70s!

Hi, guy!
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Death penalty suits
alt.religion.kibology, alt.fan.mike-jittlov
Thu, 20 Feb 1997 03:34:56 GMT
welcome datacomp

Mike Jittlov (star, subject, and
director of “The Wizard Of
Speed & Time”) is referenced in
this book in many places. (Hi,
Mike. Hope you’re having fun in
Atlanta without Chuck Heston.)
The reason I cross-posted this
thread to alt.fan.mike-jittlov is
because Mike once got Chuck
McCann a job at Disney World.

bediger@csn.net (Bruce Ediger) wrote:
>
> kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry) wrote:
> >
> > I should point out that the proper technical term for the $9.98 K-Mart
> > hunter's jumpsuit is "Suit the wacky fat guy on 'Far Out Space Nuts' wore."
>
> Now, would that be Chuck McCann or some other wacky fat guy?
That would be Chuck McCann. Bob Denver was not fat and certainly not wacky.
They weren't paying him enough to make him try; they weren't even paying
him enough to be able to ask him to dye his hair.
The show was sort of like this:
Chuck McCann: WHOOPS! I'M SLIPPING ON A BANANA PEEL! LOOK AT ME! WAAAH!
WAAH! LOOK AT ME, LITTLE BUDDY!
Old Bob Denver (reading "Playboy"): Yeah, whatever.
Chuck McCann: WAAAAH! WAAAH! IT'S AN EXPLODING BANANA!!!
(the screen spins around as we hear a stock sound effect of a firecracker.
Now Chuck McCann has some smudges on his face and his baseball cap has the
brim ripped off, the same ripped-up cap they use in every episode.)
Old Bob Denver: Zzzz.
Old Richie: Jeepers, Fonzie, it's time for my
ninth first date, should I kiss on the first date?
Fonzie, what's it like to kiss a girl?
Old Fonzie: Ehhhhhh... (long pause) ...sit on...
it... nerd... (long pause) ......ehh.
Allegedly Teenage Casey Kasem: Like, zoinks,
and... stuff...
Old Bob Denver: Where's my fucking dollar?
Chuck McCann was also the _creator_ of "Far Out Space Nuts". The "Best Of
Alt.Religion.Kibology 1996" book shows pictures of him in that capacity, as
well as his best-known role, the TERRIFYING HOME INVADER who says "Hi, Guy!!!"
>
>
>
>
>

I just saw my first episode of "Far Out Space Nuts" last weekend on the
"Cartoon Network".
I thought it was bold of the CN folks to put on
a more-or-less live action show on the _Cartoon_ Network.
I thought the acting was a bit wooden, even in comparison to
"Space Ghost" and "Zorak and Brack".

(CONTINUED)

Chuck McCann could've been a cartoon if only he'd been two-dimensional, but
that would have been a major growth effort for him. I will now beseech the
esteemed Mr. Jittlov (a four-dimensional human cartoon) to regale the
newsgroup with his funny funny stories about working with Chuck "Creative
Genius Behind Far-Out Space Nuts" McCann.
-- K.
Also note that the two-dimensional spaceships
on "Space Nuts" were designed by Herman Zimmermann,
who designed some much bigger-budgeted spaceships.
You know, the kind that have holodecks that turn
hapless Joe Piscopos into evil Chuck McCanns!
From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:
Followup-To:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Why I hate DejaNews
alt.religion.kibology, alt.wired, alt.food.mcdonalds, alt.tv.commercials, alt.folklore.urban
Mon, 17 Feb 1997 09:24:11 GMT
welcome datacomp
alt.religion.kibology

In alt.wired, bumvan@infi.net (L. Shelton Bumgarner) wrote:
>
> From the Net.Legends FAQ...
>
> Ted Frank: (What's this about James "Trashcan" Kirk?)
>
> Alt.folklore.urban has *no* loons. Really. An a.f.u "old hat", ted
> is considered the master (after Kibo) of the "trolling" post - one
> with deliberate misinformation inserted in order to stir up endless
> followups from unwary people.
By the way, I recently saw a TV special about old commercials that brought
back a lot of treasured childhood memories...
Speedy, the Alka-Seltzer boy... Morris the Cat... the Campbell's Soup Kids...
and the ORIGINAL Ronald McDonald, before they made him WHITE!
-- K.
And you got Kirk's middle name
wrong, it was "Cameron"!

A November 1998 photo
showing the author with his
close friend, Ronald McDonald,
at a mall somewhere in New
England that had the McDonalds
immediately adjacent to the pet
store, so that nobody would
notice the smell.
Ronald is a shiny happy person!
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Degausser
alt.religion.kibology,sci.physics
Sun, 16 Feb 1997 06:03:12 GMT
welcome datacomp

In sci.physics, tmbrady@netdatasystems.com wrote:
>
> DATA DEVICES - NAME THAT DEGAUSSER SLOGAN CONTEST !
Arthur.
(my entry #1)
> Anyone who handles large volumes of magnetic media on disk, tape
> cartridges, or video
> tape knows how useful a degausser can be to eliminate unwanted data.
Don't put your unwanted data up for adoption,
nuke it 'til it glows with our deadly dynamo of destruction!
(my entry #2)
> Software duplicators can't live without them.
And gaussers curse their very existence!
DAMN YOU, UNHOLY DEGAUSSER OF THE NIGHT!!!!
(my entry #3)
> Data Devices offers a chance to Win a $149.00 Hand Held degausser this
> month, perfect for home or light office work at http://www.datadev.com
> Industrial size degaussers are also available but cost a more.
Ever wanted to degauss an entire industry? Try our industrial size
degaussers! They cost a more! WORD!
(my entry #4)
> Simply tell us at datadev@earthlink.net what is the best marketing
> slogan for degaussers in 20 words or less.
Ever have thousands of bozos fill up your hard drive by mailing you
stupid slogans for degaussers? If so, then you need a degausser!
(my entry #5)
> Recent Sample: R.Griswold, Engineer Austin, TX 2/14/97
> "Don't ask your spouse or use your mouse, degauss those electrons and
> get rid of the louse."
Get off your butt, you lazy slut,
our degausser's erasing
your whole software hut!
(my entry #6)
If the entire Internet were degaussed today,
tomorrow we could solve all social problems!
(my entry #7)

(CONTINUED)

This sentence contained incriminating evidence until it was degaussed.
(my entry #8)
-- K.
I just use my microwave. But a degausser's
better 'cause you can't cook food in it! (#9)
#6 was kind of offensive before I degaussed it. (#10)

DEGAUSS YOUR CAT FOR HYGEINE! (#11)
From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Summary:
Date:
Organization:
Followup-To:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Does the wizard eat at Millie's?
alt.fan.mike-jittlov, la.general, la.eats, alt.religion.kibology
Mike made me burn my bagel dog at 2am!
My bagel dog, in the oven
Tue, 28 Jan 1997 11:48:50 GMT
wrapped in foil, got all crunchy
welcome datacomp
when Mike phoned me for a while.
alt.religion.kibology
IT’S ALL HIS FAULT.

Ewwwwww.
Mike, please stop eating food from Trader Joe's, especially the "World's
Largest And Most Translucent Strawberries" and those rusty nine-year-old
Paraguayan cans of raw egg yolks. You'll get colon lice.
As for MY breakfast, all kidding aside, I prefer just to stir some Sixlets
and Fishlets together with my fingers, then top it off with a dollop of
Orbitz (shaken, not stirred) and (for color) some grated Parmesan and
sauerkraut, then I shoot Mentos into it from a blowgun and microwave it
until the aroma alone sets off the smoke alarm, then I throw it away and
eat NORMAL food. Whaddaya think I am, MENTAL?
-- K.
I'M MENTAL FOR MENTOS! I'M MENTAL FOR MENTOS!
P.S.

I hadn’t yet discovered the joy of durians.

In [alt.fan.mike-jittlov/la.*], jittlov@Empire.Net (Mike Jittlov) wrote:
>
> Anyway... Like Kibo, I have my own special Computer-Wizard
> Energy Diet. Upon awakening whenever, it's a hearty breakfast
> of hot supermarket-machine water, Folger's Crystals and Irish
> Creamer, with three delicious colors of Lucky's Market cheeses
> prepared with my authentic Norse Viking Slicer, a handful of
> almonds and pecans from Trader Joe's, perhaps a slice of Oatnut
> 3-Seed Bread, and 8 slices of turkey-beef salami microwaved for
> 1:10 minutes to a toasty bacon-like texture. So satisfying and
> filling, that I cannot tell you. Sometimes I don't even want
> another meal for the rest of the day!

Mike, don't forget, only TROPICAL fish like being in the lava lamp.
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The best way to protect your disks from degaussing. Just
remove them from their protective sleeves and insert them into
a Mail-Away™ mailer, then set fire to it and mail it away,
and nobody’ll ever worry about whether it was degaussed!
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: DR. CRUDFLAPS IS LEAVING THIS NEWSGROUP!
alt.religion.kibology
Fri, 28 Feb 1997 04:21:37 GMT
welcome datacomp

In alt.binaries.nude.celebrities, bediger@csn.net (Bruce Ediger) wrote:
>
> stoner@magicnet.net (Dr. Crudflaps) wrote:
> >
> > i've had enough and my artistry is not appreciated. people are taking
> > my pics and altering them, cutting off my name and reposting them
> > without giving me credit.
> >
> > i will never ever ever post again in this newsgroup.
>
> No! No, Dr. Crudflaps! Don't leave before posting a picture
> of Tee Vee's Beloved Annoying Child Actor Urkle Topless!
Oh, gee, and I was just wondering what pictures to plagiarize to illustrate
all the 3-D child pornography in the 1997 alt.religion.kibology book.
-- K.
Next month, ABC will be broadcasting all
their sitcoms in 3-D CHILD PORNOGRAPHY
format! Requires beer goggles for viewing!

Newsgroups: alt.torture,alt.religion.kibology
From: kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Subject: Re: Gutpunching Directory
Date: Wed, 22 Jan 1997 05:44:13 GMT
Organization: welcome datacomp

Remember how, in early 1997, ABC
added one bad 3-D scene to each of their
bad sitcoms for a week, and NBC
countered with the special “no glasses
required” 3-D episode of “3rd Rock From
The Sun”? (It’s called a FISHEYE LENS,
bozos!) Geez, these notes have shrunk.

In alt.torture, "Walter J. Gonet, Jr." <nesa@javanet.com> wrote:
>
> We are compiling a directory for all those who are interested in
> body/gut punching. If you are interested in any form of body/gut
> punching email the following address for a directory form. If you have
> a photo that you would like included it can be added to the directory if
> you want.

Really,
did have
have aa
Really, ABC
ABC did
“3-D
and NBC
NBC
“3-D week”
week” and
really
have aa “no
“no
really did
did have
glasses
fake
glasses required
required fake
3-D
3-D done
done with aa
fisheye
episode
fisheye lens” episode
of
From The
The
of “3rd
“3rd Rock From
Sun.”” Honest. Look
Sun.
Look in
in
your old TV Guides
your
Guides ifif
you don’t
don’t believe
you
believe me.
me.
Geez, these notes
Geez,
notes are
are
still shrinking.
shrinking. But
still
But at
at
least
this
one’s
in
3-D!
least this one’s in 3-D!

I hear that L. Shelton Bumgarner (bumvan@infi.net) is interested in being
punched in the body or gut. Hit him with a good *plonk* and he'll be your
pal and enlighten you with his boundless wisdom far beyond that of normal men.
Jay C. Jacmimiak (jaycjay@panix.com) is interested in being punched in the
gut, but not in the body.
> For further details and directory information form, email:
>
>
gpdirectory@usa.net
>
> P.S. If you are replying to this message, please change
> any other addresses to the one above.
Including _mine_?
-- K.
gpdirectory@usa.net
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:
Followup-To:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Exclusive interview with George Lucas!
alt.religion.kibology, alt.fan.starwars, rec.arts.sf.starwars.misc, alt.news-media
Sat, 1 Feb 1997 02:25:52 GMT
welcome datacomp
alt.religion.kibology

STAR WARS: THE *VERY* SPECIAL EDITION
------------------------------------exclusive to Global News Service
A LEGEND REBORN
1/31/97 Hollywood, CA: Creative genius George Lucas has done it
again, and this time he didn't even know it! His epic film "Star Wars",
about a grand battle in outer space, has been restored AGAIN... and
the first restoration's only been in release for 24 hours!
"What?" said Lucas when asked for comment. "What the f--- are
you talking about?"
A word of explanation is in order.
As you know, Lucas's "Star Wars", the 1977 classic, is now in
theaters for the first time since it played college campuses in
mid-'96, almost a year ago. For this new major release, the sound was
digitally remixed, a new scene with Jabba The Hutt was added, and
most importantly, all the special effects were replaced with
sharp-edged new computer graphics.
"Star Wars: The Special Edition", as it's known, was plenty
good enough for most fans at today's premiere. "’Star Wars’ rocks!”
said one, “It's more awesome than 'Beavis and Butthead'!"
"Yeah!" said his girlfriend, "It's like, cool and stuff! Also
it's like science fiction but I understood it!"
Film critics are raving too. "It's this year's '101 Dalmations
With Glenn Close'!" said Jeff Craig of Disney Radio's "Sixty-Second
Product Placement".
But good enough for most fans just isn't good enough for everyone.
Said one, "It didn't look like 'Star Trek'. You couldn't even see
the flickery blue halo everyone knows spaceships always have in
space. Also the big dinosaur didn't flicker the way everyone who saw
'Land Of The Lost' knows all dinosaurs flicker! If you don't believe
me, go to Africa and look at a dinosaur!"
It is at this point that James "Kibo" Parry entered the picture.
A NEW HERO
A largely unknown figure outside the world of the Internet, James
"Kibo" Parry has gained a cult reputation in our nation's Generation
X youth subculture for having his finger on the pulse of hipness.
"It saddens me to see the kids these days watching 'Star Wars'
without the blurry edges on the spaceships," he said in an interview,
"They're being cheated out of that extra perceptual challenge we were

(CONTINUED)

given when we were kids. Back then the filmmakers took the effort to
make things look REAL. The new 'Star Wars' uses computer graphics to
look SUPER-REAL. But everyone knows reality doesn't look super-real;
it anything, it looks less than real. Haven't we learned anything
from the 'hip' modern art movement?"
It is for those disenchanted with the eye-straining clarity of
the new 'Star Wars' that Kibo produced his own secret re-make of
"Star Wars". "And it's not just for the kids... I admit it, I also
did it... for the money."
You see, without Lucas's knowledge or permission, working alone
in his basement (just as Lucas made the original film all by himself)
he assembled "Star Wars: The VERY Special Edition." Not only is this
a faithful restoration of the original movie to all its seventies
fuzziness, it goes beyond it!
Kibo made his own model spaceships out of paper-mache', hanging
them from fishing line. To simulate motion, they were moved past the
camera. "The beauty of this technology is that no two shots ever come
out remotely the same," the proud re-director said, "so we just had
to storyboard one scene and film it about a hundred times." To keep
the effects from looking "too digital", the camera lens was smeared
with a thick layer of Vaseline, a technique last used in the sixties
for romantic closeups of William Shatner.
When he first heard about this unauthorized restoration of his
former masterpiece, Lucas was at first nonplussed, but after meeting
with studio executives and lawyers he was officially peeved. Lucas
granted a rare interview to comment on the situation:
"That little [dirt]-weasel! I spent MONTHS using digital string
removal to improve the spaceship scenes, and he draws the strings
back on the negative in a matter of seconds! We took the original
Death Star explosion [a firecracker filmed in Lucas's driveway] and
added an orange circle around it at a cost of millions of dollars,
and this Kibo jerk scraped the orange circle off every frame of the
film with a razorblade!"
Asked whether he's suing Kibo, Lucas refused to comment.
According to unnamed sources high in Lucas's garage, Kibo is
lawsuit-proof, by dint of a clever film-making technique he used:
because the original "Star Wars" had a cast of unknowns, but today
everyone knows who Carrie Fisher, Mark Hammill, Harrison Ford, James
Earl Jones, etc., are, Kibo had to replace them with unknowns to
restore "Star Wars" to its original condition.
"Oh yeah!" Kibo bragged. "That was my idea! I got a bunch of guys
from the pool hall where I work and we all dressed up and stood in
front of the screen and played all the parts! We covered up the
actors completely. My 'Star Wars' is perfect because there's not one
pixel of the original image left. Also I do a really good Darth
Vader impression. Luuuuke, I om your fodder!"
Because not one frame of Lucas's visual artistry is in Kibo's
film, it does not count as a copyright violation. In any case, the
effort has bankrupt Kibo ("I had to sell my baseball card collection
and give up beer for two weeks!") a lawsuit would be
counter-productive, especially as it is proving impossible for the
studio to prevent the release of Kibo's "true version" of the movie.

(CONTINUED)

PEE ON THE INTERNET
"Taking something off the Internet is like taking the pee out of a
swimming pool." -- Suzanne Somers, "Step By Step"
Kibo posted his version of the movie to the Internet, using a new
compression technique (so sophisticated that it's only allowed to be
used by Americans) that made the file size so small that the entire
movie could be transmitted over a 14.4 modem in only thirty seconds.
(With the new "28.8" modems that are going on the market, it should
take only ten seconds!) Because of this, the movie is now available
on every web page, and was printed in its entirety in "Wired"
magazine.
Lucas refused further comment, as he is busy working on his next
project, "Star Wars: The Even Specialler Edition Which Is So Special
It Makes Kibo's Look Like 'Battlestar Galactica'", which will include
a special sequence where all the "Star Wars" characters (including a
computer-generated Mark Hammill, specially programmed to display
almost as much emotional range as the real one) go to an orbiting
space theater to watch Kibo's film, which is represented by footage
of a Kibo-lookalike rolling around on the floor and crying while
Chewbacca kicks him for three hours. (Filmmaker Ernie Fosselius was
brought in to direct this segment.) Lucas is also using computer
technology to have Han Solo meet Forrest Gump and Jesus.
When Kibo heard about this, he was amused. "George Lucas isn't
actually sore at me. You don't know him like I do--I've seen his
movie twice. He's too much of a genius to be bitter! He could
throw [dirt] at you and he's such a genius that you'd like it.
He doesn't have TIME to be angry!"
Kibo's next project is to secretly dismantle the entire Internet
and replace it with a "wacky" duplicate parody, to be called "Not A
Parody Of The Internet." "This'll fool everyone," he said, "because
of the name! It says it's not a parody! Even Tony Hendra never
thought of that!"
Kibo has a college degree.

CORRECTION
---------In the previous article, Kibo's new project, "Not A Parody of The
Internet" was referred to as a parody. It is obviously not a parody.
Global News Service regrets this error.

The Suzanne Somers quote is real.
After I wrote this, someone released an
unauthorized special edition of
Ernie Fosselius’s “Hardware Wars”!
Also, one mistake in the text was edited,
which did not affect the outcome of the post.
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Keywords:
Organization:
Date:

mmcirvin@world.std.com (Matt McIrvin)
_The Ewok Movie: The Special Edition_ (1984/1997)
alt.religion.kibology, rec.arts.sf.movies
This post is only a joke
Software Tool & Die, Brookline MA
Thu, 27 Mar 1997 19:59:16 GMT

Matt thinks we’re
stoooooopid.

For thirteen years, the beloved fifth movie in George Lucas's _Star Wars_
cycle, _The Ewok Movie_, has delighted audiences. After the incredible
box-office success of the first four films, _Star Wars: Hope and Glory_,
_The Star Wars Christmas Special_, _The Empire Strikes Back_, and _Revenge
of the Jedi_, what people most wanted to see was more of those cuddly,
troll-like creatures that populate the forest moon of Yendor, the Ewoks.
Their lovable antics and practical jokes were a delight to science-fiction
fans the world over. So Lucas gave them more, in the form of a TV movie
called _The Ewok Adventure_, which eventually made it to theatrical
release as _The Ewok Movie_. Now, an enhanced version of _The Ewok Movie_
will be released everywhere on April 1, trolling for viewers, and from
what I've seen, it will reel them in.
Not everyone who saw the other films went to see _The Ewok Movie_; it was
perceived as kiddie fare. Now, with the rerelease of the first four films
in "Special Edition" form, a new audience, including many who were not yet
born when _The Ewok Movie_ aired, can see this classic. The biggest
surprise is that the computer-graphic enhancements, limited to a few shots
in the other films (and the replacement of some hand animation with
"Reboot"-like CGI in the _Christmas Special_), are much more extensive
here. The story, originally a simple tale of children lost on Yendor and
befriended by the adorable Ewoks, now has much grander, mythic overtones
on the scale of the other films.
It seems that the Ewoks' low-tech ingenuity, abundantly displayed in
_Revenge of the Jedi_, is the result of their existing as networked "pack
minds," communicating via ultrasound to achieve human-level intelligence
in groups of four or five. The stranded children possess a great secret in
their crashed spaceship: a "Countermeasure" capable of producing great
disturbances in the Force, like a million washing machines becoming
unbalanced at once and then being silenced. A formless extrusion of the
Dark Side, emitted when the Emperor fell down the hole in _Revenge_, has
grown and engulfed several civilizations near the rim of the galaxy; only
the Countermeasure, extracted from an ancient archive near the rim, can
stop it, and a post-imperial armada enslaved by the Dark Side is after the
spaceship and the children.
The thrilling race to Yendor, the Dark Side blight, the bloody
battles between rival factions of Ewoks on the surface of Yendor,
and the communications of the various participants via a _Star Wars_universe Internet are all depicted with new CGI. The result is
stunning, possibly the most serious SF yet incorporated in the
_Star Wars_ series. They apparently got all this new material from
some novel called _A Fire Upon The Deep_ by a guy named Vernor Vinge
that I never heard of. All I can say is: Way to go, George!
I give it fifty thumbs up!
-More Matt McIrvin than you need! http://world.std.com/~mmcirvin/

ARTICLE
NOT BY KIBO
( READ AT OWN RISK )
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Actual unretouched screen image showing
something bizarre (yet Kibological) which
happened while producing this book.
Now you see what Kibo has to go through
to edit this material down to reasonable size.

Waah! Most of the
pictures of me were on
pages 1,701,992,158
through 1,701,992,164!
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Organization:
Date:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
FOR SALE: NETWORK
alt.religion.kibology, misc.forsale
HappyNet Headquarters
Thu, 2 Jan 1997 17:36:18 GMT

As the current owner of the Internet, I would like to sell it.
I don't want to break it up, so I'm offering the entire network
for only $50,000,000,000, half what I paid for it last year.
One owner, low mileage, low s/n ratio.
Serious replies only, please.
-- K.
P.S. Hardware not included.
From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:
Followup-To:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Galois group theory is just a subset of Eucl. Geometry
alt.sci.physics.plutonium, alt.religion.kibology, sci.physics, sci.math
Wed, 26 Feb 1997 06:10:21 GMT
welcome datacomp
a lt.sci.physics.plutonium, alt.religion.kibology

In [sci.physics,sci.math], Archimedes Plutonium wrote:
>
> I do not have all that much time to devote to mathematics these days.
> My next patent is due 20April and will have to shy away from the Net to
> concentrate on that. If you examine my web page
>
>
http://www.newphys.se/elektromagnum/physics/LudwigPlutonium/
>
> You can see my ranking of relative importance. I put physics and
> engineering near the top, then biology and other sciences, and near the
> end I put mathematics. This is a ranking which I believe is accurate.
> Even the science of psychology or geology are more important than is
> mathematics.
That's one hell of a page!
I don't think people properly appreciate how much STUFF is on your page.
There's a TON of stuff there. Of course, it's not a complete Theory Of
Everything because it doesn't have a section on Kibology, but I'm sure it's
a work in progress.
And there're pictures and everything! Now I know what you look like! You
look sort of like Robert Duvall in "THX-1138". (What's written on your
shirt? I can't imagine it's a whole p-adic, as that would require an
infinitely long sleeve.) Is that the same shirt that Barbara Bain used to
change the future in "Spirit of '76"?

I think since then, Archimedes’s Web page was removed by Swedes.

(CONTINUED)

Your eyes seem unusually large in that picture, sort of like a Sanrio
creation. If you moved in next door to Hello Kitty and so on, what would
your Sanrio name be? I vote for "Plutonium Doc". It has the proper sort of
broken English Sanrio-ness to it. You would appear on vinyl pencil cases
and packets of candy, and you would always say, "Atom of totality is
Plutonium!"
By the way, I finally got around to checking my tape of the
year-and-a-half-old episodes of "The Simpsons" where Homer got trapped in
the three-dimensional computer-animated world, to see what was written on
the wall. I was correct, it is a counterexample to Fermat's Last Theorem:
1782 ^ 12

+

1841 ^ 12

=

1922 ^ 12

Is this one of yours, or did they get it from some reference book?
-- K.
I'm a counterexample to
the Turing Test.
P.S.
>

Folks, one more time, Archimedes Plutonium's page is:
http://www.newphys.se/elektromagnum/physics/LudwigPlutonium/

From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:
Followup-To:

was

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Gert Faltings named Scientist of the Year by the New York Vietmath Times
alt.sci.physics.plutonium, sci.astro, sci.physics, sci.math, alt.religion.kibology
Wed, 12 Feb 1997 11:43:03 GMT
welcome datacomp
alt.religion.kibology, alt.sci.physics.plutonium

In [sci.physics, sci.astro, etc.], Archimedes.Plutonium@dartmouth.edu
(Archimedes Plutonium) wrote:
>
> ***ATTIC*** Andrew Wiles proves the _Kaczynski Last Theorem_ but the
> mail post cannot carry the size of the bomb.
That's the deffest phat rap lyric I ever heard.
Plutonium's da word!
>
>
>
>
>

/\_./\_
(/^/(_o
(_.)
V

Andy Wiles

Archimedes, looks like your slice of pizza's dripping all over...
If the cheese drips onto other people's postings, Alexander Abian's going
to complain that you're covering him with 200 tons of cosmetic cheese!
-- K.
Word to Mendelev! Word to Rutherford!
Plutonium's in da house! Da totality of da Pu!
Kick it in the Balzac! Keep on truckin'!
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Happy V Day!
alt.religion.kibology
Fri, 14 Feb 1997 03:29:41 GMT
welcome datacomp

How can it be "V Day" when Jane Badler hasn't been suffocated by the red
powdered sugar I put in her hot air balloon in the last retarded episode, yet?

Callback to Kibo’s
most famous impression

From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:
Followup-To:

-- K.
PAH-LEEEYEZE, DAAAH-LEEENG, POW-DURD
SHEWWWW-GAHRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR!!!!
IS OOOOOT OF SEEEEEEEEEEEEEE-ZONNNN!
Kibo IS Jane Badler IS William Shatner
IS Faye Dunaway IS Joan Crawford IS
Marcy Lafferty IS Majel Barrett IS
Eddie Murphy IS Jerry Lewis IS Kibo IN
"V: THE INFINITE SERIES!"

kibo@world.std.com (James (Kibo) Parry)
How gullible do they think I am?
alt.religion.kibology, alt.folklore.computers
Fri, 10 Jan 1997 04:04:39 GMT
welcome datacomp
alt.religion.kibology

LED SAFETY
---------The infrared port on the front of the printer is classified as a Class 1
LED (Light Emitting Diode) device according to International Standard IEC
825-1 (EN 60825-1). This device is not considered harmful, but the
following precautions are recommended.
* If the printer requires service, contact an authorized HP service center.
* Do not attempt to make any adjustment of the printer.
* Avoid direct eye exposure to the infrared LED beam. Be aware that the
beam is invisible light and cannot be seen.
* Do not attempt to view the infrared LED beam with any type of optical device.
Let's see, the thing's broadcasting a thirty-degree cone of deadly
INVISIBLE LIGHT and I'm not even allowed to watch it over my SECURITY
SURVEILLANCE CAMERA or I'll go BLIND like that time when STEVE MARTIN
pointed the CAMERA at the SUN on "THE NEW SHOW"?
Geez! Next you'll tell me that this HP printer has a LASER of some sort in it!
I had just bought my first laser printer.
DO NOT LOOK at the picture of the lava
lamp about thirty pages back because my
printer’s remote-control port is visible.

-- K.
BTW, you can see infrared LEDs with most
CCD camcorders. They show up as white flickery things.
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
I had a NON-DUMB dream!
alt.religion.kibology
Sat, 11 Jan 1997 05:40:46 GMT
welcome datacomp

Okay, I told you (a few years ago) about the dumb dream where I was
George Bush as a little kid. And the one where I was Harlan Ellison
trapped in the library that put his book on the wrong shelf.
And the one where Jeff Foxworthy dropped dead in my home (yay).
A couple nights ago, I had a NON-STUPID dream!
Claudia Christian and I were in it together.
There was a smoky, moody atmosphere.
She was wearing a tight latex outfit.
YAYYYYYY!!!!!!
We were playing video games.
Eh.
Now if only we could go all the way, my life would be complete!
-- K.
It was "Dark Forces", if you must ask.
I didn't recognize the level. We were shooting
lots and lots of people. YAYYYYY!!!!!!!!
From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: I had a NON-DUMB dream!
alt.religion.kibology
Sun, 12 Jan 1997 06:53:17 GMT
welcome datacomp

grifter@primenet.com ('Jesse Garon') wrote:
>
> kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry) writes:
> >
> > Now if only we could go all the way, my life would be complete!
>
> Well, first you'd probably have to find the secret room in Level 7.
That's Jabba the Hutt's swimming ool. I blew it up, much like the Unabom'er.
Note there is no "B" in "UNABOM" (except for the one there is.)
Welcome to our oilet owl. Notice there is no "b" in it. Please keep it that way.
-- K.
my superpower...
I'LL TURN ANY TYPO INTO TOILET HUMOR!
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

tanner@math.wisc.edu (Stephen Will Tanner)
Re: I had a NON-DUMB dream!
alt.religion.kibology
ARTICLE
17 Jan 1997 23:33:50 GMT
NOT BY KIBO
University of Wisconsin, Madison
(READ AT OWN RISK )

Ok, what about this one:
I'm walking through the park, when I notice Adolf Hitler playing with
a frisbee. So I (wearing a red coat) strike a dramatic pose and
yell, I'M THE RED RANGER! And two other Guys I Don't Know run in
and yell, I'M THE GREEN RANGER, and I'M THE BLUE RANGER, respectively.
Then Hitler whips out a red coat, puts it on, and claims that HE is
the Red Ranger. So there's a big fight, and we beat up Hitler, and
then someone says, "What'll we do now?" and then we all started
playing Melee Soccer (which is like normal soccer, except that it's
played at recess with ten balls and all the students from my
elementary school on the field AT THE SAME TIME)
I think it's non-dumb, but not AS non-dumb as the
bit in First Strike where Jackie Chan's T-shirt
becomes INSTANTLY DRY.
I dunno why I'm posting this.
Dream posts are silver, whitespace is golden.
--Stephen Tanner
From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Organization:
Date:
Followup-To:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: I had a NON-DUMB dream!
alt.religion.kibology, alt.dreams, microsoft.recovery
HappyNet Headquarters
Fri, 17 Jan 1997 21:13:43 GMT
alt.religion.kibology

John Sweeney <sween@polaris.net> wrote in alt.religion.kibology:
>
> I think I had the _weirdest_ dream last night, but I'm not sure if it was
> dumb or not...
> [dream about getting a new version of Microsoft Internet Explorer elided]
>
> So what't the kibological verdict? Is this dream dumb, or non dumb? (I'm
> really much to confused and scared to figure this out for myself...)
"I dreamed I got a new version of Microsoft Internet Explorer": dumb.
"I dreamed I got a new version of Microsoft Word": dumber.
"I dreamed I got a new version of Netscape Navigator": no dumber, no
less dumb than the Internet Explorer dream.
"I dreamed I got a new version of Photoshop / QuarkXPress / ATM Deluxe":
a little less dumb.

(CONTINUED)

"I dreamed I got a new version of Atari 800 DOS": dumbest.
"I dreamed I got a new version of Backslappers": dumber than dumbest.*
"I dreamed I learned the word 'dreamt'": THIS DREAM IS NOT ALLOWED.
"I dreamed I got a new version of 'Laverne & Shirley' for the big screen":
Garry Marshall, you're a BOZO!
"I dreamed I got a new version of Claudia Christian": not dumb, but
restricted to Kibo's use. This dream is copyrighted, and I'll sue anyone
who commits dream infringement.
-- K.
* Backslappers (required DOS 2.0 and an Epson MX-80)
was a BASIC program which could print, off-center,
witty sayings like "NEVER SEEN SOAP" and "THINKS ELVIS
IS ALIVE" on the ten included tractor-feed labels.
HOURS of FUN for IDIOTS who CAN'T TELL TIME!!!
From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Just call me "Mr. Big"
alt.religion.kibology
Sat, 1 Feb 1997 03:44:30 GMT
welcome datacomp

Backslappers was marked down from
$4.99 to… $4.98 after sitting on the shelf
at Lechmere for about ten years. I bought
a copy and then Lechmere went out of
business THE VERY NEXT YEAR!!!
They may have gotten rid of Backslappers,
but they couldn’t sell the pristine copies of
the E·World starter kit priced at $50!

bumvan@infi.net (L. Shelton Bumgarner) wrote:
>
> I was watching, of all things, Team AJ (the apparently renamed
> American Journal tabloid TV show) recently when they did this expose
> on Drew Carry,s private life. Then it hit me how much trouble I would
> be in if *I* ever hit it big. There would be interviews with school
> bullies, "Man, was that dude weird."
>
> The worst would be them plastering all my weird posts from Usenet on
> the TV screen intercut with interviews with people who "knew" me from
> Usenet. I can just see it now -- "Ahhh, Lee Bumgarner, what a sad,
> strange little man."
*Yawn*
I go through this every day.
Not just with Team AJ, but with Team Knight Rider as well!
Of course, you'd have one disadvantage: if YOU became famous,
people would dig up writings where KIBO insulted you.
Excuse me, L., it's time for you to wipe my butt with
your diploma again.
-- K.
Lee is too serious
for alt.religion.kibology. In a few months,
you’ll see him start rubbing off on Dr. Matt McIrvin.
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
KIBO'S SALUTE TO THE YEAR FROM HELL!
alt.religion.kibology
Sun, 26 Jan 1997 08:27:00 GMT
welcome datacomp

The "Best Of Alt.Religion.Kibology 1996" book is almost done.
It's six and a half meg, due to the fact that it's now got over a hundred
photos. And I haven't even added the appendices yet.
As a bonus, it includes a convenient episode guide to The Time Tunnel!
You'll be able to download it FREE* soon!
*You pay only the low connect charge to your Internet service provider.
SO, IN A WEEK OR TWO, DOWNLOAD LAST YEAR'S BOOK AND YOU'LL BE DANCING THE
MACARENA WITH TICKLE ME ELMO WHILE DRINKING ORBITZ AND SPEAKING EBONICS!!!
1996 was truly a year to remember with great effort. 1996 was the year that
was to the nineties as 1976 was to the seventies: a terrible, awful,
tragedy of a cultural watershed. A year that will be remembered not for the
discovery of life on Mars, but for O.J. and that kid who caught the home
run and Malcolm Forbes.
When you re-read all the fun alt.religion.kibology stuff from that classic
year, you'll not only be re-living the greatest year in human history** but
you'll get EXTRA EXPLANATIONS AND DIAGRAMS absolutely FREE! If Kibo
mentions Captain Scarlet shooting Paul Lynde while Claudia Christian sprays
herself with a garden hose, you'll not just IMAGINE it, you'll SEE it,
you'll LIVE it! When Kibo describes the world's hardest-to-read typeface,
you'll not only ALMOST READ it, you'll SEE it! NOW how many megabytes would
you download? But WAIT, there's MORE!
There's TROLLING FOR NEWBIES! There's PORNOGRAPHY! And there's SCAMS AND
NUT CASES! BUILD YOUR OWN BAZOOKA! URINE THERAPY! BREAST INFLATION ON THE
ELEVATED TRAIN! PSYCHEDELIC PEZ! I AM NOT MAKING THIS UP! It's ALL here IN
A BOOK that YOU CAN READ!
You can read it ON-SCREEN! You can PRINT it in COLOR or OLD-FANGLED CLASSIC
BLACK AND WHITE just like CASABLANCA! You can SEARCH it! You can ZOOM IN on
the TINY DIRTY PICTURES between the REGULAR PIXELS!!!!
But WAIT! It's not FINISHED! I'll say WHEN! And I'll
SAY IT the way BURGESS MEREDITH WOULD!!! AND from this
MOMENT on... YOU shall be KNOWN as... SANTA CLAUS!!!!!!!!
WHERE'S MY GODDAMN MILK????????????
-- K.
THE SIZE OF THIS FILE MAKES MY
.SIGNATURE LOOK AS TINY AS
KIRSTIE ALLEY'S BRAIN!!!
**selected at random by a supercomputer programmed by the world's dumbest chimp
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
It's a masterpiece: "Best Of Alt.Religion.Kibology 1996"
alt.religion.kibology, alt.culture.usenet, alt.usenet.kooks,
alt.folklore.computers, alt.slack, alt.usenet.recovery
Summary:
If you don't read this book, you're a bad person!
Date:
Thu, 30 Jan 1997 01:30:41 GMT
Organization: welcome datacomp
Followup-To: alt.religion.kibology
It's more than just a document of everything important that happened
anywhere in the world in 1996. It's got nude pictures. It's three hundred
pages of Kibo, Kibo, Kibo, so you know it's GOT to be DEEPLY MEANINGFUL.
I recently spent a lot of time reading every alt.religion.kibology posting
from 1996, simultaneously, while eating Mentos and drinking Zima and
Orbitz. Also I was watching "The Mod Squad". Anyway, I separated the posts
worth reading from the others, then I mis-labelled the two batches and put
them in this book. It's profusely illustrated, will look great on your
screen, will look great on your laser printer, and is so beautiful that
once you read it you'll forget there ever was a Marilyn Monroe. THIS BOOK
IS SO GOOD IT WILL CAUSE BRAIN DAMAGE.
And that's not just an ego trip on the part of ***KIBO***. This book could
bring world peace to all mankind. If ground up into paste and mixed with
water and vitamins, it could feed millions! It could clothe the desert and
water the homeless. IT COULD BE YOUR NEW BOSS.
READ THIS BOOK BEFORE IT READS YOU!
To view or print the book, you need two things.
1.) The "ARK_1996.PDF" file. It's over nine megabytes and must be
transferred in BINARY mode. You can (probably) find it at
ftp://ftp.std.com/pub/alt.religion.kibology/ark_1996.pdf
2.) Adobe Acrobat Reader, preferably version 3.0 or later.
You can get it for free by setting your Web browser to the following
location and following the instructions:
http://www.adobe.com
[More instructions are at
ftp://ftp.std.com/pub/alt.religion.kibology/readme.txt
along with a fun maze for the kiddies.]
Please tell all your friends about this FREE book. Tell your enemies too.
Call your mom! Tell CNN! Get a tattoo! Carve the URL on your tombstone!
Everyone in the world MUST read old alt.religion.kibology articles before
it's too late!

(CONTINUED)

And if that's not enough incentive to get you to download this rather large
file (9.2 meg, because of all the large dirty pictures) remember that Y-O-U
may be in one of the photos, taken with Kibo's secret web-page camera! Been
reading Usenet with no clothes on? We've got pictures to prove it!
Read "The Best Of Alt.Religion.Kibology 1996" for FREE before it gets
published as a $40 hardcover book by the evil Disney Corporation! READ IT
BECAUSE YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO READ ANYTHING, NO MATTER HOW INANE!
Read it TODAY because THERE COULD BE A NUCLEAR WAR TOMORROW!!!
that's
ftp://ftp.std.com/pub/alt.religion.kibology/ark_1996.pdf
-- K.
Not tested on animals!
From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:
Followup-To:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: JETLAG IS A NEUROLOGICAL EFFECT NOT CAUSED BY TIME ZONES
sci.physics, sci.astro, sci.math, alt.religion.kibology
Wed, 12 Feb 1997 11:51:48 GMT
welcome datacomp
alt.religion.kibology

In [sci.physics, sci.astro, sci.math], abian@iastate.edu (Alexander Abian) wrote:
>
> Abian declares:
>
> [...]
> Jet lag occurs because, when traveling at high speeds at high altitude,
> the brain EXPERIENCES MORE TIME than it would had it been stationary
> at sea-level for the same length of earth-clock-time. THIS is why we
> feel tired after flying. We have actually been awake for longer than we
> think. Banish the earth-clock on long travels, and the body will reject
> the fraud of "jet lag".
Better yet, take the clock on the plane with you, and throw it out the
window, so that you can see time fly!
(confetti falls and dancing girls parade across the stage as John Williams
conducts 78 trombones playing the Womp Womp Overture. Kibo bows, gracefully
exposing his genius to all. There is a five-minute pause before Abian gets
the funny funny pun, as he is suffering from a phrenological condition
which causes joke lag.)
>
Alexander Abian: Equivalence of Mass and Time
(1990)
>
Albert Einstein: Equivalence of Mass and Energy (1905)
> THERE WAS NO BIG BANG. THERE WAS A BIG SUCK INTO THE VOID OF SPACE (1995)
I hear Harlan Ellison once met Alexander Abian, and Dr. Abian said
"What would you say to a Big Suck?" and Harlan said, "Hello, big suck!"

(CONTINUED)

>
>
>
>

WE MUST JOLT THE PLANET EARTH INTO A NEW ORBIT. IF JOLTING OF THE
PLANET EARTH REQUIRES THE BLOWING UP THE MOON OR BLASTING THE
MOON INTO PIECES OR AT LEAST JOLTING THE MOON IN ORDER TO JOLT THE
PLANET EARTH - SO BE IT (1990).

WE MUST DESTROY THE EARTH TO MOVE THE MOON TO PREVENT COOTIES ON EARTH.
OR ELSE AT LEAST BRING BACK NBC'S "SUPERTRAIN".
> ------------------------------------------------------------------------->
ABIAN MASS-TIME EQUIVALENCE FORMULA m = Mo(1-exp(T/(kT-Mo))) Abian units.
>
ALTER EARTH'S ORBIT AND TILT - STOP GLOBAL DISASTERS AND EPIDEMICS
>
ALTER THE SOLAR SYSTEM. REORBIT VENUS INTO A NEAR EARTH-LIKE ORBIT
>
TO CREATE A BORN AGAIN EARTH (1990)
GIVE ABIAN A NEAR-FATAL ORBITZ ENEMA TO CREATE A POLKA-DOTTED TICKLE ME ELMO
-- K.
Now it's *your* job to explain my
phlezofiglic theorem to Dr. Abian.
From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: JETLAG IS A NEUROLOGICAL EFFECT NOT CAUSED BY TIME ZONES
alt.religion.kibology, sci.physics
Mon, 17 Feb 1997 05:57:36 GMT
welcome datacomp

Doctorb Science wrote:
>
> kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry) writes:
> >
> > WE MUST DESTROY THE EARTH TO MOVE THE MOON TO PREVENT COOTIES ON EARTH.
> > OR ELSE AT LEAST BRING BACK NBC'S "SUPERTRAIN".
>
> WE MUST USE HIGH-ENERGY LASERS TO CARVE THE NAME "ABIAN" INTO THE MOON
> BEFORE BLOWING UP THE SEKRIT MOON NUCLEAR ROCKET BASE AND SMASHING THE MOON
> INTO THE EARTH TO TURN THE PACIFIC OCEAN INTO JOLT COLA. SO LET IT BE
> WRITTEN, SO LET IT BE DONE (1999).
We must also install gigantic dams and locks to keep the Jolt Cola ocean
from mixing with the O.K. Soda ocean and the Dr. Brown's Cel-Ray Soda
ocean. Also we must change the combination on Loch Ness.
> > GIVE ABIAN A NEAR-FATAL ORBITZ ENEMA TO CREATE A POLKA-DOTTED TICKLE ME ELMO
>
> Can't touch this.
Word!
> >
> >
> >
>

-- K.
Now it's *your* job to explain my
phlezofiglic theorem to Dr. Abian.

(CONTINUED PAGE AFTER NEXT)

Pure marketing genius!
It’s the perfect way to get
the public to associate
the taste of Jolt cola
with a filthy jockstrap!

>
>
>
>
>

Well, maybe if we gave Abian a near-fatal orbitz enema and then his body
heat differential made him into a kind of opaque lava lamp, then that would
be worth the effort. Nobody would beable to see it, and therefore every
individual lump of orbitz would SIMULTANEOUSLY BE GOING UP AND DOWN, AT THE
SAME TIME!!!!!11!!! AS I AM DOING, NOW!!1!!!!

Quantum Cola Presents: SCHRÖDINGER'S ÖRBITZ. Drink it down, it's coming
right up! It's got dots that float and umlauts that hover! Comes in five
fruity flavors:
PaLE BoYSeNBErrY BLu3 RAzBErrY D0T
BaNaNa PLaZmA
TIM3-WaRP TICKLe-mE

ELB0W

MaCARoNIUM

NEuTR0N0UGaT

I’m still disappointed that
Dr. Abian didn’t pick up
the word “phlezofiglic”
and run with it.

and
D0UBL3 aBIaN LuNaR BLAsT
Increase your energy state, drink Schrödinger's Örbitz before it drinks you!
-- K.
There's also a flavor of crunchy new
KibOs(TM) named for Dr. Abian:
SUPER FLAKY ABIAN 'N NUTS
From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Kibo in the world
alt.religion.kibology, alt.mega-ego.yonderboy
Tue, 18 Feb 1997 07:55:06 GMT
welcome datacomp

asuter@Xenon.Stanford.EDU (Lupus Yonderboy) wrote:
>
> I was just reading this book abotu cryogenics and computers
> and red heads. It's called "Host" I think. Anyway, they have
> this e-mail list that the main character received, and number
> four hundred letter is from kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry).
Yeah, I know. Wanna know something weirder? If you read the final book in
the "TekWar" series real closely, you'll notice that the first letter of
each paragraph in the last chapter spells out "WRITTEN BY KIBO, NOT BY
HAIR-MAN."
-- K.
And I don't mean David Hasselhair!
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I want the dolphin!
Tomorrow, the world!
(Frame from an episode of
“The Six Million Dollar Man”
circa 1976 with Shatner as an
insane astronaut. Mustache
enhanced to show texture.)
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

a_wing@th_under.ocis.temple.edu (Andy Wing)
KIBO University (was: A Secret Letter to MY DLS)
alt.religion.kibology
Sun, 26 Jan 1997 00:07:51 -0500
Gnomes International

ARTICLE
NOT BY KIBO
(READ AT OWN RISK )
AOL USERS
MAKE THE
NET FUN

fmrranger@aol.com (FMR RANGER) wrote:
>
> I have tried very hard to find humour or sense in this Kibology theme;
> I have failed.
Welcome to KIBO University.

Year One:

Chubacapra's the name and education's my goal (ISTR).

Frosh here are known as Clueless Newbies

Intro to Internet 101011010100101:
- Netiquette is in the mind of the poster
- The mathematics of Make Money Fast
- Everybody is a Kibologist whether they realize it or knot
- What does troll mean?
Heirarchies:
- Happynet
- Crappynet
- Talk.* (The troll feeding ground)
- Star Trek/Star Wars froups (their real purpose is feeding
trolls)
- Comp.* is booooring
- triangle.*
- alt.* is as close to heaven we can get until Happynet comes
on line in the year 2000.
Emoticons:
- :-), ;-), :-Q, etc.

Year Two:

Sophs here are known as Newbies

Required core curricula:
- Acronym Hell
- alt.syntax.tactical
- alt.fan.john-winston
"Winifred" and Yogi the Telepathic Dog(c)
- alt.tv.barney.dinosaur.die.die.die
- http://www.wetware.com/mlegare/kotm.html
Newbie Elective newsfroups:
- alt.fan.don.no-soul.simmons
- alt.grelb
The fine art of typo pouncing:
The Longest Thread Ever(c):
How to become an 3LIT3 WAR3Z D00D:

(CONTINUED)

Year Three:

Juniors are known as Bozos

Required advanced core curricula:
- alt.religion.kibology
- alt.usenet.kooks
- alt.society.neutopia
- alt.fan.karl-malden.nose
- www.seduction.com
Bozo Electives:
- alt.sci.joe-bay
- alt.fan.speedbump
- alt.culture.jesse-garon
- alt.culture.gard-trask
- alt.mega-ego.yonderboy
- The USA Parlaiment
- The Global Killfile
Introduction to the Usenet Cabal(c):
- How to tell if a poster is a s3kr1t m3mb3r of The Cabal(c)
- How to fence sit in alt.config
- Canceling, censorship uunet, TIAC.net and Gruboursey

Year Four:

Seniors are known as Mega-Bozos

Happynet:
- Why it's just around the corner
- Kibo's plan to cmsg happynet.* when the year 2000 hits
The Usenet Cabal(c) will be too distracted with all the
crashing newsgroups, "new millenia" spam and broken
routers to notice. By the time they get things back on line
Kibo will have staged a komplete koup.
Advanced S3KR1T S0C13T13S 0F US3N3T:
- Cult of the Dead Cow
- Hello Kitty Fan Club
- Meeeeooooowwwers and the Kult of the Dead Cat
- Subgenii
Cascading as a Kareer:
- Advanced Longest Thread
- Reverse cascading
- Landscape .sigs
- The fallacy of anti-cascades
- Subject line cascades and GRILLing newbies
Mega-Bozo Electives:
- Virtual Berets
- alt.fan.drink-umbrellas
- Penis threads
- Ellen & Jaffo (have they s3kr1tly 3l0p3d?)
- Smerpology
We also have programs in post-Kibological Studies.

(CONTINUED)
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The Jeff Slaton Memorial dining hall
|
|
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|
(Weetabix for breakfast)
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|
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HTH!
-Politics is not the art of persuasion, it's the science of selfishness.
"Speeding down the misinformation superhighway"
Big Brother is not watching you, you're watching Big Brother, all 181 channels
Andy Wing a_wing@th_under.ocis.temple.edu (Remove underscores to reply)

From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Kibo's asking for it
alt.religion.kibology
Mon, 24 Feb 1997 06:28:32 GMT
welcome datacomp

Doctorb Science wrote:
>
> Teg Pipes <teg@fruitfly.berkeley.edu> writes:
> >
> > There are tons of scientists in Boston. You should not be making
> > comments like this, given that we know where you live and can
> > easily put foul-tasting chemicals in your water, Pez-boy.
>
> Um, Teg? He lives in *Boston*. Putting foul-tasting chemicals in the
> water would be like polluting the air in New Jersey.
All the scientists are in Cambridge, anyway, right next to the Necco
factory which emits deadly radiation, which is right in front of
MIT's M&M-shaped nuclear reactor, which emits a pleasant candy aroma.
> Also when it rains a lot, the manhole covers are shot into the air
> by geysers of RAW SEWAGE! And kids get the day off from school.
And they shut my branch of the Green Line down for about two months just
because the subway station two miles away filled to the top with water.
-- K.
YAY I GOT ALL THREE MOON CRESTA
SHIPS DOCKED FOR THE FIRST TIME
SINCE 1983!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Everything in the above post is STRICTLY TRUE. That means if you don’t believe me, you can be punished.

From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Kibo's Erotically Weird QOTD
alt.religion.kibology
Tue, 4 Feb 1997 06:47:13 GMT
welcome datacomp

Quote of the day, from a web page:
>
> Also available: CD-ROM for dipped RUBBER underwear
I'm kind of scared, but at least now I know what that slot in my underwear
is for... I always assumed it was for the Jell-O.
-- K.
Surely you've seen that Babylon 5 episode where
Claudia Christian puts her Jell-O in my slot.
It aired right before the one where Londo cheated
at poker by stealing cards with his weenie. <- obvious fabrication
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Kibo's Klassic Kulture #856948856
alt.religion.kibology
Tue, 4 Feb 1997 05:01:48 GMT

Okay, now that EVERYONE's enjoying the "best of alt.religion.kibology 1996"
book (you BETTER!) I'm working on ones for other years. (Each is going to
have a different format and style.)
There are large holes in my archive, which is no big deal, because as you
progress into the past the signal/noise ratio goes way down, the in-jokes
become lamer, and so on, and any good article is usually quoted in
followups so you can reconstruct it from articles a month down the road.
One exception was the article below; I was only able to find followups
containing about six lines from it--it wasn't in DejaNews, my personal
archive, Jack Sarfatti's web page [well, sometimes he likes it when you
make fun of him], or anywhere else that I checked. Finally I found an
archive of a mailing list which contained eight articles, one of which was
this one. Yay! Now this off-the-top-of-my-head thing I wrote just to annoy
Jack Sarfatti can go into the 1995 book. I haven't seen him posting the
outline of his "new physics" CD-ROM lately, so this is still as fresh as
ever. Also I fixed three typos to make it less stupid.
BTW, the 1995 book will look like a Klutz Press production. And it'll make
funny noises when you click on it. I'm not kidding.
-- K.
-- begin article from early '95 -From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Followup-To:
Organization:
Date:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: New Physics Curriculum
sci.physics,alt.sci.physics.new-theories,alt.consciousness,
sci.skeptic,sci.cognitive,comp.ai,sci.edu,alt.religion.kibology
alt.religion.kibology,alt.usenet.kooks
HappyNet Headquarters
Mon, 6 Mar 1995 12:22:13 GMT

RE-UN!
R

In lots of newsgroups, Jack Sarfatti <sarfatti@ix.netcom.com> wrote:
>
> 1. Overview of the New Physics
>
Version 0.1
1.a Overview Of The Nude Psychics
> 1.1.1 Space-Time Warps
1.1.1.a
1.1.1.b
1.1.1.c
1.1.1.d

Chocolate Drops
Nero Fiddles
Rome Burns
George Burns

> 1.1.1.1 Blackholes
1.1.1.1.a Holes Of Color
> 1.1.1.2 Vacuum Energy
1.1.1.2.a Carpet Shampoo Energy
1.1.1.2.b Energy Derived From The Fact That "Vacuum" Is The Only
English Word To Contain The Letters "UU", So Why Isn't
It Just Spelled "Vacwm"?

Yeah, I know, there are too many reruns
in this book. That’s because in early
1997 I was editing these books and thus
was redicovering some old things worth
reposting. And I have to show them here
because they sparked scintillating
discussion, plus the followups which are
included on the next few pages.

> 1.1.1.2 Exotic Matter
1.1.1.2.a Exotic Matter After Dark

(CONTINUED)

1.1.1.2.b Frankly Kinky Matter
1.1.1.2.c Totally Perverted Matter

> 1.1.4.1 Copenhagen Idealistic Interpretation
1.1.4.1.a Stockholm Syndrome
1.1.4.1.b Helsinki Formula

> 1.1.1.3 Traversable Worm Hole Time Machines
1.1.1.3.a Traversable Worm Hole Pez Dispensers
1.1.1.3.b Disposable Pocket Time Machines
1.1.1.3.c Baby Freddy's Patented TinkerTime Machine
> 1.1.1.4 Big Crunch?
1.1.1.4.a
1.1.1.4.b
1.1.1.4.c
1.1.1.4.d

Honeycomb's Big
Yeah Yeah Yeah
Big Big Crunch
In A Big Big Bite!

> 1.1.4.1.2 Heisenberg's Potentia
1.1.4.1.2.a Nothing Funny About The Word "Potentia"
> 1.1.4.2 Many Worlds Interpretation V
1.1.4.2.a William Shatner's Directorial Debut
> 1.1.4.2.1 Splitting Universes
1.1.4.2.1.a Requires A Vote In news.groups

> 1.1.1.4.1 Omega Point?
> 1.1.4.2.2 Many Minds One Universe
1.1.1.4.1.a Omega Lines
1.1.1.4.1.b Omega Polyhedra
1.1.1.4.1.c Omega Four-Dimensional Analogues Of
The Sydney Opera House
1.1.1.4.1.d Omega Glory
1.1.1.4.1.d.1 E Plebnista
1.1.1.4.1.d.2 We, The People
1.1.1.4.1.d.3 Shatner's Hair
1.1.1.4.1.d.3.1 Is It Made Of Exotic Matter?

1.1.4.2.2.a All Hail The One Universe
1.1.4.2.2.b People Caught Using Cheap Brand X Imitation Universes
Will Be Forced To Watch "Sliders" Until They Cry
> 1.1.4.2.3 Decohering Classical Histories (Gell-Mann et-al)
1.1.4.2.3.a Decohering Outlines Of Physics CD-ROMS
> 1.1.4.2.4 Photographs of Other Worlds (David Albert)

> 1.1.1.4.2 Time Without End?
1.1.4.2.4.a Sitcoms Of Other Worlds
1.1.4.2.4.b Creatures Of Other Worlds, And Some Of Their Furniture
1.1.4.2.4.c Jeez, I Miss "The Far Side"

1.1.1.4.2.a SeaQuest Episodes Without End
1.1.1.4.2.b Time Without Tears
1.1.1.4.2.c Tim Witho En

> 1.1.4.3 Bohm's Objective Nonlocal Materialist Interpretation
> 1.1.2 Super-Strings
1.1.4.3.a Marx's Objective Dialectical Materialist Interpretation
1.1.2.a Super-Strings Meet The Harlem Globetrotters
1.1.2.b Super-Strings On Gilligan's Island
1.1.2.c Challenge Of The Super-Strings
1.1.2.d Super-Strings Versus The Wonder-Women
1.1.2.d.1 See! Anthropoidal Pogo Sticks!
1.1.2.d.2 I'm Only Quoting Roger Ebert

> 1.1.4.4 Ballentine-Peres Ensemble Interpretation
1.1.4.4.a Of The Cast Of "M*A*S*H"
1.1.4.4.b Of The Cast Of "Seinfeld"
1.1.4.4.c The Supposed Pun I'm Making On "Ensemble Interpretation"
Is So Wimpy That I'd Better Apologize For It Here

> 1.1.2.1 Quantum Fields as Low Energy Limit
> 1.1.4.5 Aharonov-Vaidman Multiple Time Interpretation
1.1.2.1.a Quantum Fields Forever
1.1.2.1.b Nothing To Get Hung About
1.1.2.1.c Paul Has Zero Energy

1.1.4.5 Aharonov-Vaidman Multiple Time Interpretation
1.1.4.5 Aharonov-Vaidman Multiple Time Interpretation
1.1.4.5 Aharonov-Vaidman Multiple Time Interpretation

> 1.1.3 Causality-Violation
> 1.1.5 Beyond the Quantum
1.1.2 Parking-Violation
1.1.1 BassViola-tion
1.1.0 The Stupid Scene In "Star Crash" Where Christopher Plummer
Says "Halt The Flow Of Time!" And It Does

1.1.5.a How Did You Find Your Steak, Sir?
1.1.5.b I Looked Beyond The Quantum
1.1.5.c And There It Was!
1.1.5.d Womp Womp
1.1.5.e Beyond The Quantum Lies The Wub
1.1.5.e.1 The Most Obscure Pop Culture Reference In
sci.physics Today

> 1.1.3.1 Closed Time-Like World Lines?
1.1.3.1.a Time-Like Kitchens & Bathrooms
1.1.3.1.b Time-Like Mysteries Of The Unknown
1.1.3.1.b.1 Time-Like Mysteries Of The Completely Known
1.1.3.1.c Pay Only For The Volumes You Keep
1.1.3.1.d (Surface Areas You Get For Free)

>
>
>
>

1.1.5.1
1.1.5.2
1.1.5.3
1.1.5.4

Josephson's Theory
Penrose's Theory
Weinberg's Theory
Stapp's Theory

> 1.1.3.2 Chronology Protection?
1.1.5.5 They Must All Be Wrong Because They're Just Theories!
1.1.3.2.a Condoms For Clocks
1.1.3.2.b Protection From Lame Usenet Parodies
> 1.1.3.3 Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen -Bohm-Bell Quantum Nonlocality
1.1.3.3.a Einstein-Podholsky-Rosen-Bohm-Bell-Babaloo-A-Womp-Womp-ADoo-Dah-Tutti-Frutti-Oh-Rudi Quantum Nonlocality Bam Boom
1.1.3.3.b Proving That All Buses With Nonlocality Have Expressality
> 1.1.4 Quantum Measurement Problem
1.1.4.a Homework Will Be Graded
1.1.4.b Failure To Convert To Abians Will Count

>

1.1.5 Self-Organization
1.1.5.a He Who Controls Self-Organization Controls The World
1.1.5.b Except Maybe The Church Of Scientology Already Does

> 1.1.5.1 Classical Chaos and Fractal Strange Attractors
1.1.5.1.a I Wonder Why I Felt Compelled To Read This Post
1.1.5.1.b Known Strange Attractors Who Post To sci.physics

(CONTINUED)

> 1.1.5.2 Far From Thermodynamic Equilibrium
1.1.5.2.a
1.1.5.2.b
1.1.5.2.c
1.1.5.2.d
1.1.5.2.e

Far Beyond My Time
Who Am I, Where Am I,
Where Am I Going, What Will I See,
Is It Worth Explaining Those Three Lines?
Naah, I'll Just Hint That Gil Gerard Was Involved

> 1.1.6. Consciousnesss and the Apparent Flow of Time
1.1.6.a
1.1.6.b
1.1.6.c
1.1.6.d

Time Is An Illusion
Lunchtime Doubly So
Bandwith Is Also An Illusion
The Apparent Flow Of Usenet

> 1.1.6.1 Microtubules
1.1.6.1.a Splitting A Celery Stalk And Putting One Side In Red Dye
And One Side In Blue Dye
> 1.1.6.2 Intention, Meaning and Free Will
1.1.6.2.a You Left Off The Final "y"
> 1.1.6.3 Great Chain of Being
1.1.6.3.a Taste It And You'll Say,
1.1.6.3.b "Wow! That's Great Chain Of Being!"

Well, Jack, I sure learned a lot about "new physics" from reading the
sentence fragments in your outline, which you convientiently posted to
seven groups, most of which aren't about physics. I hope you appreciate
my suggestions for fleshing it out. However, if you use them, you'll
owe me a million billion zillion dollars once you invent the pocket time
machine. Also, most of your outline has already been covered on "Star
Trek", so I'd be careful, Jean Roddenberry might sue you, as might her
late husband, Major Barrett.
-- K.

From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Organization:
Date:

iayork@panix.com (Ian A. York)
Re: Kibo's Klassic Kulture #856948856
alt.religion.kibology
Panix
4 Feb 1997 11:37:52 -0500

ARTICLE
NOT BY KIBO
(READ AT OWN RISK)

James "Kibo" Parry <kibo@world.std.com> wrote:
>
> -- begin article from early '95 ->
> From: kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
> Subject: Re: New Physics Curriculum
I remember this article well. It was the first Kibo article I printed out
and showed to some of my co-workers. They all looked at me like I had
things falling out of my nose, though, and none of them thought it was
funny, so it was also the last Kibo article I've ever printed out to show
to my co-workers.
Here's a little dramatization of the event, suitable for acting out with
bad actors and displaying on television as a public-service type
announcement, so that the rest of you don't get looked at like things are
falling out of your noses. (Unless there are things falling out of your
noses, of course. I'm good, but not that good.)

(CONTINUED)

(Closeup of computer monitor, Kibo's post. Sniggering sounds in the
background. Camera pulls back, reveals IAN reading the post.)
IAN:

Huh huh huh! Snnrrkk! Har! Say! I'm going to print this out so
my co-workers can enjoy it too! Hyuk!
(Closeup, IAN's fingers dancing over keyboard, lots of typos and
corrections)
(Closeup, laser printer shunting out sheets of paper.)
(Camera shows two figures in the distance--IAN and LISA.
slowly.)

IAN:

Hey, Lisa!

Pans in

Lookit this!

LISA: What is it?
IAN:

Oh, it's a post from Usenet!

From Kibo!

(Snap to closeup of LISA's face.
IAN:

She's looking puzzled.)

See, Usenet is this, you know, computer thing ... and Kibo's this
guy ...

LISA: Oh ... well, okay ...
(LISA takes the printout.
puzzled now.)

Closeup of her face.

She looks really

LISA: What's this supposed to be about?
IAN:

Well, see, there's this guy, Sarfatti ... and Kibo, well see
Sarfatti wrote this part, and then, see, Kibo ...

LISA: Is it a textbook?
IAN:

No, see, it's a joke, see.

This part, look, look at this part ...

(Closeup of LISA again. She's looking worried.)
(Camera pulls back, shows LISA cautiously backing away from IAN)
LISA: Oh!
IAN:

Ha ha.

Yes.

Very funny!

...and, look, this part where he says "WHOMP WHOMP" ...

LISA: Yes, Ian.

Ha ha.

Umm, look, Ian, I'm really busy right now ...

(LISA is still backing away. Brief closeup of her face, looking at
IAN as if things were falling out of his nose. Pull back again;
IAN stands there, awkwardly holding out the printout to her.
Freeze frame.)
VOICEOVER: Kids, don't let this happen to you.
from Kibo!

Never print out posts

(CONTINUED)

(Superimposed caption in 24-point Helvetica)
THIS HAS BEEN A PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT
-Ian York
(iayork@panix.com) <http://www.panix.com/~iayork/>
"-but as he was a York, I am rather inclined to suppose him a
very respectable Man." -Jane Austen, The History of England
snick@u.washington.edu (Louis Nick III)
Re: Kibo's Klassic Kulture #856948856
alt.religion.kibology, alt.religion.louis-nick
Department of Gravitation
4 Feb 1997 17:49:34 GMT

ARTICLE
NOT BY KIBO
( READ AT OWN RISK )

From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Organization:
Date:

Ian A. York <iayork@panix.com> wrote:
>
> > From: kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
> > Subject: Re: New Physics Curriculum
>
> I remember this article well. It was the first Kibo article I printed out
> and showed to some of my co-workers. They all looked at me like I had
> things falling out of my nose, though, and none of them thought it was
> funny, so it was also the last Kibo article I've ever printed out to show
> to my co-workers.
That must've been the heyday of the HIVEMIND as well, because I, too
printed that out, and posted it on the door of my dorm room. People
didn't read it, and they wrote messages like "Lou- I can't meet you for
dinner, I have to go to a lecture." "Louis- Meet my at 5 instead of 6."
(This one I found days later, and I don't even know who it was from.)
"Louis-- What is this crap? :-)"
I had few friends in that dorm.

And they all go to other schools now.

You can tell that this is all true because I didn't try to out-funny you.
> VOICEOVER:

Kids, don't let this happen to you.

Never print out posts from Kibo!

That's the sad fact. Kibo cannot be explained to the uninitiated. And
telling people that they're kibologists-but-just-don't-know-it-yet also
makes them want to flee.
True, true, when HappyNet comes, Kibo will be the next Dilbert, and we
will have started the trend, but until then, we're just plain geeks.
-"I await your lame response, after which we should let this thread die.
It has had nothing to do with the topic for months, and has degenerated into
a nothing [sic] but a flame war."
--Aaron Collins <collina@pop3.cris.com>
=== kcin-siuol.noigiler.tla
ude.notgnihsaw.u@kcins
III kciN siuoL ===

Never print out posts from Kibo!
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Kibo's proof that humor is incomprehensible and EVIL
alt.religion.kibology
Sat, 1 Feb 1997 03:49:42 GMT
welcome datacomp

I will now prove that (a) humor cannot be explained and
(b) humor is evil and should be banned.

1.

DENNIS RODMAN.
[ ] funny

FUNNY OR NOT FUNNY?
[X] not funny

2.

RODNEY KING.
[ ] funny

3.

DENNIS RODMAN BEATING UP RODNEY KING.
[ ] funny
[ ] not funny
YOU MAKE THE CALL!

FUNNY OR NOT FUNNY?
[X] not funny

-- K.
THIS POST WAS WRITTEN BY THE LATE JACK WEBB.
I don't know what this post means, I just know
that you're all inhaling airplane dope.
WHY DO YOU THINK THEY CALL IT "AIRPLANE" DOPE?
I still can’t explain this. Nor will I
apologize for it until I understand it.
Besides, YOU’RE the one who’s
picking the “funny” box in #3!
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

Michael Straight <straight@email.unc.edu>
Re: What the hell is kibology
alt.religion.kibology,alt.sci.joe-bay
Thu, 16 Jan 1997 12:26:44 -0500
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

ARTICLE
NOT BY KIBO
(READ AT OWN RISK )

On Tue, 14 Jan 1997, Mike Butler wrote:
>
> What the hell is kibology
From:
Newsgroups:
Subject:
Date:
Keywords:
.
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.
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.
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bay@gandalf.rutgers.edu (Doctorb Science)
alt.religion.kibology
Kibology is . . .
6 Jul 1995 18:27:32 -0400
Ian York is an oncological gorilla

RE-UN!
R ARTICLE

a Mentos commercial in Esperanto.
NOT BY KIBO
a giant "H" made out of virtual particles.
(READ AT OWN RISK )
the "F3" key on a dvorak keyboard.
an infinite stack of Ritz crackers.
militant Buddhism.
the new, Earth-like orbit of Venus.
a roomfull of computer-using monkeys piped through a B1FF filter.
the horrible truth behind Vienna Fingers.
a statue of a gargoyle.
a Care Bear with a machete.
guerilla oncologists.
the cover of that Cannibal Corpse album.
a horde of nuns sweeping with fierce majesty across the steppes
of Central Asia.
the reason those little bags of silica gel say "do not eat".
how they find out the burn time of a building without burning it.
the Ancient Illuminated Seers of Schenechtady.
Philip K. Dick NOT on acid.
the delicious European hazelnut spread.
crystal SPAM.
the inherent contradiction in the term "elipsis point".
an SVGA monitor lizard.
the Complete Idiot's Guide to MENSA.
imported from Hormel, Chile.
what you use to dilute water.
a mortal paper cut.
like playing monopoly with Trotsky.
a childrens' story by Nietzsche.
the alleged joke which Matt McIrvin fails to explain.
what "original" flavor used to taste like.
caffeine-free Jolt.

> The But
Of this joke.
Michael Straight is a Nice Fellow at Bay Labs and curator of alt.sci.joe-bay
FLEOEVDETYHOEUPROEONREWMEILECSOFMOERSGTIRVAENRGEEARDSTVHIESBIITBTLHEEPSRIACYK
Ethical Mirth Gas/"I'm chaste alright."/Magic Hitler Hats/"Hath grace limits?"
"Irate Clam Thighs!"/Chili Hamster Tag/The Gilt Charisma/"I gather this calm."
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:
Followup-To:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: What the hell is kibology
alt.religion.kibology, rec.music.beatles
Tue, 28 Jan 1997 07:16:33 GMT
welcome datacomp
alt.religion.kibology

I need to start reposting
this monthly to teach
alt.religion.kibology
readers the value of art.

jaffo@onramp.net (Jaffo) wrote:
>
> In alt.religion.kibology, on 25 Jan 1997 04:57:51 GMT, Lupus Yonderboy wrote:
> :
> : Dear Jesse Garon,
> : and Andrew Damick,
> : And Kibo,
> : And Jaffo, who I wish would stop quoting me in his .sig,
>
> This is an incredible group of names to be associated with.
>
> I AM THE FIFTH BEATLE!
My lovely wife, Claudia Christianono, has some ideas for an exciting new
direction for us to go in. First, we must drink nothing but warm Orbitz all
day while smoking rolled-up vinyl curtains stuffed with horse hair from
fifty-year-old throw pillows that have been thrown too far. Second, all of
our music should be composed on tubas, bass drums, and
contra-contra-bassoons inside a specially-designed building which will
shatter if exposed to low-frequency vibrations. Third, we will start a
company called ExquisitCorps to help correct the fact that ordinary
artistic grants discriminate in favor of people with talent, ambition, or
ideas: we will give $1,000,000 of Jesse's/Andrew's/Jaffo's pocket money to
everyone who has no talent, no ambition, and/or no ideas. (To be fair,
Jaffo will pay the same amount as the rest of us even though we pay him
only half what we pay Lupus Yonderboy and Matt McIrvin.) Forth, we will
make a movie called "Spastical Dysentery Fjord," in which we will get into
a bus with a bunch of circus freaks and drive around until we find
something interesting to do, and at that point we will stop filming. Fifth,
Jaffo must "accidentally" drown in his basement. Then we will start a rumor
that "Jaffo is dead" so that nobody will believe he really is dead and we
will not be prosecuted.
-- K.
HEY! JAFFO JUST DIED ABOUT AN HOUR FROM NOW!!!!
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: What the hell is kibology
alt.religion.kibology, alt.fan.mike-jittlov, alt.tv.muppets
Wed, 29 Jan 1997 03:39:45 GMT
welcome datacomp

In [alt.religion.kibology], mmcirvin@world.std.com (Matt McIrvin) wrote:
>
> jaffo@onramp.net (Jaffo) wrote:
> >
> > WAIT! What am I doing here? This isn't my newsgroup!
> >
> > I'm cold and frightened.
>
> [Animated simulation of a dolly forward/zoom back. Strange,
> multicolored shadows creep in as tuba, bassoon and basso
> singer provide the music:]
>
> Whenever you feel you've gone astray
> The Usenet Wuggles come out to play
> Their jaws will slaver and their fingers post
> And before you know it, your butt is toast!
Matt, I believe you've been smoking a substance I first synthesized last
year (yes, I'm still reading year-old postings): FRAGGLE CRACK.
MATT SMOKES FRAGGLE CRACK.
Everyone, say it with me now. MATT SMOKES FRAGGLE CRACK.
Now giggle, then inhale. MATT SMOKES FRAGGLE CRACK.
Keep doing this all day AND YOU MIGHT LOSE WEIGHT WHILE GAINING MUSCLE!!!!
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

[A rainbow-colored eyeball twenty feet high scrutinizes
the terrified Jaffo.]
The Bullabooboggles will flame and
You'll hope that it all was just a
Their Guzzawuzz Crunkles will grab
and hold conventions on the tip of

scream
crazy dream
at your toes
your nose!

Matt's Aussie accent is one of the worst ones I've ever heard, even worse
than Nick Tate's. Also, the token Kiwi character--the Giant Fuzzy
Weta--isn't mentioned in the song. Please cancel your post and rewrite it
immediately to avoid pissing off everyone who loves wetas in New Zealand.
> [Point of view zooms in on tiny, toothy creatures
> crawling into Jaffo's nostrils, carrying hobo bindles.
> Then, it zooms out again and orbits Jaffo spastically,
> as purple and orange multi-limbed monstrosities emerge
> from the shadows, singing in a basso-profundo chorus:]
>

(CONTINUED)

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

We are the Wunkaluggs of a.r.k
We've come to deliver you a scary day
But just remember as you shiver with fright
That we'll be back again TOMORROW NIGHT!
[Hideous cackling fills the soundtrack as the scene
metamorphoses into the folds of Jaffo's blanket,
clutched desperately around him. As the single beam
of moonlight slides away from the bed, we finally see
only his eyes, wide-awake and shivering...]

Now Matt is plagiarizing Mike Jittlov, and he's going to tell Coke and
George Lucas they have exclusive rights to this style of thing, meaning
anything with animation, music, and/or color in it, and he'll never again
be able to do anything except wave around a stick with a cardboard cutout
of Ziggy on it, and he'll just feel awful and stuff. Then one day he'll
snap and invade Bullabooboggle Hollow with his deadly Deeder Ray (it makes
its own gravy) and IT'LL ALL END IN TEARS with a HAPPY SONG playing over
scenes of MASSIVE THERMONUCLEAR DEVASTATION!!!!!
Matt, you're EVIL!
-- K.
I think we've all been in this show before.
Hey, my poker hand has three threes.
OH NO, KELSEY GRAMMER IS CRASHING HIS VIPER
INTO THE BATTLESTAR GALACTICA CAUSING A TIME LOOP!
From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: What the hell is kibology
alt.religion.kibology
Thu, 30 Jan 1997 00:34:16 GMT
welcome datacomp

> I think that jaffo@onramp.net (Jaffo) was the one who wrote:
> >> I AM THE FIFTH BEATLE!
>
>
>
>
>
>

Kibo wrote:
>
Third, we will start a
> company called ExquisitCorps to help correct the fact that ordinary
> artistic grants discriminate in favor of people with talent, ambition, or
> ideas: we will give $1,000,000 of Jesse's/Andrew's/Jaffo's pocket money to
> everyone who has no talent, no ambition, and/or no ideas.

Roger.Douglas@tafensw.edu.au (Roger Douglas) wrote:
>
> Neat ideas, Kibo.
Waah! Now I have to return all this money! I hate you, Australian Roger Douglas!
>
>
>
>

I'd like to get my
money. Nobody else
tell anyone what I
either. This makes

application in now for some of your
will give me money, because I have no talent. Also I can't
want the money for, because I have no ideas and no ambition
it hard to apply for grants.

(CONTINUED)

Okay, here, have too much money! (Throws money around spastically while
waving his arms at four frames per second, wearing a mask Xeroxed from Tim
Kazurinski's face.) Now you can be the fifth Beable!
Now let's all go on over to rec.org.mensa
beable beable beable beable beable beable
doidy doidy doidy doidy doidy doidy doidy
beable beable beable beable beable beable
doidy doidy doidy doidy doidy doidy doidy
beable beable beable beable beable beable
doidy doidy doidy doidy doidy doidy doidy

and sing our #1 hit:
beable beable beable beable beable
doidy doidy doidy doidy doidy doidy
beable beable beable beable beable
doidy doidy doidy doidy doidy doidy
beable beable beable beable beable
doidy doidy doidy doidy doidy doidy

After all, the Beables are bigger than God, but Kibo's bigger than the Bugaloos!
-- K.
Also I'm the fifth member of Banana Convention!
From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: who is Kibo?
alt.religion.kibology, news.newusers.questions
Sun, 26 Jan 1997 09:03:00 GMT
welcome datacomp

Amanda VanRhyn <vanrhyn@alaska.net> wrote:
>
> I just have one question: who is Kibo? I'm completely serious here; I've
> heard about Kibo and alt.religion.kibology but haven't been able to find
> any explanation of the former. Please don't flame me; I would just like
> to know this information.
When you find out, please let me know. I'm very interested in someday
meeting this Kibo fellow, as he owes me about a million dollars. Is it true
his real identity is so secret that he can only reveal it to people who
have no interest in him whatsoever? Also, I'd like to know if he really
does wear the Soviet general's uniform and night vision goggles all day,
even when swimming in his combination pool and lava lamp.
-- K.
You think that's bad, you should see
what George Lucas thinks Kibo wears.
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: who is Kibo?
alt.religion.kibology, news.newusers.questions, alt.mega-ego.yonderboy
Sat, 1 Feb 1997 02:51:46 GMT
welcome datacomp

asuter@Xenon.Stanford.EDU (Lupus Yonderboy) wrote:
>
> I just downloaded Adobe Acrobat Reader as well as Kibo's new
> Best of 1996 book,
That's
ftp://ftp.std.com/pub/alt.religion.kibology/ark_1996.pdf
(and for instructions:)
ftp://ftp.std.com/pub/alt.religion.kibology/readme.txt
> and I must say that I don't miss the eleven
> megabytes of disk space ONE LITTLE BIT.
Oh, come on, the book's only nine point two megs. To fill up the rest of
that space, Adobe Acrobat Reader would have to be HUUUUUGE!!!!
> It's better than Cats.
It better be. It's got human beings in it.
> It's better than Starlight Express.
It's got a huge motorized bridge that CRUSHES skating, singing Gen-Xers!
> It's better than Jesus.
And cheaper to own!
> It's better than nine out of ten doctors recommending it for their
>
patients who chew gum.
The other doctor recommended you read the book by putting your head in a
bucket of chewing gum and then sticking your head to the ceiling and
turning the pages with your feet. He's the token Stupid Doctor, just like
on E.R.!
> It's better than Ed Asner getting in a slap fight with Paul Reubens.
Paul Reubens wouldn't slap-fight! He'd have a water pistol!
> It's better than Kramer marketing the "Man-zier".
My hair is goofier, and I don't have breasts.
> It's better than the Soup Nazi.
My book has nothing to do with soup.
> It's better than speaker phones that only speak Esperanto.
My book doesn't speak Esperanto.

(CONTINUED)

> It's better than a rhythm section want ad.
My book doesn't use the rhythm method.
> It's better than William Shatner singing "Tamborine Man".
Well, okay, you got me there. I don't know if it is. I mean, William
Shatner got the Nobel Prize for Chemistry when he sang that. My book just
won a stupid old Grammy.
> It's better than a fleet of black helicopters.
I have a fleet which contains one heliflopter, one orinthopter, and one 5si
Mopier. I like to use the Mopier to mow my lawn while being really really
boring and telling people that only boring nerds would buy one.
> It's better than the listening device I put in your cereal.
My company's web page has a Roving Spy-Cam which I just hid above a ceiling
tile in the company's bathroom. We're trying to catch "The Dribbler".
> It's better than Mortal Kombat 3.
It's Moral Combat.
> It's better than jumping in a pile of leaves and finding out it's really money.
It's better than jumping in a pile of BOOGERS and finding out it's really LEAVES!
> It's better than Ed Anger in the Weekly World News.
It's better than Ed Anger on "Mary Tyler Moore".
> It's better than a nekkid chick by Degas.
It's better than a degaussed chick by Sega.
> It's better than two nekkid chicks by Kandinsky.
> It's better than three almost nekkid chicks by Baywatch.
It's better than FOUR naked chicks unless one of them's Claudia Christian
and I'm in the room and you're not.
> It is not, however, better than a nekkid Gillian Anderson with a
> nekkid Janine Garafolo on silk sheets in the penthouse of an
> expensive Japanese hotel.
Please stop intentionally mispelling Jean-Ann Garruthello's name.
> But then again, what is?
Pure chewing satisfaction. Need more data. Please download.
ftp://ftp.std.com/pub/alt.religion.kibology/ark_1996.pdf
MMMMM, BEEEEEFY!!!!!!
-- K.
I'M LIKE BENNY HILL ONLY NOT DEAD!!!!
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Kibo's Totally True Theology: The 7th Level Of Hell
alt.religion.kibology
Fri, 24 Jan 1997 04:23:49 GMT
welcome datacomp

Being trapped in an elevator with the Muzak playing the "By Mennen!" jingle
over and over while Tom Jones, who been eating chili all day, dances in
circles around you singing the second version of the "Captain Scarlet"
theme song:
Captain Scarlet!
He’s the one who knows the Mysteron game,
and la-ays the plan,
Captain Scarlet!
To his Ma-artian foes a dangerous name,
a Su-uperman,
They crash him,
and his body may burnnn,
They smash him,
but they know he’ll return,
to live again!
Captain Scarlet!
And the Angels are flying wi-ing to wing,
into the scene-(Spectrum is green!)
Captain Scarlet!
Though the Mysterons plan to conquer the Earrrth,
This indestructible man will show what he’s worth!
Captain Scarlet!
In-de-structible Captain Scarlet!

Also he's naked, and the brown dye is running down his legs.
Then the camera zooms in on the words "SIT ON IT!" on the bathroom wall of
Arnold's and Fonzie says "AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYYYYYYYYYYYYY!!!!!!!" while
accidentally poking you in the eye with his thumb and it all starts over
again and again and again and again...
-- K.
Alan Alda, on the other hand,
dreams about flying through his
own nose. I am not making this up.

True: He said it on
“Scientific American Frontiers”.
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Newsgroups:
From:
Subject:
Date:
Organization:

alt.religion.kibology
kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Kibo's Totally True Theology: The 7th Level Of Hell
Wed, 29 Jan 1997 03:25:33 GMT
welcome datacomp

gary@autobahn.mb.ca (Crackpottier) wrote:
>
> On Mon, 27 Jan 1997 18:44:23 GMT, eholmes@removethis.onramp.net (E.Holmes) wrote:
> >
> > Youse guys are SO dense. Don't yall even remember what people post
> > from one day to the next? Am I the only person here with even a
> > smidgeon of retention (the doctor prescribed a diuretic, but it
> > hasn't had time to work yet)? And this in spite of suffering with
> > the flue. Apailed, I'm just apailed.
1
2
>
> Where did this Chyk come from?
> Anybody here know her?
Okay, ENOUGH. The "Chyk"/"Chyx" thing is now
OFFICIALLY DECLARED BEATEN TO DEATH.
You folks beat it to death before I even used it! I hate you all!
Anyway, now you have to stop using it. I suggest the following
catch-phrases and in-jokes for 1997:

3

1.) blennies. They were big in '94. Let's bring 'em back.
2.) New Captain Crunch Deathberries.

You must magnify to maximize flavor!

3.) "Sit on it!" and "Ayyyyyyyyyy!" and "Wa-wa-wa!" and "I found my thrill!"
and "Let's get frisky!" and "Don't be such a Potsie!" and "Sit on it!"
4.) elastric truds.
5.) David Hasselhoff X, the unknown secret other David Hasselhoff.
6.) Rugged baggy plumpy dumpers.
5

7.) "Good evening, ladies and gentlemen, I'm your host,
Truman Bradley. If you'll follow me to my demonstration
table, I'll show you something very uninteresting."
8.) "No jury could convict Badtz-Maru!"
9.) nougat zones.
10.) Kibo's Automatic Unimpeachability.

7

The next person to say "Chyk" or "Chyx" will be permanently smit
to the bottom of my pan-global killfile with my Super Smite Ray.
Twice if they say it in capitals. NO MORE CHYX ON A.R.K.
EVER!!!!
-- K.
I'm having an O.O.B.E. while Queen
Elizabeth awards me the O.O.B.E.
IF JAMES RANDI WERE LYNDON LaROUCHE,
THAT WOULD MAKE SENSE.

8
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: KIRK CAMERON IS DEAD HAHAHA!!!11!! (was Re: Why I hate DejaNews)
alt.religion.kibology, alt.music.alternative,
rec.music.a-capella, alt.music.nirvana
Date:
Tue, 18 Feb 1997 07:29:55 GMT
Organization: welcome datacomp
Followup-To: alt.religion.kibology
nickb@primenet.com (Nick S Bensema) wrote:
>
> David Perle <dperle@ix.netcom.com> wrote:
> >
> > moe@Radix.Net (Ted Frank) wrote:
> > >
> > > In article <kibo-ya02408000R1702970424110001@news.std.com>,
> > > James "Kibo" Parry <kibo@world.std.com> wrote:
> > > >
> > > >
-- K.
> > > >
And you got Kirk's middle name
> > > >
wrong, it was "Cameron"!
> > >
> > > Don't make jokes about Kirk Cameron. The man was a genius, and it was a
> > > crying shame that he had to kill himself [...]
> >
> >
Oh my God...there was a huge thread that started this way fucking
> > (t.m.) two years ago.... It's you kibology people, isn't it....STOP
> > IT! Thank you.
> >
> > David
>
> Hey, it's our job to dishonor the dead.
>
> In fact, Kibo killed Carl Sagan using nothing but satire.
You're thinking of Kurt Cobain. I killed Carl Sagan with *parody*, and I
killed Bob Crane with a *lampoon*.
-- K.
I will explain this in Special Show #3 & #4,
real soon. Also watch for TWO more a.r.k
books to be posted this weekend!

Okay, so the schedule for the
1995 and 1994B books
slipped a little. So sil me.
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Living Statue
alt.torture, alt.religion.kibology
Sat, 18 Jan 1997 05:23:18 GMT
welcome datacomp

AOL USERS
MAKE THE
NET FUN

In [alt.torture], mindy15027@aol.com (Mindy15027) wrote:
>
> I'm looking for people who have information on using cement,plaster,wax or
> other things in order to totally encase someone. I'd like to know things
> such as how long I could stay in such a thing and how you feed and care
> for a person doing this.
I don't know, but sometime I'll ask the guy who's trapped inside Al Gore.
-- K.
I could make a joke about "statutory rape",
but it would involve a secondary pun involving
either "Tory" or "Whig" and would therefore
be even less fun than a real Whig.
From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:
X-No-Archive:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: *kTHUNK*
alt.religion.kibology, alt.politics.jaffo, alt.religion.louis-nick
Fri, 17 Jan 1997 03:25:10 GMT
welcome datacomp
No, Unless The Player To The Dealer's Left Has A Four On Tuesday

mmcirvin@world.std.com (Matt McIrvin) wrote:
>
> bediger@csn.net (Bruce Ediger) wrote:
> >
> > It's perfect Haiku-like substance!
> >
> >
Kibo in his space
> >
ship orbitz the sun,
> >
"There are TWO Damicks!"
> >
> > 5-5-5, Andy. Can you come up with two extra syllables for me?
>
>
Kibo in his space
>
ship orbitz the sun and sez,
I can’t even remember
>
"There are TWO Damicks!"
The Damicks Will Now
Ex-Ter-Mi-Nate The
Doc-Tor! Three Four Five!

who Andy
Damick is, but he’s got a cool name.
“Damick. Andy Damick, dammit!”

-- K.
This post is too short, so I'd better
X-No-Archive it so that people never see it again.
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Losing your glasses sucks
alt.religion.kibology
Sat, 22 Feb 1997 09:34:14 GMT
welcome datacomp

smthsen@bcvms.bc.edu (Sean Smith) wrote:
>
> Lee, let's face it--having bad eyesight in general plain sucks.
Really? It's VITAL for artistic endeavors. I take my glasses off and I can
do microscopically detailed work.
I have really bad nearsightedness, which is why
I ' m
s o
m u c h
m o r e
c r e a t i v e

t h a n

you.

Smarter, too. Glasses do that. Do you think Stephen Hawking would be where
he is today if it weren't for his glasses? No, he'd be running around
playing Ultimate Frisbee and talking about how much he looks up to that
brainy David Brenner!
> "Let me tell you a secret," said Mr. Valmik. "There's no such thing
> as an uninteresting life."
>
--"A Fine Balance," by Rohinton Mistry
Try a tech school's campus if you've never met a counterexample. I
introduced some of them to Will Rogers, star of M*A*S*H, and he immediately
gave up writing FOREVER, which is why the Daily (Schenectady) Gazette is
STILL printing his old columns instead of paying him to do something about
those filthy skinhead grunge hippies like you!
-- K.
P.S. BC's Tip O'Neill library has good
security, but it doesn't keep Kibo from
wandering through it, so is it really
good security? Tell your friends at BC
to Kibo-proof their campus IMMEDIATELY.
And the other problem with BC is that
when Clumsy Carp bends over to look at
the fish, sometimes his little skirt
rides up and you can almost see where his
hinder would be if Johnny Hart could draw
better than he can write. Sick! Stop
looking at Clumsy Carp's butt! It's okay
to smear Silly Putty all over the
Fat Broad and stick her to Andy Capp.
I need to go to bed. No more bacon!!!!

If Will Rogers had known
Kibo, he would have said,
“I never met a man I liked!”
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: LSD overdose (80 hits I am fine!)
alt.religion.kibology
Wed, 12 Feb 1997 11:20:11 GMT
welcome datacomp

In alt.drugs, trevgoodchild@geocities.com wrote:
>
> People keep posting about overdoseing on LSD, If the acid is pure you
> can take huge quantities and not die. If you lose your calm you can
> expect to wake up in the mental ward of the hospital but anyone with a
> strong mind should recover. I took 80 hits and because I thought that
> everyone that5 I was with was a narc I freaked and got an all expense
> billed holiday for 3 days in a hospital. [...]
Also if the acid is REALLY STRONG you can take EVEN MORE of it!!!
Just remember the brown acid is bad. But if it's on white paper, your
doctor says you SHOULD take it CONSTANTLY!!! The stuff they put on those
Nixon postage stamps is what I mean!!! Also if you eat Pop Rocks with 7-Up
you could die UNLESS YOU TAKE ACID TOO!!!!!! I know what I'm talking about
when I say drugs never purple refrigerator inside geranium!
-- K.
P.S. I eat flowers every day.

Callback to a forgotten article:
From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:

From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: LSD overdose (80 hits I am fine!)
alt.religion.kibology
Fri, 14 Feb 1997 03:18:46 GMT
welcome datacomp

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: I Eat Flowers Every Day
alt.religion.kibology
Tue, 20 Aug 1996 08:52:27 GMT

In news.admin.net-abuse.misc,
an554685@anon.penet.fi (Flowers) wrote:
>
> I Eat Flowers Every Day
> Makes My Problems Go Away
> If You Eat Flowers
> Yours Will Too
>
> Now I've Got To Take A Poo

RE-UN!
R

I'd just like to repost this without any

leemerkel@aol.com (LeeMerkel) wrote:
comment, so that you people can complain
about how I didn't say anything ''funny''.
>
-- K.
> asuter@Xenon.Stanford.EDU (Lupus Yonderboy) writes:
> :
> : Thus spake kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry):
> : >
> : >
-- K.
> : >
P.S. I eat flowers every day.
> :
AOL USERS
> : I like traffic lights.
MAKE THE
>
NET FUN
> You typed that too fast. "lick" has a "c" and doesn't have an "e"
I was once trying to P.S. a letter as "I killed Bob Crane" and it came out
"I likked Bob Crane". I did not leave it that way, but I saved it just in
case anyone ever brought up THIS topic!
-- K.

(CONTINUED)

P.S. I put on clothes before I made this post, because it's serious.
Isn't that right, Mr. Clown Pants?
Mr. Clown Pants: Hey, these are Bill Blass clown pants!
Me: Oh, Then you're not an idiot. Where are my clown pants?

In 1997, everyone had ten
Tamagotchis, and loved them all.
Some evil pusher sent me this to
try to addict me. I am immune to
Tamagotchi!
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A Usenet Pal In The Fun Pocket Of Your Now Pants!
“McELVIN”
People take McElvin’s
serious posts funny and
funny posts serious!

“JAFOFO”

Discovers the big wide
world of things to see
and do and post!

Wants to be liked or
will move to a new
Spamagotchi box!

“BINROID”
HAND MUST
BE HELD
CONSTANTLY

Wants to see the elotic GIFs
you are almost downloading!

E

IN
GE

Y
DH

O
GO

D

BA

“LURKEL”
Keeps quiet and
absords the words of
others until tolerance
is reached!

S
ZO
O
B

“KIRFIRER”
Killfiles all other posts
and then complains
about the no content!

“KIBOZER”

Everybody loves
Kibozer! Some say
too much love here!
Comes into your
“FLAME KING BOY” Spamagotchi when
Needs constant attention
it is turned off.
or will disappear!
Goes to bed cranky!

“SEAQUEST FANBOY”
Likes NBC's “seaQuest DSV”
and wants to be your friend!
You should watch too!

“WEBTV GUY”
Copyright © 1997
James “Kibo” Parry

secret
character!

Posts using a WebTV and
reads with DejaNews!
Can die but nobody cares!

A super funtime product of
Kiboshita Heavy Industry Corporation
Made in Japan… by giant monsters!

“NEBWIE”

I wrote this in mid-’97, and chose not to post it after a lukewarm reception from the test audience.

From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:
Followup-To:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: My True Story
sci.physics, sci.skeptic, comp.ai, alt.paranormal, alt.consciousness, alt.religion.kibology
Wed, 12 Feb 1997 11:32:54 GMT
welcome datacomp
alt.sex.bestiality

In [sci.physics, comp.ai, alt.paranormal, etc.], sarfatti@well.com wrote:
>
> Memorandum For The Record
> February 6, 2097
>
> It is now 100 years since the birth of the Bohm Institute now located in
> the heart of the Space Naval Academy at The Presidio in San Francisco.
And it is over 300 years since Abraham Lincoln drove the Golden Spike that
connected the two halves of the Information Superhighway!!! All men now
have an I.Q. of over 500, rendering women unnecessary!!!! I am not a kook!!!!!!
>
>
>
>
>

Imagine yourself back in time 100 years ago in a small office at the
edge of Washington Square that Sam Spade would find much to his liking especially the sexy Chicana secretary and her jolly boyfriend who is the
local milkman. It‚s a scene right out of Gilbert and Sullivan‚s Patience
with me as Bunthorne. Tomorrow was a special day in Babylon By The Bay.

There was a two,for,one sale on comma,s at Woolworth,s.
>
>
>
>

It was Herb Caen's Wake at Moose's with burgers at 50 cents. Sarfatti
was gobbling down dried figs, debating with himself like Woody Allen
playing Hamlet in "To eat meat, or not to eat meat? That is the question
..." :-)

Actually Sarfatti was talking to himself more like Faye Dunaway as Joan
Crawford as Woody Allen.
"TINA........ BRING ME... THE AX!!!! DID YOU SCRUB...
THE BATHROOM FLOOR TODAY? NO... WIRE... HANGERS.... EVER!!!!
I'M NOT ACTING, I'M NOT ACTING!!!!!!!!"
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Jack Sarfatti, who in real life is the Reincarnated Rashi De Troyes, was
first contacted by the Implicate Order of the Super-Illuminati at the
tender age of 12 in Brooklyn, New York in Woody Allen‚s neighborhood
with an unusually high concentration of budding Jewish geniuses who
could remember the Glory Days of World War Two before Fat Boy burst at
Los Alamos. The Von Neumann probe picked up this planet‚s first
uncontrolled nuclear explosion almost immediately, but typical
interservice rivalry in the Confederation‚s United Star Command delayed
sending the flying suacers with conscious computers for almost two Earth
years, and then the damn squadron of raw Space Cadets crashed outside of
Roswell, New Mexico. They already had selected Richard Feynman of Far
Rockaway, and other, and in 1952 they decided to go back to Flatbush to
reap the new crop of kids who were only partly human.

Excuse me, Mr. Allen, I happen to have Dr. Feynman right here.

(CONTINUED)

Richard Feynman: Why, I agree with whatever point Kibo is making, even if
he doesn't have one!
(dancing girls come in holding signs which read "KIBO IS ALWAYS RIGHT, EVEN
WHEN HE DOESN'T SAY ANYTHING" as the band plays "Happy Days Are Here Again"
at double speed.)
> To be continued.
>
> Copyright, 1997, Internet Science Education Project. All rights
> reserved.
But that copyright's now A HUNDRED YEARS OLD and so your post IS PUBLIC DOMAIN!!!!
Barbara Bain: Kantor, you're FIVE HUNDRED YEARS OLD!!!
>
>
>
>
>

-The Bohm Institute at The Presidio in San Francisco is coming.
http://www.owm.com/StarDrive/splash.html
http://www.hia.com/hia/pcr/
„You will begin to meet the others in twenty years.‰ 1952

They say if you travel far enough, you'll meet yourself. Please start walking.
-- K.
I met myself, and I was Woody Allen and
everyone loved me, especially me!

From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Need a book...
alt.religion.kibology
Sat, 11 Jan 1997 06:39:39 GMT
welcome datacomp

I'm looking for the book "Panty Salesman's Privilege".
So I can check the spelling of "Privilege".
-- K.
I think it also has cover art by Ed Bishop.
It’s the title of a book I saw in Boston’s
Combat Zone years ago. Back when
there was more than one porn shop there.
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: new horror movie EMAIL AVENGER, not for the squeamish
news.admin.net-abuse.email, alt.sci.physics.plutonium,
rec.arts.movies.current-films, alt.religion.kibology
Date:
Mon, 17 Feb 1997 08:46:57 GMT
Organization: welcome datacomp
Followup-To: alt.religion.kibology
In [news.admin.net-abuse.email, alt.sci.physics.plutonium, rec.arts.movies.current-films]
Archimedes Plutonium wrote:
> [...parable about people annoying a great scientist with emailbombing...]
> Scientist Gallipoli Gallipolo was working on electric power
> transmission lines. He was a brilliant scientist and was making
> progress. But he was not a member of the organizations that were
> dominant in his time, this is the future. And he was not of the
> establishment and so he became the target of attacks. Because he
> refused to join these organizations and clubs they banded together and
> what started out to be pranks soon escalated into serious attacks on
> Gallipoli's computer.
> [...]
> This time is the future and the mafia of the future are also advanced.
> [...]
>
The Avenger went into the computer and reemerged at another computer.
> Show a sinister looking person who uses the computer alias of
> Crow/mage, beard, smelly with food hanging all around and the smell of
> pizza and beer. The Avenger is in the computer and doing something that
> makes Crow/mage go out and check the electricity and then the Avenger
> comes out of the computer and hides in the room. Crow/mage comes back
> and the Avenger taps him on the shoulder. Crow/mage is startled and
> turns around. Crow/mage first emotion is fear but then starts to fight
> figuring that this guy is so small but the Avenger flips Crow/mage on
> the ground and starts to say, " so you have been harrassing Mr.
> Gallipoli for several months now." Crow/mage lies by saying " I never
> heard of him .... "
>
>
The Avenger draws out a odd looking knife with a hooked end.
> Crow/mage pleas for his life but the Avenger cuts Crow/mage in half at
> his abdomen lining so that Crow/mage will live and Crow/mage is
> screaming " I will take you to court and sue you... " The Avenger says
> to Crow/mage, " we mafia used to kill you guys but we now find it
> better to see you live a life in torment since you torment other
> people." Crow/mage shouting " The police will get you " The Avenger
> says no they will not because you will no longer see, and cuts out the
> eyes of Crow/mage and then disappears back into the computer.
The eyes, now inside the computer, were free to go where they pleased. They
mistakenly wandered onto AOL. It was filled with pornography, of the
filthiest kind! And because this was THE FUTURE, it was a thousand times
filthier than anything WE CAN CONCEIVE! The eyeballs looked at it and
exploded. AOL caught fire, and all the AOL users ran around screaming!
"Help me, help me, my body is in flames! Waah! Waah! I regret being your
fifth grade gym teacher who let the other kids give you a wedgie, Mr.
Gallipoli!" shouted one, who was waving his arms around as if they were on

(CONTINUED)

fire, which they were! "Waah! Waah! I am crying like a baby because my
whole body is burning away!" shouted another, who had committed the crime
of sending Mr. Gallipoli some e-mail which smelled like bacon.
"Aaaaaaiiieeee!!! Waah! Waah!" shouted the shortest one, who was only two
feet tall, "I apologize wholeheartedly for claiming that spelling is not
subjective!" They all ran around on fire until they all collided and exploded!
Meanwhile, Dr. Gallipoli Gallipolo was at the convenience store. He was
trying to find where the convenience was, but they told him the restroom
was for employees only. He grabbed a Power Pez dispenser from the counter
and shot the clerk with it! High-velocity Pez bricks knocked the man's
teeth out through the back of his head! "Aaaaaggggh!!! Waah! Waaah! Now I
am unable to impugn your reputation further!" wailed the crybaby sissy man
as he bled to death. Gallipoli examined the Power Pez dispenser. It was
motorized and operated on a simple Newtonian principle, a principle which
had been disproved over ten thousand years ago! Because of this, Dr.
Gallipolo took up a new quest, a holy quest to RID THE WORLD OF PEZ!
He placed another phone call to his friend who worked in the Mafia
Building, which was a huge black sphere which could be rolled from city to
city to hide it from the Super Police. Gallipoli asked them to rub out Pez.
And they did! But that's another story. Just remember, don't mess with Dr.
Gallipoli Gallipolo, especially if you're Pez!!!
-- K.
It's like a "Thunderbirds" episode
in which all the world's leading scientists
are DEFORMED PUPPETS!
From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: new horror movie EMAIL AVENGER, not for the squeamish
alt.sci.physics.plutonium, alt.religion.kibology, alt.sex.bondage.particle.physics
Sun, 2 Mar 1997 10:12:17 GMT
welcome datacomp

Archimedes.Plutonium@dartmouth.edu (Archimedes Plutonium) wrote:
>
> Archimedes.Plutonium@dartmouth.edu (Archimedes Plutonium) writes:
> >
> > [interactive movie deleted]
> > I need to fill in another segment. A comedy, such as Gallipoli finding
> > out that a teenager hacker, his own son , was the root cause of his
> > email snafu. Kibo to write this second segment, but Kibo, I need to
> > give you a coaching lesson on being a comedian, first. You come on to
> > strong in trying to make people laugh. Solw down my friend, and parcel
> > out the humor. Be as refined as the Europeans on comedy instead of the
> > rapid fire slapstick. Too many bits of humor spoils the whole. Everyone
> > knows you are trying to be funny, and so parcel it out. It is better
> > not to force people into humor for that denigrates comedy to "canned
> > comedy" , the sort of canned laughter you see on these cheap TV
> > gameshows or talk shows. Instead Kibo, instead of forcing people to
> > laugh, and they canned laughing, try to sort of sneak up around them.

(CONTINUED)

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

The Europeans know this about comedy and have made it an art, but the
US goes overboard. Kibo, you strain too much in your comedy. Have no
more than 2 or 3 jokes per page. Concentrate on a few good laughs for
people remember the good ones and forget the hundreds of little ones.
So that they are big laughs, and ditch the little laughs. Give it a
whirl Kibo. Let us have you Kibo be the son of Gallipoli and you
playing this gaffe on your father because he did not pay attention to
you while you were growing up, did not attend your High School
graduation, instead was working on his patents in the garage.
{potential plot line}

Okay, how about this for my two or three jokes for this page?
1.) These two quarks are confined in a baryon, and they're having a fine
old time, being quarks and doing quark stuff in their big baryon. Suddenly
a quantum comes into the baryon and the gluon chain begins lengthening! The
quarks jump up and down and start screaming and crying! The gluon chain
breaks and the two quarks go flying off in opposite directions. The blue
quark is wailing like a baby and screaming its little head off and the red
quark looks at the blue quark and says... "NO CHARM, RADIO, RADIOOOOOO!!!!!"
2.) Democritus shouts, "Eureka! I found an invisible, fundamental unit of matter!"
and Heraclitus says "Atom?" and Democritus says "Atom? I didn't even know 'im!"
3.) Why does superheated plasma come in a magnetic bottle? Because its wife died!
And don't tell me these jokes are too strong. They are the
most perfectly superweak jokes imaginable. I know because I
just watched a movie directed by Allen Funt!
-- K.
P.S. There is no big whirring movie camera hidden
behind the big black rectangular hole in the
middle of the Encyclopedia Britannica sitting on
the shelf across from you in the cafeteria.

“What Would You Say To A
Naked Lady?” is Funt’s
masterpiece. It ends with a
little girl running around naked
for a while while Funt talks
about how great it is to be
naked. Yes, Allen Funt made a
film which is a sincere plea for
MORE PEDOPHILIA!

From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: new movie EMAIL AVENGER, not for the squeamish
alt.sci.physics.plutonium, rec.arts.movies.current-films,
alt.religion.kibology,s ci.physics, alt.cascade
Date:
Tue, 4 Mar 1997 06:47:32 GMT
Organization: welcome datacomp
Followup-To: alt.religion.kibology, alt.sci.physics.plutonium
In sci.physics/rec.arts.movies.current-films/etc.,
Archimedes.Plutonium@dartmouth.edu (Archimedes Plutonium) wrote:
>
>
An Interactive Movie. And this is the first Interactive movie that I
> have done. What is an Interactive Movie? Several have been made and
> they allow the viewing audience to chose the plot. [...]
>
In the movie EMAIL AVENGER there is a juncture point where the main
> character goes into a rage. He has four options just before he arrives
> at his moment of rage.
> [...]

(CONTINUED)

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Third, enacting option 3, is where I want to weave in the Net
character of Kibo with GG. Portray Kibo as a youth who was neglected by
his father, GG, and so Kibo strives ever so harder to make people laugh
to get their attention. Kibo is doing fine except for his father GG who
still is more interested in his work than his son. And here weave a
plot of where Kibo has his own newsgroup on the Net and devises a way ,
unknownst to GG, of involving GG into his life via his comedy
newsgroup.

Hey! It's not MEANTY to be FUNNY! Also, I have nothing against the film's
protagonist, Green Golfball.
>
>
>
>
>
>

GG thinks he is attacked but when this segment unfolds, GG finds out that
his emailbox was not a malicious prank but was all the result of his
attention-starved son trying to get GG into his life. This segment is a
comedy and I should look up some old Kibo posts and weld it into this
plot line, perhaps some of those old cascades of "They sent the Pope to
the Moon in a hot air balloon."

Nothing kills comedy like a cascade. <-- DO NOT CASCADE THIS, NICK.
>
During Kibo's school years whenever the teacher wanted Kibo to do
> something, write a English paper, or do some math, Kibo would be fine
> for the first ten minutes but irrevocably go into a cascade after that.
> His last cascade before sent to the principal's office was this
>
>
They sent the Pope to the moon
>
He was flying in a hot-air balloon
>
Propelled by a troop of farting baboons
Actually, it was a colder-than-air balloon. It sailed around underground.
And besides, that's funnier than any REAL cascade!
REAL cascades look like this:
[simulated by Kibo]
> > > > > > > > > > > You people are all uncreative morons!
> > > > > > > > > > You beable are all un-uncreative maroons!
> > > > > > > > > Duh, look at me, I'm an un-uncreative maroon!
> > > > > > > > Duh! Duh! Duh! Duh! Beable.
> > > > > > > Will you people please SHUT UP?
> > > > > > Will you beable please SHUT DOWN?
> > > > > Ha ha! Booger.
> > > > Hey, are you the same Dave Barry who writes for ClariNet?
> > > Double booger on you!
> > Bubble nougat in glue!
> You people are all uncreative morons!
> [Archimedes Plutonium continues:]
> His father Gallipoli was stern with Kibo and told him that if he did
> not shape up the only job he would get in life is to be a comedian on
> an alt. newsgroup. This deeply pained Kibo and made him think of

(CONTINUED)

> getting back at his father by forwarding all of Usenet through his
> father's emailbox.
And then he posts his father's private email to Usenet, but since this
includes all of Usenet, Usenet becomes infinitely large, then collapses
into a gigantic black hole which destroys the Internet!!!
>
>
>
>
>
>

So in option 3, GG comes back to his senses by discovering that
there was no
attacker, no villian out to get him but that it was a form of
communication by his son trying to talk with his dad and when it is
over, instead of making attempts of really solving the problem, GG goes
back to his work and Kibo goes back to his comedy routine.

It's NOT comedy. It's Performance Art. This means you can't give it a bad
review, because everyone likes Performance Art.
[rest of film omitted as it's not about Kibo.]
-- K.
I demand 10% of the profits of the
action figure sales! And a karate action arm!
From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: new movie EMAIL AVENGER, not for the squeamish
alt.sci.physics.plutonium, rec.arts.movies.current-films,
alt.religion.kibology, sci.physics
Date:
Thu, 6 Mar 1997 03:49:39 GMT
Organization: welcome datacomp
Followup-To: alt.religion.kibology, alt.sci.physics.plutonium
In sci.physics etc., Archimedes Plutonium wrote:
>
>
A CDROM Interactive Movie.
> [...]
>
Then there was the incident in High School where Gallipoli tried to
> spend a father and son type of week together, going camping in the
> north woods by a lake. Kibo wanting to learn how to fly fish. And
> instead of paying attention to Kibo's emotions and feelings, it was
> hard for Gallipoli to involve himself with his son, he seemed to always
> drift off into the mechanical things such as talking about the water
> pump at the lake and how to tie flys and how to make the camp stove
> work better. Never about the personal feelings of Kibo. Gallipoli was a
> material man and not a people man.
Waitaminnit here. Archimedes, if Galileo Gallipoli is a brilliant scientist
with a new theory that's being suppressed by the scientific establishment
who is harassing him, then isn't he YOU? That means you want to be my
father!
Imagine, me, Kibo, being adopted by Archimedes Plutonium!
I ACCEPT!

(CONTINUED)

Where's my allowance? Also, I'm borring the car tonight. I'll bring it back
when I'm good and ready. I got a hot date with Claudia Christian! Do my
homework for me now.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

So at the lake Kibo came to recognize that his father would not and
could not change. Kibo was trying to catch fish by fly casting and
after about two days of this Gallipoli became bored but Kibo loved it
and he seemed to want to fish and fly fish for more than a week. So
Gallipoli became bored and to relieve the boredom of his active
inventive mind , he and Kibo decided to stay a week longer provided
that Gallipoli could invent a new sport. And a new sport he did invent.
Comes to pass that Gallipoli brought his 22 rifle and 22 pistol, both
with laser sights. And the new sport that Gallipoli invented was that
Kibo would cast his fly fishing line and Gallipoli would try to shoot
off the fly or the line before Kibo could catch any fish.

And if that happened, they'd both starve to death! It was the funnest game ever.
Dad, can I have your lite beer?

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Now , one
would think that it is too difficult to ever shoot off the line or the
fly , or, that any fish would bite on a line that had bullets come
whizzing by often. Surprize on both accounts, and whenever Kibo caught
a fish before his father could shoot off the fly then Gallipoli and
Kibo would trade places , he shooting and the other fly fishing. Those
were the fondest memories Kibo had of his father. And Kibo's mother
Rose Marie Holt saved those pictures of their camping trip. Kibo's
mother financed Kibo all during his establishing his alt. newsgroup
comedy routine. Of his mother, Kibo remembers most of all the High
School ball when his friends in High School thought that Kibo's mother,
handsome woman that she is, was Kibo's sister. This made Kibo's mother
real happy but it depressed Kibo's sister, Kebe.

She had a bad case of the keebie jeebies.
>
>
>
>
>

Anyway, news of the new sport of fly fishing shooting gained
attention of the large sporting goods company and the tourist industry
and it should a picture of Kibo and his father Gallipoli hugging in the
north woods lake , Kibo holding a fly fishing rod and Gallipoli holding
a 22 rifle with laser sights.

They were reading the Book Of Mormon and eating Skippy peanut butter (not
the chunky kind) and using AOL and going through the McDonalds Drive-Thru
while wearing sneakers with pumps in front and blinking lights in the back.
They were so cool that they became role models for the nation's youth. The
world became perfect! That evil Burger King was thrown in jail and tortured
to death. Yay!
> But the good days went sour for father and son and Gallipoli was stern
> with Kibo and told him that if he did
> not shape up the only job he would get in life is to be a comedian on
> some alt. newsgroup. And how would you make any living , and his mother

(CONTINUED)

>
>
>
>

defended Kibo as she had always done. This deeply pained Kibo and made
him think of
getting back at his father by forwarding all of Usenet through his
father's emailbox.

Fortunately, they both used AOL, so all of Usenet was split into convenient
twenty-line chunks.
>
>
>
>
>
>

So in option 3, GG comes back to his senses by discovering that
there was no
attacker, no villian out to get him but that it was a form of
communication by his son trying to talk with his dad and when it is
over, instead of making attempts of really solving the problem, GG goes
back to his work and Kibo goes back to his comedy routine.

Except now Kibo had all this great new comedy material about how
Mr. T and Hulk Hogan put him in a choke-hold until he passed out
and they dropped him on the floor and he needed stitches!

Richard Belzer’s only
standup comedy material.

Galileo Gallipoli married Roseanne Rosannadanna, with Emily Litella as
their nanny to raise their baby daughter, Archimedia Pentium. She grew up
to marry a nice Finnish gentleman (who spoke every language except Finnish)
named Hannu Poropudas. Hannu gave birth to another girl, Hanna-Maria, who
drew a picture of the whole universe, and if you looked really closely, in
the bottom left corner, in green crayon, was a little pentagon, and inside
that pentagon was the thrilling ending to this story, too small to be
reprinted here!
Hannu Poropudas’s daughter
Hanna-Maria draws pictures
-- K.
of the purple and green striped
stay tuned for the further adventures
neutrinos at the center of the
of Archimedia Pentium,
space potato, or so Hannu
GODS ON
claims. What a wacky Finn!
ODWOLLA
!
|\
| \
|
\
The sentence you're reading is the lanthanide series of Usenet.

I can’t remember why I was thinking about
Odwalla (I had to look it up when writing this
note; it’s a brand of juice). Obviously, the whole
thing is a deformation of a backwards
“ NO DOGS ALLOWED” sign.

Hannu’s notes on this drawing
are right side up, even though
Hanna-Maria’s giant lettering
is upside down. Clearly
Hanna-Maria accidentally drew
the Universe upside down!

My daddy’s a psycho!

Ha ha! He doesn’t think I can
draw pictures of the Universe,
because I have a round head!
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:
Followup-To:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Nicole Kidman story (NC, hanging, snuff)
alt.religion.kibology, alt.slack
Wed, 29 Jan 1997 06:05:54 GMT
welcome datacomp
alt.religion.kibology

In [alt.sex.necrophilia, alt.torture, and alt.sex.asphyx],
marquis@mailmasher.com (marquis) wrote:
>
> Nicole Kidman's jealous husband gives her a computer-controlled slow
> hanging in this one. What fun!
>
> [... first few paragraphs elided...]
>
"Don't give me that bullshit. I know perfectly well that you fucked
> Val Kilmer while you were filming that goddamned Batman movie."
>
"No, Tom! It isn't true! You know I love you!" Nicole protested.
>
"All I know is that you're a slut. I know you've been lying to me for
> years, and I know you're lying to me now. So go ahead and lie, Nicole.
> Enjoy it. Because these are the last lies you'll ever tell."
>
Tom sat down in front of a Macintosh computer and took hold of the
> mouse. There were only three icons on his desktop: the hard drive, the
> trash can, and something that looked like a drawing of a gallows from a
> child's "hangman" game. Below the gallows was the phrase "Hang 'Em High
> 1.0." It was the only software program installed on the computer. This
> was, after all, a computer with a very specific purpose.
Yep, Macs have completely sewn up the "home executioner" market.
Of course, professional executioners usually have Amigas, because they have
built-in cremtoria.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Tom double-clicked on the gallows icon. "This program cost me a
fortune," he grumbled. "So it had damn well better work."
The screen was filled with a black and white cartoon of a beautiful,
naked woman dancing on air, a noose tight around her throat. Next to the
cartoon were some words: "Hang 'Em High 1.0 Gallows Operation Utility.
Requires motorized noose winch and electronic trapdoor release (not
included)."
"Yeah, yeah, we have all that shit," Tom muttered impatiently.
"Tom, please..." Nicole begged.
"Shut up, bitch! I'd be more than happy to ball gag you if you don't
stop whining. Ah, here we go." The intro screen vanished, and Tom was
left with two menus labeled "noose" and "trapdoor." Clicking on "noose,"
he saw three options: "auto up," "auto down" and "manual." He chose "auto
up." A dialog box asked him to specify, in inches, how far he wanted to
raise the noose . He paused for a moment. He wanted to keep Nicole's
feet on the ground. For this part of the hanging, he wanted her in pain
but able to breathe. He took a guess and entered "5," then hit "return."

Excuse me, everyone knows the Mac version of that program has a slider.
At least, my copy does.

MacKillNicoleKidman™

(CONTINUED)

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

The winch motor hummed. Nicole started to protest, but she was cut short
as the rope dug into her throat. Her soft, blue eyes bulged in fear and
pain as the noose pulled her up onto her tiptoes. And then she was in the
air, hanging freely, her feet kicking and swinging as she strangled.
"Damn!" Tom cursed under his breath, and quickly selected "manual."
He was presented with an up-arrow and a down-arrow; positioning the
pointer over the down-arrow, he clicked and held the mouse button. The
motor hummed again, and Nicole returned to the earth. Tom held the mouse
button down until Nicole's toes began to brush against the gallows
platform. When he released the button, she was perfectly positioned:
standing on her tiptoes, she could avoid complete strangulation, but Tom
could tell by the look on her face that breathing was difficult and very
painful for her.

I like the fact that Tom Cruise is too wimpy to actually hang Nicole
without using a computer to pull the rope. Scientology'll do that to you.
Scientologists are maladjusted because they can't kill people!!!
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Tom turned now to his "trapdoor" menu. Here he had three options:
"manual," "timed" and "random." He hesitated here. He had planned on
setting the trapdoor to drop after a certain period of time, but there was
something exciting about the "random" option, so he selected that
instead. The dialog box read: "%chance of drop each minute." Tom
entered "1," because he wanted Nicole to suffer through a nice, long
period of partial strangulation before she hanged for real. There was
another field which read: "Begin checking after __ minutes." Tom entered
"90." That was good.

This is the only piece of snuff pornography I've ever seen that
reads like a page from Apple's Human Interface Guidelines.
Except there's no wacky poetry about the dogcow.
"Moof!" said Clarus, the dogcow.
"Wooo!" said Spot, the cowdog.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

“Moof!” is a trademark
of Apple Computer Inc.
And I have made a standing offer to buy it
for a dollar in case they ever need the money.

Now Nicole would be held right where she was for at
least an hour and a half, and probably much longer. The trap would most
likely drop out from under her feet after she had been through three or
four hours of agony. Best of all, she wouldn't have any idea when to
expect it.
Even Tom didn't know when it would happen.
Tom took a moment and explained to Nicole what he had done. She was
giving most of her attention to the very challenging project of trying to
breathe, but something in her eyes told him that she understood. Tom
switched on the videocamera and made sure that it was pointing right at
his suffering wife. Tom's new girlfriend was deeply into asphyxiation.
She loved to play hanging games, and when Tom had told her of his plans
for Nicole, she had made him promise to film the session. Tom knew that
the video of Nicole's hanging would drive his girlfriend wild; no doubt
she would put it on Tom's big-screen TV and fuck his brains out repeatedly
as they watched Nicole die over and over, in infinite slow-mo repeat.

(CONTINUED)

The very best part is that the "find the frame where she dies" video party
game is a LOT harder than normal when the decedent has never displayed a
facial expression in her life. Can Nicole be said to be alive if she can
neither give nor receive Ericksonian strokes? (Psychologists: I'm talking
about the OTHER Erickson.)
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

"So long, Nicole," Tom said. "You were a good lay. Too bad you were
such a cunt." Nicole gagged softly. Tom turned and left her hanging,
locking the door behind him.
Nicole stared at the locked door in pain and disbelief. He was really
doing it! Her husband was murdering her! And he didn't even have the
decency to grant her a clean, easy death. He had to make sure she
suffered first, suffered tremendously.
And she WAS suffering. God, it hurt so much, and she had only just
begun! From what Tom had told her, she knew that she had hours of this to
endure. She didn't see how she could do it. She gazed in horror at the
computer which was silently counting the seconds to her eventual doom.
What a cold, impersonal thing it was, this electronic hangman! Tom didn't
even have the courage to hang her himself; he had to get a machine to do
it for him...and another machine to watch it for him, she added to
herself, glancing at the camera. He didn't even care about her enough to
stay and watch her die. Somehow that made it all hurt even more.

Suddenly, Bob Saget popped up and got into a fistfight with William Shatner
over the video rights! Saget punched Shatner in the hair, breaking his
fist. Shatner responded by sucking in his gut, abruptly decreasing the
oxygen content of the room by several cubic feet. Saget passed out and
Shatner attached him to a Pentium Pro running at 220MHz under Windows NT
4.0 and then further wacky adventures ensued that can be seen on
alt.sex.stories.snuff.startrek.computers.
>
>
>
>
>

She imagined him watching the videotape, enjoying it with his new
girlfriend. What would they see? Nicole was a gorgeous young woman; she
had no illusions about that, and Tom had dressed her--or undressed
her--for her death. Apart from a slip of lacy, black silk, she was
entirely naked.

She was naked except for her clothes--just like YOUUUUUUU!!!!!!
> The slip had spaghetti straps which plunged to a low
> neckline, revealing her
meatballs and free crazy bread!
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

ample cleavage. Her breasts were round and firm;
Tom had always liked them. Nicole's nipples were very hard now, for
reasons she didn't quite understand. She imagined that they were poking
rather conspicuously through the thin black silk. The slip was quite
short; it showed off her smooth, sleek, well-turned legs. It also
revealed quite a bit of creamy, white thigh. Nicole decided that she
probably looked pretty great in her slip. But she was in agony; what
would that do to her appearance? She imagined what her face must look
like: eyes bulging out in pain, tongue rolling out of her mouth, tears

(CONTINUED)

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

pouring down her cheeks. She imagined her soft, red hair in a disarray
around her face. She listened to the soft, desperate gagging sounds she
made as she strangled. Did Tom really think that was sexy? Obviously he
did. Nicole tried to understand. There WAS something pretty sexy about
being this helpless. And there was a certain familiar rhythm to the way
she moved as she struggled; it was actually quite similar to the way her
body moved when she was fucking.

She thought this to herself as her body hung limply like an eel stunned by
a lakeful of dynamite.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

[several paragraphs of Nicole thinking about displaying an emotion, elided]
Just when she felt as if she couldn't possibly endure another minute of
torture, there was a beep from the computer, and Nicole's world fell out
from under her. This was it! She was swinging freely, dancing on air;
she was well and truly hanged. She felt an overwhelming sense of relief.
She was almost free. But she still had some work left to do. The noose
was even tighter at her throat now, and it had strangled her completely.
She found herself panicking as she realized her breathing was totally cut
off. She began to kick desperately. These were her death throes, the
last helpless struggles of a dying woman. Her entire body quivered with
the tension. She arched her back, thrusting her pert, proud breasts
forward. She felt her bladder relax; warm piss trickled down her naked
thighs. "Goodbye, Tom," she thought. "I hope you enjoy my death..." And
then she relaxed, still and lifeless in the noose.

Then the Mac said "System Error, ID=03" and rebooted. Nicole turned into a baby!
-- K.
That last part's fantasy, like the
part about Tom Cruise being intelligent
enough to use a mouse.

From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
OH NO!!!
alt.religion.kibology
Sat, 22 Feb 1997 05:12:09 GMT
welcome datacomp

THE LEADING GRANOLA BAR IS OPEN AT THE ENDS!!!!!
Now the string will be able to walk in!
-- K.
David Brenner *and* Tony Randall on tonight's
Letterman? Gosh, television keeps getting FRESHER.
Like me!
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Organization:
Date:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: l996--The Year I Found Kibo
alt.religion.kibology
HappyNet Headquarters
Thu, 2 Jan 1997 17:23:19 GMT

AOL USERS
MAKE THE
NET FUN

DLS26 <dls26@aol.com> wrote:
>
> My life was rich in so many ways before I found Kibo. I was a balanced
> individual--practicing medicine, raising healthy children, being socially
> active, divorcing regularly, entertaining with lavish 5-course dinners
> under my brass antique chandelier...
>
> Now, now...NOW!!! I am a wreck!!!
Hooray! Another success story for Kibology, something that's so much not
good for you that it has to be fun for me!

I'm looking forward to 1999, myself. September 13. Martin Landau.
Barbara Bain. Also starring Barry Morse. This episode. This episode.
MOON CITY COSTUMES DESIGNED BY R|_|DI GER/\/REIC|-|
>
>
>
>
>

P.S. Oh, good. I found the kids. (My son is playing the new Borg game
and my daughter is designing Barbie fashions. Buying those two new
Pentium systems for the offspring was a stroke of brilliant
mothering...now, if only I could afford a new system for myself...perhaps
I can get a part-time job online...hmmm...)

Get the kids a Prodigy or Wow account PRONTO!
-- K.
Or for you MTS device users, that's
$SET PRONTO=*SPRONTO*
Newsgroups:
From:
Subject:
Date:

alt.fan.warlord, alt.religion.kibology
kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Net Sequitur: The Evolution of a Sig
Fri, 7 Feb 1997 04:06:13 GMT

Paul Phillips <paulp@go2net.com> wrote:
>
> View the results of my latest foray into signature study.
>
>
<URL:http://www.go2net.com/internet/sequitur/>

Don’t bother
reading this one.

Prodigy was a pseudo-Internet-like online service from Sears and IBM
which was “family-oriented”; Wow was Compuserve’s knockoff of
Prodigy, more heavily “kid-friendly”. Wow flopped and disappeared within
months, while (as of this writing) Prodigy still lingers, despite serious
competition from WebTV as the Internet’s family-harmless bozo magnet.

> The scary part is that I am looking forward to even more of this in l997.

Have you seen the last few pages of the "Best Of alt.religion.kibology
1996" book, which show the evolution of my .sig from 1990 to 1996?
ftp://ftp.std.com/pub/alt.religion.kibology/ark_1996.pdf
ftp://ftp.std.com/pub/alt.religion.kibology/readme.txt
[read that, it'll tell you how to read the other one.]
Or, to format it your way,
URL:<URL:ftp:URL://ftp.std.com/<--SLASH/pub/alt.religionDOT->.kibology/ark_19
96.pdf:LRU>THEURLJUSTENDEDAFTERTHE>nonotthatonetheotherone.>
I'm gonna keep telling everyone to download the damn book until you all do!
-- K.
Author, The Weird Manual Of Style
Now we're warlording URLs? Next comes anarchy!
Then we warlord the anarchy!
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: ~Online SF Novel~
alt.religion.kibology
Tue, 28 Jan 1997 12:06:53 GMT
welcome datacomp

AOL USERS
MAKE THE
NET FUN

rabandon1@aol.com (R Abandon1) wrote:
>
> What do physics, the freewill molecule, a 2,000 year old elf, a voiceover
> actress, and a young Hopi have in common?
They all make me want to give you a DEADLY ASCII WEDGIE.
> Visit the RANDOM ABANDON Pages to find out > Open THE DOOR : a completed novel and a heck of a ride.
>
> http://members.aol.com/rabandon1/index.html
Actually, now I need to not just give you a wedgie, but retroactively apply
it to all of your junior high school choir solos.
To save devout alt.religion.kibology readers the trouble of visiting the
URL, here's the MOST IMPORTANT paragraph about woodgrain in the whole book:
[from his site]
>
> The door was larger than most, though certainly not the largest he'd ever been
> through. But it was more important somehow. It reminded him of something he
> couldn't quite put his finger on, yet held an odd finality for him. It
> was made of
> wood, a hardwood no doubt from a broadleaf tree that lost its leaves
> every winter
> because it was just too much work pumping enzymes through its branches in the
> cold. It appeared to be one piece with the rich pigment figure of walnut.
> But it
> wasn't the dark chocolate color of walnut. It was a much lighter color
> like an oak or
> a pine or even a teak. Teak was hard to work but you could still make a
> door out of
> it if you had good tools and weren't shy about screwing them up.
[from elsewhere on the site]
>
> There is a molecule in your brain called the methylamine
> molecule that is responsible for your free will. Every decision
> you make is indicated on an atomic level by whether or not
> the two carbon atoms in this molecule face up or down.
Yeah, but one of mine faces to the left and the other one faces outwards.
I'm afraid that makes me better than you. Also in outer space there is no up
or down which is why astronauts have trouble deciding what to have for lunch.

(CONTINUED)

DAN O'BANNON & ROCKNE S. O'BANNON PRESENT
VOYAGE BEYOND THE WOODGRAIN GALAXY
"IN SPACE YOU CAN'T DECIDE"
Oops, I just saw this:
> THE DOOR is the registered intellectual property of Mark
> D. Hallinan, author. No part of this novel may be reprinted
> or used without permission.
Oh noooooooooooo! Now I'm gonna be sued and the judge will bang his gavel
which is made out of a wood that has a grain much like any wood has a
grain, indeed like a sort of Dutch elm or burgundy maple, except the
grain-ness of the space between the grain reminds one of the curves in the
veins between the cellulose compartments of an ancient California redwood
that was transplanted by woodgrain-worshipping Amazons to New York City in
50,000,000 B.C., several years before the importance of woodgrain was
discovered!!!! Also you can't eat wood grain.
-- K.
You see, the fact that all decisions are controlled by
the chemistry of this molecule is what gives you free
will. If this molecule were to disappear, your brain
would be in control of itself, and thus would have
no free will. I was told to say that. Must... serve... woodgrain...
From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:
Followup-To:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Oh my.
alt.religion.kibology, alt.fan.kia-mennie, alt.ted.frank.troll.troll.troll
Wed, 5 Feb 1997 07:15:07 GMT
welcome datacomp
alt.religion.kibology

In article <5d7csg$gqe@saltmine.radix.net>, moe@Radix.Net (Ted Frank) wrote:
>
> I can't decide whether this is frightfully earnest or frightfully
> ironic, which means he did a really good job. That *can't* be real
> misppeling, can it? The first sentence is a giveaway, but then the whole
> web site is like that.
>
> http://www.prodigy.com/Hell/walter/wedgie.html
> >
> > History of Wedgies
> >
> > Wedgies are a part of the anals of our history. Its a male
> > dommination and comming of age ritual. They date back to the
> > Egpytions and have been reppresented in cave paintings,
> > hyroglyphics and Aztec frescos.
The page seems to no longer exist.
Besides, how could there be a cave painting of BVDs?
Unless YOU made it.
-- K.
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:
Followup-To:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: PHYSICS LECTURE
alt.sci.physics.new-theories, alt.religion.kibology, sci.physics
Fri, 14 Feb 1997 03:13:02 GMT
welcome datacomp
alt.religion.kibology, rec.nude

In alt.sci.physics.new-theories, BIGGUY1@pacbell.net wrote:
>
> A public lecture by John Dobson
>
>
Title
>
Heisenberg's Breath of Uncertainty
>
and Einstein's Physics of Illusion.
"Because when you believe in Magickal Physicks, the world is full of Illusion!
And rainbows jumping over unicorns!"
Doug Henning, Prime Minister of Bizarro Canada
> "Something deeply hidden had to be behind things"

Albert Einstein

"Something really obvious and in front of stuff had to be behind things"
Kibo
>
>
>
>

"There may be no such thing as the glittering central mechanism of the
universe to be seen behind a glass wall at the end of the trail. Not
machinery but magic may be the better description of the treasure that
is waiting."
John Archibald Wheeler

I heard that the glittering central mechanism of the universe is oiled with
a lubricant made from clubbed baby seals! We must put a stop to this
Universe thing to preserve OUR NATION'S ECOLOGY!!!!
> "Space is not that which separates the many, but that which seems to
> separate the one,
Spock's not dead as long as we remember him.
I'm wearing his pants!
>
and in that space that oneness shines, therefore falls
> whatever falls. Again, space is not that in which we see the small, but
> that in which the infinite appears as small, and in that space that
> vastness shines, therefore bursts whatever bursts,
Ach, now he's speaking of the Shatner Pants!
>
therefore shines
> whatever shines. And finally, time is not that in which we see the
> changing, but that in which the changless seems to change, and in that
> time that changless shines, therefore rests whatever rests,
...all here on Gilligan's Isle!

)D E U N ITNOC(

>
> coasts whatever coasts."

therefore
John Dobson

Space Ghost Coasts Whatever Coasts is my favorite live-action serious news show.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

When: Free Public lecture February 23,1997 from 7:00p.m. till 9:00p.m.
Where: Visitors Center Auditorium in Griffith Park Los Angeles
Directions: North or south on the Golden State Freeway exit Los Feliz
Blvd and go west one block to Riverside Drive make a right and proceed
1.2 miles to Crystal Springs Picnic area or the Ranger Station and make
a right (look for signs along the way that read DOBSON) park in the lot
on your right the auditorium is on the left. Arrive early seating is
limited.

Oh no!!! I guess I'd better go to that BETTER lecture which is in one of
those auditoria with an ININIFTE SEATING CAPACITY!!!
> Questions: Please call Mike Kendall at 818-842-6484 or
>
Bob Alborzian at 818-841-0548
-- K.
I'm posting to alt.sci.physics.new-theories and I'm nuuuuuude!

From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: VERY IMPORTANT!
alt.tv.seaquest, alt.sci.time-travel, alt.religion.kibology,
alt.supermodels, news.newusers.questions
Date:
Wed, 12 Feb 1997 08:50:22 GMT
Organization: welcome datacomp
Followup-To: misc.creativity, alt.tv.seaquest, alt.sex, talk.origins,
alt.startrek.creative, alt.yoga, alt.food.mcdonalds
AOL USERS
In alt.tv.seaquest, rachel5845@aol.com wrote:

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

MAKE THE
NET FUN

Please tell everyone you know the following message:
<<There's going to be a hacker riot on the 14th of February. Apparently
hackers
are going to get on the Internet and send mail bombs and various other
destructive things on the 14th. I was advised by a friend just to stay
offline
on the 14th, and I'll probably erase all mail I get dated the 14th.

That's nothing! The government of Albania just collapsed after an Internet
chain letter pyramid scheme backfired and destroyed their E-cash-based
economy! Better unplug your computer now or you could receive a chain
letter that destroys THE WORLD!!!
-- K.
It must be true, I read it on PravdaNet!
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Planet Kibo
alt.religion.kibology, alt.mega-ego.yonderboy, alt.folklore.computers, alt.culture.usenet
Fri, 14 Feb 1997 03:24:37 GMT
welcome datacomp

asuter@Xenon.Stanford.EDU (Lupus Yonderboy) wrote:
>
> I swear. Somebody should write a program that would make
> editing pictures easier. I had to do this one by writing out
> each individual bit. Talk about time consuming...
>
> Anyway, I'd appreciate feedback. Good or bad.
>
> http://www-cs-students.stanford.edu/~asuter/gallery/planetkibo.jpg
Eeeeeeeuuucccchhh. It's got periwinkle Broadway all over it. And somehow
the neck guard on the back of my riot helmet went away. And I look like a spaz!
The bluish-purple Broadway just *does*not*work* with the greenish-blue Neptune.
Or is that Uranus, the planet so obscene that the ancient Phoenicians had
to call it by a DIFFERENT name?
> Be sure to look for Neptune in the distance. The moon in the
> foreground is Titan. All these worlds are yours, except
> Europa. Attempt no landings there.
To quote something I said years ago:
We have been given a new lease on life... and a warning...
from the landlord... who is Elvis!
(Kibo begins pogo-dancing to the "Peanuts" music while wearing a rugby shirt.)
scene from “The Kids In The Hall”
> This picture is linked off of:
>
> http://www-cs-students.stanford.edu/~asuter/
>
> that everyone should either link to, or change their links to.

All links everywhere should be linked to it.
I will unleash my new web spider which will
fix all pages, except for those that
fix themselves.
-- K.
HAVE YOUR PET SPAYED OR NEUTERED TO
GIVE NEPTUNE AN EARTH-LIKE TILT TO
PREVENT THE IMMINENT DEATH OF BOB HOPE

I repeat: Eeeeeeeuuucccchhh!!!
And I look like a spaz!
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Planet Kibo
alt.religion.kibology, alt.sci.physics.new-theories
Wed, 19 Feb 1997 03:30:12 GMT
welcome datacomp

mmcirvin@world.std.com (Matt McIrvin) wrote:
>
> "Yeah, in 1994, you were smoking crack or something." -Kibo
>
> DISCLAIMER: KIBO DID NOT MEAN THIS LITERALLY. OR IF HE DID HE WAS WRONG.
> Or he was only right about the "or something" part but only if the
> "something" referred to something other than smoking rather than smoking
> something other than crack because I didn't smoke anything.
Matt used to hide his crack pipe inside a foot-long hoagie during physics
lectures, so that everyone would think he was just smoking a sandwich.
It fooled nobody, except for Alexander Abian, who immediately tried smoking
a sandwich and suffered PEMANENT BRAIN DAMAGE.
-- K.
then he became a scientist.
From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: permanent erection
alt.religion.kibology
Fri, 17 Jan 1997 03:15:13 GMT
welcome datacomp

AOL USERS
MAKE THE
NET FUN

kiushu@aol.com (Kiushu) wrote:
>
> yes, you can do it - 85% of the men using prostaglandines this way for
> one year destroyed their prick permanently. you can interview some of them
> in our clinic.
Hot damn! Now I can throw away that subscription to "Reader's Digest Presents:
True Tales Of Exploded Penises" and get the same quality entertainment for free!
Except I'd rather interview femmes. Unless they have exploded penises too.
In that case, I'd rather play Dungeons & Dragons on my computer while
wearing Garanimals and eating Mentos, Zima, Orbitz, and Trader Joe's chunky
aloe drink.
-- K.
"What is that, a banana peel in your pocket?"
"No, I just took too much prostaglandin."

(prostaglandalamadingdong a womp bomp a loo bah, womp, womp, wah, wah!)
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:
Followup-To:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: PNU, USW, do I lie about vacations
misc.invest.stocks, alt.sci.physics.plutonium, sci.physics, alt.religion.kibology
Sat, 15 Feb 1997 06:54:26 GMT
welcome datacomp
alt.religion.kibology

In misc.invest.stocks/sci.physics, Archimedes Plutonium wrote:
>
>
My investment philosophy is that I aim to increase my ownership of
> "means of production" shares of great companies. Not, increase in paper
> dollars.
I take it this means you're losing money?
My ideals are HIGHER than yours because I also don't aim to make "paper
money" but furthermore I don't aim to increase my ownership of other
people's companies! I gave away everything I own! Now when I need
something, I just make it out of hemp! Dave Cross showed me how to do this
when I was watching him on my TV with the picture tube made of hemp. Well,
I couldn't really see the picture behind all the hemp stuff, but I think he
was in there somewhere.
> [...] Teach them what
> GE does do, what the history of Exxon was, what are the major food
> companies in the world, what are the major chemical companies etc.
I used to love your "TV Nation" show, Mr. Moore. And "Pets Or Meat"
was great. But your latest book, "Downsize This!", kind of sucked
because you stopped making funny stuff up.
>
And of course teach them in High School how to type correctly and *
> softly *instead of this one finger loud hammering

I DONT TYPE I JUST SHOUT AT
MY SECRETARY SPACE SIX
EXCLAMATION POINTS THEN TAKE
YOUR FINGER OFF THE SHIFT
KEY BEFORE YOU TAKE IT OFF
THE ONE TO MAKE A NUMBER ONE
AT THE END PRESS RETURN OR
ENTER AND THEN POST IT
-- K./wx
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Reply-To:
Organization:
Followup-To:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Public Life at Boston Public Library
alt.religion.kibology, alt.stupidity, alt.religion.christian.boston-church
Sat, 1 Feb 1997 03:04:05 GMT
kibo@world.std.com.dot.net.dot.dot.www.dot.org.dot.dot.com.dot
welcome datacomp
alt.religion.kibology

Don Saklad <dsaklad@berne.ai.mit.edu> wrote:
>
> "Did you see that guy? He's always coming in the library here asking
> for information on the library."
>
> "I heard he has a personality disorder."
>
> "Don't waste time with unworthy reference questions, we've got people
> coming in doing research or with crossword puzzles to solve."
>
> "Besides, he can always file a freedom of information appeal."
Be sure to go into the old (McKim) building sometime and go all the way up
to the top floor (past the gilt statues of the saints, etc.) into the
hermetically-sealed Rare Book Room, and ask at the top of your lungs,
"DO YOU HAVE ANYTHING BY WILLIAM SHATNER?"
And then ask if they have any coloring books by Aldus Manutius in the early
1500s, and if they have one, COLOR IT IN!!!!
-- K.
Then go to the Museum of Science and stand in front
of any exhibit case in "Fluidica" and shout
"I GOTTA GO TO THE BATHROOM!!!!"
Then see if you can FIND the MANOMETER.
Then shout again: "I GOTTA GO TO THE BATHROOM!!!"
Also go to the basement of that wing and lick the
giant salt crystal that vibrates like a bell.
What's brown and vibrates like a bell?
DUNNNNGGGGG!!!!!!!!
Go to the library and ask where the dung is.
Then just go everywhere shouting "I GOTTA GO
TO THE BATHROOM!" at the top of your lungs.

When done, report back here to be debriefed
and to receive new stupid orders.
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

tanner@math.wisc.edu (Stephen Will Tanner)
Re: Public Life at Boston Public Library
alt.religion.kibology
4 Feb 1997 18:34:31 GMT
University of Wisconsin, Madison

ARTICLE
NOT BY KIBO
(READ AT OWN RISK )

Watson Aname (freehold@visi.net) wrote:
:
: On Tue, 04 Feb 1997 15:23:28 GMT, jaycjay@panix.com (Jay C Jachimiak) wrote:
: >
: > James Kibo Parry wrote:
: > >
: > > [about 40 lines of brilliant prose]
: >
: > After which Jacqueline <keller@primenet.com> wrote:
: > >
: > > G-e-e-e-z! Get a hobby, pal!
: >
: > Indeed, Kibo already has a hobby and it is much like yours. Yet it is
: > completely different, because Kibo's hobby involves writing long
: > usenet articles so that people will quote them in their entirety and
: > add a one-line comment of exasperation; while yours involves reading
: > long usenet articles, quoting them in their entirety and adding an
: > exasperated one-line.
: >
: > Kibo and Jacqueline are completely different in exactly the same way!
:
: Wow! Kibo and Jacqueline might meet, fall in love, marry and have
: children together if only either of them were of the same species.
:
: What a tragic vision of frustrated love. So far yet so near away.
I always thought that the me-too people who write one-line replies were
like the Triffids from Star Trek that multiplied when you poured water
on them, and ALSO DIVIDED when you poured water on them. Also they could
shape-shift, so you had to test them by burning their blood, just like
in The Thing. And also that one comic Kiseiju. And I think that might
have happened with the whole Spiderman costume thing. And when the X-men
fought the phalanx, they...
Hey, wait a minute...
These are no coincidences!
All stories about EVIL GESTALTY ORGANISMS are actually one GIANT
GESTALTY MEME-THINGY which is surely UP TO NO GOOD.
I'm going to go read stories about individualistic, good-looking rebels
who play by their own rules. These stories are ALSO a giant getalty
meme-thingy which is surely up to no good. But they impress the
chyks^H^H^H^H^Hbabes.
-Stephen (I hope) Tanner (tanner@math.wisc.edu)
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Organization:
Date:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Poo Poo Lovers UNITE
2pooppics.jpg
alt.religion.kibology
HappyNet Headquarters
Thu, 20 Feb 1997 18:08:36 GMT

Bruce Ediger <bediger@csn.net> wrote:
>
> poop@poop.com wrote:
> >
> > If you are under 18 or if you are offended by material that is mature and
> > erotic in content and related to Poo Poo, KaKa, Shit, Turds, and Scat,
> > LEAVE NOW!
>
> Poo Poo? KaKa? What, no "Wee Wee"?
Charles Nelson Reilly says:

NUMBER TWO!!!
TINKLE!!!!
BAZOOMS!!!!!!
Sorry, Kirstie Alley,
you said "Duh!"
That doesn't match... YOU LOSE!!!
-- K.
From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

Kirstie was once on Match
Game, but I don’t remember
if she won or lost.
But she sure is a big duh.

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Predictions for 1997
alt.religion.kibology, alt.artcrime, alt.politics.kibo
Sun, 12 Jan 1997 07:07:56 GMT
welcome datacomp

Lee.

bumvan@infi.net (L. Shelton Bumgarner) wrote:
>
> Another thing, whatever happen to the a.r.k where people didn't really
> care what went on in it? Although Bev has made comments to the
> contrary, I think a.r.k's "membership"mentality is at a recent high.
> I‚ve noticed this is on the increase in other groups as well, although
> I suppose the case could be made that it is a good thing. A sign that
> Usenet is healing itself after the final End of The Eternal September.
Excuse me, L., but it's time for you to wipe my butt with your
freshly-typed doctoral thesis again.
-- K.
a.r.k. isn't cliquish--we all accept one
another, except for Spot and L.
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Purely Plutonium #686: Classic Article (1994)
alt.religion.kibology, alt.sci.physics.plutonium
Sat, 8 Feb 1997 09:07:49 GMT
welcome datacomp

One of Ludwig Plutonium's (now Archimedes Plutonium's) better
Neanderthal Park skits, because I'm the star of this one.
Archimedes is a better comedy writer than most people acknowledge; notice
the inspired stream of lunacy that spews from my mouth. Then wipe it up.
Unfortunately, because this article is two and a half years old, I no
longer get all the jokes. Maybe Archimedes would bless us with an exegesis?
Maybe if you folks ask nicely I'll dig up that article Rich Holmes liked
about Abian getting the helium enema.
-- K.
-From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

Ludwig.Plutonium@dartmouth.edu (Ludwig Plutonium)
NEANDERTHAL PARK4,SKIT 1 of 10, a take-off of "Tora, Tora, Tora"
alt.sci.physics.plutonium, alt.religion.kibology, alt.folklore.urban, sci.bio
7 Aug 1994 19:55:06 GMT
Dartmouth College, Hanover, NH

E-

R UN!
lmccarth@bali.cs.umass.edu (Lewis "Futplex" McCarthy) writes:
R ARTICLE
>
> Ludwig Plutonium <Ludwig.Plutonium@dartmouth.edu> writes:
NOT BY KIBO
> $
(READ AT OWN RISK )
> $
Well then, one more provoking poster and I will resume NEANDERTHAL
> $ PARK series. And as for David Erwin, I wish him a good day, pleasant
>
> Cooool- I was afraid I'd missed some of it while I was away. Can you still
> get djk to star in the next installment ?
>
> Hey, Ludwig ! HAVNDWFATLBT !
>
> My question is this: if the plastic bag attached to the oxygen masks on
> commercial aircraft doesn't inflate when the mask is used, *why is it there* ?
>
> If y'all can't answer, I might have to annoy the good people in sci.physics.
> Don't disappoint me.
>
> -Mckibo
"Hang out, get used to our superior math skills." -Elbert Hannah
>
in alt.women.attitudes
dpw8960@u.cc.utah.edu (Daniel Wendel) writes:
>
> The votes are in, the wierdest critter is....
>
> [drumroll]
>

(CONTINUED)

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Ludwig Plutonium!!!!!!
--Daniel
-===============It's more fun if you spell it with a "K!"===============
Daniel Wendel
Slightly Mad Biologist
email: dpw8960@u.cc.utah.edu -or- c-wdp@math.utah.edu
===============Disclaimer: "It's not my _fault_!"=====================

This take-off of the movie Tora, Tora, Tora has few actors. Lewis
"Futplex" McCarthy is the main actor, acting as a Japanese Zero pilot,
and also Daniel Wendel as his comrade Zero pilot. This movie is a fight
between the USA and Japan over trade-wars and sanctions. The USA is
trading open cockpit aircraft to Japan in exchange for Ninja Turtles
made out of chocolate. Of course the Swiss are furious over the
Japanese getting into the chocolate business and have threatened to
pull off the market all Swiss Army Knives from all mail order catalog
businesses. This has the weekend campers all upset.
The other main actor is the movie director played by Kibo. Kibo has
been banned from all computers and the NET, and this is his first movie
directing debut.
Kibo: "Futplex, when you fly over New York City and the New York
Times newspaper building you are not to unload the bomb carriage, . ."
Futplex: "What is this plastic bag on my parachute?"
Daniel Wendel: "That is the book of mormon written on plastic for
your last prayer, . . ."
Kibo to Futplex: "Did you hear me, not unload . . ."
Futplex: "I know, I say Torah, Torah, Torah, with a Japanese grin . .
."
Kibo to Futplex: "Say it while looking at your Japanese companion
Daniel Wendel nosediving in unison, with a Japanese mustache grinning,
. .
Kibo to make-up-artists: "Where are the Japanese fine hair mustaches?
Still on the import docks? Here is ten dollars, boy, run down to the
True Value Hardware and buy a Mexican import mustache. Et tu Brute. And
don't dally at the Taco stand." "I prefer to make my movies in South
Africa where young people obey."
Kibo to Daniel Wendel: "And after Futplex says Torah, Torah, Torah
you say Talmud, Talmud, Talmud across the open cockpit as the two of
you divebomb on the New York Times. Remember the grin, the grin is all
important."
Kibo: "Places, action, camera, take eleven . . .
Daniel Wendel to Kibo: "I thought my lines were "This is the Place,
This is the Place""
Kibo to Daniel Wendel: "No, we have to wait when you fly over the
Wasatch Mountains and divebomb SLC."
Futplex: "We can't divebomb SLC that is where we imported cold fusion
to France and then by the Stealth bomber into imperial Japan."

(CONTINUED)

Daniel Wendel: "Yes we can, ... that is where Steve Jones preaches
mormon fusion."
AT THE END OF THIS SKIT show three young catholic children predicting
this entire outcome more than 50 years ago in some valley of Portugal.
Show Daniel Wendel amongst some bushes looking for a Mary apparition,
while sipping Mormon tea. Play Ave Maria at the end of this skit the
same as in the movie Alive of a wrecked airplane. Play the religious
fiction song, not the true science song of Ave Mathematica (Maria
replaced with the word mathematica).

…the grin is all important.
From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:
Followup-To:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Rumor I just heard
alt.religion.kibology, alt.food.taco-bell, alt.food.fast-food
Mon, 17 Feb 1997 07:34:23 GMT
welcome datacomp
alt.religion.kibology

I just heard that they discovered that "wagon wheel" noodles cause cancer,
and this is why you can't buy them anywhere--the FDA banned them. Is this
true?
I've heard that
SpaghettiOs are
rumors, they're
guy who told it
major newspaper

dinosaur-shaped pasta is also said to be beneficial, and
rumored to be an aphrodisiac, but I don't believe those
STUPID. But the one about wagon wheels looks genuine. The
to me even said it was printed on the front page of every
in the world!

MMM, BEEFY!!!

-- K.
Also, Chef Boy-ar-dee's "Sir Chomps-a-Lot"
pasta causes massive gas.

At the time, I’d been looking for wagon
wheels. They were everywhere around
1982; in February 1997, I couldn’t find
them anywhere. I think everyone dropped
them because they had unsavory associations
with Hamburger Help-A-Roni, etc. Since
then, they’ve reappeared everywhere: all
companies saw there was a gap in the
market and they’re all competing for it.. I
figure there will be another wagon wheel
shakedown around spring 1998.
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Organization:
Date:

trask@world.std.com (Gardner S Trask)
Re: Rumor I just heard
alt.religion.kibology
The World Public Access UNIX, Brookline, MA
Tue, 18 Feb 1997 14:19:48 GMT

ARTICLE
NOT BY KIBO
(READ AT OWN RISK )

buhr@stat.wisc.edu (Kevin Buhr) writes:
>
> kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry) writes:
> >
> > I just heard that they discovered that "wagon wheel" noodles cause cancer,
> > and this is why you can't buy them anywhere--the FDA banned them. Is this
> > true?
>
> I asked for "wagon wheel noodles" at the supermarket just yesterday
> (except I actually asked for "those round noodles that HAVEN'T BEEN
> PROVEN TO CAUSE CANCER"), and the employee became inexplicably
> agitated. In the end, he went to "the back room" to speak with a
> manager, and then the manager came over and asked me to leave.
Its all marketting my dear boys!!!!!!
and girlzzzz^H^H^H^H^HGRLZ^H^H^H^HLadies!!!!
Madison/Garon Advertising has hired Circut, the internet Owl, to
re-introduce to the pasta consuming market, the re-orbited Wagon Wheel Pasta.
''
o\/o
( )
""

Circut, the internet shill(tm) sez ...
"For cancerous wagon wheels I don't give a hoot;
I only eat pasta shaped like Trivial Pursuit(r)"

-Gardner S. Trask III
trask@world.std.com
"First .cultured man on the Internet"
alt.culture.gard-trask
Creator of 'Circut, the Internet Owl(tm)'
Newbie Netiquette mascot and the 'lectronic Martha Stewart

This curcuit meter belongs to none
other than… Desi Arnaz Jr.!
(He was creating Automan in this
thrilling scene.)

''
O\/O
( )
""
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:
Followup-To:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Question
sci.physics, sci.skeptic, alt.consciousness, alt.religion.kibology, alt.sci.physics.new-theories
Thu, 20 Feb 1997 05:17:13 GMT
welcome datacomp
alt.religion.kibology,alt.sex.wizards

In sci.physics/.skeptic,alt.consciousness, sarfatti@well.com wrote:
>
> I know some people claim to see auras. I have never seen one.
That's because they only come in pairs and triplets, like quarks!
> [...]
Most New Ager's are non-scientific and
> are operating at the level of superstition and uncritical acceptance of
> hearesay.
I see. So you can combine heresy and hearsay and have something which is
blasphemous whether you read it in a real book or not! Genius! Beable!
Beable! Beable beable beable beable beable beable beable beable beable
> [...]
> Electromagnetic field configurations on spacelike slices of spacetime
> are like particles i.e., rocklike "hidden variables" or "beables"
^^^^^^^
beable
beable
beable
beable
beable
beable
beable

beable
beable
beable
beable
beable
beable
beable

beable
beable
beable
beable
beable
beable
beable

beable
beable
beable
beable
beable
beable
beable

beable
beable
beable
beable
beable
beable
beable

beable
beable
beable
beable
beable
beable
beable

beable
beable
beable
beable
beable
beable
beable

beable
beable
beable
beable
beable
beable
beable

beable
beable
beable
beable
beable
beable
beable

beable
beable
beable
beable
beable
beable
beable

beable
beable
beable
beable
beable
beable
beable

Personally, I never thought as beables as rock-like. I always thought of
them as sort of spam-like.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

in Bohm's pilot-wave theory. They are described by classical system points
moving in attractor landscapes in infinite dimensional configuration
space. The attractors are set up by the attached thoughtlike quantum
pilot-wave from Hilbert space exerting "active informational" organizing
or guiding nonlocal form-dependenet/intensity-independent forces on the
path of the system point through the gradient flow in the "super-quantum
potential".

...which causes the forward lateral sensor array to re-phase its duotronic
elements to a subspace resonance frequency of 000732 by emitting a
spatially-inverted tetrion beam along the EM conduit from the primary
matter/antimatter impellers in the nacelles through the dilithium beable.
beable beable beable beable beable beable beable beable beable beable beable
beable beable beable beable beable beable beable beable beable beable beable

(CONTINUED)

John_–_Winston’s aura.
He can make it turn
orange just by thinking
about Mount Shasta!
(BACK TO THE BEABLES)

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

In standard quantum electrodynamics there is no backactivity
from the actual path of the system point to its organizing pilot-wave.
Therefore there is no sentience i.e., there is no inner felt experience
of the whole pilot-wave/beable complex system. The emergence of
backactivity puts it into a self-organizing sentient mode. The barrier
to sentience is environmental decoherence of the thoughtlike pilot wave
of the totality of rocklike charged particles and electromagnetic fields
which form the material explicate order of the living system.

And the beable is made of Jif-like/Skippy-like particles which are
simultaneously creamy and chunky. Beable beable beable! Everybody do the beable!
Everbeable... must... get... ROCK-LIKE!!!
THERE ARE SOME BAD BEABLES GOING AROUND. DON'T TAKE THE BROWN BEABLES!
>
>
>
>
>

The trick
of life is the screening out of environmental decoherence for long
enough times. All life is sentient to different degrees of resolution.
Inanimate matter has zero effective backactivity and is therefore not
sentient and not capable of experience i.e., of "qualia".

Qualia vs. Gamera II: Voyage Of The Space Beable
> The direct altering of the nonlocal form-dependent thoughtlike pilot
> wave attractor landscape by its attached rocklike local
> intensity-dependent system point in that landscape is backactivity.
I have a rocklike local intensity-dependent system in my pants.
> [...]
> This is meaningless word salad.
[HERE TEN THOUSAND DANCING LADIES PARADE ACROSS THE STAGE AS SIRENS BLOW
AND A MILLION POUNDS OF CONFETTI FALL ON THE CITY. THE DANCING LADIES ARE
ARE HOLDING UP SIGNS WHICH SPELL OUT "THIS IS MEANINGLESS WORD SALAD."]
No, Dr. Sarfatti, THIS is meaningless word salad:
The attractors are set up by the attached thoughtlike quantum beable
pilot-wave from Hilbert space exerting "active informational" organizing
or guiding nonlocal form-dependenet/intensity-independent forces on the
path of the system point through the gradient beable flow in the
"super-quantum potential".
>
>
>
>
>
>

It is not a proper sentence in the
syntax and grammar of my theory. What operational difference would this
illusory distinction of yours make in principle? The question is not
interesting because it is not really a proper question. It is the
illusion of a question.

(CONTINUED)

> The pilot-wave and its attached beable are a single whole.
New improved super-quantum beables, now with WHOLE CHUNKS!!!
> Only our
> fragmentary language
bea

...

ble

> splits them apart so we can analyse it and put it
> back together in our conceptual model.
sil

/

ser

> [...]
> It originates from the holomovement of the implicate orders in Bohm's
> theory.
"Honey, have you seen the Holomucil? I want to have a holomovement. Beable."
>
>
>
>
>
>

[...]
That is the Human Condition. It is the opportunity for genius to do its
thing. We are continually expanding our maps of other possibilities.
That's where all the fun is.
I should probably write "The Funny Universe".

And Monty Python will write "The Serious Universe"!
-- K.
Jack, do you say be-uh-bull,
beeeeeeeeee-able, beeeee-bell,
bee-ay-bleah, or beeb-lee?
I say "slunch".
From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: req- bizzare penis growth stories
alt.religion.kibology, alt.slack
Fri, 14 Feb 1997 05:31:10 GMT
welcome datacomp

AOL USERS
MAKE THE
NET FUN

In alt.sex.stories, dwel1964@aol.com (Dwel1964) wrote:
>
> drop some good stories about magical penis enlargment into my mailbox
> thanks in advance!!
ONCE THERE WAS A GUY NAMED BOB HE HAD A PENIS HIS PENIS ENLARGED INTO YOUR
MAILBOX AND THEN YOU HAD A NORGASM IN YOUR BUG ZAPPER THE END THANK YOU.
Remember, he only wants stories about MAGICAL penis enlargement into his
mailbox. I guess this means I better not mail him the above, because it's TRUE!
-- K.
I have no erotic fiction, I just
wanted to say "Gummizwangsjacke bork bork!".
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

mmcirvin@world.std.com (Matt McIrvin)
Re: Right vs. left driving
alt.religion.kibology
Thu, 6 Feb 1997 19:10:42 GMT
Software Tool & Die, Brookline MA

ARTICLE
NOT BY KIBO
(READ AT OWN RISK )

eholmes@removethis.onramp.net (E.Holmes) wrote:
>
> On Tue, 04 Feb 97 05:51:49 GMT, Bob.Hiebert@worldnet.att.net (Bob Hiebert) wrote:
> >
> > Remind me never to take you out snark hunting. :-)
That, of course, is a literary reference. Can't get literary references?
Watch "The Magical Library"!
[A few chords waft out of a Casio keyboard. Animation of kids
stepping into books and seeing castles and spaceships.]
SINGERS

What if you could step in a book
And see what there is to see?
A bright new world is waiting for you
At the Magical Library!

[BILLY walks into the Magical Library and meets the Magical Librarian,
Mrs. SCRIBBLE.]
SCRIBBLE Well, hello, Billy! Welcome to the library!
BILLY

Hi, Mrs. Scribble. I want to read something but I'm afraid
the books will be too hard!

SCRIBBLE Don't worry, Billy. This is a Magical Library. You can step
right into the magical worlds of public domain works of
literature. Incredible worlds of wonder are straight ahead!
BILLY

Then will I learn the meaning of courage?

SCRIBBLE Yes, and a lot of other things too!
[SCRIBBLE picks a dusty volume off the shelf. It's entitled "Tom
Sawyer and Huck Finn by Mark Twain" in big gold letters.]
SCRIBBLE Here's a story that's all about courage. Step inside and
you'll never be afraid again!
[Flexitron. Suddenly BILLY is on a raft with TOM SAWYER and HUCK FINN.
They are wearing backwards baseball caps and tattered T-shirts.]
HUCK

Gee, Tom, I'm glad you rescued me from those slave merchants!

TOM

All in a day's work, Huck. It was lucky I did it just in time,
too! They were about to make you read a BOOK!

TOM and HUCK (in unison) Ewwwwwwwwwww!!

(CONTINUED)

HUCK

Hey, who's that?

TOM

That's our friend, Billy! Hi, Billy!

BILLY

Where am I?

HUCK

On our raft! See? It's a really rad raft and it moves right over
the water without sinking.

BILLY

So I don't have to be afraid of the water?

TOM

That's right, Billy! The logs keep it up because wood floats!
It's a science fact.

BILLY

Woooowwww, I can learn a lot in books!

[Flexitron. BILLY is standing in the Magical Library again.]
BILLY

That was great, Mrs. Scribble! And I didn't even have to
really read it! But I'm not sure that I have courage yet.

SCRIBBLE But there's more in store for you, Billy. Here's another
adventure story that is sure to teach you about courage.
It's "The Turn of the Screw" by Henry James! [Removes
a moldy volume labeled "Turn of the Screw" in silver letters.]
BILLY

Aw, how could turning a screw teach me about courage?

SCRIBBLE You'll see!
[Flexitron. BILLY stands next to a MAN in greasy overalls,
attempting to turn a screw in the side of a cardboard ROBOT.]
MAN

[grunting with effort] If I can't... turn
this screw... I'll never get my robot to work!

BILLY

Here, let me help you!

MAN

How could you help me?

BILLY

We'll both grab the screwdriver and turn it
at once. It's cooperation!

MAN

Okay, it's worth a try.

[They both strain at the screwdriver. After a few seconds, the screw
turns. Then there is a closeup of the ROBOT's inert cardboard face.]
ROBOT

You! Have! Turned! The! Screw!

(CONTINUED)

MAN and BILLY

[singing in unison]

We tried and tried to turn the screw
And tried and tried again
And then because we tried enough
We screwed the screw right in!
The robot now has come to life
The screw has done its thing
Oh what a lot of happiness
Cooperation brings!
[Flexitron. BILLY is back in the Magical Library.]
BILLY

Wow, Mrs. Scribble! That Henry James sure knew what he was
talking about! Cooperation is the best thing ever!

SCRIBBLE And that's only one of the many ways you'll find courage
in books. It's easy if you can step right into them... in the
Magical Library!
[End credits, with cheery synthesizer music.]
ANNOUNCER
If you'd like to read more about the adventures Billy
has had today, read _The Magical Library: The Foto-Book Junior
Novelization_ by Coolidge Mercer and Nancy Wheedler, available at
a drugstore near you!
-My home page:
Sci.physics FAQ:
From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

http://world.std.com/~mmcirvin/
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/physics/faq.html

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: The Need for a Kibo-Identification Statement
alt.religion.kibology
Sat, 11 Jan 1997 07:11:28 GMT
welcome datacomp

AOL USERS
MAKE THE
NET FUN

dls26@aol.com (DLS26) wrote:
>
> It is time for each of us to come forward with a concise statement of
> identification so that Newbies to the group understand the discussions by
> reading the thread.
How about

”*plonk*”?
-- K.
Whoops, Edna, one got stuck, just hold on
a second while I nudge it with my Plonko stick,
ohhhhh, noooo, Ednnnnaaaaa, it fell into the
five-dollar slot, Ednaaaaa, I'm sooooo
sincerely sorry you didn'twinthenewcarwe're
runninglatefolksgoodnighthaveyourpetyaddayadda.
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Ladies and gentlemen,
prepare to witness a milestone in our
nation’s history:

THE BIRTH OF
AN IN-JOKE.
From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: SO MUCH PUSSY THAT IT IS ALL OVER YOU SCREEN!!!
alt.religion.kibology
Mon, 6 Jan 1997 07:51:18 GMT
welcome datacomp

In [alt.binaries.pictures.erotica.*], none wrote:
>
> SO MUCH PUSSY THAT IT IS ALL OVER YOU SCREEN!!!
SO MUCH STUPIDITY THAT IT IS IN THE BACK OF YOU PANTS!!!!
-- K.
Well, I *could* have thought of a clever
putdown, but I've matured *beyond* that.
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Newsgroups:
From:
Subject:
Date:
Organization:

alt.religion.kibology
kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
STORY (not by me): Adventures Of Coke Bear
Mon, 3 Feb 1997 08:09:26 GMT
welcome datacomp

Those of you who keep begging me to let you film "The Special Show" should
go pester this kid. He's about nine and probably would work for candy.
-- K.
So would I, but I'd have
to have TOTAL creative control.
I want time to go backwards today!
--

The Adventures of Coke Bear
By:Dan
"Hello!!My name is Coke Bear. I'm an alien from the planet Coke. In nine
days I somehow need to stay at a place called Earth over night and take
notes during my stay." Meanwhile at Bob's house....." I can't believe it is
nine days 'til Christmas eve, and the family is coming to visit. " Back at
my spaceship......."1 day 'til landing" I say,"10 .....9 ......8 ......7
.......6 .......5 ......4 ......3 .......2 .......1 ......0 landed ! I'm
next to something called Target. I'm going in."Meanwhile in Bob's
Car....... "All I need to do is get a present for Dave." Bob said " I will
go to Target." Back at Target...... "I wonder what they have around here. I
hope they have cups here because I am thirsty for some Coke. Excuse me.
Where can I find some cups?" " How did you get out of the toy aisle Well, I
guess I will have to put you back." a worker said " I wonder if you have
one of those buttons to make you walk . Oh , you walk by yourself."
"Oh, can I buy that for my little brother? He likes stuff like that." Bob
said. "There, $5.95. Now let's get in the car. I hope my little brother
likes you." Bob said " A cup!!!!! Now I can have some Coke." (SPLASH)
"Oops, There was coffee in it." I said " Man, am I thirsty. I'll have some
coffee. Gulp,Gulp"(SPLASH)"It tastes like there was coke in it." said Bob
"There is" I muttered. Then when we got to Bob's house...... "Man, there is
a lot of space stuff here." I thought. "Bet there are lots of glasses
here."" I'm going to get something to drink." Bob said " Maybe I could get
some coke from that Coke Bear. " Then there was such a loud noise, I almost
fell off the counter. It was the doorbell. A loud voice came from the door.
"You're under arrest. Come out with your hands up." "What did I do?" Bob
said "Just come out with your hands up." the voice said again. "Where is"
there was a long pause"Where is Dave Eisenmann, he just stole all the Coke
in the world and the recipe from the Coke museum. He is going to sell it
and make a new name for it, he will call it Eisenmann Coke. I'm sorry
barging in and all but someone said he lives here." the police said.

(CONTINUED)

"He is my little brother." Bob said "He is coming for Christmas" "I'll be
back tomorrow to pick him up." the police said. "SLAM" Bob shut the door
hard on the policeman."I am out of here." I thought "I need to find a
spaceship" looking at the microwave. "There is one." "I thought if I just
could get there." " Come on you" Bob said. "Oof there now how do you open
this." "Boink." "Ouch! there its open! 55345." "There, my zip code is in,
now I can get in and close the door." "Beep." "Oops Bob said. "Oh my gosh
55345.'' " Coke bear is in there." " Man its getting hot in here." "Beep."
"Good now it stopped." "Hey it was going to blast off and you stopped it !"
" Thats it , I'm going home." I said " Dope!" I hit my head. " Why did I
talk out loud?" I said "Yes! I'm Going to be rich! I can't believe they
sold a talking bear for $5.95!""No you're not! " I said. (SPLASH)
"Aaaaaaahhhhhhhhh! This coke is hot!!!" Bob said. "It saved me from the
microwave." I said "I'm going to kill you." Bob said "Not if I can help
it." I pushed a button on my belt. "Bye!" A little rocket started." Now I
need to find a place called target" I said " AHHHHHHHHHHH! Someone took it.
I'll look in every aisle till I find it." I said "Maybe it is in the toy
aisle, it will probably be here. Yes!!! I found it. Time for blast off
5........ 4......... 3........... 2........... 1.......... 0..........!
Well I am home now.
The End
From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
TREET!
alt.religion.kibology
Mon, 3 Feb 1997 05:59:47 GMT
welcome datacomp

I picked up a box of STOP&SHOP BRAND BERRY TREETs cereal today. Sadly, it
did not contain partially defatted chicken, beef, or pork fatty tissue.
It did have crunchberries the COLOR of Spam, but that's all.
On the back is a "NAME THE STOP&SHOP PARROT" contest. I had just settled on
"Gelatinous Blue Underwear Bird" because he's all blue and globby-glossy
and is wearing boxer shorts, when I noticed that entires have to be
postmarked last year.
And the crunchberries taste like Bubble Yum.
Waah!
-- K.
Stop & Shop is not Shop & Save plus Stop & Go.
Shop & Save & Stop & Go is not Stop & Shop & Stop & Shop.
I do not have a fun Blow & Go 'do.
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Organization:
Date:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Socialism, Capitalism, etc.
alt.religion.kibology, triangle.bizarre
HappyNet Headquarters
Fri, 17 Jan 1997 21:28:57 GMT

Bruce Ediger <bediger@csn.net> wrote:
>
> Roger.Douglas@tafensw.edu.au (Roger Douglas) wrote:
> >
> > by the way, though many golfers would disagree). Until comparatively recent
> > times golf was only played in Scotland where both sex and bowls were
> > impossible due to weather conditions and religious prohibition.
>
> This puts me in mind of a saying from the New England portion of the
> USA, far from the Balmy Climes of Research Triangle Park:
>
> "Too cold to cut wood, and too wet to stack rocks. Might as well drink."
>
> You see, the climate, meteorological and theological, is quite similar
> in New England and in Scotland. Golf is impossible due to the hilly
> nature of the terrain, "bowls" are what you eat soup out of. That leaves
> cutting wood, stacking the same rocks that prohibit golf and drinking
> as recreations.
Up here we have "candlepin bowling". It's a sissy sport where
you take the dainty little baby ball gently between your thumb
and forefinger and you carefully place it on the sloping bowling
alley which automatically carries the ball downhill at a sedate,
easy-on-the-eyes velocity where it goes right between the little
twig-like pins that are just there for show and to make you feel
good about the size of your manhood. It's a wussy sport not unlike,
say, miniature croquet or microwave electric football.
Also, I don't like it. You would, though.
-- K.
I'm still mad that they kept pre-empting "ReBoot"
for candlepin "bowling" on Saturday morning.
Newsgroups:
From:
Subject:
Date:
Organization:

news.admin.net-abuse.email, alt.sci.physics.plutonium, alt.religion.kibology
kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Solution to subscription list forgeries
Sat, 15 Feb 1997 07:14:50 GMT
welcome datacomp

In news.admin.net-abuse.email, Archimedes.Plutonium@dartmouth.edu (Archimedes Plutonium) wrote:
>
> [re being added to dozens of mailing lists by someone forging his name]
>
>
The solution is easy all subscription lists are capable of a command
> which says
>
>
NEVER subscribe

(CONTINUED)

Yeah, but then forgers could harrass people who want to subscribe to
mailing lists by mailing "NEVER subscribe" to all the lists in the world,
then the good people would never get any mail! Therefore, it is imperative
that we implement a command to prevent this:
NEVER "NEVER subscribe"
This will cause the mailing list to ignore all requests to not receive
future mailings.
-- a gift to Mankind, humbly tendered by
the tenderly humble Leader Kibo, Lord Of The Files
From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Solution to subscription list forgeries
news.admin.net-abuse.email, alt.sci.physics.plutonium, alt.religion.kibology
Mon, 17 Feb 1997 08:29:42 GMT
welcome datacomp

Roger.Douglas@remove_this.tafensw.edu.au (Roger Douglas) wrote:
>
> kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry) expostulated:
> >
> > In news.admin.net-abuse.email, Archimedes Plutonium wrote:
> > >
> > > [re being added to dozens of mailing lists by someone forging his name]
> > > [...]
> > > EVER subscribe
> >
> > [...]
> > NEVER "NEVER subscribe"
>
> Nonononono. You need something more general.
> I propose the command
> IGNORE ALL COMMANDS
I'm sorry, I can't hear you.
IGNORE EVERYTHING, EVER

My server has already implemented

and it even applies retroactively so it pretends I never told it to ignore
eveyrthing, ever, which makes smoke come out of it as it runs around the
room shouting "ERROR! ERROR! MUST... SELF... DESTRUCT!" because it thinks
I'm its creator, Jackson Roy Kirk but it doesn't realize that the real
James Kirk's middle initial isn't "R", it's "Pu".
It also ignores the continuity errors on
of Bob Hope's obituary, and whether it's
inside a lava lamp, and the way BooBerry
come out of your butt. In fact, it's the
BooBerry's gastrointestinal effects. Oy.

"Perfect Strangers", and the size
possible to fit your whole head
cereal makes weird green stuff
ONLY thing capable of ignoring

Archimedes, you need to write more "Neanderthal Park" sketches to cash in
on all the free publicity you'll get from "The Lost World".
-- K.
The casting was the best
thing about Spielberg's
"The Lost Wax"!
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:
Followup-To:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Vacation Notice is better than ProcMail, and free to boot
alt.religion.kibology, alt.sci.physics.plutonium,
news.admin.net-abuse.email, dartmouth.talk.kiewit
Mon, 17 Feb 1997 09:18:30 GMT
welcome datacomp
alt.religion.kibology

In [sci.*, dartmouth.talk.kiewit, etc.], Archimedes Plutonium wrote:
>
>
There are many products in the world that are
> layered-social-superficial. Many people have described me as a money
> tightwad or skinflint. I don't think so, I think that I am always
> suspicious of buying the newest fan dangled social layered gizmo.
I hate the way you can't buy a plain flat wedding cake any more but only those
social-layered cakes with the little alpha male and venus figurines on top!
>
>
>
>
>

[re the "vacation" program for replying to mail automatically]
I post this to Dartmouth kiewit because I would like to know if a
vacation notice by B always goes back to the sender A of the original
email. And if not, I suspect the system can be designed such that it
does. I think it is related to tracking of telephone physics.

It's actually used to track telephone fizzies, which are used to make any
conversation bubbly, effervescent, and ebullient.
Salesman use them to help convince you to buy things dangling from fans.
But if you're smart, you'll peel off the top social layer and peek under
the corner of the second to see all the social dust that got swept under
THE SHAG CARPET OF SOCIETAL NORMS!
How come they never discuss the Schroedinger equations in "physical education"?
-- K.
I was in the "special gym" class
but because I was a super-genius,
instead of riding "the little bus"
I rode "the super big-ass bus-zilla"
which could turn into a robot and
breathe fire and crush the little bus!
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These next two
articles are in
smaller type than
the others because
they’re not as
good. I left them
in just to prove
how high the
usual quality of
Kibo’s writings is.

From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Status report: a.r.k "best of" 1996 book
alt.religion.kibology
Sat, 11 Jan 1997 04:07:14 GMT
welcome datacomp

The book's almost done. A test run of the first 90 pages on Matt McIrvin
induced the proper response. Also I got a migraine.
Anyway, the 220 or so *important* pages are having the last bugs shaken out
of them. Then there will be a few zillion appendixes and so on.
Also I need to add that photo of Doctor S. Neutopia and see if he sues me.
And I need to make a frame grab of Desi Arnaz Jr. saying "duhhhhhh" and
another of the evil cube from Terrahawks. It's Fully Illustrated. Now when
I say "Panty Cat" or "Plumpy" on a.r.k, you can SEE ALONG WITH THE WORDS!!!!
-- K.
It's fully animated by Filmation Associates.

From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
What I Discovered Today. And Jumanji!
alt.religion.kibology
Sat, 15 Feb 1997 06:40:20 GMT
welcome datacomp

1.) Know how everything "cherry"-flavored is made with that same chemical
that they use to flavor cough syrup, except for Cherry Pez which have been
unavailable in the U.S. for 20 years because they had the other, better,
hyper-addictive "cherry" chemical flavor? Well, I.B.C., the people who make
root beer and creme soda in the labelless bottles, now have a cherry soda
which TASTES JUST LIKE CHERRY PEZ!!!!
2.) On the train today, in front of me, was a guy wearing a do-rag. Wait,
that's not the weird part. He was chewing incense. Those foot-long sticks
the guy sells from the card table in front of Tower Records. (He was
chewing the uncoated tail end. He had two of them sticking out of his
mouth.) And here's the weird part: he was ALSO CHEWING GUM!!!
3.) I just watched "Jumanji" on cable and was moved to type this into my
email. This is not a formal review, so you can't complain that I omitted
any key details:
"Jumanji" is one of the four or five movies that have made me want to POKE
THE GUTS OUT OF EVERYONE INVOLVED. I don't know where to start, except that
it reminded me of "Radio Flyer" only with Robin "usually funny" Williams,
Bonnie "usually funny" Hunt, David Alan "usually funny" Grier, and Bebe
"sometimes funny" Neuwirth and a horde of blue-fringed monkeys. The plot
goes like this:
In 1969, the boy's parents don't really love him and the other kids beat
him up because his father owns the factory and they're going to send him to
boarding school and he's not allowed to have any fun and Stepin Fetchit
works in the factory and he just invented the hi-top inflatable felony shoe
but the kid accidentally runs the prototype through the shredder so Stepin
Fetchit gets fired and the kid finds a board game on the ground and he gets
sucked in and then everyone thinks he's been murdered and his girl friend
goes insane and his parents die. In 1995, a woman buys the house and moves
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in with her two kids but they're not really hers because one had his mother
killed in Desert Storm and his father killed by a drunk driver and the
other had her mother killed in an elevator accident and her father killed
while rock climbing or something and they play the board game and like the
other kid they're fascinated by how magnets under the table make the pieces
slide around and killer mosquitoes come out and then a lion comes out but
the lion goes to sleep in the bedroom and every five minutes for the rest
of the movie they check and the lion's still asleep and man-eating plants
come out and Robin "not funny" Williams comes out and a hunter comes out
and a pelican comes out and the pelican takes the game and they get it back
then they drop the game in the river then they get it back then the hunter
takes the game so they take it back but he takes it again and they take it
again and they blind him with a laser and he's okay and they dump 10,000
paint cans on him and he's okay then Robin Williams starts drowning in the
floor and the girl gets bitten by a fatally poisonous spider then the
hunter comes back and he's gonna shoot Robin Williams but then he
remembered what his abusive father told him about facing his fears so he
lets the hunter shoot him but he dropped his dice and one's been rolling
down the stairs for the last five minutes and it's a two so he wins and the
bullets stops an inch from his face and everything gets sucked back into
the game and it's 1969 and the boy's young again but he and his girlfriend
remember everything that happened up to 1995 and they grow up to get
married and they meet the kids that they met in 1995 and save their parents
from dying!!!!
Oh and I forgot one of the kids slowly turns into a monkey for no reason,
and there's a long sequence where they go to the shopping mall to knock
stuff over for a while like "Gremlins". You know this is the kind of movie
where sooner or later some cast member will start singing the "Gilligan's
Island" theme song, and it happens.
RETARDORAMA!!!!!!
It REALLY reminded me of "Radio Flyer", the movie in which the kids get
beat up over and over by their alchoholic, abusive father, and eventually
they turn their little red RADIO FLYER(R) BRAND WAGON, A PRODUCT OF THE
RADIO FLYER(R) CORPORATION into an airplane but first they meet the only
other guy who tried this when he was a kid and now he's crippled but they
do it anyway and they whack the dad's skull open with their airplane and
the little kid sails off and is never seen again and the other grows up to
be TOM HANKS!!!!!!
"Radio Flyer" is the most fundamentally misconceived movie EVER. Ranks
right up there with "Bugsy Malone" (all-singing, all-dancing,
all-pre-pubescent-cast gangster movie with kids spraying each other with
whipped cream that hardens into plaster), "The Unborn II" (Robin Curtis
blows away babies with a machine gun), "Frozen Assets" (Corbin Bernsen
doesn't realize he's running a SPERM bank for the first half hour) and the
live-action "George Of The Jungle".
-- K.
And stop complaing about the rivers in
my typography! This isn't typography, this
is brain surgery!!!

You can find a river running
vertically between the words “not funny”
in the big paragraph above.
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:
Followup-To:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Thread29
alt.fan.john-winston, alt.religion.kibology, alt.alien.visitors
Tue, 4 Feb 1997 08:12:41 GMT
welcome datacomp
alt.religion.kibology

In 15 newsgroups, "John F. Winston" <johnfwin@mlode.com> wrote:
>
> Subject: Ground Crew's Job Is Picking Up.
Feb. 3, 1997.
>
>
Here is the latest from Sheldon Nidle's helpers called the Ground
> Crew.
>
> .....................................................................
> Update by Sheldon Nidle for the Galactic Federation
>
February 2, 1997 (1 Akbal, 11 Yax, 5 Eb)
>
> [...] This 3D reality that you are
> forced to live in is indeed a most dreadful place,
Hey, nobody's forcing me to live here. I'm a fully-aware 4D guy, and I'm
just here 'cuz it's such fun to go slumming, especially when you can take a
cherry bomb and just put it inside someone's brain by reaching through the
fourth dimension and then their head explodes and they have no idea you did
it but you might as well tell them anyway because if they put you in jail
you'll just walk out through the 3D box because you're 4D and cool and Kibo
and stuff.
-- K.
And I have a 5D keyboard that prevents
carpal hypervolume syndrome!
From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

mmcirvin@world.std.com (Matt McIrvin)
Re: What is religion?
alt.religion.kibology
Fri, 21 Feb 1997 16:08:50 GMT
Software Tool & Die, Brookline MA

ARTICLE
NOT BY KIBO
(READ AT OWN RISK )

dls26@aol.com (DLS26) wrote:
>
> I do believe a war is starting in ARK...and I do mean a real one.

AOL USERS
MAKE THE
NET FUN

How can it be a war? I don't see rec.org.mensa *anywhere* in the
Newsgroups: line.
I tried to get into Mensa but they said since I only got 2600 on the SAT's
tests that I couldn't get in. So I connected a bicycle pump to my head and
inflated it real big like Felix the Cat. And then I got 3700 and they let
me in. But then I saw that all the Mega Society people were laughing at me
because I couldn't get a 246 on the Electro-Rorshach test. But I said that
that was much less than 3700 but they told me it was different. You had to
be smarter to get the same number. And I tried to think about that but I
ruptured my head and symmetrical blots of cerebrospinal fluid flew out,
and then they let me into the Mega Society.

(CONTINUED)

Then I could talk to Marilyn vos Savant and give flippant joke answers to
all her questions. Only first there was this initiation ceremony. They
took me to a room that had three doors and Arsenio Hall was there, and he
said "Behind one of these doors is a NEW CAR, and behind the other two is
something sucky, like a goat or something, and I admit that many people in
the world would love to have a goat, it would make their lives much easier
especially if it were female and gave milk, but for *you* it would be
nothing but inconvenience, so don't get any ideas about trying for the goat."
Arsenio Hall went on, "And I have perfect knowledge of the future, and I
will let you pick one door or two doors or three doors. But if you only
pick the one door I know which one it will be in advance and I've arranged
for the goat to be behind that door. Only I won't open that door, I'll
open *another* door and show you that the NEW CAR is behind it, and then
you'll have to pick the remaining door whether you like it or not, and
behind that door there won't be a goat, there will be a tiger, and it will
eat you, only you're guaranteed to not know which door you will be forced
to pick until you're forced to pick it by picking the other door that the
NEW CAR might not be behind. If you pick two doors, that means you are
greedy and I've arranged for the car to be behind the door you don't pick.
And if you pick all three doors, then I was lying and there really isn't
any new car or even a goat, there's just a tape of wacky 'Full House'
bloopers behind all three doors, and Rice-a-Roni, the San Francisco treat."
"But whatever I pick," I said, "you've *already* decided what it will be.
So no matter what you put behind the doors, it's to my advantage to pick
all three, just in case one will have the NEW CAR."
"Yes," said Arsenio Hall. "But I have perfect knowledge of the future. So
everything depends on your choice. And it is guaranteed to suck, no matter
what you choose! So don't waste your time trying to figure it out!"
So I picked all three doors. And there wasn't any goat or Rice-a-Roni or a
new car or leggy showgirls or anything, just flames and the smell of
sulfur. And Arsenio Hall ripped off his face to reveal electronic
circuits, and shouted: "HA HA! I AM THE ROBOT WHO ALWAYS LIES!" Then I had
to go to Hell! Which, as it turned out, was a Mega Society meeting with
keynote speaker Marilyn vos Savant.
-My home page:
Sci.physics FAQ:

http://world.std.com/~mmcirvin/
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/physics/faq.html

I am the robot who
NEVER lies. Marilyn vos
Savant is a GENIUS.
Just like Kirstie Alley!
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Warning! Do Not Pester The Trilobites!
alt.religion.kibology
Tue, 21 Jan 1997 09:59:34 GMT
welcome datacomp

From a Web page:
http://gpu.srv.ualberta.ca/~kbrett/Trilobites.html
>
> Note that some of these contain trilobites for sale and are not endorsed
> by me. Use caution if buying over the net. Many of the trilobites are
> fake or highly restored. Buyers beware (especially of composite plates
> or multiples, and trilobites from Morocco). At some point in the future,
> many of these links will be commented on by me.
HEY!!! I BOUGHT SOME TRILOBITES AND WHEN THEY ARRIVED THEY WERE ALL DEAD!!!!
http://www.li.net/~george/trilobites/trilobite.html
>
> Trilobites are extinct marine animals which lived gazillions of years
> ago. Real trilobites may or may not have tasted like chicken. (who
> knows?) These cookies are the result of my most recent research into
> what ancient trilobites would have tasted like if primitive biochemical
> processes were based on jam/chocolate/cookie molecules. Independent
> paleoconfectionary laboratories often ask for my formula, so I have
> placed it here for the world to enjoy.
When real paleontologists dig up a trilobite, they spend hours licking off
the chocolaty coating. Also, they don't taste like chocolate-coated
chicken. They taste like chocolate-coated horseshoe crabs that washed up on
the beach and died in New Jersey. (But the cookies DO taste like chicken.)
-- K.
The pictures on the second page are great.
Nice to see someone finally came up with a non-violent
use for Betty Crocker's deadly cookie gun!
From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
The Impossibles
alt.religion.kibology, alt.fan.mike-jittlov,
alt.tv.cartoon-network
Date:
Sat, 22 Feb 1997 09:04:10 GMT
Organization: welcome datacomp
Followup-To: alt.religion.kibology
I'm watching Hanna-Barbera's "The Impossibles", one of their typically
pathetic superhero cartoons from about 1967 or so. I am consumed by
indecision about which of the three impotent superheros I would least
dislike to be:
1. COIL MAN.
Super power: Can bounce. Things bounce off him too.
Advantage: Doesn't need pants, because his feet are connected to his waist
by a spring.

(CONTINUED)

Disadvantages: Cannot walk. Must bounce everywhere, like Clowder Rogers.
Makes "BOING BOING" noises all the time, so cannot go into libraries. Has a
shark fin on his head for no reason.
2. FLUID MAN.
Super power: Can turn into green water and squirt people.
Advantage: Requires Hanna-Barbera to do some animation.
Disadvantage: Has to wear a wetsuit and flippers all day, every day. Any
normal human would go insane and jump into a chipper-shredder if exposed to
wet neoprene that long.
3. MULTI MAN.
Super power: Can make a bridge out of copies of himself so that other
people can walk or drive over him.
Advantage: Gets to hold up a stupid little shield five time per episode
while shouting "RALLY HO!!!"
Disadvantage: Can't make anything except bridges out of copies of himself.
Requires no animation, just xerography. Must keep track of where shield
goes between uses, as it only shows up in the inserts of him saying "RALLY
HO!!!"
Oh, the angst of choosing a role model from among these doddering yet
dainty doily-daubers. Oh, the pain, the pain of it all. I shall never be
able to decide. Won't you help me decide which Impossible to be in case I
am ever forced to become one?
Geez, these guys are like the Super Globetrotters without the
jive-talking basketball satellite, oop oop brrrzt bleep WOO WOO.
-- K.
[Super Globetrotters was Hanna-Barbera's knockoff
of Hanna-Barbera's Impossibles. Hanna and Barbera
must repent by beating each other to death with
water-cooler bottles filled with pennies.]
WAYS THIS POST COULD HAVE BEEN LESS ENTERTAINING: I could have posted my
new invention, "THE DRINKING GAME DRINKING GAME". Fortunately I realized
that this was so lame it would cause Internet use to drop to zero
everywhere in the world forever, thus destroying civilization.

Oop oop
brrrzt bleep
WOO WOO!
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
STORY (old): ADVENTURES INCOMPLETENESS
alt.religion.kibology
Sat, 8 Feb 1997 08:58:03 GMT
welcome datacomp

RE-UN!
R

I wrote this two and a half years ago, and it's still as old as it ever was!
-- K.
--

ADVENTURES INCOMPLETENESS
by
James "Kibo" Parry
(C) 1994
Spot was taking a shower when he remembered the doorbell might be
ringing and he couldn't hear it. He hopped out of the shower
stall and checked. There was nobody there, like the last twenty
times he'd looked. He took another thirty seconds of his shower
and checked again.
This time friendly Mr. Mailman was there! In his sparkling
blue United States Postal Service uniform, Mr. Mailman smiled
warmly as he held out Spot's very own Free Sample of
BLAST-FROSTED YUMMY WONDER-O'S!
"Gosh, thanks!" yapped Spot, taking the tiny box and slamming
the door in Mr. Mailman's face. Spot examined the package.
FUN SIZE, it said. This meant that the cereal would taste extraspecial, even better than the big size! It was made of little
ring-shaped clusters of genuine Swiss milk chocolate and real
ripe raspberries, embedded in giant sugar crystals. M-m-m! Each
one of the little rings contained a tasty edible microprocessor
which would warn you the moment the cereal went stale, to ensure
that you were eating it at the peak of freshness! Spot ripped
the box open and was about to dump the contents into his big
mouth when he noticed:
BLAST-FROSTED YUMMY WONDER-O'S ARE PART OF A COMPLETE BREAKFAST.
Oh no! This meant that Spot couldn't eat them until he
completed the breakfast! He added a glass of orange juice, and
some buttered toast with grape jelly, and a pitcher of milk, and
half a grapefruit, and tomato juice, and a bowl of Cheerios, and
some Wheat Chex, and a Pop-Tart, and a steak, and some grated
Parmesan...
He looked at the box again to see what else he was missing.
Perhaps the nutritional information (required by law) would give
him a clue. They said that the Blast-Frosted Yummy Wonder-O's
contained at least two percent of his daily requirement of twenty
essential vitamins and minerals! The box only listed essential

(CONTINUED)

vitamins and minerals, not essential oils, so Spot poured a
gallon of Mazola over his Wonder-O's. (He always liked to drink
some essential oil every day, because his doctor said he’d die
otherwise. Spot considered essential oil to be rather important.)
Just then, the neighbor's cat strolled past the window, and
Spot ducked behind the sofa where she wouldn't see him. This
reminded him that the complete breakfast didn't yet have--yuk-cat food. He called his neighbor and borrowed a can of Science
Diet Feline Maintenance, dumping the glop into the bowl of oil
which held the Wonder-O's and the grated Parmesan. Spot hated
the idea of eating cat food, but it was worth it to get to eat
the Blast-Frosted Yummy Wonder-O's!
After adding rutabagas, and garlic, and beef tongue, and kiwi
gelato, and sushi, and a very rancid Necco SkyBar, and a rock,
Spot was about to take his first bite of the complete breakfast
when his eye fell on the morning paper. (He pushed it back into
its socket before reading the headline.)
CITY IMPROVEMENT PLAN DEFEATED
MAYOR EATS PROPOSED NEW CLOVERLEAF INTERCHANGE FOR BREAKFAST
Spot yelped in surprise! He hadn’t realized that a
cloverleaf interchange was required for every complete breakfast,
but he put one in anyway. And a player piano, and some Zima, and
a mousetrap, and a hovercraft full of eels, and a dance belt.
After scouring Isaac Walpole's "The Compleat Breakfast"
and the Oxford English Dictionary for ideas, he threw them on the
huge pile as well, and at long last Spot's breakfast was complete!
He stirred it all together with his spoon and took a biiiiig biiiiite.
It was the rock. Spot broke most of his teeth as he chewed
it up and swallowed it.
"Warning!" shouted all the microchips in the Wonder-O's,
"Your breakfast is no longer complete! The Blast-Frosted Yummy
Wonder-O's (a registered trademark of Advanced Synthetics Inc.,
supermarket to the Universe) will now self-destruct! STAND CLEAR!"
Spot cried as his breakfast exploded. Then the neighbor's
cat came in and ate it.

THE END
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:
Reply-To:
Followup-To:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: TWEETY I KNOW WHO YOU ARE
alt.religion.kibology, alt.masonic.members
Wed, 12 Feb 1997 09:23:06 GMT
welcome datacomp
duh-lookit-me-I-are-stoopid@duh.durhey.doy
alt.religion.kibology

In alt.masonic.members, mrrose@netvigator.com wrote:
>
> are you A COOL GUY ?
> do you think you LOOK LIKE STEVE MAC QUEEN ??
> do you dress up in womens' clothing ???
> have a black belt on Tae Kwon Doe ????
>
> if you are not the above, then I suspect your are the infamous (backward
> elder brother who helped raise Jhonny.
Oh no! I don't have a black belt in Tae Kwon Doe, that means I must dress
up in women's clothing! But I don't wanna dress up in womens' clothing!
Curses! I am caught in an inescapable trail of PERVERTED LOGIC!!!
If only I had a black belt in Tae Kwon Doe instead of Ultimate Fighting!
> Which are you Jhonny or the backward brother ?
Hey, Hadji isn't really Jonny's brother! However, Dr. Quest and "Race"
Bannon are secretly married... they must be or they wouldn't have been
allowed to adopt Hadji! THINK ABOUT IT... WON'T YOU?
> PLEASE FEEL FREE TO E-MAIL ME
> p.s. have a nice day, and don't forget to take your medication!.
I can't, you took it all.
> Mr. Rose
> ((in possesion of a copy of the TRUE Quox(A.I.) computer virus)
> free copies available to commercial e-mailers / spammers / iodiots etc.
Hello, I are an iodiot. Plaese sned me a TRUE Quox(A.O.) compooter vuris.
Please post it to this newsgorup as I don't know how to read e-mial.
-- K.
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:
Followup-To:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Vietmath War: Eisenhower & Kennedy prewar involvement
sci.skeptic, sci.physics, sci.math, alt.religion.kibology
Sat, 15 Feb 1997 07:04:25 GMT
welcome datacomp
alt.religion.kibology

In sci.physics/.math/.skeptic, Archimedes Plutonium wrote:
>
> [...] The domino theory is just too simplistic in our complex world.
Yeah! It's time for the PENTOMINO THEORY! Just when you think you've got
all the pieces put back in the box, you can't find a place for that damn
cross-shaped one! And what about SHMUZZLES and RUBIK'S CUBE?
Douglas Hofstadter said Rubik's Cube is a metaphor for all our societal
dilemmas and is a valuable aid to teaching quantum mechanics! The Cube will
be popular forever, just like Orbitz and the Macarena! DEATH TO ALL ROUND
OBJECTS THAT ARE THE SAME COLOR ALL OVER AND DON'T HAVE ROTATING SLICES AND
WEREN'T INVENTED BY A GUY WITH A LONG UMLAUT IN HIS NAME!!!
//
//
Next: Paul Erdos invents Erdos's Trapezoid Trap, which has OVER THREE
BILLION COMBINATIONS and less than HALF of them are THE SOLUTION!!!
-- K.
author of the subjunctive-Pulitzer-winning
Kibology, Bozosity, Orbitz:
An Optimally Bozotic Knot
(excerpts were published in my Scientific American
column, METATHETICAL TMESIS.*)
* sci.lang will now explain what
this has to do with the guy who
played the dumb guy on "The A-Team".
“Tmesis” is a phonetic blooper
which was once mentioned by
Mr. Data on “Star Trek: The
Next Genetation” to explain why
people referred to the “A-Team”
guy as “Ensign Broccoli”.

Erdo˝s’s name, like Erno˝ Rubik’s, has the special
Hungarian “long umlaut” which I can’t type on
Usenet, or anywhere else for that matter. In fact,
you’ll probably never see one. This reminds me of the
time I mentioned Oldrˇich Menhart on comp.fonts…

Also, Erdös numbers inspired Kibo Numbers.
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Newsgroups: alt.religion.kibology
From: kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Subject: Re: Vinegar enemas
Date: Fri, 7 Feb 1997 04:26:20 GMT
Organization: welcome datacomp

AOL USERS
MAKE THE
NET FUN

In alt.torture, fredmcc@ix.netcom.com (Abbadon) wrote:
>
> drmedex@aol.com (Dr Medex) writes:
> >
> > You received a reccomendation for a vinegar enema. Don't try it unless
> > it's very very dilute. Intestinal tissue is very porous (so that
> > nutrients are absorbed) - if you drink vinegar there is a special part
> > of the intestines just after the stomach which neutralizes the acid with
> > substances secreted from special cells found only there - but if you
> > pour vinegar in someone's rectum there is nothing to neutralize the acid
> > and you will drop the pH of the person's blood chemistry rapidly. This is
> > VERY dangerous and can lead to coma or even death in a surpisingly short
> > amount of time. [...]
>
>
I stand corrected! No wonder the subject suffered so much. Thanks
> for the information.
(JANE LEEVES is eating fish & chips in a restaurant. The waiter,
BENNY HILL, comes to the table.)
JANE LEEVES: Oi! This fish ain't alf bad! But it needs som'ing...
BENNY HILL: Salt?
(She nods. He takes a shaker out of his trousers and hands it to her.
She applies salt to her chips.)
JANE LEEVES: Thank yew, luv.
BENNY HILL: Pepper?
(She nods. He take a shaker out of his trousers and hands it to her.
She peppers her fish.)
JANE LEEVES: Thanks again, luv.
BENNY HILL: Vingar?
JANE LEEVES: BLEEDIN' ELL NO MATE!!!!!

-- K.
The Giant H must take on the Giant Bleeding L
in the GIANT BLEEDING L ULTIMATE KICKFEST!!!
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:
Followup-To:
Reply-To:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: 3258 Articles in this "grubor" Newsgroup?
alt.religion.kibology, alt.god.grubor, alt.religion.kibology.second-coming
Mon, 17 Mar 1997 08:41:09 GMT
Our mystery guest was widely believed to
welcome datacomp
be a certain John “Dr. G” Grubor. The
alt.dev.null
account “kibo@thecia.net” no longer exists.
duh@duh.duh.duh

In article <5g6chs$akn@news.thecia.net>, kibo@thecia.net (kibo) wrote:
>
> Just how did this "grubor" guy get 3258 Articles in this here newsgroup?
>
> And just who is this guy? I have only been gone for a few years, and
> I never remember ever seeing this guy.
>
> -kibo
>
> ps: I have a whole new job and style now B-)
Pretending to be one of the grown-ups is so cute in a child, especially
watching him walk around in Daddy's big shoes. That's nice, kid. Just don't
pee on them again. Now why don't you go play house? Run along and make your
little mud pies in rec.org.mensa.
-- K.
Heck, they don't like people who are
remotely similar to Kibo, so they should love you.
From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:
Reply-To:

bs904@FreeNet.Carleton.CA (Andrew Nellis)
3-K: The Game of Usenet
news.admin.net-abuse.misc, alt.genius.bill-palmer
22 Apr 1997 00:53:24 GMT
The National Capital FreeNet
bs904@FreeNet.Carleton.CA (Andrew Nellis)

ARTICLE
NOT BY KIBO
(READ AT OWN RISK )

3-K, a Kard Game for 3-4 players
(Kooks, Kops, and Kibo)
by A. Nellis
3-K is played with a standard 52 card deck, plus one joker. Each player
begins the game with 10 Breidbart Points. The objective of the game is
either to reach 0 Breidbart Points, at which point the player wins, or to
force all other players to reach 20 Breidbart Points, at which point they
lose.
Several cards have unique names as follows:
- All cards belonging to a red suit (Diamonds and Hearts) are referred
to as "Flames," and are treated as belonging to the same suit.
- The King of Flames is referred to as the FLAME GIANT.
- The Joker is referred to as the Grubor.

(CONTINUED)

- All royal cards of both Clubs and Spades (Jack, Queen, King) are known
collectively as "the Cabal."
- All Aces Are Known As Fluffies. (meow)
Card values, from lowest to highest, are: Fluffy, Two, Three, Four, Five,
Six, Seven, Eight, Nine, Ten, Jack, Queen, King (FLAME GIANT). This remains
the same for all suits.

Terminology:
- Lewis: One may either be or have the Lewis. The person who has the
Lewis is also known as the Lewis. The player who has the Lewis
is the person who leads each Thread by being first to put down
a card.
- Thread: After each player has selected and thrown down a card, this is
known as a Thread.
- Spam: A single Spam is composed of numerous Threads.
when all cards have been played.

The Spam is over

Set-Up:
One player is chosen to begin the game as Dealer, known as the "Moderator,"
either by consensus or by cutting the deck for high card. Begining with
him- or herself, the Moderator deals out the entire deck face-down to the
players in a clockwise direction. The Moderator begins each new Spam as
the Lewis.

Game Play:
Each player, beginning with the player who has the Lewis and proceeding in a
clockwise direction, takes a card from his or her hand and places it in the
middle of the table. If no other player has yet placed a card face-down,
any player except the last to play may do so, announcing "I am Kibo." When
this occurs, the card is left upside down until the end of the round, known
as a "Thread." The Thread is over when every player who has cards remaining
has placed a card on the table.
The player who wins the Thread collects all the cards from the middle of the
table and places them in front of him or her for later counting. This player
now has the Lewis, and begins a new Thread by placing a card on the table.
If the winning player has no cards left, the Lewis passes to the person on
that player's right.
When all cards have been played, the hand, known as the Spam, is over. The
player to the Moderator's right becomes the new Moderator, and a new Spam is
begun.

(CONTINUED)

Values and Scoring:
The player who is Lewis and throws down the first card in a Thread may
select any suit (clubs, spades, or flames, as well as the Grubor). Each
player after that MUST play a card of that suit if they have one. If the
player does not have a card of that suit, they may throw down a card of any suit.
The player who plays the card with the highest value _of the suit selected
by the Lewis_ has won the Thread and becomes the new Lewis. Note that if
one Lewises with the Grubor, since there are no other cards of that suit,
the Lewising player will automatically win the Thread.
Since there are two of every Flame, if the same Flame is played by two
players, the first to play is considered the winner. The two ways, then,
to automatically win the Thread are to lead with the Grubor or the FLAME GIANT.
At the end of each Thread, each player passes the cards he or she has won to
the player on their left, who works out their values. Any player who has no
flames may subtract two Breidbart Points from their score. The player who
has the most flames must add two Breidbart Points to their score. The player
who has the Grubor must also add two Bredibart Points to their score. All
other players may subtract one Breidbart Point from their score.
The exception to this is anyone who has successfully performed a Boursy.
This is done by winning every flame plus the Grubor. A player who has
successfully Boursied may either reduce his or her score by four Breidbart
Points, or force everyone else to take three Breidbart Points.
"I am Kibo":
If a player has chosen to announce "I am Kibo" and placed a card face-down,
at the end of the Thread the card is flipped over. If this card would
normally have won the thread, the player (who is really Kibo) may take the
Thread him- or herself, or may force any person of his or her choosing to
do so. If the card would not normally have won, the player who actually
won the Thread may, at that player's option, force player who declared "I
am Kibo" (who is not really Kibo) to win the Thread instead.
-+-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-+
| Andrew Nellis
|
| bs904@freenet.carleton.ca |
+-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-+

.....Who so would be a man must be a........
.
nonconformist. Nothing is at last
.
.
sacred but the integrity of your
.
.....own mind. [Ralph Waldo Emerson].......

Last known photograph of John Grubor.
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From:
kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Subject:
Re: 3-K: The Game of Usenet
Newsgroups:
news.admin.net-abuse.misc, alt.genius.bill-palmer,
alt.religion.kibology
Date:
Sun, 27 Apr 1997 07:13:01 GMT
Organization: welcome datacomp
Followup-To: alt.religion.kibology
In news.admin.net-abuse.misc/alt.genius.bill-palmer,
bs904@FreeNet.Carleton.CA (Andrew Nellis) wrote:
>
>
3-K, a Kard Game for 3-4 players
>
(Kooks, Kops, and Kibo)
>
by A. Nellis
>
> [...]
> If a player has chosen to announce "I am Kibo" and placed a card face-down,
> at the end of the Thread the card is flipped over. If this card would
> normally have won the thread, the player (who is really Kibo) may take the
> Thread him- or herself, or may force any person of his or her choosing to
> do so. If the card would not normally have won, the player who actually
> won the Thread may, at that player's option, force player who declared "I
> am Kibo" (who is not really Kibo) to win the Thread instead.
This is too easy. You have to use your hands? It's like a baby's game!
I'm still looking forward to starting a game of Fifty-Two Megabyte Pickup
over Usenet. ALL OVER Usenet.
Hey everybody in rec.org.mensa, think fast!
-- K.
But not so fast that
your brain goes faster
than your mouth and you
turn into Bob Newhart.
If this happens, call me
so I can do my impression
of the guy talking to Bob:
"Uh-huh... (pause) yeah...
(pause) yeah... (pause)
yep... (pause) yeah..."

“You have to use your
hands? That’s like a baby’s
game!” is the best line in
“Back To The Future II”.
And I do consider the
majority of video games to
be baby games.

THE BUTTON-DOWN POLYESTER LEISURE SUIT OF BOB NEWHART.

From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Web TV in Action
alt.religion.kibology
Tue, 29 Apr 1997 07:20:40 GMT
welcome datacomp

We bT V
WebT
AOL USERS
MAKE THE
NET FUN

Michael Straight <straight@email.unc.edu> wrote:
>
> On Fri, 25 Apr 1997 in rec.music.artists.kings-x dnar@webtv.net wrote:
> >
> > I have an idea but I don't know if it is feasible or not. Anyway,here
> > goes. Would this newsgroup like to have King's X songs playing in the
> > background while we read and post at RMAKX? I don't have the capability
> > to do this as I"m on web tv and it can't create. This I think would be
> > cool for several reasons. 1. It wouldn't be so boring†2. If we had
> > requests posted by the NG we would find out which songs were most
> > popular. 3. For visitors to this NG it would give an opportunity for
> > newbies to the X, a chance to become familiar with their music and
> > become addicts like us, then they would go out and buy all 6 cds
> > sales figures would rise and everybody would be happy! Any opinions on
> > this? If the band won't allow it for whatever reason I'll understand and
> > just listen to the cds. KING'S X 4-EVER! Rand
I should explain that WebTV really *does* have K00L background music that
plays as you browse. It's kind of like the Internet's laugh track.

-- K.
By the way, while you're reading this
article with your WebTV, you should
be hearing the glorious digital Dolby
surround sound recording of Kibo
singing "Goldfinger" accompanied by
Davy Jones, Micky Dolenz, & Chucky Manson.
From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Web TV in Action
alt.religion.kibology
Wed, 7 May 1997 07:09:09 GMT
welcome datacomp

This was the first time I used an
“APPLAUSE” sign at the
end of one of my posts.
Since then, I’ve done so many
times, because, let’s face it, I
don’t get enough applause.

Andy Wing (awing@thunder.nojunk.temple.edu) wrote:
>
> kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry) wrote:
> >
> > I should explain that WebTV really *does* have K00L background music that
> > plays as you browse. It's kind of like the Internet's laugh track.
>
>
Make *sure* you turn the volume waaaayy down before visiting Matt
> Legare's Kook of the Month page! I've heard that Grubor can push 120dB.
I said LAUGH track, not DUH track.
-- K.
I've got a "WOOOOOOOOO!!!" track!
[ APPLAUSE ]
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Subject:
From:
Newsgroups:
Date:

anything gets better when taken out of context.
kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
alt.religion.kibology
1997/04/15

I felt the need to apologize
after posting this one; I was too
rude to the story’s author. Just
because I pulled out the most
awkwardly-written paragraph,
I shouldn’t have said it sucked.

The story under review kind of sucks, except for the following well-written
pair of sentences:
> Angela wasn't a lesbian, but she was very attracted to this mannequin.
> It didn't matter that it was now next to the mannequin in the red
> chiffon dress that Calvin was obsessed with where it wasn't before.
-- K.
That's all you need to know. Please kill Bob Hope.
From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: anything gets better when taken out of context.
alt.religion.kibology
1997/04/19

macnair@ionet.net wrote:
>
>
T
his is better than it would be in context?
D

Toci

ear Toci,

fdisfhudfkghuidfkghoidhgiufhgiuhfkjsdhfkdshfjkdjdYESjughrkgfhsdkjhghk.
welcome datacomp.
-- K.
P.S. Better to be quoted out of context
than to be quoted out of pants.
From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:
Followup-To:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: A funny thing happened in Math class today...
alt.religion.kibology, alt.comedy.slapstick.3-stooges, alt.tv.commercials
Sat, 19 Apr 1997 07:27:13 GMT
welcome datacomp
alt.religion.kibology

smuga-ot@math.wisc.edu (Maciej Jeremiah Smuga-Otto) wrote:
>
> Do you ever have this problem where you're about to post something
> that seems both funny and relevant , and then when you try typing
> it up, it just doesn't scan right, and come to think about it, isn't as
> funny as you first thought, and so you get depressed at your pathetic
> inability to express anything humorous or intelligent, and just post
> some meaningless garbage in the hopes that SOMEONE out there thinks it's
> a terribly obscure inside joke, and then you log out of your account
> feeling kind of cheap?
This is about the mannequins, isn't it?

(CONTINUED)

(MANNEQUIN PORNOGRAPHY CONTINUES)

(MANNEQUIN SMUT CONTINUES)
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> Well, this sort of thing never happens to me. I only post on usenet to
> keep the legend alive. It's a prayer-wheel type of thing.
HEY KIDS! Wanna fun snack? Grab yourself some crackers and some cheese and
I'll show you how to make a WAGON PRAYER WHEEL! (Imagine Kibo is a small,
round, yellow, Depatie-Freling animated character whose lips are moving
through the fourth dimension.) When you're hungry and you don't have time
for a prayer, make a Wagon Prayer Wheel outta a hunka hunka hunka cheese!
And remember, there are four food groups! Eat them all all the time! [a comet
zooms across the screen, dripping the sentence fragment "THE MORE YOU KNOW".]
[commercial]
NED: Hey, let's go to Diaper Burger!
FRED: No way! I'm not eating at no Diaper Burger!
NED: But they have the best burgers in the world. They're and are
nutricious and delicious and contain no diapers.
FRED: But then why is it called Diaper Burger?
NED: Here, try this one and you'll see.
[FRED takes a bite, and his pants disappear with a "ding!"... he is now
wearing diapers.]
FRED: Wow! This burger tastes so good I don't mind wearing diapers!
SEVERAL OTHER PEOPLE WEARING DIAPERS: That goes double for us! [singing and
high-kicking] Diapers... diapers... diapers! La la la la DIAPERS!!!!
NED: See, I told you Diaper Burger was better than anything. Try another bite!
[FRED takes another bite, and with a "ding!" his head turns into a talking
diaper.]
DIAPERHEAD FRED: Golly! These burgers are super!
NED: Diaper Burger! Eat one today!
SEVERAL OTHER PEOPLE WEARING DIAPERS: La la la la la DIAPERS DIAPERS DIAPERS!!!
VOICE-OVER: You must eat burger to wear diaper.
[ding!]
-- K.
MMMMMM, BEEFY!!!!!!!!

END OF MANNEQUIN PORNOGRAPHY,
EXCEPT FOR PICTURES OF DESI JR.
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

David Cassel <destiny@wco.com>
April Fool's on AOL
alt.religion.kibology
1 Apr 1997 09:00:05 GMT
West Coast Online, Inc.

ARTICLE
NOT BY KIBO
(READ AT OWN RISK )

Last year AOL pulled a prank on their 5.5 million users, announcing that
life had been discovered--on Mars!
Unfortunately, a few months later, this turned out to be true--so *this*
year to celebrate the holiday, they just created keyword "April Fool". It
had some AOL-produced content--like pranks you would pull on celebrities.
("Al Gore: Send him a case of 'Hair in a Can'. Jenny McCarthy: Send her
a case of 'Brain in the Can.') But its central feature was an April
Fool's message board for AOLers.
To test it out, I visited one of the folders -- "Your Best Prank Ever".
But no matter how hard I tried, I could never forget that I was on AOL.
Subj:

funnee one!!!!!!!!!

send someone a bunch of magazine subscriptions.

Subj:

THE BEST

Put dye in their hair gel!

Subj:

ITS FUNNY!!!!!

AOL USERS
MAKE THE
NET FUN

ON TEACHERS

GLUE ON THEIR SEET GETS THEM EVERY TIME!!!!!!1

Subj:

toilet

put saran wrap on the toilet and when somebodys got to go........

Subj:

Re:toilet

that was mine!

I came in late to this thread--but I realized it didn't make much of a difference.
Subj:

Re:Broken arm

that's a good one!

(CONTINUED)

In 1995, chat represented 40% of AOL's usage, Ted Leonsis conceded
recently. In fact, AOL's bulletin boards display messages
chronologically--rather than by thread. Combine those two factors with 8
million useers--and you've got a recipe for....something.
Re-creation of an actual AOL thread.
that was soooo funny!!
"What is it?"
That would be good!!!!!

Hilarious, even!

lol thats good
ROFLMAO!!!!!

Good one

that's mean!
Unfortunately, I couldn't find the first post in the thread.
matter. In the points-for- trying department.....
Subj:

But no

‹ Read this please ‹

aPRIL f00L'S !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! HA HA HA HA
MADE CHA L00K
Before leaving, I selected one more prank at random.
read "Jewelry Box."

The subject line

It looked auspicious. (The first sentence remarked that "it was sooooo
funny!") Then the sublime plan unfolded....
"What you need is one of those little jewlery boxes or some typr
that you get earrings in a shovel and dog poop."
Er, dare we move on to "what to do:"
"go outside with your little jewelry box and pick up the dog poop
with your shovel and put the poop inside that little box, then you
put it on teh side of the road and wait for the fun to begin"
Sage advice followed: "make sure you are outside when it hapens so you
can see teh expression on his/her face." (A humorous side note: the
poster's user profile was written entirely in caps!)
The headline for keyword "April Fools" on AOL read "Pranks. Gags.
Yeah." But one final post succinctly captured the area's flavor.

Fun.

(CONTINYUED!!!

Subj:

Re:My most successful prank.

I HATE TODAY

destiny@wco.com

/\

This has been Part 19 of "Life on AOL - The Series!"
/
\
Visit "AOL Watch" for more AOL fun -- daily!
==============================================================================
/__________\
http://www.wco.com/~destiny/time.htm
From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
A brief visit with Kibo.
alt.religion.kibology, alt.religion.kibology.orthodox,
alt.religion.kibology.second-coming, alt.exploding.kibo, alt.politics.kibo
Date:
Sun, 2 Mar 1997 11:10:32 GMT
Organization: welcome datacomp
(FADE IN TO SCENE OF ELEGANT RESORT.)
INTERVIEWER: We're here at the ultra-prest-ee-gee-ous Club Ned because
we've been granted a brief glimpse into the hilariously wacky world of
everyone's favorite entertainment personality, the one and only Kibo. Kibo
has graciously agreed to spend a few of his precious moments with us.
(KIBO ENTERS, WEARING A LAMPSHADE ON HIS HEAD AND INHALING HELIUM FROM A
TANK ON HIS BACK. HE BEGINS TO TWIRL AROUND WHILE SHOUTING IN A
HIGH-PITCHED VOICE.)
KIBO: I'm Fudgy The Whale! Love me! I am Fudgy The Whale and I am here to
invent the light bulb! I don't like cheese! Mr. Wizard thinks he's so
smart, but I'm Fudgy The Whale! I own Schenectady! Gondola! Nougat! Wheeeeeeee!
(KIBO FALLS INTO THE SWIMMING POOL, WHICH EXPLODES.)
INTERVIEWER: Well, I guess that's all the time Kibo can spare. Gosh, that
light bulb thing sounds hard! We gotta go, folks. Good night, and remember,
alt.tv.seaquest is easier to flummox than any other newsgroup!
(KIBO'S ZANY CLOSING THEME MUSIC BEGINS PLAYING, UNDERWATER.)
-- K.
Yes, even rec.org.mensa is speedier
on the uptake than alt.tv.seaquest.
Or as I like to call it,
WHEEEEEEEEQUEST! NO MORE BACON!!!!!!
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: A brief visit with Kibo.
alt.religion.kibology, alt.religion.kibology.orthodox,
alt.religion.kibology.second-coming, alt.exploding.kibo, alt.politics.kibo
Date:
Sat, 15 Mar 1997 05:49:37 GMT
Organization: welcome datacomp
Followup-To: alt.religion.kibology
Roger.Douglas@tafensw.edu.au (Roger Douglas) wrote:
>
> kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry) wrote:
> >
> > (KIBO ENTERS, WEARING A LAMPSHADE ON HIS HEAD AND INHALING HELIUM FROM A
> > TANK ON HIS BACK. HE BEGINS TO TWIRL AROUND WHILE SHOUTING IN A
> > HIGH-PITCHED VOICE.)
> >
> > KIBO: I'm Fudgy The Whale! Love me! I am Fudgy The Whale and I am here to
> > invent the light bulb! I don't like cheese! Mr. Wizard thinks he's so
> > smart, but I'm Fudgy The Whale! I own Schenectady! Gondola! Nougat!
> > Wheeeeeeee!
>
> The Hollywood gossip mill is working overtime as rumour and
> counter-rumour circulate over who will be chosen to play Kibo in the
> forthcoming production of "Kibo Meets Beetlejuice".
As long as I don't meet TraderJoe'sChunkyALoeVeraJuice.
> Amongst the crowd jostling for the plum role are said to be Sean
> Connery, Mel Gibson, Tom Cruise, Harrison Ford and Madonna.
I vote for Mel Gibson, because he's gay and so couldn't possibly sleep with
my wife, the lovely and talented Claudia Christian. Also his heinie is
almost as nice as mine. Worse hair though.
>
>
>
>

There are also strong rumours that a number of companies are eager to
contribute animated versions of Kibo, with Walt Disney proposing a
muppet version, possibly modelled on Fozzie Bear, and Warner Bros.
eager to revitalize the jaded image of Daffie Duck.

Don't forget the world's most famous Adult Baby, Harvey Comics' "Baby Huey".
Watch him spray Agent Orange all over Vietnam while saying "GA GA GOO GOO!"
It's so funny you'll throw up!
> Other sources close to the studio say that Kibo may be played by up to
> six different actors in the movie, including a sheep and a gorilla.
I want to be played by E.T., R2-D2, the dinosaurs from "Jurassic Park", and
the line from "The Dot & The Line".
> Meanwhile, it has been announced that the part of Kibo confidante and
> close associate Roger Douglas is to be played by Arnold
> Schwarzenegger.
You misspelled "Stang". Hope this hells.
-- K.
God bless this mess.
Notice there is no P in it.
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
A Fragment Of Poesy.
alt.religion.kibology
Fri, 25 Apr 1997 04:50:08 GMT
welcome datacomp

The Curious Case Of M. McM----------by Edgar Allen Pooh
Halfway up the stair,
I met a man with two-tone hair...
MATT McIRVIN WILL NOW WRITE THE OTHER FIFTEEN PAGES. THE END.
-- K.
He better, it's my Constitutional right!!!
From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

mmcirvin@world.std.com (Matt McIrvin)
Re: A Fragment Of Poesy.
alt.religion.kibology
Sat, 26 Apr 1997 05:29:08 GMT
Software Tool & Die, Brookline MA

nickb@primenet.com (Nick S Bensema) wrote:
>
> James "Kibo" Parry <kibo@world.std.com> wrote:
> >
> > MATT McIRVIN WILL NOW WRITE THE OTHER FIFTEEN PAGES. THE END.
> >
> >
-- K.
> >
He better, it's my Constitutional right!!!
>
> What if he's not an American?

ARTICLE
NOT BY KIBO
(READ AT OWN RISK )

[Matt's computer screen with waving patriotic flag, bearing a lizard
labeled "DON'T TREAD ON ME, FOR I AM IGUANA IGUANA POWERSURGIUS, NOTE TO
SELF, GAR IS A WOMAN, FRY CUTE LITTLE IGUANA EGGS FOR BREAKFAST, 10 FPS."
Music: "Pomp and Circumstance," our national anthem]
But I am! Before I write the other fifteen pages, however, I must process
the information now entering my optic nerve, as my patriotic duty.
[Camera swings around from the screen and zooms in tightly on Matt's right
eyeball, revealing a pair of parentheses, and, behind them, an elliptical
tunnel made of dark gray and light gray segments that slowly shade to
stark black and white as the camera hurtles down the tunnel, which now
curves and writhes in all directions. The camera is following the words
"Edgar Allen Pooh" written in distressed Helvetica letters, which tumble
as they hurtle. Spooky Danny Elfman music. A Time Cookie covered with
microchips and oats tumbles past, then a spindle-shaped object seemingly
made of gold. Then the tunnel opens out to a striped cavern swarming with
beetle-like machines tending a multiply-galleried mechanism that extends
from floor to ceiling.]

(CONTINUED)

MECHANISM

Shlurp. Shlurp. BOING. Shlurp. Shlurp. BOING.

[Camera zooms in on a beetle-like machine.]
BEETLE-LIKE MACHINE [voice of Mel Blanc]

It's a living!

[The words "Edgar Allen Pooh" enter a gaping slot at the front of the
giant mechanism. The whole thing starts clattering and shaking; it
seems to be jammed in there. Finally, there is a rending noise, and
the mechanism emits, from a second slot marked TRADE IN USED FARECARD,
the words "e. e. 'Doc' cummings." Strings connected ultimately to
Matt's fingers, and attached at this end to pulleys on the mechanism,
start to wiggle.]
it's
spring)
and the triangulareyed little chickladorianman
comes:
bouncing
via

strappedonbergenholm
pinK:

Dr. McIrvin, when asked if
he would explain this article
to Kibo so that Kibo could
explain it to you, said
something along the lines of
“This is the post I explained
on my Web page, you
moron,” so you’ll get an
explanation after this article.

completelypink not just pinkish
pinkthroughand through
and kimballandbuskirk come running
to the unbelievably: hostile;environment of the center
of
a lambentsphere of violetcoruscating actinic light
produced by
BRILLIANT
q-beam; helices: of tenthousandmassed ships of
galactic patrolwhere solidmatteritself could not
conceivably survive the massed energies of the almost
unimaginably violent forces brought to bear by the
awesome power of the Negasphere! (and it's
Spring
boskones die] [before they're stalled
boskones die cause gharlane called
gharlane trolls
good boskones bite
boskones enjoy
(eddore knows whoy)

(CONTINUED)

(with evil sadistic glee in their redly glowing eyes as
they contemplate saturnalia of indescribable alien lust
visited upon the flesh of innocent victims but for the
tireless efforts of genetically flawless auburn-haired
lensmen and their arisian-built pseudo-living incorruptible
psychic amplifiers)
the hope you're stoned on thionite
but
while we have ships and clear ether which
give us speed
to conquer worlds with
who cares if some oneeyed sonofabitch
gives us scissors to cut out Words with?

- e. e. "Doc" cummings
-Your font is:

Proportional

The amazing Font-o-Meter!

Monospaced
^
http://world.std.com/~mmcirvin/

NOW
TURN
THE
PAGE
FOR
A
DIAGRAM
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For you foreigners or American high school students,
slogan on American Revolutionary War flag.

[Matt's computer screen with waving patriotic flag, bearing a lizard
labeled "DON'T TREAD ON ME, FOR I AM IGUANA IGUANA POWERSURGIUS, NOTE TO
SELF, GAR IS A WOMAN, FRY CUTE LITTLE IGUANA EGGS FOR BREAKFAST, 10 FPS."
Music: "Pomp and Circumstance," our national anthem]

Mac OS easter egg (a waving flag with an “iguana
powersurgius”) which runs at ten frames per second
on Matt’s wimpy 6100AV.

But I am! Before I write the other fifteen pages, however, I must process
the information now entering my optic nerve, as my patriotic duty.

One of Matt’s friends has an iguana named
Gar, who was later discovered to be female
when she laid eggs all over.

[Camera swings around from the screen and zooms in tightly on Matt's right
eyeball, revealing a pair of parentheses, and, behind them, an elliptical
tunnel made of dark gray and light gray segments that slowly shade to
stark black and white as the camera hurtles down the tunnel, which now
curves and writhes in all directions. The camera is following the words
"Edgar Allen Pooh" written in distressed Helvetica letters, which tumble
as they hurtle. Spooky Danny Elfman music. A Time Cookie covered with
microchips and oats tumbles past, then a spindle-shaped object seemingly
made of gold. Then the tunnel opens out to a striped cavern swarming with
beetle-like machines tending a multiply-galleried mechanism that extends
from floor to ceiling.]
MECHANISM Shlurp. Shlurp. BOING. Shlurp. Shlurp. BOING.

One of the several marches in the “Pomp & Circumstance” suite
is that thing they always play when you graduate. There are a
couple on the “Clockwork Orange” soundtrack to kill time.

Irwin Allen’s “The Time Tunnel”
(see picture below)

Tim Burton movies

Tim Burton’s favorite visual image is anything long and stripey.
Baffling special effect from “The Philadelphia
Experiment” which looked like a flying cookie
covered with transistors (see picture below)

From the stargate sequence of Arthur C. Clarke’s novel
of the movie of his book “2001: A Space Odyssey”.

[Camera zooms in on a beetle-like machine.]

Matt is aroused by the energeticallypumping machine under the tarp in
“Willy Wonka & The Chocolate Factory”.

BEETLE-LIKE MACHINE [voice of Mel Blanc] It's a living!

Flintstones joke, used at least once per episode

[The words "Edgar Allen Pooh" enter a gaping slot at the front of the
giant mechanism. The whole thing starts clattering and shaking; it
seems to be jammed in there. Finally, there is a rending noise, and
Washington, D.C. subway machines
sometimes spit out new farecards from the
the mechanism emits, from a second slot marked TRADE IN USED FARECARD,
same slot they eat the old ones with! Eww!
the words "e. e. 'Doc' cummings." Strings connected ultimately to
E. C. “Doc” Smith wrote very influential early science fiction, with huge
Matt's fingers, and attached at this end to pulleys on the mechanism,
space battles and millions of tons of coruscatingly awkward prose.
start to wiggle.]
Best known for the Lensman series.
e. e. cummings wrote poetry and liked to do funny things with the shift
and tab keys on his typewriter. He was born about a block and a half
from where Matt wrote this. Big fat hairy deal.

it's
spring)

Matt nails the two of them together to create this bad sci-fi poem.

and the triangulareyed little chickladorianman
comes:

They were pink with triangular eyes. Doc Smith seemed
oddly intent on stressing just how pink they were.

bouncing
via
strappedonbergenholm

The Bergholm drive canceled a ship’s inertia so it could fly
faster than light. They also made portable ones for people.

pinK:
completelypink not just pinkish
pinkthroughand through
and kimballandbuskirk come running
to the unbelievably: hostile;environment of the center
of
a lambentsphere of violetcoruscating actinic light
produced by

Kimball Kinison and van Buskirk
were heroes in the Lensman books.

Time Tunnel

BRILLIANT
q-beam; helices: of tenthousandmassed ships of
galactic patrolwhere solidmatteritself could not
conceivably survive the massed energies of the almost
unimaginably violent forces brought to bear by the
awesome power of the Negasphere! (and it's
Spring

A weapon made of antimatter.

Time Cookie

continued

Boskone was the criminal organization trying to take over
the galaxy. (Also an annual science fiction convention in
Boston.) Here it replaces e. e. cummings’s word “kumrads”.

boskones die] [before they're stalled
boskones die cause gharlane called
gharlane trolls
good boskones bite
boskones enjoy
(eddore knows whoy)
(with evil sadistic glee in their redly glowing eyes as
they contemplate saturnalia of indescribable alien lust
visited upon the flesh of innocent victims but for the
tireless efforts of genetically flawless auburn-haired
lensmen and their arisian-built pseudo-living incorruptible
psychic amplifiers)

Gharlane of Eddore was an evil being.
He frequently posts to Usenet. (See the index.)
His real name is Manly Bannister.

What index?

On Usenet, trolling is the art of getting newbies to
respond seriously to the most blatantly ludicrous
statements. (i.e. “I hear that ‘Star Trek’ and
‘Babylon 5’ are merging next season. Major
Barrett himself told me.”)

Heroes bred by the Arisians to ward off Boskone
with their Lenses and… oh, hell with it.

the hope you're stoned on thionite
The most addictive drug in the galaxy.
Clearly ripped off from Frank Herbert’s “Ice”.

but
while we have ships and clear ether which
give us speed

A troll (or trawl, in the original terminology.)

to conquer worlds with
who cares if some oneeyed sonofabitch
gives us scissors to cut out Words with?

Like most scientists, Matt has a potty mouth.

- e. e. "Doc" cummings
-Your font is:

Proportional Monospaced
^
The amazing Font-o-Meter! http://world.std.com/~mmcirvin/

Kibo plagiarized most of these explanations from here.

Matt’s Font-o-Meter was his
attempt to repeat the success of
his Indent-o-Meter (see the
1996 book). On the next page,
we shall test it to destruction.

Johnny Carson as Matt McIrvin
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SCIENTIFIC TEST
Will Dr. Matt McIrvin’s Font-o-Meter withstand Kibo’s typographic torture?
-Your font is:

Monospaced Letter Gothic: PASS
^
http://world.std.com/~mmcirvin/

Proportional

The amazing Font-o-Meter!
-Your font is:

Helvetica: PASS
Proportional Monospaced
^
The amazing Font-o-Meter! http://world.std.com/~mmcirvin/
-Your font is:

Monospaced Courier: PASS
^
http://world.std.com/~mmcirvin/

Proportional

The amazing Font-o-Meter!

-Your font is:

Times Roman: PASS
Proportional Monospaced
^
The amazing Font-o-Meter! http://world.std.com/~mmcirvin/
-Your font is:

Stop: PASS
Proportional Monospaced
^
The amazing Font-o-Meter! http://world.std.com/~mmcirvin/

-Your font is:

Futura Light: FAIL
Proportional Monospaced
^
The amazing Font-o-Meter! http://world.std.com/~mmcirvin/
-Zapf Dingbats: PASS
Your font is:
Proportional Monospaced
^
The amazing Font-o-Meter! http://world.std.com/~mmcirvin/

-Your font is:

Proportional Monospaced

Braggadocio: FAIL
( font does not include “^”)

The amazing Font-o-Meter! http://world.std.com/~ mmcirvin/
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Am I John_-_Winston?
alt.religion.kibology
Sat, 19 Apr 1997 06:58:52 GMT
welcome datacomp

I'll have you folks know that I'm comparing quality
of two digital video boards by having "The Milpitas
Monster" play in two different windows on the same
computer that ALLOWS ME TO POST THIS STUFF TO USENET.
The movie is EVEN BETTER when you watch it on your
computer, because putting it in a 320x240 window
increases the resolution. (In this movie, you often
see actors coughing because they inhaled a lungful
of film grain.)
I still can't find John_-_Winston's cameo anywhere.
I'm starting to think this wasn't really made in
Milpitas but in some wimpy town that doesn't have a
local John_-_Winston.

John_-_Winston visits the
legendary Hat Warping Zone.

-- K.
Someday I'll film my masterpiece,
THE DAY THE WORLD RAN OUT OF CARDBOARD.

From the opening title sequence of
The Milpitas Monster.
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

tanner@math.wisc.edu (Stephen Will Tanner)
Re: Army of Me
alt.religion.kibology
23 Apr 1997 14:21:48 GMT
University of Wisconsin, Madison

ARTICLE
NOT BY KIBO
(READ AT OWN RISK )

Jay C Jachimiak (jaycjay@panix.com) wrote:
:
: On 22 Apr 1997 17:48:51 GMT, in alt.religion.kibology
: tanner@math.wisc.edu (Stephen Will Tanner) wrote:
: >
: > I don't get this line at all, but I still laugh because it's in ALL CAPS!
: >
: > ALL-CAPS ARE THE LAUGH-TRACK OF USENET!
:
: Hmm. But if that were true, we wouldn't laugh at stuff in ALL CAPS,
: just like we don't laugh at sitcoms with laugh tracks.
Ultimate labor-saving device.
Gesture Professor: So, as you see, the human body burns fifty calories
per hour in sleep, and fifty-one per hour while watching the
television[5]. With the new "laughtrack", "awww-track" and "gasp-track",
there is no need for outward display of any (admittedly unlikely)
emotional response to the stimuli--and thus we bring the number
down, down, down to fifty-and-a-half. Down, down...
What I'm wondering is this:
What's the real-world equivalent of writing this way?
Lots of short paragraphs.
All double spaced, so that the eyes rest on one, like twin bees, before
slipping down, down, down to the next.
It adds a sort of dramatic effect.
But it's really Jaffo's thing.

I find myself doing it a lot.

And what it sounds like to me...is...one of those black Baptist preachers.
Jaffo, you are a black southern Baptist preacher!
(It's things like this that make it easier to know who's who on ark,
even if it's translated into asieoniezi)
[1] You can even
[2] recognize the
[3] people who use
[4] footnotes!
[5] At least according to my 7th grade health class.
a table in a green box, at the top of a page)

(It was written in

(CONTINUED)

:
:
:

-Jay
jaycjay@panix.com
the "c" stands for "charisma"

To get to sleep last night, I tried matching kibologists with X-men.
One of the pairings I was surest of was: Jaycjay as Gambit.
One of my video game manuals claims that Gambit "has the power to
focus and project kinetic energy". The other one says that he "can throw
playing cards with deadly accuracy".
Can throw playing cards with deadly accuracy?
power for good, not evil. <snicker>

Dude, make sure you use your

Also, one manual stipulates: "Your pet looks like a dog.

But it is a monster."

I can't decide whether Kiboluv should be Jubilee or Juggernaut.
(KIBOLUV WILL FLATTEN YOU! =D =D
SQEEEEZES!)
-Stephen Tanner (tanner@math.wisc.edu)

From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Army of Me
alt.religion.kibology
Tue, 29 Apr 1997 07:15:34 GMT
welcome datacomp

mmcirvin@world.std.com (Matt McIrvin) wrote:
>
> bediger@csn.net (Bruce Ediger) wrote:
> >
> > Now hold it right there, sonny!
> >
> > I thought you guys made up Truman Bradley, Jr and Coolidge Mercer.
>
> Truman Bradley was a real guy.
But Frank Baxter is realler, because he's doing infomercials now.
-- K.
Electricity is your fiend!

aka “The Gesture Professor”,
appearing in The Mole People.
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Subject:
From:
Date:
Newsgroups:

Re: THE PROFESSIONAL INTERPRETER WILL SUBMIT the SERVICES In St.-Petersburg (Russia)
kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
1997/04/15
alt.religion.kibology

In several newsgroups, "Alexs\"s" <atlantis@mail.wplus.net> wrote:
>
> THE PROFESSIONAL INTERPRETER WILL SUBMIT the SERVICES In St.-Petersburg
> (Russia) ON a MEETING And SUPPORT of GROUPS, TWO-SIDED TRANSLATION,
> NEGOTIATING, EXPERIENCE of TEACHING IN ENGLISH 5 YEARS ABROAD, THERE IS the
> AUTOMOBILE
> VALUES SIMPLY RIDICULOUS!!!
ENGLISH into BROKEN BIFFSPEAK now IS ALLOTED due TO HEAVY USE TELEVISION
probe KEYBOARD and there is PEZ.
-- K.
(how does one say "beable" in Russian?)

From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: bought a Zero-Halliburton briefcase
sci.chem, alt.sci.physics.plutonium, alt.religion.kibology
Sat, 5 Apr 1997 08:58:14 GMT
welcome datacomp

In [sci.chem,alt.sci.physocs.plutonium], (Archimedes Plutonium) wrote:
>
> [...]
>
Wherever I go, I am with a backpack, and a briefcase. These have
> become my routine trademarks of a scientist. And I am told that a long
> time ago at Dartmouth when I was not so unpopular, for Halloween, there
> were about 30 Dartmouth students dressed up like me. Some of them even
> had a backpack and briefcase and one had the complete attire along with
> bicycle and stopped at the Hanover Inn to trick or treat. That was 1992
> I think but alas, I have made myself unpopular. Oh well, First to thine
> ownself be true, and it is better to go for truth than for popularity.
Archimedes, I hereby promise that next Halloween I will dress us as a clone
of you. What shall I call myself?
Something similar but different, to avoid confusion. Like maybe "Archimedes
Plutonium Pro 2.0".
Any thoughts?
-- K.
Then in 1998, YOU have to dress up as KIBO!
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

tanner@math.wisc.edu (Stephen Will Tanner)
Ask A Kibologist
alt.religion.kibology
9 Mar 1997 19:17:24 GMT
University of Wisconsin, Madison

[Note: Apologies in advance for this post.

ARTICLE
NOT BY KIBO
(READ AT OWN RISK )

You'll see why.]

For the benefit of our readers, the USENET Post-Holocaust Dispatch is
pleased to present our new advice coulumn:
ASK A KIBOLOGIST!
Sample this unique brand of homespun wit and wisdom, dispensed from the
Pezhead of ark to the slackjawed masses!
And now, your questions.
Dear Dr. Kibologist,
My husband and I have been happily married for several
years. But lately, he has begun to look at younger women. A lot.
When I confront him about this, he denies it and claims I am too
nosy. What can I do?
-Puzzled in Topeka
Dear Puzzled,
'
+wiggle
\
\

wiggle~
|
| +wiggle
\
|
/
\ | /
\ | /
\|/
\
\
/\
/ \
/ :wiggle

-1
+1
+3
+5
+7

That man HAS NO HEAD
he HAS NO HEAD
NO HEAD I tell you
A man with NO HEAD and
FIVE RHODODENDRONS
playing SAX RIFFs
pointless SAX RIFFs

+9

Dear Kibology People,
During the winter, a lot of expensive cracks developed in my front
driveway. I have heard that this is a result of water leaking into small
cracks, then freezing and expanding. How can I keep my driveway from
being damaged by weather?
-Cracking up in Waukesha

)DEUNITNOC(

Dear Cracking,
Don't blame the Utopians for the starving millions in the world, blame the
evil. The greedy. Blame the businessmen, the consumers, and the property
owners. Blame the millionaire with the small business. Blame the billionaire
with the software monopoly. Blame the typical American housewife, with her
two cars and her microwave oven, and her automatic dishwasher.
Whatever they have, they have stolen from the poor. We can't have Utopia
until everyone has a dishwasher. And, ideally, nobody should have a
dishwasher until EVERYBODY can have a dishwasher.
Dear Dr. Kibology,

Dear "Squeaky",
beable beable beable beable beable beable beable beable beable beable beable
beable beable beable beable beable beable beable beable beable beable beable
beable beable beable beable beable beable beable beable beable beable beable
beable beable beable beable beable beable beable beable beable beable beable
beable beable beable beable beable beable beable beable beable beable beable
beable beable beable beable beable beable beable beable beable beable beable
beable beable beable beable beable beable beable beable beable beable beable
...which causes the forward lateral sensor array to re-phase its duotronic
elements to a subspace resonance frequency of 000732 by emitting a
spatially-inverted tetrion beam along the EM conduit from the primary
matter/antimatter impellers in the nacelles through the dilithium beable.
beable beable beable beable beable beable beable beable beable beable beable
beable beable beable beable beable beable beable beable beable beable beable
[Contnued on A5]

This paragraph reminds me of something
I wrote using the same words about a
month before. LAWSUIT PENDING!

AIIIIIIEEEEE! Nooooo! Not in the eyes! Not in the eyes! Not
the eyeliner! Get it off! It burns, it burns! I can eat no more shampoo!
Stop it, STOP IT! AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAH!
-"Squeaky"
Experimental lab rabbit #27B-6
Pantene lab Alpha

Cartoon:
Boy: You got your post-modernism in my post-modernism!
Girl: You got your post-modernism in my post-modernism!
Ziggy: Now we all have more post-modernism!
All: Yaaaaaay!
-Stephen Tanner (tanner@math.wisc.edu)
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Ask A Kibologist
alt.religion.kibology
Wed, 12 Mar 1997 06:52:57 GMT
welcome datacomp

nope@nope.nope (nope) wrote:
>
> Dear Sir:
>
> On behalf of the rightful overlords of planet Earth I wish to concede
> the point and crave forgiveness from our respective employers in hopes
> that we will be allowed to keep our jobs despite our continually
> obvious and gross incompetence as we have many little ruthless
> dictators at home to feed and could we please be excused so we can go
> back to playing quake and looking at dirty pictures?

B.S.

No.
Unless you agree that Quake is more violent than Quisp, the game where you
fly around this little guy with a propellor where his frontal lobes should
be, which explains why he has the evil shit-eating grin.
"MY SHIT-EATING GRIN IS BECAUSE I JUST ATE THIS CEREAL!”
-- If Ben Stiller had to blurb food products.

Quake

Wanna see a dirty picture?
It fell in a mud pit!
Wanna see a dirtier one?
TWO CAME OUT!!!
-- K.
Matt McIrvin will not explain the joke.

From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:
Flizzm:

tanner@math.wisc.edu (Stephen Will Tanner)
Ask an avant-garde artist!
alt.religion.kibology
30 Apr 1997 18:16:49 GMT
University of Wisconsin, Madison
Flazzm

ARTICLE
NOT BY KIBO
(READ AT OWN RISK )

After the cancellation of our old advice columns
(Ask-a-Mime, <h3>Ask-a-<blink>Webmaster</blink></h3>, and
Ask-Agent-Action!) the Usenet Post-Holocaust Dispatch is
pleased to bring to you our newest feature:

)DEUNITNOC(

ASK AN AVANT-GARDE ARTIST!
Dear Avant Garde,
My rhododendrons have stopped sending out new leaves, and have lost
some of their normal color. Is it likely that I am over-watering?
-Gladys
Dear Gladys,
cricket applause means nothing
cricket applause means nothing
cricket applause means nothing
cricket applause means nothing

cricket applause means nothing
cricket applause means nothing
cricket applause means nothing
cricket applause means nothing

umber her brella? deck chair deck chair deck chair deck chair
constantly
on, constantly
on!
gone FISSION on THE banks OF the RUBICON?
it is a white butterfly
it is a white butterfly
it is a white butterfly
it is a white butterfly

Dear Avant Garde,
My character (a High-elf mage) has reached 500' and is diving fast--but
I haven't found any items of speed! There were boots of speed at the
Black Market, but they disappeared long before I had enough gold to buy
them. Where can I get items to increase my speed? Also, where do I
find items that give resistance to paralysis?
-ChromeDragon

)DEUNITNOC(

Dear ChromeDragon,
[film begins]
Title: SEVEN BURGERS OVER TOKYO
(Title vibrates in the seizure-inducing style of the titles in Cartoon
Planet, or the people in Dr. Katz)
Wimpy, from a Max Fleischer Popeye cartoon, is falling through the
air, eating a hamburger. The only sound, other than his chewing and
gulping noises, is the cheap-and-cheesy whooshing-wind sound from Final
Fantasy III.
Wimpy finishes his burger and takes another from a bag which is falling
alongside him.
Zoom back, and pan across the Tokyo skyline.
Zoom in, and show Wimpy finishing a second burger.
Cut to footage of Tokyo schoolchildren running around a playground.
Extreme close-up of Wimpy finishing another burger.
Cut to stock footage of a bikini-clad Japanese girl crushing an empty can
of Pokkari Sweat between her breasts.
Shot of Wimpy finishing his fourth burger, and swallowing a fifth whole.
The bag is falling a little slower than he, so he pulls it back down
to his level.
Repeat footage of schoolchildren, this time comically sped up.
Wimpy savors a sixth burger.
Repeat footage of schoolchildren, in wistful slow-motion.
Instead of following Wimpy fall, now the camera stays fixed, and we watch
Wimpy finish the last burger as he falls out of sight.
Cut abruptly to THE END, written stark-white-on-black.
[film ends]

Dear Avant Garde,
My TV has been on the fritz for the last few days. Is it really
true that Ellen is lebanese?
-Fritzy in Georgia
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Dear Fritzy,
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"Fly like an Ego: Self-portrait"
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"Forming a New Paradigm of Balance:
Irony and Creation in Conflict"

-Stephen Tanner (tanner@math.wisc.edu)
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Bee Stings to our Cocks
alt.religion.kibology
Fri, 25 Apr 1997 04:46:57 GMT
welcome datacomp

In alt.torture, cbtmenow@aol.com (Cbtmenow) wrote:
>
> I rear your note on cock torture and bees, interesting. I assume you
> captured the bees in a jar with some type of rubber top that allow the
> cock to enter without the bees to come out?
>
> Did you simply have him insert his cock or did you consider some honey to
> get them working on it. Even if they don't bite, the idea of them walking
> around on his cock, licking the honey or pulling on it without bitting can
> be very stimulating and then if his cock jerks, it will likely smash a bee
> without killing it and they will get very worked up. Let me know what you
> think.
For the good folks in alt.religion.kibology, this is not a habit.

AOL USERS
MAKE THE
NET FUN

I swear, I only quote an alt.torture article in full when it's this short.
And lumpy.
-- K.
This article is based on an old "Time Tunnel"
episode in which Robert Duvall puts James Darren
in a giant jar... filled with GIANT PREHISTORIC BEES!!! Also there's a girl covered
with gold greasepaint to protect her from
skin suffocation.

From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
a pretty good web page... FOR ME TO POOP ON!!!
alt.religion.kibology
Sat, 22 Mar 1997 09:11:53 GMT
welcome datacomp

Mmm, bacon…

[okay, so I'm quoting Conan O'Brien's hand puppet. So sue me.]
This Web page is so educational that I want, nay, I *must* set it to music
as a peppy disco tune.
http://www.concentric.net/~slaroche/POOP.HTM
-- K.
One of those pages that makes you
say, "Hmm." or maybe "Geez, I'm sure glad
I don't enjoy eating hundreds of Brillo
pads just so my dog can laugh at ME."

Turn the page to receive your FREE Web browser!
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Brief Review of "THE SHADOW WITHIN"
alt.religion.kibology
Mon, 21 Apr 1997 09:13:27 GMT
welcome datacomp

In rec.arts.sf.tv.babylon5.moderated, gharlane@ccshp1.ccs.csus.edu
(Gharlane of Eddore) wrote:
> [...]
> On the first page of this opus, we find the opening sentence:
>
> "Anna Sheridan rested her elbows on her desk and her chin on
> her nested fists...."
>
> "Nested" doesn't conceptually imply side-by-side, unless the
> objects at issue are *in* something.
When nested objects are not
> in a nest, the second default parsing implies containment, possibly
> in series, like those Russian dolls that fit inside each other.
She was in that special region of space where not only could she fit each
fist inside the other AT THE SAME TIME, she could fit both in her MOUTH!
> [...]
> IT IS NOT THE READER'S RESPONSIBLITY TO COMPENSATE FOR LIMITED
> CAPACITY FOR EXPRESSION ON THE PART OF THE WRITER.
I think your stuff really made like a thing, you know?
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

[...]
"The front end, as she had come to think of it, rounded in a
gentle curve, looking almost like a head, while the back end
tapered to a point, almost like a tail."
"The object, the mouse as she called it, was the first example
of true biomechanical technology ever discovered."
This is not *writing*.
This is typewriter operation by someone
with a limited vocabulary of expression and concept.

Reminds me a lot of Ayn Rand. Of course, I've never read any
Ayn Rand. But this reminds me of her anyway.

Bruce Boxleitner,
keeping grid bugs
out of Kibo’s .sig.

Actually, Gharlane, you remind me of Ayn Rand.
Please spell your name "Gharlayne" from now on.
> [...]
> (Why is the bloody thing being referred to as a MOUSE?
It has
> no legs, no little face, no features; "worm," "slug," "space slug,"
> "caterpiller," "whatsit," would all be more likely.
On
> subsequent pages we find that the device/critter was found in
> something like a pod or cocoon; mice don't grow in cocoons.

Duh! They METAMORPHOSE in cocoons! This is how they become full-fledged rats!

(CONTINUED)

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

The choice of terminology is never actually justified or defended.
In real life, it is very unlikely that such an inappropriate name
would be applied.
However, this is Cavelos' story, and she can
make her characters as silly and non-sequitur as she likes, as
long as someone is fool enough to publish her work. But any group
I've ever worked with would be calling them by all kinds of joke
names, ranging from "Incipient Maybe-Butterflies," quickly shortened
to "IMB's," or "caterpiggles."
"Mouse" wouldn't even be thought of.)

I'd say "quasi-booger-like-objects" ("quablos") myself.
> [...]
> Page eighteen, we have:
>
> "With Churlstein she dragged Terrence across the boulevard into
> the emergency room and stammered out that Terrence had been in
> an explosion. They took him into a curtained cubicle."
These sentences get a lot better if you read them aloud in the
voice of a little kid performing in the school Thanksgiving play:
"YOU -- CANNOT -- DO -- WHAT -- YOU -- WANT -YOU -- HAVE -- TO -- DO -- WHAT -- I -- SAY!"
"YOU -- ARE -- A -- BAD -- KING -- WE'RE -- GOING -- TO -- GO -TO -- THE -- NEW -- WORLD -- AND -- START -- OUR -- OWN -- COUNTRY!"
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

[... a hundred or so lines of further anti-evangelism of said book ...]
I could go on for several hours of my lifespan, just typing in
comments on specific things that are wrong with this book; but
I've already wasted more time on it than I care to, having read
it twice to be sure I wasn't missing any concealed flights of
brilliance, and this entry is already approaching 300 lines in
length.
The only review entry this book really deserves is
something like "Take your money out and invest in a copy of
David Brin's 'STARTIDE RISING.' Not only can it be had more
cheaply, it's a vastly better book."

I would have phrased that as "This reads like something
posted to alt.startrek.creative". Of course, that would
make lots of people buy it, so yours is better.
> [...]
> There are simply too many good books out there to
> waste any more time on this trash.
And let's not forget "Sunstar: Sun Of Super-Love",
which says on the cover, "THE GOODER BOOK".
-- K.
Sunstar once mailed me a bumper sticker
when I sent him a fan letter.
I guess that makes me bad.
Bruce Boxleitner with his baggy pants as rapper “Sir-Mix-A-Tron”.
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Changing Jittlov Icons?
alt.religion.kibology,alt.fan.mike-jittlov
1997/04/18

In alt.fan.mike-jittlov, friday@cybercom.net (Irreverend Friday Jones) wrote:
>
> I've heard that Jittlov designed some file folder icons that looked
> completely different when opened on different computers. Could anyone
> verify or deny this?
The weird thing is that after I installed his folder icons, they looked the
same, but my computer turned into a giant gummi zeppelin. It tasted like
homemade beef jerky, as was commonly done in the time of the Vikings. When I
bit into it, I felt like I was skiing downhill, nude! And Candice Bergen threw
me a dime she'd stolen from Mary Tyler Moore, who was wearing bondage gear!
And the talking dolphin from "seaQuest DSV" was riding the Yellow Submarine!
Calgon, take me away!
-- K.
Time for someone to repeat the
famous "sil icon" joke.

From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: city of Boston Public Library department reference desk
alt.religion.kibology
Mon, 21 Apr 1997 08:23:45 GMT
welcome datacomp

Don Saklad <dsaklad@berne.ai.mit.edu> wrote:
>
> "Have you any information about our public library itself? How is the
> place organized and run? Who has a say in how it is run?
>
> Boston Public Librarian reply, "We do not give out that information."
For added fun, go into the old (McKim) building, go up to the top
floor--past all the gilded statues of saints in the cloisters--around past
the exhibits of art by long-dead high-schoolers--around a couple more
bends--through the hermetically sealed doors--to the Rare Book Collection.
Ask in a loud voice, "DOES ANYONE HAVE A COPY OF THE 1974 SEARS CATALOG
WHERE YOU COULD ALMOST SEE A NIPPLE?"
Then giggle and run. If they think too fast and say "no" then shout back,
"WELL, I DO, AND YOU CAN'T SEE IT!" Then run and giggle.
-- K.
Tomorrow I'm going to go to the library
and RUIN THE BOSTON MARATHON FOR EVERYONE.
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From:
kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Subject:
Re: DeLaneytracks, was Re: Changing Jittlov Icons?
Newsgroups: alt.religion.kibology
Date:
Fri, 25 Apr 1997 03:25:38 GMT
Organization:
welcome datacomp
gharlane@ccshp1.ccs.csus.edu (Gharlane of Eddore) wrote:
>
> Open comments to D. DeLaney....
> [...]
>
> (David DeLaney) writes:
> >
> > Why, did you suspect as much after getting trolled by Kibo?
>
> [...]
> DeLaney, if you didn't have the Innate Good Taste to appreciate
> higher life forms (i.e. Terran Cats) I'd have sent my Dancing Attack
> Were-KangarooRats after you long since..... and let you spend every
> full moon skittering around on the Mojave sand dunes trying to avoid
> hungry coyotes.
Gharlane admits to being Tank Girl. Film at 11,
with lots of cartoon stills during the first
half to represent the scenes that weren't filmed
before we realized we only had enough budget to
shoot a few scenes with Malcolm McDowell's
stand-in wearing a mask.
> By the way, your cockamamie "net.legends" FAQ *still* implies that
> my habitual "Followup-To:" selection is the result of ignorance
> or ineptitude rather than purposeful guile.
It's actually the result of the fact that he can't turn it off because his
WebTV doesn't let him edit the headers.
Gharlane, being a smart and well-prepared guy, bought the HDTV version.
> We Are Not Amused.
Well, then, go read Hugo Greenback's AMUSING STORIES.
-- K.
That was a reference to a 1972 National Lampoon
with a cover by the great Gray Morrow (who also
painted many Perry Rhodan covers), BTW, Gharlane.
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: clones/lookali8kes
sci.physics,alt.religion.kibology
Mon, 17 Mar 1997 10:22:10 GMT
welcome datacomp

In sci.physics, aubrey@radiks.net wrote:
[quoted in full]
> -> # Netscape POP3 State File
> # This is a generated file! Do not edit.
> Please email if you have seen your double or someone else's not gentic.
I have seen a guy who doesn't look anything like me even though he's
supposedly a "relative"! And he's not even my age!!!!
Is that TOO WEIRD FOR WORDS OR WHAT?
P.S. This story is copyrighted so don't make a movie out of it without
asking my agent first!
-- K.
Yeah, I got an agent, but I won't say who...
...because I have a SECRET AGENT!!!!

From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: clones/lookalikes
alt.religion.kibology,sci.physics
Mon, 17 Mar 1997 10:25:39 GMT
welcome datacomp

In [about a dozen groups, including sci.physics], aubrey@radiks.net wrote:
[quoted in full]
> -> # Netscape POP3 State File
> # This is a generated file! Do not edit.
> Please email me as well as post, if you have had an experience of
> seeing your double or someone else's, or someone seeing yorus. Whether
> similar or exact, not genetic. Thanks
I believe I just saw your clone posting a very similar message, but with
the misspellings in different parts of the similarly garbled article.
P.S. Note that, as it says after the second "#", if I were to
edit the quoted material, it would DESTROY YOUR COMPUTER!!!
-- K.
I once saw a potato that looked like
President Eisenhower. Which one was
the clone?

From:
Subject:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Cloning is a military issue, not a ethics Re: bioethics of
cloning,hydrogen bomb; MISSILE MAN new movie
Newsgroups:
alt.president.clinton, sci.bio.misc, sci.physics,
alt.sci.physics.plutonium, alt.religion.kibology
Date:
Fri, 21 Mar 1997 04:41:34 GMT
Organization: welcome datacomp
In four groups, Archimedes.Plutonium@dartmouth.edu (Archimedes Plutonium) wrote:
>
>
Perhaps human cloning of athletic suicide soldiers with hydrogen
> bombs strapped on them does not grab attention, until it is reality.
You know, if there's one thing more destructive than a hydrogen bomb,
it's a hydrogen bomb strapped to the back of a MANLY MAN!!!
Excuse me while I whittle my soap in the shower and sing Manly Man Songs.
(My house is so manly, it even has a Manly Bannister.)
>
So the President of the USA is wasting time if he has not placed this
> human cloning issue with the Pentagon
If the President had himself cloned, he could waste all the time he wanted!
And then two of him could run against that mean ol' Bob Dole, and he'd get
twice as many votes! He could become PRESIDENT OF THE WORLD! Unless Eliot
Rosewater is also running.
I gotta write him a fan letter.
-- K.
Re cloning as a military issue:
I would make a "Gov't Issue" joke which
would segue into "epithelial cells" here,
but it wouldn't be funny, so someone else
can do it. The punchline is "Pez, stupid!"

PEZ
PEZ
PEZ
PEZ
PEZ
PEZ
PEZ
PEZ
PEZ
PEZ
PEZ
PEZ
PEZ
PEZ
PEZ
PEZ
PEZ
PEZ
PEZ
PEZ
PEZ
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: !!!DVD: Star Wars:NOT!!!
alt.video.laserdisc, alt.religion.kibology, alt.tv.seaquest
1997/04/11

Burce Tomlin (btomlin@crl.com) wrote:
>
> Mark C. Doyle <nostromo@u.washington.edu> wrote in alt.video.laserdisc:
> >
> > well, i heard that the indy trilogy is coming out thx ac-3 on DVD with
> > the 'lost' 4th indy movie included, all for 29.98 in may!!!
> > and the 7 hour DUNE is coming out in june with an interview with frank
> > herbert!!! all on DVD!!!
>
> Oh yeah? Well I hear that ALL the classic Star Trek episodes are coming
> out on one double-sided double-layer DVD... WITH an all-new interview AND
> commentary by Gene Roddenbery!
>
> Other planned discs in this series are Space 1999, SeaQuest DSV, Lost In
> Space, and The Six Million Dollar Man! Wow, I'm soiling my underwear
> right now! Time to throw away all my laserdiscs!
Yeah, but those are just the crummy "re-edited" SeaQuest DSV episodes
where the Sci-Fi Channel digitally spliced William Shatner into every episode
to replace Roy Scheider.
-- K.
Then when William Shatner threw a hissy
fit and quit after the second season, they
replaced him with Raymond Burr. Only they
had to coat everyone with butterscotch
Magic Shell to match Roy Scheider's ''tan''.
Why didn’t I tell Bruce he spelled his name wrong? Because that’s
what he was EXPECTING. (An excellent way to troll newbies with
funny names is to post “You spelled your name wrong.”)

From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

stg795@aol.com (STG 7 95)
Re: !!!DVD: Star Wars:NOT!!!
alt.tv.seaquest
12 Apr 1997 14:30:04 GMT
AOL http://www.aol.com

AOL USERS
MAKE THE
NET FUN

Was there ever episodes where they replaced Roy Scheider with William
Shatner? That would be nearly impossible, wouldn't it? To go through each
and every scene! I doubt they ever did that, Roy Scheider was a good actor
and a good "Captain of the seaQuest."
stg795@aol.com
**************
**************
"Offense wins the game." - Jean-Claude Van Damme
"But defense gets the glory." - Dennis Rodman
**************
**************
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Spliced sQ on Scifi
alt.tv.seaquest, alt.religion.louis-nick, alt.religion.kibology
Fri, 18 Apr 1997 02:54:19 GMT
welcome datacomp

In alt.tv.seaquest article
<Pine.OSF.3.95.970416093032.23409A-100000@becker2.u.washington.edu>,
Your Message-ID is too long. Please change it.
Louis Nick III <snick@u.washington.edu> wrote:
>
> On Tue, 15 Apr 1997 aweng@u.washington.edu wrote:
> >
> > I read somewhere that the version of seaQuest on Scifi had been
> > re-edited?
> > Just wondering in what way?
>
> You'll probably hear rumors that William Shatner will be edited in to Roy
> Sheider's place as Captain Bridger, but these are simply not true. Aside
> from the obvious tax on Shatner's acting skills, Shatner was on "Star
> Trek" which is a Paramount program, not Universal. Therefore it is
> inconceivable that Shatner would ever appear on Seaquest in any form.
Yeah! Especially since we all know that his widow, Majel Barrett, would SUE!
Speaking of trademarks...
Anyone notice how NBC's "seaQuest DSV" prominently featured product
placements for O'Neill brand wetsuits and dive gear? Not only did all the
actors wear it when underwater, but they even had a character named
"O'Neill". You'd think they could have been a little more imaginative and
whipped up some futuristic wetsuits and other gear and sold them to fans as
"SeaQuest" brand gear; after all, nobody's ever used that name for scuba
gear before.
-- K.
I forgot to capitalize SCUBA GEAR
above. (Self-Contained Underwater
Breathing Apparatus Generating
Earth Atmosphere Regulation.)
From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Spliced sQ on Scifi
alt.religion.kibology
Sat, 19 Apr 1997 07:14:49 GMT
welcome datacomp

mmcirvin@world.std.com (Matt McIrvin) wrote:
>
> I just thought that one up too! I've got a million of 'em.
Matt, keep your Hot Fudgies out of rec.org.mensa!
-- K.
more like a warm fudgie, if you ask me.
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Followup-To:
Organization:
Date:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Kibo immortalized in big fat dictionary.
alt.religion.kibology, alt.culture.usenet,
sci.lang.english, alt.folklore.computers
alt.religion.kibology
HappyNet Headquarters
Thu, 20 Mar 1997 22:13:09 GMT

News flash! (Please excuse the massive crosspost but this
is important--it deals with Kibo's wonderfully large ego.)
Jim Finnis alerted me to a story in the London Times
(March 10) about the Oxford English Dictionary's new
edition containing new Internet-related words.
One of them is me. "Kibo".
I am not making this up.

March 10 1997 GENERAL NEWS

COMPUTER CHIPS AND THE SOCIAL POTATOES
BY TIM JONES

COMPUTER addicts are being recognised with a new status placing them
somewhere between motivated and muscular – but only in a dictionary. The
Oxford University Press is to define them in its next edition under the name:
mouse potatoes.
The people who sit for hours surfing the global network rather than enjoying a
social life will be defined as being seen by many as "having a twilight
existence, cut off from reality". Some are also defined by an addiction to
"cybersex" on e-mail.
The new Oxford English Dictionary will include scores of computer-speak
phrases which are edging their way into common usage. Internet users are
"netizens" and "cybernauts". There is also "kibo", the web slang for God.
Helen McManners, an OUP spokeswoman, said: "Mouse potatoes are a new
breed joining yuppies, bimbos, toyboys and others who have earned a
place in the English language."

(CONTINUED)

I am hoping there will be a little picture. Given that they think my
name is lowercase and "web slang", I figure there will probably be a
really screwed-up etymology cited (i.e. the one from the Jargon File /
New Hacker's Dictionary.) If there is a picture, I will gladly buy that
particular volume of the OED. I will carry it around all day so that
whenever someone says "Hey pinhead, there's a picture of you in the
dictionary under 'bozo'!" I will say, "No, my picture's HERE!"
And it better be full-page, in color.
If there's no picture, I'll just rip the page out of the library's copy.
Don't worry, I wouldn't do this in a good library. I'd do it from some
sleazy night library so that nobody will get upset with me.
Thank you, Mr. Finnis! I owe you a roll of Mentos!
-- K.
http://www.the-times.co.uk/
log in, go to "Times Interactive",
then to "Internet Archive"
and search 1997 for "Kibo".

You mean you can
SEARCH the INTERNET?
You must be the world’s first
truly KIBOLOGICAL man!
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Wow! Imagine me,
Desi Arnaz Jr.,
finally meeting Kibo!
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

mmcirvin@world.std.com (Matt McIrvin)
Coming soon to a theater near you
alt.religion.kibology
Thu, 27 Mar 1997 16:53:16 GMT
Software Tool & Die, Brookline MA

ARTICLE
NOT BY KIBO
(READ AT OWN RISK )

SPEED III: BARGING IN
Sandra Bullock and high-kicking main squeeze Jean-Claude van Damme are
trapped on a runaway garbage barge, rigged by terrorists to explode if its
speed is less than 5 miles per hour! Action ensues!
SPEED IV: COUNTDOWN TO TERROR
Only Sandra Bullock and counter-terrorist boyfriend Christian Slater can
save the Space Shuttle _Performa_ when its launch-pad crawler is rigged by
terrorists to explode if its speed drops below 1/2 mile per hour! Can you
stand the ride?
SPEED V: TECTONICS OF DOOM
Sandra Bullock and two-fisted significant other Jeff Conaway struggle to
take back the North American plate from sadistic terrorists, who have
rigged it to explode if its speed fails to exceed one centimeter per year!
Don't blink... don't breathe... just HANG ON TIGHT for the CONTINENTAL
DRIFT OF YOUR LIFE!
-More Matt McIrvin than you need! http://world.std.com/~mmcirvin/

From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Freemasonry called "weird"
alt.freemasonry, alt.religion.kibology
Tue, 1 Apr 1997 08:43:33 GMT
welcome datacomp

In alt.freemasonry, trusten@kona.javanet.com (Paul Trusten) wrote:
>
> One recent Sunday afternoon, I stopped along a country highway near
> where I live and explored an antique bookstore. There, I found a shelf
> of books labeled "weird" by the proprietor. To my dismay, a good number
> of these...more than a dozen...were on Freemasonry, [...]
That's nothing. The same store has all the books about Kibology
filed under "Reference".
-- K.
Except for the next edition of the OED.
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Dumbest e-mail spam I've ever received!
alt.religion.kibology
Wed, 12 Mar 1997 06:29:49 GMT
welcome datacomp

GEE, I WONDER IF I SHOULD SEND HIM SOME MAIL ABOUT MY .SIGNATURE OR .SIGNATURES.
I HOPE HE DOESN'T HAVE A ONE-MEG MAILBOX LIMIT.
-- K.
[one-meg .sig elided by way of explicative disinformation]
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
X-Tagname:
Comments:

"Brian Zacher" <zacherb@2000biz.com>
kibo@world.std.com
Do You Have a Signature? ?
Tue, 11 Mar 1997 01:51:45 -0800
PM-MERGE
Authenticated sender is <zacherb.2000biz@mail.quiknet.com>

Dear Newuser,
If you would like to take the frustration out of understanding the use
and creation of signature files in your email correspondence, then you
may appreciate this free article:
"THE IMPORTANCE OF YOUR SIGNATURE FILE"
*
*
*
*
*
*

What they are
How they are created
This is an absolute must
Major considerations
Guidelines for creating your sig file
Examples

Please reply to receive your free copy!
Regards,
Brian Zacher
Give a Smile...Get a Smile :)

Nobody has yet complained that I always use the 25¢ word
“elided” in place of the 19¢ “omitted”. This is because I
always call “…” an “ellipsis”, not a “dot dot dot”. They’re
called ellipses because they’re elliptical, unlike regular dots.

At the very end of the 1996 alt.religion.kibology anthology, you
can see my 1000-line .signature, followed by my 230K PostScript
.signature, followed by my one-megabyte PDF .signature.
(They’re one of the reasons the book takes so long to download.)
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:
Summary:
X-Disclaimer:
Followup-To:

Tom Limoncelli <tal+afp@plts.org>
CNN REPORT: Straczynski Target of Internet Pranks... Again!
rec.arts.sf.tv.babylon5.info, rec.arts.sf.tv.babylon5, alt.tv.babylon-5
31 Mar 1997 18:47:19 GMT
P.L.T.S., Bridgewater Twp, New Jersey, USA
Just kidding
The moderators do not check accuracy of information posted,
nor do they endorse any views expressed or products described.
rec.arts.sf.tv.babylon5.moderated

This comes from the CNN.COM web page "Entertainment" section:

Straczynski Target of Internet Pranks... Again
----------------------------------------------

ARTICLE
NOT BY KIBO
(READ AT OWN RISK )

THE INTERNET -- J. Michael Straczynski, creator of the popular SF TV
show "Babylon 5" yet again has been the subject of internet pranks on
"April Fools Day". Every year for the past couple of years tricksters
have forged messages on the internet claiming that "JMS" (his nickname)
has died. The forgeries have claimed to be from people such as his
business partners, his brothers, and other show staff.
The classic New Yorker cartoon states, "On the internet, nobody knows
you're a dog." It is also difficult to tell which dog you are. The
internet provides very little ability to prove who typed the keystrokes
you see on the screen. JMS had been extremely active on the internet
since before Babylon 5 aired to get feedback from the SF Fan community.
This year the pranks were considerably worse than in 1996.
Three different messages, presumably forged by different people appeared.
One forgery claimed to be from Douglas Netter, JMS's business partner,
with a grim announcement that JMS had died late at night on March 31
while watching Bay Watch with his wife in his home in Los Angeles.
JMS, in a telephone interview, paraphrased Mark Twain's famous quote,
"the reports of my death are greatly exaggerated".
The second forgery claimed to be from JMS himself saying that the hit
TV show Babylon 5, which JMS created, was cancelled. Rumors have been
flying as to Babylon 5's fifth season renewal and fans have been on the
edge of their seats waiting for this news. Douglas Netter has
confirmed that no such decision has yet been made.
The final forgery claimed that Paramount was purchasing all rights to
Babylon 5 and would be merging it with their failing "Star Trek:
Voyager" series. Paramount denies the claim.
Experienced internet users have learned a number of ways to spot a
forgery. Mike Kelly, an internet user and fan of Babylon 5 reported,
"Forgers always try to leave at least one clue to show that it is a
forgery." Some of the techniques he listed were:
1. The message contains one or two obviously incorrect facts. For
example, JMS has mentioned many times that he was an only child yet the
pranks often have quotes from "JMS's brother Larry".

(CONTINUED)

3. Additional "header" fields are added, such as a "Summary:" header
that states, "Just kidding".
4.

If the news is too good to be true, it most likely is.

5. If a extremely "big" story is real, CNN and other news sources
would be reporting it too. Claims of a natural disaster that isn't
being reported by CNN usually isn't real.
6. The message is riddled with extremely ironic or self-referential
clues that it is a forgery. Pranksters particularly love irony and
what computer scientists call "recursion".
7.

Someone with a long-standing belief reverses their opinion.

8. The post comes from well-known internet humorists like "Kibo",
"Biff", or "Tom Limoncelli".
9. The Message-ID of a message is usually generated by the computer
as a random string of letters and numbers. Pranksters often put a hidden
message into the string.
Experienced internet users spot these tricks right away but new users
are more likely to be fooled. Often the ensuing discussion and
confusion create so much traffic that the internet gets jammed and must
be shut off while maintenance crews clean out the clogged pipes.
"Considering that the number of people with access to the internet
doubles every 12 months, at any given time about half the users are
'new' to the network." said Jack Klugman, director of CERT, the
Computer Emergency Response Team, an organization that was created to
be a focal point for the computer security concerns of Internet users.

I am not a humorist. Erma Bombeck is a humorist.
And Carol Burnett did skits. Humorism and skittishness are for wimps.

2. Real messages on the internet have date/time encoding that are
"natural". Pranksters often include impossible dates (like "2/31/97")
or dates that would be very difficult to actually achieve, like exactly
at midnight. X-Files pranks have forged times of 10:23, to commemorate
the fact that X-Files episodes often have digital clocks showing that
time. The wife of Chris Carter, X-Files producer, was born on October 23rd.

--EndArticle--Tom Limoncelli
tal@bell-labs.com -- http://mars.superlink.net/user/tal --

tal@plts.org

"You can not solve the problem of people being annoying with technology."
-rec.arts.sf.tv.babylon5.info
<*>
archive: http://ivory.ora.com/rastb5i/
another fine service
submissions to: b5-info@callisto.pas.rochester.edu
of ISN mars bureau
comments to: b5-info-request@callisto.pas.rochester.edu
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Fun With Synchronicity (was: The Wizard of Speed and TIme)
alt.fan.mike-jittlov, alt.religion.kibology
1997/04/18

In alt.fan.mike-jittlov, mmcirvin@world.std.com (Matt McIrvin) wrote:
>
> mtownsend@earthlink.net (Michael Townsend) wrote:
> >
> > which I read at the EXACT moment that the student announcer on KUSF (the
> > Realaudio college radio station I'm listening to on headphones while
> > reading this thread) spoke those same words.
>
> Once, when I was reading alt.music.tmbg and listening to a They Might Be
> Giants radio show on the college station here, I simultaneously saw the
> DJ plugging the radio show on Usenet, and heard him plugging the Usenet
> group on the radio.
Hey, Matt, quick! Turn on the TV! You're on it talking about how cool it
would be if someone on Usenet was posting about how you were on TV talking
about how someone on Usenet was posting about how YOU MIGHT NOT BE A NERD!
Remember, Matt, YOU MIGHT NOT
Headline News, when they said
by next year. Also Apple just
strawberries are made of Alar

BE A NERD. I know because they said it on CNN
that digital cameras might be on the market
went out of business again, and all those
and give you Epstein-Barr.

> I told him about this and he deemed the event "cool."
They he said, "Whoa! Sit on it, nerd! Aaaaaaaayyyyyyyyyyyy!!!!"
And you sang the first line of "I found my thrill..." and Ralph said
"Don't be such a Potsie. I still got it!" and Chachi said "Wa-wa-wa!"
and Carmine sang the first line of "You'll never go from rags to riches..."
and Arnold said "Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah..." and Lenny & Squiggy said
"Hello!" and Garry Marshall said "Needs a chimp!"
>
>
>
>

“Needs a chimp!”
was first said by
Matt McIrvin,
advising the
producers of a
new Sally
Kellerman sitcom.

This is the sort of thing that I don't confess to Kibo because he'd
mention his friend who got all excited when he saw an electric fan in a
movie that was identical to one he owned. "I have the EXACT SAME FAN!!" he
cried.

(a) I've never owned an electric fan.
-and(b) it wasn't in a movie, it was REAL.

Kibo has the exact same phone
as the music teacher in the
“Imminent Death Syndrome”
sketch on “Mr. Show”!

Gee, I wish the Help window wouldn't open when I keep pressing Help.
I hate anything with a user interface. Or that uses atoms.
-- K.
Or that doesn't taste like candy.
DO YOU HEAR ME, MICROSOFT???
SIT ON IT, BILL GATES! AAAAAYYYYY!!!!!!!
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Fun With Synchronicity (was: The Wizard of Speed and TIme)
alt.fan.mike-jittlov, alt.religion.kibology
Sat, 19 Apr 1997 06:51:07 GMT
welcome datacomp

elibalin@panix.com (Eli M. Balin) wrote:
>
> James "Kibo" Parry <kibo@world.std.com> wrote:
> >
> > Garry Marshall said "Needs a chimp!"
>
>
>
*SMITE*
It's Garry Marshall's hit new sitcom, "SMITE THIS!"

A BIG STAR with a box around his name,
only vaguely implicated in this article.

With a wacky chimp, and his lovely granddaughter, Cindy Williams, the star
of "Jefferson Starship" with Jefferey Jones and Lance Henriksen and Earl
Boen and twelve guys who look like Michael O'Hare and mysteriously die when
Puddles The Wacky Chimp puts acid in their parachutes!
[actual Garry Marshall sitcom dialogue burned into my brain at age 7 below]
"MARION, WHAT AM I GOING TO DO WITH THIS BATHTUB FULL OF POTATO SALAD?"
"HOWARD... [long pause] SIT IN IT!"
-- K.
la la la la, la la la...
la, hap-py days!
squiggle squiggle squiggle VIACOM!!!!!
Newsgroups: alt.religion.kibology
From: kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Subject: Re: I had an alt.sex.fetish dream
Date: Wed, 2 Apr 1997 08:21:36 GMT
Organization: welcome datacomp

Chain of comprehension: “Me & The Chimp” >
TV Preview screening of a Sally Kellerman pilot, plus
Garry M. forks to Laverne & Shirley > Cindy W. >
“Starship”, aka “The Creature Wasn’t Nice” > Gerrit
Graham > Jefferey Jones > other actors who look
alike > “The Sky Divers”, plus Garry M > the Happy
Days episode with the potato salad. P.S. Michael O’Hare’s character on
“Babylon 5” was Jeff Sinclair.
Remember that for the following article.

mmcirvin@world.std.com (Matt McIrvin) wrote:
>
> awing@thunder.nojunk.temple.edu wrote:
> >
> >
The family channel is rerunning the entire Sid & Marty Krofft lineup
> > on Saturday mornings. Last week I had a Bugaloos inspired dream. In
> > addition to the regular baddies Benita, Woofer, Tweeter and the rat,
>
> Kibo consistently refers to Woofer and Tweeter as "Trurl and Klapaucius."
Yeah, but you think Okie and Dokie are Baby Sinclair and Jeff Sinclair.
-- K.
Matt BETTER explain this or I'm going
to tell everyone about his erotic fantasies
involving Honk's topmost orifice.

Okie and Dokie are awesomely non-entertaining puppets aired as
filler between Sid & Marty Krofft reruns on Pat Robertson’s Family
Channel. They start out as fake Muppets, then they turn ugly, then
they do some piece of comedy with NO PUNCHLINE! Okie looks
like Baby Sinclair from the sucky “Dinosaurs” show. Now, on Sid
& Marty’s “Bugaloos”, Woofer and Tweeter look like Stanislaw
Lem’s Klapaucius & Trurl, only not entertaining. And Honk was
on Sid & Marty’s “Far Out Space Nuts” with Chuck McCann. If you
got all these crappy TV references, you’re a LOSER!
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:
Followup-To:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: I thank the USA Patent Office for "Cloning...
sci.engr, alt.sci.physics.plutonium, sci.bio.misc,
sci.bio.technology ,alt.religion.kibology
Sat, 19 Apr 1997 07:53:11 GMT
welcome datacomp
alt.rleigion.kibology

In [sci.*], Archimedes.Plutonium@dartmouth.edu (Archimedes Plutonium) wrote:
>
> I thank the USA Patent Office because today 17Apr97 in the mail I
> received the blue card of Filing Receipt for
>
> Application number: 08/772,300
> Filing date 12/23/96
> Applicant: Archimedes Plutonium
> Title: Cloning Adult Humans/Animals: Totipotent Techniques
>
> Again I give thanks for the excellent service that the USA Patent
> Office has shown me on this patent application. The above has much
> historical interest because it is the world's first patent pertaining
> to the cloning of humans [...]
Hooray! Congratulations!
Now that you have the first patent for cloning humans, I would like to be
the first patient. How much would you charge to make six more of me?
Also is it legal to murder your clones?
What if you clone the opposite of a person and have the two of them shake
hands, wouldn't they both explode and disappear without a trace except for
several thousand wrecked buildings?
-- K.
I cloned a human being once, but it
was just Carrot Top, so the scientific
community laughed and laughed.

All scientists love Carrot Top!
At left is an actual photo of him putting a
watermelon up his nose, in a mine shaft,
which has collapsed, suffocating him!
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:
Followup-To:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: IC: Wolves Glen Pub
rec.games.frp.storyteller, alt.religion.kibology
Sun, 16 Mar 1997 06:55:04 GMT
welcome datacomp
alt.religion.kibology

In rec.games.frp.storyteller, dominik@nei.franken.de (Dominik Mayer) wrote:
>
> [...]
> (OOC: I hope he didn't summon something, now...)
>
> - decode sound
> USING WAVETABLE
> NO PATTERN FOUND
> OK
>
> "Is that supposed to be a language or music? But I didn't want to call Kibo;
> I just wanted to proof the opposite. He can't affect reality in here by
> default an that is very unsettling. Kibo is the Merlin of the Web, you know."

Go to page 270 for a picture!
Shazot! (Kibo appears in a cloud of particle systems.)
Foolish mortal. Dost thou not know that Kibo is summoned only at times when
you do not want to call Kibo?
Besides, Kibo is not the Merlin of the Web; Kibo is the Rubik's Cube of the
Web. (Although I do read my email by using a Merlin as a terminal. It's
kind of tedious having to enter messages using "COMP TURN" and "HIT ME" as
the cursor keys.)
> [...]
>
> "Just 'some' virus is enough to make a system go... Kibo, normally."
And one Kibo posting can ruin your whole newsgroup. Or vice versa.
> [...]
>
> Angel Burn
> ... needs aspirin very badly. Becoming unusal cautious.
-- K.
WHEEE!!!! I'M FICTIONAL!!!!
That means the laws of the U.S.A. no longer apply!!!
I can shoot all the people I want while NAKED!!!
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Hey Kibo...
alt.religion.kibology
Thu, 6 Mar 1997 03:55:03 GMT
welcome datacomp

smthsen@bcvms.bc.edu (Sean Smith) wrote:
>
> ...do you realize how long it's been since you've
> included a Claudia Christian reference in one of
> your posts?
I just included one about nine inches ago!
It's right over there -------------------------------------------------->
I'M WITH STUPID
[arrow pointing at YOUUUU!!!!!]
> I know what you're going to say: It's never been as long as it is now!
Except that the other two feet are in the fourth dimension.

Kurt Vonnegut reference

WAAAH! GUMBY IS WEARING BUZZ LIGHYEAR'S COSTUME!!! MERCHANDISING SUCKS!!!!!!
-- K.
My Orbitz are growing harder and harder and
hotter and hotter. Catalyst's doin' its stuff!
An ad for new Gumby toys showed a computer-generated Gumby (a sin in
itself ) flying around in a spacesuit… clearly ripped off from Buzz Lightyear’s.
At the same time, I was pouring clear plastic resin into bottles of Orbitz to
preserve them for posterity – AND BEYOND!

Subject:
From:
Newsgroups:
Date:

Re: imaginary civilizations
kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
rec.arts.sf.science, sci.archaeology, sci.skeptic, alt.folklore.science,
alt.sci.time-travel, alt.ufo.reports, alt.religion.kibology
1997/04/11

In [ten groups], merittj@wangfed.com (James W. Meritt) wrote:
>
> jbryson@richmond.infi.net says...
> >
> > Jiri Mruzek wrote:
> > >
> > > What a coincidence! Niether do imaginary ones!
> >
> > They leave dead people sometimes, though.
>
> Imaginary civilizations leave dead people? How?
Because, my friend, wax lips sink ships.
-- K.
WELL, IT WOULD MAKE SENSE IF YOU WEREN'T SO DARN SMART.
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: In defense of the "obvious"
alt.religion.kibology
Wed, 9 Apr 1997 05:10:05 GMT
welcome datacomp

mmcirvin@world.std.com (Matt McIrvin) wrote:
>
> Roger.Douglas@remove_this.tafensw.edu.au (Roger
> >
> > No, there's only 1 REAL plot:
> >
> > [1] The Hero overcomes hardships and tests of
> > secret place where the Evil Wizard has hidden
> > cannot be killed.
>
> It was his Soul, it was in his pancreas, and it
> Doody button.

Warning! Copious references to Harlan
Ellison’s personal life! I count about 27
things that would make him spit blood if
he saw this. Fortunately he’s too busy
playing “The Empire Strikes Back” on his
Atari 2600 to read alt.religion.kibology.

Douglas) wrote:

character to find the
his Heart, so that he
looked like a Howdy

Actually, it was an Allison Doody button, if you're talking about
"Indiana Ellison and the Last Pancreas".
With Sean Connery as Henry Jones AND VICE VERSA!!!
NEW FROM THE STUDIOS OF WILLIAM CASTLE, OUR NATION'S FOREMOST GENIUS:
Project X2: Henry Jones, inventor of a modem that makes Stephen Hawking's
wheelchair twice as fast, implants a Hanna-Barbera cartoon into the mind of
Harlan Ellison! WATCH YOUR BRAIN! WHEN YOU CAN'T SCREAM, YOU'RE NOT
BREATHING IN SPACE! Free admission for anyone with a congenital heart defect!
> Next question.
>
> Kibo will now follow up with something that makes Harlan Ellison REALLY
> REALLY ANGRY.
Okey! Dokey! Weiner! <-- now I'm doing riffs on a movie that wasn't filmed.
[just think, if they had filmed it, they would never have given
"The Fantastic Four" a theatrical release.]
This is not a reference to the Okie & Dokie puppets. Here Kibo is referring to the script for Yoram
Globus’s unfilmed production of “Spider-Man”, which contains lots of scenes where Doctor
Octopus shouts “Okey! Dokey!” and “Weiner!”. This was presumably the movie that Marvel didn’t
want to be damaged by the release of Roger Corman’s “Fantastic Four”, which Marvel paid him big
bucks to shelve. Yes, Kibo doesn’t like comic books, especially Marvel ones, but he’s read the
“Spider-Man” script and seen “The Fantastic Four”. Kibo may hate comic books, but he likes trash.

> [TITLE CARD: ANGRY ANGRY CANDY]
>
> ANNOUNCER: Angry, angry candy!

I really think Harlan Ellison should stop signing his name on sequels
to "The Last Dangerous Visions" edited by other people because he's
just in it for the money like Isaac Asimov and L. Ron Hubbard. He
should get out of Sci-Fi and start writing real literature, like TV,
because the balance has shifted and movies are no longer the intelligent
art form, TV is. Also he's only pretending to be Jewish. And he carries
a hidden Uzi. And he has forty-seven cats. And he uses chat rooms on the
Internet all night. And he was the technical advisor for "Outland".
And he killed Carl Sagan. And he writes all the "Sci-Fi Channel Planetary
Premiere" original movies, like "Trapped In Space", a vastly improved
version of Greg Bear's "Breaking Strain". And his titles are too short
and bland.
not
And he's never, EVER used a reference book.
-- K.
Also Christopher Priest is better.
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Above: the Atari 2600 “Empire Strikes Back”
cartridge, a game Harlan Ellison was once forced to
play against his will, based on a movie he didn’t like.

Below: another Atari 2600 game, “SeaQuest”, by Steve
Cartwright. It predated Steven Spielberg’s TV series by about 12
years. There’s also a SeaQuest company that makes SCUBA gear.

From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

tanner@math.wisc.edu (Stephen Will Tanner)
Re: In defense of the "obvious"
alt.religion.kibology, alt.fan.hello-kitty
9 Apr 1997 17:02:27 GMT
University of Wisconsin, Madison

ARTICLE
NOT BY KIBO
(READ AT OWN RISK )

James "Kibo" Parry (kibo@world.std.com) wrote:
:
: mmcirvin@world.std.com (Matt McIrvin) wrote:
: >
: > Roger.Douglas@remove_this.tafensw.edu.au (Roger Douglas) wrote:
: > >
: > > No, there's only 1 REAL plot:
: > >
: > It was his Soul, it was in his pancreas, and it looked like a Howdy
: > Doody button.
It was Colonel Mustard, with Carol Channing, in the War Room.
: Actually, it was an Allison Doody button, if you're talking about "Indiana
: Ellison and the Last Pancreas".
Doody!
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Doody doody doody doody doody doody!

With Sean Connery as Henry Jones AND VICE VERSA!!!
NEW FROM THE STUDIOS OF WILLIAM CASTLE, OUR NATION'S FOREMOST GENIUS:
Project X2: Henry Jones, inventor of a modem that makes Stephen Hawking's
wheelchair twice as fast, implants a Hanna-Barbera cartoon into the mind of
Harlan Ellison! WATCH YOUR BRAIN! WHEN YOU CAN'T SCREAM, YOU'RE NOT
BREATHING IN SPACE! Free admission for anyone with a congenital heart
defect!

Hello Kitty stars in: I HAVE NO MOUTH, AND I MUST BURP!
Yogi Bear stars in: I HAVE CHEAP ANIMATORS, AND I MUST BLINK!
Marie Chan and Daphne star in: HELP ME MY HANDS ARE STUCK ON MY
HIPS IN A PERPETUALLY JAUNTY POSE!
Inspector Detector and Snake Oiler star in: WE HAVE GOOFY NAMES.
Inspector Detector: [Speaking excessively fast, because the translators
were too prolix] A secret meeting is about to be held in secret.
Speed Racer: [Leaving an unnaturally short pause after Inspector's line]
Should I go to the meeting? I know that if I don't hurry, I'll be late
for the Slick Rock Race. I don't want to be late for the slick rock
race, so I'd better hurry.
I hope Kibo watched The Man
With
the Power, since I think he was the target
market. No one else. So he'd better start buying LOTS and LOTS of
Pepto-Bismol, since they ran their ad 50 times during The Man
With
no one buys any they won't show The Man
the Power, and if
With
the Power any more, and we won't get to
watch the guy's pupil constrict while a "fweeeeeeeeewmm!" synth plays,
and then stuff explodes, BUT HE CAN'T LIFT STUFF.
My quote of the minute:
"Remember, you cannot just go on for ever like a phozon-powered Crinkletron!"
--Star Strider, by _Luke Sharp_
-Stephen Tanner (tanner@math.wisc.edu)
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From:
Subject:
Date:
Newsgroups:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: In defense of the "obvious"
1997/04/11
alt.religion.kibology, alt.fan.hello-kitty

Here I was referring to “Project X”, a
William Castle movie in which all the
special effects were by Hanna-Barbera;
no relation to the crummy Matthew
Broderick “Project X.” Henry Jones
starred in the former, and Sean Connery
played “Henry Jones” in the third Indiana
Jones movie. I don’t know why I’m even
bothering to explain this stuff, especially
since Harlan Ellison’s not reading.

tanner@math.wisc.edu (Stephen Will Tanner) wrote:
>
> James "Kibo" Parry (kibo@world.std.com) wrote:
< :
> : With Sean Connery as Henry Jones AND VICE VERSA!!!
> :
> : NEW FROM THE STUDIOS OF WILLIAM CASTLE, OUR NATION'S FOREMOST GENIUS:
> : Project X2: Henry Jones, inventor of a modem that makes Stephen Hawking's
> : wheelchair twice as fast, implants a Hanna-Barbera cartoon into the mind of
> : Harlan Ellison! WATCH YOUR BRAIN! WHEN YOU CAN'T SCREAM, YOU'RE NOT
> : BREATHING IN SPACE! Free admission for anyone with a congenital heart
> : defect!
>
> Hello Kitty stars in: I HAVE NO MOUTH, AND I MUST BURP!
Hello Kitty has evolved beyond mouthhavingness, according to her friend,
General L. Ron Semantics. Soon she will go further. She will have no mouth.
She will have no ears. She will have no eyes.
SHE WILL HAVE NO HEAD!
SHE WILL BE SO CUTE YOU COULD DIE!!!
Then, the year after that,
SHE WILL BE SO CUTE YOU *WILL* DIE!!!
> I hope Kibo watched The Man
>
With
>
the Power, since I think he was the target
> market. No one else.
I'm sorry, I was busy watching "The Mysterious Two" (starring Robert
Forsythe as that wacky guy, Marffal Applewhite) over and over.
It's Mono Compatible!
I have it in the ORIGINAL LONGBOX!!!
Someday YOU'LL be in your ORIGINAL LONGBOX too!

“The Mysterious Two” was Alan “In Search
Of” Landesburg’s bad television pilot (1979)
starring John Forsythe as a guy based on
Applewhite, the cult leader who offed
himself while wearing black Nike sneakers
in 1997. “Marffal” here is an allusion to the
way CNN couldn’t decide if he was
“Marshall”, “Herb”, or “Herff” Applewhite.

-- K.
I loved Ed Begley Junior in that wacky movie,
"Meet The Applewhites".
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: In defense of the "obvious"
alt.religion.kibology, alt.culture.usenet
Sat, 19 Apr 1997 07:12:08 GMT
welcome datacomp

jaffo@onramp.net wrote:
>
> Michael Straight wrote:
> :
> : [re Carl Sagan's abrupt death moments after some bozo flamed him on Usenet]
> :
> : Still feeling guilty about that, are we? Don't worry, if the media hasn't
> : sniffed out the story by now (as much as they would have loved a "INTERNET
> : MESSAGE KILLS CARL SAGAN" headline), they're never gonna put two-and-two
> : together. You're short, shameful secret is safe with us.
>
> Besides, in the current climate, if they nail Kibo for the death of Carl
> Sagan, we're all going down with him.
HEY, BUSTER, YOU'RE NOT "GOING DOWN" ANYWHERE NEAR ME
UNLESS YOU'RE THE TALENTED AND VIVACIOUS MISS CLAUDIA CHRISTIAN.
Last night I dreamed I was all in black, and I was taking a nap, and
Claudia draped this big square of purple cloth over my head. Then we went
elevator surfing, but the MIT police caught us, so they had to take our MIT
IDs, but I didn't have one, so they told me I've gotta enroll at MIT.
> RABID USENET *CULT* KILLS CARL SAGAN!
>
> ...makes a much better headline.
You need to learn to rank words by importance:

SAGAN KILLED BY WACKO INTERNET CULT
You see, the important words go last. This, in newspaperese, is called
"an obverted rectagon".
> And really hip publications like C-Net and Wired would add "IN A PURPLE
> DINOSUAR SUIT!"

CARL SAGAN MURDERED, BOB HOPE NOT ASSASSINATED YET
KIBO MAY SOON DOMINATE WORLD
EXCEPT FOR THE TALENTED AND VIVACIOUS CLAUDIA CHRISTIAN
-- K.
P.S. WIRED WOULD NEVER USE CAPITALS
BECAUSE THEY'RE TOO COOL. CAPITALS, I MEAN.
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
[bad erotica] Re: BOBBI'SUMMER VACATION
alt.religion.kibology
Mon, 17 Mar 1997 10:12:04 GMT
welcome datacomp

[I apologize for ruining the "one big beautiful paragraph containing 50,000
one-syllable words" structure of this story with my interjections, but I
felt some Internet readers might need the parts about sex explained.]
In alt.sex.stories, rdragon@ix.netcom.com(***) wrote:
>
> BOBBY.DOC By Kitten Via NixPix Aspen 303/920-1263
>
> Kittens Sexcation
Ha ha ha ha! It's a pun! Instead of VAcation, it says SEXcation!!
Get it? Ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha!!!!
(while grinding knuckle against temple) Funny... funny...
What's a pun?
>
>
>
>

I haven't had a vacation in a while and was sitting back
thingking on the one I took last year. I was living in Ohio
then, and my dad was living here in Louisiana, so we decided
to meet half way.

Then I decided to visit my mother she was living in Alaska I was living in
Australia we decided to meet halfway it was the middle of the Atlantic
Ocean and we both drownded and then died the end.
>
Which as it worked out was Nashville. I
> made the reservations and got us a room at a motel in
> Goodletsville just north of Nashville.
Goodletsville, home of the world-famous Goodletsville Nougatorium!
And that great sports team, the Goodletsville People Who Enjoyed "The Goonies"!
(They never win because the team has only five players.)
>
>
>
>
>

The lady on the phone
gave me directions and I was off bright and early the next
morning, this was just an overnight and my sister was coming
back with me. Dad had told me dont pack much you know how she
is!

Sissy didn't like me wearing clothes that didn't smell like sweat and stuff.
>
So I threw a pair of shorts a T shirt and a swimsuit in
> the bag and went. I love to get out on the road and drive and
> was having the time of my life. It was 7 hours from where I
> lived to Goodletsvile, and I stopped in Louisville and bought

(CONTINUED)

souveniers and the like, for my friends. I was having a rough
time of it trying to get over the fact that my marriage had
failed so miserably. 3 months had passed and I still asked
myself what I had done wrong ?

Besides spelling souvernears wrong and putting only one space before the
question mark when we all know you type two spaces at the end of
a sentence ?
>
But being out in the
> countryside and getting out was a great improvement and I was
> feeling more like my old self..
Then I married my old self and then we were legally able to have sex the end.
>
>
>
>
>

I was getting close to Nashville and started watching for my
turn off 96, at Two Mile Pikeway. There it was and I turned
off and started hunting for the motel following the
instructions I had been given. And promptly got lost.
I drove around for an hour before I would finally admit it.

Then I went into a coma for eight mind-numbingly dull weeks, and when I
awoke I was possessed of a vast sea of ennui which made every minute of
every hour of every day more tedious than the last, then I took a nap, then
I fell back into the coma for a time so long I lost track of the months as
they went by one month two months three months zzzzzz and then the doctors
woke me up and told me I needed nine years worth of physical therapy which
consisted of stuff like tai chi only even slower and I had to move real
slowly and each eexercise took eight or nine or ten or eleven days to do
and it was so boring and tedious that I went into another coma. Then I
threw up.

ITC Souvernear Bold

>
>
>
>

YOU, TOO, CAN WRITE EXCITING EROTIC FICTION!!!!
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

And it was hot, I was sweaty and sticky and just wanted to
find the place so I pulled into the nearest service station,
and said to the man working " Excuse me but I'm lost could
you tell me where to find the Super 8 motel ?" "Sure Darlin "
he replied " I dont know right off hand where it is but if
you just park your car right over there for a minute I'll go
in and call them" So I pulled my car over to the side and
leaned my head back and closed my eyes telling myself that it
was all going to work out fine. He was gone about 5 minutes
and came back with a piece of paper and drew me a map and
showed me how to get there. It was just about a block away
and I had kept missing the side street it was on.

Then I lifted up the baked potato and there it was!!!
>
>
>
>
>

"Thank you
so much" I told him " I really appreciate it " "No problem
darlin" he replied "I only wish we got more sweet things like
you in here, you sure made my day" I looked at him and
grinned, a little embarassed I thought he was joking. I

(CONTINUDE)

>
>
>
>

talked to him for a few minutes and then went on my way. This
time I found the motel no problem, and as soon as my sister
let me in the door the phone rang and my dad answered it,
then told them no they must have the wrong number.

Every day we had several dozen wrong numbers. Here is a log showing the
exact times at which each of these momentous events transpired.
Gosh, this is the bawdiest, most ribaldly lewd SEXcation ever!
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

He hung up and said oh just some one wanting to know if the
lady had found the motel all right. " Oh dad" I said "I bet
that was the fellow from the gas station I got lost and they
gave me directions" " Well he said why dont you go get us all
something to eat and see if you can find a liquor store I
could sure use a drink " " Okay" I replied but I am going to
swim a little first I am hot and tired and in need of a few
good laps in the pool. So I put on my suit and proceeded to
the pool, with my younger sister Susan we were carrying on(
as sisters do sometimes) and got in the pool and did a few
laps, I got out dried a little and pulled my shorts on over
my swimsuit, and set off in search of something to eat and a
liquor store. Hmmm I thought I should stop at the gas station
and tell that man thank you for his concern. So I did and
while I was at it I could ask him about the liquor store. So
I pulled into the lot and he came right out, I smile at him
and said " I found the motel fine ! But now I need directions
to the liquor store" " Oh darlin " he grimaced, " this is a
dry county and you cant get any liquor, you can get beer most
anywhere though" "well" I explained it's for my dad and I
will ahve to see what he wants. "Wait a minute" he said " I
get off in about 10 minutes and would be glad to show you
where one is, I can stop by the motel" " Okay " I replied
"that will work" So Susie and I drove through and got a few
burgers and headed back to the motel. She was telling me how
cute he was and how she was sure that he had the hots for me.
just dismissed this as typical teenage nonsense

Oh, those nonsensical teenagers, with their "Laugh-In" and their
Spike Jones records!

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

and went on about my business. I didn't want a burger but had
decided to spend some more time in the pool and thats where
Bobby found me when he drove up 15 minutes later, I climbed out
and dried off slid back into my shorts and a T shirt and met him
at the gate. "I will have to let my dad know I am going and see
just what it is he wants " I told him, So I wrapped the towel
around my neck and walked across the parking lot to the motel
room. I introduced Bobby to my dad and told him that he was

(CONTINUED)

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

the man that gave me directions and was going to show me
where to find the liquor store. Andasked him " Was there
anything in particular you wanted" " Oh he replied " " rum
and coke would be fine" " okay then I said I will be back in
a little bit " So Bobby and I left the motel room and he
asked me if I was going to drive or did I want him to. " Well
I can drive or we can take my car because I'm all wet you see
and I do not want to ruin your upholstry. " Oh darlin " he
replied " I dont mind getting the seats wet, after all it
wouldn't be the first time." So we took his car, an old Ford
Granada. And we were off in search of a liquor store.

HA HA HA HA HA SEXCATION I JUST GOT IT!!!!
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

We were
driving along I was on one side of the car and he on the
other.He glanced over and said to me " I dont bite you can
let go of the door and move over towards me a little bit " I
was really nervous. I didn't know this guy and I had never
done anything like this in my life. Going somewhere with
someone I didn't know. But I figured what the hell he seemed
like a real nice guy, so I moved over and relaxed. We talked
a little on the way, I was completely lost,and at his mercy.
told him about my ex and he told me about his and we found
we had quite a few things in common weboth loved dogs( and
how can you not like a man who loves dogs ?)

H. P. Lovecraft's newest creation, Yog-Weboth, Eleven-Eyed Eater Of HTML!!!
It is summoned when your Web page's counter reads "000000000000000000000666"!!!
Also Hitler had a doggie-woggie.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

We pulled up in
front of the liquor store all to soon. And before I could
open the door and get out of the car he was there to help me.
his was something new, having someone open doors for me I am
used to fending for myself. He opened the door to the store
as well and escorted me inside. We took a few minutes finding
what we wanted and paying for it, and back in his car he
started it up and we were off. Then he took a turn that I did
not remember on the way over and looking puzzled he explained
" It's a shortcut and avoids a lot of traffic , and besides I
wanted to get you out on a dark country road so I could do
this" Then he leaned over and with one arm on the wheel and
the other around my shoulder he kissed me. I am not one to
rush into things to much but it had been so long and that one
little kiss started the ball rolling I kissed him back, I
mean really kissed him opened my mouth and let him explore
inside with his tounge. It was wonderful but all to short.

He needed a corrective tounge extender which we found under
the cuoch in the luonge.

(CONTINUED)

>
>
>
>
>
>

After all he was trying to drive. But he got a few more
kisses on the drive back to the motel, that was the first
time I can ever recall praying for red lights . We finally
got back to the motel. And parked down lot from the room. He
turned off the ignition, and I moved into his arms. HE slid
his tounge along the edge of my bottom lip

Harlan Ellison's first appearance in alt.sex.stories!
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

before letting it
slip back into my mouth, and his hands wern't still now
after all he no longer had to keep one hand on the wheel. And
they were everywhere at once stroking my breasts and the back
of my neck and then rubbing my back and working thier way
down to my ass and when his finger slid under my swimsuit and
into my hot and waiting pussy I just about came right then
and there. Not one to be left out however my hands were doing
a little work of thier own stroking his chest through his
shirtand moving down. I unbuttoned his jeans and let my hand
slip inside to feel his cock which was hard as a rock . I
quit kissing him for a moment and let my lips wander down to
explore what my hands had found I helped him slip his jeans
down a little farther, and began to lick and tease his cock
before I took it between my lips and into my mouth. At his
groan of pleasure I knew I must be doing something right,
then he started to get goosebumps and I knew he was enjoying
it. He told me to stop however after a few minutes and we
went back to necking but I was still stroking his dick with
my hand, and he continued to tease my breasts and pussy. It
had been so long and it felt so good I was purring (yes I do
that ) in no time and I made it quite clear that I was ready
willing and able, to do anything he wanted. And he pulled
away and asked me" Are you going to take this rum and coke
into your dad " " I will " I replied " when I get around to
it" And with that proceeded to put my head in his lap and
suck his dick,

Nobody got this
reference, especially
Harlan Ellison’s
proofreader. (“tounge”
showed up in the badly
typeset “Edgeworks”
anthology.)
“Edgeworks” is a great
volume because it’s got
lots of H.E.’s rants
about evil sci-fi fanboys.

While he sucked his dick, I tried to find a new method of indicating
quotations. Eventually I hit upon the idea of putting quote marks around
the parts of the story which were NOT said by the characters, and then
putting more quote marks around all the blank spaces between sentences!
Then I came.
>
>
>
>
>
>

moving my head slowly sliding my mouth up and
down the length of it while my tounge worked licking the
sensitive underside of it. He couldn't take to much of this
and told me to quit, when I didn't immediatly comply he
gently lifted my chin and askked me again to stop. Now I was
really puzzled. He fatened his jeans

by putting a potato in his underwear, but everyone pointed at him and
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giggled, then someone explained that it was supposed to go in front.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

and sat there for a
minute, regaining his composure, and took a deep breath and
said " Okay lets take this in to your dad" To be honest at
this point I didn't care weather my dad ever got his drink.
But we got out of the car,and took the rum and coke to the
motel room. I unlocked the door and stepped in and handed the
bottles to my dad he asked Bobby and I if we wanted a drink.
no I replied rather shakily I dont want a drink I think I am
going back to the pool. So we left my dad in peace and walked
out towards the pool. Bobby decided to join me in a swim and
took off his shirt and his boots and socks.and dove in
wearing his jeans, I stripped out of the shorts and the T
shirt and joined him. I love to swim to feel my body slide
through the water with almost no effort. Water is a real turn
on for me it always has been. And after doing a few laps
Bobby couldn't keep up so he waited at the shallow end and
caught my leg as I headed for the side. He pulled me towards
him and kissed me long and hard letting his hands massage my
breasts. It was late now and very dark and just as luck would
have it the bulb was blown out of the light at the shallow
end f the pool,

WELCOME TO OUR OOL
NOTICE THERE IS NO F IN IT
>
so we stood there waist deep in water , and
> kissed for what seemed an eternity.
Then I fell into a vegetative coma for six years.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Then he backed me up
against the wall of the pool and I wrapped my arms around his
neck and my legs around his waist. With my back propped
against the wall I was not going anywhere ( not that I wanted
to anyway) he was moving my swimsuit aside and I waited for
the feel of his fingers stroking my clit, but instead I felt
his cock still hard as a rock slide into me instead, his lips
captured mine as he began gently rocking me back aginst the
wall. I was so hot and horney I came almost as soon as he put
it in. And just as he was getting ready to cum he pulled away
again. Fastened his jeans and straightened my suit, He pulled
himself up out of the pool and reached down for my hand and
helped me out as well. Once we were both on solid ground he
pulled me into his arms and began kissing me again.But I was
shivering now. So he suggested we sit in my car since it was
right there. So we got in my car and climbed into the back
seat. It wasn't anytime at all before we had the windows all
so fogged up that no one could have seen in or out if they
had wanted to, and Bobby moved around and took off his jeans.
They were still wet and stuck to his skinn and had to be
peeled away and we threw thm over the seat. And I inturn
removed my swimsuit, and there we were both of us strip stark
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

naked, in the back seat of my car in the parking lot of the
motel. I drive a great big old Buick so there was plenty of
room to move around in the back seat. He sat back in the seat
and layed his head back, and I decided this time there would
be no turning back and I once again took his dick into my
mouth, he had calmed down some and it was only about half
hard now. Well not for long though, I had him up and ready
for action in no time and then surprised him I sat up and
moved so I had one knee on either side of him and sat on his
lap I manuvered his hard cock into position and felt it slide
into my waiting cunt. Then I started rocking slowly and
gently and kissing him licking and nibbling on his neck and
ears and my hands were stroking his chest and arms. It wasn't
long before he stareted to thrust a little and I kissed him
gently and asked him " who's doing this anyway "

God.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

and he
looked up at me and smiled " I guess you are darlin" he
replied. " You just have me so excited I want to bust"
"Well" I told him, " didn't anyone ever tell you that the
best things in life are worth waiting for ?" " or that it's
the anticipation that makes it so intense?" " I know that "
he said " but damn your making me crazy" "I'm supposed to I
replied thats my job."

I thought that was the job of the makers of Nutrasweet?
Caligula ate ten pounds of it just before he appointed his horse to the Senate.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

and I continued to slowly slide my
pussy up and down his shaft while I told him how good his
dick felt and how hot he made me, I said " reach down and
feel for yourself how hot I am " He moved his hand between my
leg and began to stroke my clit and he wrapped his other hand
around one of my tits and started to suck on the nipple and
all at once I found myself lying flat on my back and he was
in control now and I was the one being teased, it wasn't long
before I was begging him " Make me cum, fuck me hard, Oh god
you feel soooo good" As I began to grind my hips up into his
a little harder and faster than before and wrapped my legs
around his hips and pulled him closer and deeper. He was
stroking my clit again and licking my tits and I had the most
intense orgasm of my life and was still shuddering form it
when he came and nothing and I mean nothing turns me on like
feeling a man cum inside of me. He collapsed and layed down
on top of me and I wrapped my arms around him and hugged him
tight while I felt his dick slowly soften and slip out.

It slipped out to Wal-Mart for a pack of cigarettes. It never came back.
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>

We stayed like that for quite a while letting both of us catch
our breath. He came four more times that night, and I lost
count of how many more times I came, but we parted in the wee
hours of the morning, he had to work the next day and I had
to drive home. We exchanged adresses and phone numbers and
went our seperate ways. I cannot begin to count the number of
weekends after that that I spent in Tennessee.

One... three... no, wait... one... five... no, wait... one... three...
damn, I've always had trouble with low numbers. Would it be okay if I
counted backwards?
>
Bobby and I
> have kind of drifted apart now, with work taking up most of
> our lives I still call him from time to time and he calls me,
> but I will never forget that summer vacation .
God bless the Reader's Digest for bringing us this memorable episode of
"Life In These United States".
-- K.
Now write a 300-word essay on
what YOUR tounge did during YOUR
summer SEXcation.

From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Hale-Bopp?????
alt.religion.kibology
Mon, 17 Mar 1997 10:33:29 GMT
welcome datacomp

In alt.freemasonry, allegro@tiac.net (Bob DeSavage) wrote:
>
> Am I missing something besides a goodly portion of my wits? I saw a
> rather lengthy thread concerning the Hale-Bopp Comet. After reading a
> few postings, I still can't figure out what the main point of this
> thread is all about.
> [...]
> What puzzles me is this: If we have as much power to do the things
> that people accuse us of, why is it that I still have to get up each
> day at four in the morning to get ready to deliver the United States
> Mail?
>
> Why can't I simply enter into a horrid conspiracy with a couple of
> Brothers and plot to have someone do my job for me, THEN after he or
> she is done, deliver my paycheck to me at home? If we can create
> comets, then this would be a piece of cake!
> [...]
> After my day, I can't control my bladder, never mind the Universe!
I would say something funny here, except there's nothing funny about a
conspiracy of incontinent Masonic postal workers.
-- K.
(not going to mention Tristero)
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:
Followup-To:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Enough Comics Journal; Let's argue about Harlan Ellison
rec.arts.comics.misc, rec.arts.sf.written, alt.religion.kibology
Fri, 25 Apr 1997 02:17:53 GMT
welcome datacomp
alt.religion.kibology

In [rec.arts.comics.misc/rec.arts.sf.written], Matt McIrvin wrote:
>
> Rebecca Ore <rebeccabrownore@msn.com> wrote:
> >
> > But we seem to have people in this
> > newsgroup who believe SFWA owes the world a specific flavor of Nebula
> > or an honest (????) explanation of why not, people in this newsgroup
> > who believe that Harlan owed them a delivery of a product which
> > probably wouldn't sell over 10,000 in hardcover at this time (and
> > _Dangerous Visions_ was big) [...]
>
> I think that most of the people complaining about _The Last Dangerous
> Visions_ believe that Ellison's obligation is mostly to his authors, and
> that he should *either* deliver it *or* officially give up the project.
I think the best thing would be for Harlan Ellison to publish it, but write
all the stories himself, and give it away free. And it would come with candy.
H.E.: "HI, I'M HARLAN ELLISON, AND I COME WITH CANDY! HERE, HAVE CANDY!"
[holds out a little lavender Necco heart imprinted with the clever
catch-phrase "WUV YOU" in non-toxic red rubberstamp ink]
KIBO: "Gosh! This tastes great, and I can't wait to taste the second
chapter! I apologize for telling everyone you wrote all those 'seaQuest
DSV' comic books!"
H.E.: "No prob, Kibo. You're so cool. You're a real swell pal. Here, you
can ride in my time machine."
KIBO: "Wow! Is this really a time machine? It looks more like a hole in the
AAAAAAAAAAAAAaaaaaaaaaaa.a.a.a.a............ . . . .
.
.
.
.
H.E.: "Whoopsie doodle!"
-- K.
DISCLAIMER: Harlan Ellison did not actually
kill me, but he does say "Whoopsie doodle!"
all day, every day. While reading "Dazzler" comics.
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:
Followup-To:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: He's Back - R we $1K richer?
alt.freemasonry, alt.religion.kibology
Sun, 2 Mar 1997 11:48:25 GMT
welcome datacomp
misc.creativity, rec.org.mensa,alt.tv.seaquest, alt.sex.fetish.startrek,
alt.supermodels, alt.startrek.creative, talk.bizarre, alt.comics.batman,
alt.censorship, alt.cyberpunk, alt.beer

In alt.freemasonry, "Dan Sale" <dsale@users.southeast.net> wrote:
>
> [quoting Diane Wilson commenting on the esteemed Mr. Sale's promise to
> leave the newsgroup and pay everyone in the world $1000 if he ever
> posted to alt.freemasonry again:]
>
> > I guess we will have to have patience and tolerance until he decides to
> > unsubscribe from this thread.
>
> You will have to have patience and tolerance until I decide to unsubscribe
> from the INTERNET, Mrs. Wilson. I don't know who you think you are, but you
> do NOT own the internet, you do NOT act as some kind of center for it, and
> you do NOT lay down its laws. 3 different people fowarded me your message,
> as you are obviously going out of your way to pinpoint and attack me once
> again.
> The message I responded to was crossposted to alt.conspiracy. In fact, it
> was crossposted to many groups, and I didn't bother to even view the
> headers. alt.freemasonry I am NOT subscribed to, but I do have it qued now
> due to your obvious agenda to wreak havok upon me. I am adding the
> conditions of my withdrawal from this group as long as MY NAME IS HEREAFTER
> NEVER MENTIONED. My name is now COPYRIGHTED and CAN NOT be published
> ANYWHERE without my WRITTEN CONSENT. Upon the mentioning of my name, I will
> be forced to turn all current users posting to this group over to my legal
> representatives for possible legal action AGAINST THE ENTIRE NEWSGROUP.
La la la la la la Dan Sale has fleas la la la la la la la la la la la la la!
Everyone, please pay close attention. The following variants of Mr. Sale's
name are also copyrighted, and to use them you will have to pay him A
BILLION MILLION TRILLION ZILLION DOLLARS WORTH OF CANDY:
Dan "Cooties" Sale
Dan "Mr. Clown Pants" Sale
Dan "Nose Honker" Sale
Dan "Michael Jackson Grandjunior" Sale
Dan "Pippi Longstocking" Sale
Dan "Shatneriffic" Sale
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Dan "Less Swift Than The Entire 'E!' Channel" Sale
Dan "I wish I had some ice cubes but I forgot the recipe" Sale
Dan "Tiddlywinks On A Pocket Pool Table" Sale
Dan "Not Allowed To Have Anything Sharper Than A Rubber Ball" Sale
Dan "I Thought Freemasonry Meant There Was No Initiation Fee" Sale
Dan "I'm A Marsha Mason" Sale
Dan "Burgerbrain" Sale
Dan "Human Pez Dispenser" Sale
Dan "Is Beavis A Cartoon TOO?" Sale
Dan "I copyrighted my name but spelled it wrong on the application so the
Government travelled back in time to change my birth certificate and I
ceased to exist and was replaced by Crispin Glover" Sale
Dan "Nougat" Sale
Dan "I'm The Reason The Commercial Says 'Game Pieces Do Not Actually Talk'" Sale
Dan "Waaaah! My ice cream cone fell in the toilet!" Sale
Dan "Wonder Woman" Sale
Dan "Fire" Sale
Dan "I shouted 'Theater!' in a crowded fire" Sale
Dan "DOIDY! DOIDY! DOIDY! DOIDY! DOIDY! DOIDY! DOIDY! DOIDY! DOIDY!" Sale
Dan "I Wuv Kibo" Sale
-- K.
P.S. I'm 100% lawsuit-proof because my lawyer,
Hillary Clinton, just passed a law that if you
sue me you have to spend a week in a HAUNTED HOUSE!!!!
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: He's Back - R we $1K richer?
alt.religion.kibology
Wed, 5 Mar 1997 05:59:48 GMT
welcome datacomp

[re Dan Sale suing everyone in the world for saying his name without permission]
In alt.freemasonry, laberna <laberna@ibm.net> wrote:
>
> glencslc@aol.com wrote:
> >
AOL USERS
> > Sue me.
MAKE THE
> >
NET FUN
> > Glen Cook
> > Attorney at Law
>
> Hey... if he plans to sue the entire newsgroup maybe you can be our
> attorney
> [...]
> is his lawyer a crack smoker or something?
I think you're getting the punchline wrong. It's supposed to go
something like "A Ritz is a snack cracker, but his lawyer's a..."
-- K.
It's funnier if you say it in a Dr. Ruth voice.
That's Patrick McGoohan in "Scanners", not the
wacky one.
For some reason, posting only the straight lines
of lame jokes is funnier than posting only the
"funny" part. By the way, I'm from SCHENECTADY!
From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: He's Back - R we $1K richer?
alt.freemasonry, alt.religion.kibology
Thu, 6 Mar 1997 04:53:03 GMT
welcome datacomp

In alt.freemasonry, "Dan Sale" <dsale@users.southeast.net> wrote:
>
> [quoting someone re Mr. Sale's claim his name is copyrighted and he'll sue]
>
> > speaking of which does danny have the money to sue AN ENTIRE
> > NEWSGROUP!!!!!!!!!!!!
> >
> > and how would he go about doing that exactly
> >
> > is his lawyer a crack smoker or something?
>
> I haven't posted ANY of this crap people.. Regardless if you believe me or
> not, I will more than likely switch accounts soon and I KNOW THE PEOPLE WHO
> ARE SCREWING ME OVER are reading this.. You WON'T find me.. EVER AGAIN.

(CONTINUED)

I have just received word for the U. S. Patent & Trademark Office, Bozo
Squad, that the following names have recently not only been copyrighted,
but patented. Therefore, we must endeavor NOT to mention them. PLEASE
FOREARD THIS LIST TO EVERY HUMAN BEING ON THE PLANET TO MAKE SURE NOBODY
MENTIONS THESE NAMES.
Dan "Xylophone" Sale
Dan "Wuggly Boobler" Sale
Dan "Not Dead" Sale
Dan "The Zima Guy" Sale
Dan "Lt. Broccoli" Sale
Dan "Ingrown Head" Sale
Dan "Cruddy" Sale
Dan "Mr. Penders" Sale
Dan "Needs Mentos" Sale
Dan "Can't Figure Out How To Operate Mentos" Sale
Dan "Lunkfoot" Sale
Dan "Water Weenie" Sale
Dan "Spot" Sale
Dan "Kicked Out Of Superfriends For Dressing Weirdly" Sale
Dan "Mmmm, Lint!" Sale
Dan "Knows Alexander Abian Personally" Sale
Dan "Marion, What Am I Going To Do With This Bathtub Full Of Potato Salad?" Sale
Dan "Marmaduke" Sale
Dan "Marmadick" Sale
Dan "Marmadip" Sale
Dan "Marmadon't" Sale
Dan "Marma-doy" Sale
Dan "Ratchet" Sale
Dan "Schenectady" Sale
Dan "Barium Enemy" Sale

(CONTINUED)

Dan "Locked Myself In The Car Again" Sale
Dan "Posts To Usenet In Yerkish" Sale
Dan "Cookie-Puss" Sale
Dan "Almost As Much Personality As Tom Carvel" Sale
Dan "Foggy Bottom" Sale
Dan "Mutant Potato With Only Two Eyes" Sale
Dan "Bob 'Texaco' Hope" Sale
Dan "Centimeter Maid" Sale
Dan "Allen Funt's Worst Disguise Ever" Sale
Dan "Funky Winkerbean" Sale
Dan "Printed His Resume In Zapf Dingbats" Sale
Dan "Doily" Sale
Dan "Being Chased By Bananas In Pajamas" Sale
Dan "Wrote For 'SeaQuest'" Sale
Dan "Blurry In Real Life" Sale
Dan "Mr. Yuk" Sale
Dan "I'm Blinking '12:00'" Sale
Dan "Ralph Malph's Still Just As Funny" Sale
Dan "Waxy" Sale
Dan "Hormel Chili's Too Spicy" Sale
Dan "Verbsgohuman" Sale
Dan "Arch Hall Jr." Sale
Dan "Thud" Sale
Dan "Understands The 'Mmm, Beefy!' Commercial" Sale
Dan "Womp Womp" Sale
Dan "Ezio Greggio" Sale
Dan "Weird Or What?" Sale
Dan "What" Sale

(CONTINUED)

Dan "Mr. Guilty" Sale

Dan Rather “accidentally” referred to
O. J. Simpson as “Mr. Guilty” on the air
once. So think of that one as really saying
“Dan ‘What Is The Frequency?’ Sale”.

Dan "Creamed Chimped Beef" Sale
Dan "Troy Tempest's Eyebrows" Sale

Dan "Spent Days Memorizing The Lyrics To The 'Rhoda' Theme" Sale
Dan "Mumenschanz" Sale

I wish I had a picture of Troy Tempest.
He looked like James Garner except
he was really tiny except for his huge
head, and he had E-NOR-MOUS
eyebrows made of fun fur.

Dan "Killer Pants" Sale
Dan "Dan Sale" Sale
-- K.
That last one's kind of mean.

From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Mass Suicide, the bottom line
alt.freemasonry, alt.religion.kibology
Tue, 1 Apr 1997 08:40:47 GMT
welcome datacomp

In alt.freemasonry, dsale@users.southeast.net (Dan Sale) wrote:
>
> Perhaps the bottom line in the mass-suicide issue, in
> regards to whether or not the internet played a part,
> or, THE part, is that there are things one can learn
> which posess the ability to profoundly change the
> individual.
> What he / she learns can be used for good, as well
> as bad, and, if one chooses to defect to the dark
> side, perhaps someone will be there telling you
> 'I am your father.'
I see. So what we can learn from the mass suicide is that Star Wars is cool.
Where's my $1,000?
-- K.
I've been in Darth Vader's bathroom!

Dan “I still owe Kibo $1,000” Sale

still owes Kibo $1,000.
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Please do not send me email
alt.freemasonry, alt.religion.kibology
Thu, 6 Mar 1997 05:04:36 GMT
welcome datacomp

[More from the "I'll sue you all if anyone mentions my name" thread:]
In alt.freemasonry, dsale@users.southeast.net (Dan Sale) wrote:
>
> Please, please do not e-mail me regarding lawsuits or otherwise.. I am working
> on getting a new account. It does not matter if you believe that hackers are
> posting under my name.. the truth is that I have a $2600 new computer,
There's no dollar sign in "SUPER-COOL ATARI 2600 COMPUTER", dude.
> and the remnants of my old (now rendered useless) one
> rotting away on the ground
Ewww! It got leprosy! Get the cootie spray!
> with a deleted hardrive that can't be restored.
He opened up the computer and... THE HARD DRIVE WAS GONE!!!
In its place was fat little puppy, who burped.
SPOT EATS EVERYTHING!
- a wacky sitcom Opening Theme:

I don’t know who did
these lovely fakes, but
they clearly knew the
graphical guts of the
Atari 2600 inside & out.

(la la la la la la la)
Poor Spot
He's So Hungry!
Poooooor Spot
He Eats Everything!
He Eats
And Eats
And Eats
Every Day
Pooooooooooor Spot
He Even Ate His Best Friend Hey Hey Hey!!!
Pooooooooooooooor Spot
Moved In With Dan Sale
Pooooooooooooooooooor Spot
Has Fleas And Cooties!
So If You See Spot
And I Know You Will
(la la la la)
Run Away!
(la la)

(CONTINUED)

> That is fact. It has nothing to do with freemasons and everything to do with
> hackers on IRC whom I apparently PO'd one night, and later learned he headed
> up all these hacker conferences..
And all the hackers in the world got together with all the scientists in
the world (except the evil ones, who are locked in a basement at the Nobel
Prize Institute) and all the generals of NASA, and they sang the "Spot Eats
Everything" song over and over until you suffered permanent tone-deafness!
> It is fact that I have posted very little since I originally posted
> 'The Lion King' long ago...
Yeah, well, I wrote "The Lion King" for Disney! I also wrote all of
Shakespeare's books, and founded the Masons. See any proof of that on my
hard drive? No? That means it's TRUE! TIME HAS INERTIA!
>
>
>
>
>
>

NONE of that stuff is on my harddrive, nor my unix anymore..
Besides, anyone who has talked to me on IRC lately will tell you I have
different views on Freemasonry that I had then, so it doesn't matter anyhow.
Should anymore slanderous messages appear by my name, please do NOT REPLY AT
ALL.

However, if we see any postings from "Alexander Abian", we'll know
they're from you.
-- K.
Poor Spot! He burped and up came Dan Sale's
collection of erotic GIFs!
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From:
Subject:
Date:
Message-Id:
Newsgroups:

agent@action.com
****AGENT ACTION!***
1997/04/01
<5hstlt$fne@chronicle.concentric.net>
abg.acf-vor

This piece of spam was posted to about 4000
newsgroups. It is included here solely because
some folks in a.r.k chose to make fun of it.

1
**

"CLONING" MOVIE MAY PROVOKE THEATER RIOTS!

**

Anticipation is so high for the new sci-fi action movie AGENT ACTION!
that international theater owners are worried.
Some feel their venues may be the
magnet for riots.
One of the movies main themes is human cloning. With cloning
as a red-hot topic and the movies anticipated big budget look with gorgeous nude
US playmates, the number of moviegoers is predicted to be record breaking!

ELCITRA
OBIK YB TON
) K S I R N W O TA D A E R (

AGENT ACTION! is reported to be a sci-fi flick in the secret agent
"Bond" Style. It sports exotic locations, impressive cinematography, and the
aforementioned naked, big-breasted actresses. (Including Erika Olsen / Playboy
Mar 97) The movie stars and is directed by charismatic and multi talented new
leading man William Blair.
It features celebrity guest villains and co-stars the
talented Jerry Lee Kmiec.
AGENT ACTION! is currently in the middle of a heated bidding war by international
distributors. The winner may have more than just an ordinary hit on its hands.
It may have the milestone catalyst of an international event.
***************************************************************************************************
2
OSCAR PICK FAVE FOR 97 ?
Talk for the next Oscars has already started.
one film: AGENT ACTION!

AGENT ACTION!
And the news is overwhelming for

What "ACTION" seems to have is what the current Oscar picks lacked: both
great directing, great acting, and great writing all in one.
And the lions credit is
aimed at one man; multi -talented star and director William Blair.l
Insiders are predicting Blair may receive the most multiple Oscar wins ever:
As best actor, best director, and best writer.
What's more: as producer and special
effects director of photography consultant: he might also nab the best picture Oscar
and cinematography Oscars, too!
Can Blair and AGENT ACTION! pull off this
unprecedented feat?
It would certainly be a day for the all time record books.
Of course this is
just speculation at this point. One thing is certain, though, 1997 is the year for
moviegoers to enjoy AGENT ACTION!
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------3
CAN AGENT ACTION! CRUSH SCHWARZENEGGER?
One fact seems clear: William Blair is the world's hot new action star!
Not only that, he appears to be a World-Class director as well. It is this multi-talent
capability- and freshness- that has Schwarzeneger and Stallone scared - yes, the
world seems to be saying, replace these old fogies with new talent!
William Blair, and AGENT ACTION! seem to be the cure for the movie goers
case of tired old action star Blues!
Arnold / Sly - next stop is the old folks rest home
for you!
We're William Blair fans now!

Long live # 1 action star William Blair! - AGENT

ACTION!
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
4
SEX, NUDITY, AND AGENT ACTION!
For the many curious to see big breasted naked actresses in AGENT ACTION!,-

(CONTINUED)

there is good news.
A preview/trailer is now reportedly in the cutting stages.
This minute and a half of selected scenes should wet the palate of the curious.
AGENT ACTION!, a "Bond" type thriller set in the near future, is highly anticipated.
It reportedly features the aforementioned Big breasted actresses ( including Erika
Olsen/ Playboy Mar 97 ) among several other ravishing beauties.
The movie is said to star and be directed by multi talented new leading man
William Blair.
Celebrity guest villains round out the colorful cast.
The movie apparently also features lush exotic locations from around the world.
Excellent cinematography and a tight nit thriller story round out this highly anticipated
production.
This is probably the most anticipated movie on the planet today.
And the
thought of a trailer - possibly soon downloadable on the net - is fantastic.
But hurry
please! The wait is almost more than curious movie buffs can bear!
******************

///////////////////////////

************************* ///////////////

5
JAPANESE "ABREAST" OF AGENT ACTION!
Tokyo.
If there's one group of moviegoers clamoring to see AGENT ACTION! It's the Japanese.
They certainly have a yen for big breasted naked blondes - and
AGENT ACTION! will supply that - and more!
Nippon theater owners apparently are in a rare fight to obtain the first prints of
AGENT ACTION!
It is said to be the most anticipated movie in the Orient.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------6
WHY DOES AGENT ACTION FEATURE NUDE BREASTS?
'Cause Secret Agents love them!
How could Sean Connery, Roger Moore, or
Pierce Brosnan battle villains without a little jiggle?
And the same goes for new Agent
extraordinaire William Blair - AGENT ACTION!
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
7
RUSH - FOR WORLD WIDE RELEASE
IS AGENT ACTION! THE GREATEST MOVIE EVER MADE?
Film fans, critics, and cinephiles the world over are engaged in a heated debate.
Is the new Sci-fi action film AGENT ACTION! the greatest movie ever made?
Opposition is fierce.
Names such as Welles, Kubrick, Scorsese, Spielberg, and
Oliver Stone are of course getting huge support.
Movies such as Citizen Kane, 2001, Goodfellas, ET, and Platoon are being
heralded as the all time champs.
And yet, the new found furor won't subside. AGENT ACTION! now has its own
legions of rising vocal fans.
And its star/ director William Blair is receiving the lion's
share of the credit.
Can this new group of fans, of a movie not yet even released be right?
the few purportedly bootlegged copies of an advance rough cut be enough proof?
Is AGENT ACTION! such a highly commendable piece of celluloid?

Can

History be damned these new fans seem to be saying.
Forget the work of the
"old fogies", William Blair Is the brilliant purveyor of cinema's future!
And AGENT ACTION! is proof - at 24 frames per living color second!
===============================================================

(CONTINUED)

8
SEX,

ROMANCE,

AND AGENT ACTION - WILLIAM BLAIR!

Girls, Good News - William Blair is single!
Yes the 6 ft, 185 lb. leading man is
available! And if his blue eyes don't get you - his charming and suave manner will!
Check him out in AGENT ACTION! Then in his exciting new upcoming feature
THE RIDE!
((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((
(((((((((((
9
WAR!

- BIDDING BATTLE BREWING

Major movie distributors are sharpening their pens.
sides. Telephone faxes are arming for duty.
Why?
ACTION!

Agents and Lawyers are taking

For the bloody battle over the international distribution rights to AGENT

The movie world landscape is now upside down. How? Witness ancient releases
like Star Wars now doing first run BlockBuster business. Plus expensive new releases
are bombing. With this confusion its a new war out there. And formerly defended
movie turf is up for grabs!
Which studio army can capture the anticipated blockbuster AGENT ACTION!?
Will it be a major battaliion force like UNIVERSAL?
like Miramax or Gramercy capture the goods?

Of can a rising guierrila army

No one can predict the battle's outcome yet. But one victor is certain: the
Audience.
The World Audience - millions of popcorn and action loving troops who
will be the happy victors as they embrace viewing AGENT ACTION!
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
10
WILLIAM BLAIR - TRUE INDEPENDENT - NOT SUNDANCE

ASS- KISSER

While most Independent filmmakers nowadays are just shameless ass kissers - of
Sundance "god" Robert Redford, William Blair stands alone.
The so called Independent movie movement is sickening.
Independent of what?

Independent -

Most of these films are undisguised "auditions" for studio jobs. And the cast
lists of these movies look exactly like their Studio cousins:
Tori Spelling for godsakes!
And most of these butt-kiss directors need to start living a life - rather than
patterning these grotesque homages to angst populated by the ever tiring Steve
Buscemi ( Whoever said this guy could act? )
The real barfola however, is how the "intelligensia" and "psuedo hip" are
pronouncing Oscar kudos on these lightweight nothing movies.
morons.

Lets face if folks: Ransom was a much better film than Fargo. Wake up you
Can anyone even sit through Fargo twice without falling into a deep coma.

And last years Spitfire Grill - what a joke that was!
technique of a bad TV movie of the week!
Is there hope?

It had all the thrills and

Damn tootin!

And my vote for movie of the year is AGENT ACTION!
off those "independent" lemming-ized ass-kisser movies .

It cuts the sprocket holes

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
------------------------------------------------------------------------
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:

mmcirvin@world.std.com (Matt McIrvin)
Re: ***WHO IS AGENT ACTION!?***
alt.religion.skibology
1997/04/02

ARTICLE
NOT BY KIBO
(READ AT OWN RISK )

In article <5htp9v$epb@chronicle.concentric.net>, agent@agent.com wrote:
>
>
The movie apparently also features lush
> exotic locations from around the world.
> Excellent cinematography and a tight nit thriller story
> round out this highly anticipated
> production.
[6-foot, 185-pound, blue-eyed heartthrob WILLIAM BLAIR sits with a
BIG-BREASTED NAKED BLONDE in his Action Hot Tub, filled with bubbling
liquid Spam. They seem to be performing some sort of chimpanzee grooming
maneuver.]
WILLIAM BLAIR

Just a moment, darlin'! I see more nits in your hair,
and they're in pretty tight!

NAKED BLONDE

Be sure to get 'em all. I may be BIG-BREASTED, but I
hate these head-lice epidemics! I get 'em from the kids-they're always sharing hats and stuff at Kindercare,
don't 'cha know.

WILLIAM BLAIR

Fear not, for I am... AGENT ACTION! I'll have them out
of there in 45 minutes at the latest.

[Several minutes of silence, punctuated only by footsteps and the rumble
of garbage trucks in the distance.]
NAKED BLONDE

How about that weather?

WILLIAM BLAIR

Huh?

NAKED BLONDE

Enough snow for you?

WILLIAM BLAIR

Ermph. [Hauls a pair of tweezers out of his shirt pocket.]

[Soundtrack bravely essays a bit of "wow-chicka-wow" music, but the
tape's only a minute long and it gets kind of repetitive after a couple of
cyclings.]
[SCENE MISSING]
THE END
-More Matt McIrvin than you need! http://world.std.com/~mmcirvin/
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From:
Subject:
Date:
Message-Id:
Organization:
Flizzm:
Newsgroups:

tanner@math.wisc.edu (Stephen Will Tanner)
MSTed: Agent Action!
1997/04/16
<5j357e$2ak2@news.doit.wisc.edu>
University of Wisconsin, Madison
Flazzm
alt.religion.kibology,rec.arts.tv.mst3k.misc,alt.tv.mst3k

[A MiSTing of the Agent Action! ad that was crossposted all over
the alt.* hierarchy about...3 weeks ago. Dang, I'm slow...]
[Satellite of Love. Mike is relaxing.
a terminal and nodding appreciatively]

ARTICLE
NOT BY KIBO
(READ AT OWN RISK )

The bots are reading from

CROW: Hey, Mike, want to join our little circle?
SERVO: Yeah, savor the best things in life while you can.
MIKE: What's all this about?
CROW: net.kooks!
SERVO: Yeah, you can't beat 'em for entertainment value!
MIKE: Well...
CROW: Here, just sample a little of this.
MIKE: [reads, mumbling] Hello Folks, here is some more information
about the guys from Sirius... mmm...mmm-hmm. [looks up] Wow, that's
really...something.
CROW: Vintage John_-_Winston!
SERVO: And sample a little of this.
MIKE: [skims it] Hmm... a distinct nutty aftertaste.
SERVO: Robert McElwaine's trademark!
MIKE: Uh-oh, Yogi the Telepathic Dog is calling.
[Pearl's minivan]
PEARL: Okay kids, ready for another dose of pure spamming satisfaction?
[S.O.L.]
MIKE: Can't I just read deranged rantings from the loons of yesteryear?
SERVO: Yeah, here's a real good one. From September 1993, a very
good year.
[Minivan]
Pearl: Ha ha! You wish. This is an ad for a piece of drek so sexist it'd
make Clarence Thomas look like Gloria Steinem. Posted by bad
actor, bad director, and bad grammarian William Blair. It's called
AGENT ACTION! And I think it'll sting.
[S.O.L.]
SERVO: [lurching at the terminal] Read this bit, here.
MIKE: RE-ORBIT the sexy psychic plants to create born-again p-adics?
Oh no, we've got USENET SIGN!
.
.
.
.
.
> From: agent@action.com
SERVO: action.com, the ISP with kung-fu grip!
MIKE: You and your kung-fu grip jokes...
> Newsgroups: alt.fan.hello-kitty
> Subject: ****AGENT ACTION!***
CROW: [Starts tipping over to the left]
SERVO: Uh-oh. Here:
*
CROW: Thanks!
> Date: Wed, 2 Apr 1997 02:00:16
> Organization: Concentric Internet Services
> Lines: 218
MIKE: 218 lines about 536 women.

(CONTINUED)

CROW: Yeah, that's if Trent Reznor was Hugh Hefner.
SERVO: Trent Reznor IS Hugh Hefner IS Agent Action!
> Message-ID: <5ht834$fne@chronicle.concentric.net>
> NNTP-Posting-Host: cnc012036.concentric.net
> 1
>
** "CLONING" MOVIE MAY PROVOKE THEATER RIOTS!

**

CROW: DO NOT ATTEMPT TO "CLONE" MOVIE. YOU SHOULD JUST "SIT" QUIETLY
WHILE "WATCHING" MOVIE.
SERVO: Do not yell "clone!" in a crowded theater.
MIKE: Do not yell "theater!" in a crowded fire.
>

Anticipation is so high

SERVO: No, Bill, *you* are high.
>
>
>
>

for the new sci-fi action movie AGENT
ACTION! that international theater owners are worried.
Some feel
their venues may be the magnet for riots.
One of the movies main
themes is human cloning.

CROW: [playing dumb] Wow, that's interesting. The FIRST time this was
posted, it didn't mention cloning at all.
SERVO: [Imitating William Blair] Text search...replace all occurrences
of "lasers" with "cloning"...Crosspost to hell and back...
> With cloning as a red-hot topic and the movies anticipated big budget
> look with gorgeous nude US playmates, the number of moviegoers is
> predicted to be record breaking!
MIKE: Remedial wood shop teachers across the nation face the lowest
attendance in weeks!
>
AGENT ACTION! is reported to be a sci-fi flick in the secret agent
>
"Bond" Style. It sports exotic locations, impressive cinematography,
> and the aforementioned naked, big-breasted actresses.
SERVO: Hey pal, if you'd mentioned big breasts, I woulda NOTICED!
MIKE: Yeah!
>(Including Erika Olsen
> / Playboy
>
Mar 97) The movie stars and is directed by charismatic and multi
> talented new leading man William Blair.
SERVO: Who isn't me.

Really.

> It features celebrity guest villains and
> co-stars the
>
talented Jerry Lee Kmiec.
SERVO: Oh, is the great Jerry Lee Kermit going to...
CROW: [interrupts] That's K-miec.
MIKE: Maniac?
SERVO: ENIAC.
MIKE: Epicak.
SERVO: Jimmy Smits.
>
AGENT ACTION! is currently in the middle of a heated bidding war
> by international distributors.
MIKE: [French accent] YOU take eet!
SERVO: [German accent] Nein, YOU must take it!
>The winner may have more than just an ordinary hit on
> its hands.
SERVO: Did we mention naked women?
>

It may have the milestone catalyst of an international event.

CROW: Yeah, and...huh?

(CONTINUED)

>***********************************************************
>****************************************
CROW: My God, it's full of Perths.
> 2
>
>

OSCAR PICK FAVE FOR 97 ?

AGENT ACTION!

SERVO: New Super Bleach, with Agent Action.
>
Talk for the next Oscars has already started.
>overwhelming for one film: AGENT ACTION!

And the news is

CROW: Now I know Oscar the Grouch likes trash, but I don't think
he likes trashy MOVIES, as such.
>
What "ACTION" seems to have is what the current Oscar picks lacked:
>both great directing, great acting, and great writing all in one.
MIKE: [sarcastic] That is both cool, awesome, and far out.
>And the lions credit is aimed at one man;
SERVO: And the credit is aimed at one man's loins;
>multi -talented star and director William Blair.l
SERVO: Who, I reiterate, is not me.
>
Insiders are predicting Blair may receive the most multiple Oscar
>wins ever: As best actor, best director, and best writer.
MIKE: Don't you mean, "BOTH best actor, best director, and best writer?"
>What's more: as producer and special
>effects director of photography consultant: he might also nab the best
>picture Oscar and cinematography Oscars, too!
Can Blair and AGENT
>ACTION! pull off this unprecedented feat?
MIKE: Will the Swiss navy conquer the world?
SERVO: Can the Amiga become the #1 OS by 1998?
CROW: Will Satan be skiing to work?
>
It would certainly be a day for the all time record books.
Of
>course this is just speculation at this point. One thing is certain,
>though, 1997 is the year for moviegoers to enjoy AGENT ACTION!
SERVO: Ask for it at the video store in 1998 and they'll say: AGENT WHO?
>------------------------------------------------------------------------->---------------------------------------------------------CROW: No more asterisks?
>3
>
>

CAN AGENT ACTION! CRUSH SCHWARZENEGGER?

SERVO: Well, yes and no.
CROW: Huh?
SERVO: I mean yes, we'll can Agent action, and no, we won't crush
Schwarzenegger.
CROW: Ahh.
>
>star!

One fact seems clear: William Blair is the world's hot new action
Not only that, he appears to be a World-Class director as well.

MIKE: Two words, Will: Decrease dosage.
>It is this multi-talent

(CONTINUED)

>capability- and freshness- that has Schwarzeneger and Stallone scared CROW: Freshness?
MIKE: Remember that freshness goes better!
SERVO: Arnold Schwarzeneger...is...The Freshmaker!
>yes, the
>world seems to be saying, replace these old fogies with new talent!
SERVO: The voices in my head also seem to be saying, hit them in the
dressing room with a pipe.
>
William Blair, and AGENT ACTION! seem to be the cure for the
>movie goers
>case of tired old action star Blues!
Arnold / Sly - next stop is the
>old folks rest home
> for you!
SERVO: Yes, the voices seem to be saying, slip live ammo into their prop
guns...
MIKE: Tom, that's just TOO dark.
>
We're William Blair fans now!
>Blair! - AGENT
>ACTION!
CROW: Sieg HOOTERS!

Sieg HOOTERS!

Long live # 1 action star William

Sieg HOOTERS!

>
>///////////////////////////////////////////////////////
>///////////////////////////

Not Arnold Schwarzenegger,
but the other guy.

SERVO: Man o man, I wish those were Traskmobile tracks.
>4
>
>
>
>

SEX, NUDITY, AND AGENT ACTION!
For the many curious to see big breasted naked actresses

CROW: I take back every bad thing I said about this movie!
SERVO: Woo woo woo woo!
MIKE: Um, guys...
>in AGENT ACTION!,>there is good news.
CROW: Big gazongas!
>A preview/trailer
SERVO: Whatever you call them things.
>is now reportedly in the cutting stages.
> This minute and a half of selected scenes should wet the palate
SERVO: ...and the pants...
>of the curious.
CROW: Massive mammaries!
>
AGENT ACTION!, a "Bond" type thriller set in the near future, is
>highly anticipated.
CROW: Golden bozos!
SERVO: Crow!
MIKE: Do you need a time out, Crow?
CROW: [sniffles] I'll be good.
>It reportedly features the aforementioned Big breasted actresses (
>including Erika Olsen/ Playboy Mar 97 ) among several other ravishing
>beauties.

(CONTINUED)

SERVO: Want attention? Use breasts.
MIKE: A message from the National Breast Council.
>
The movie is said to star and be directed by multi talented new
>leading man William Blair.
SERVO: Who, let me mention again, is not me.
>Celebrity guest villains round out the colorful cast.
>
The movie apparently also features lush exotic locations from
>around the world.
MIKE: Including the rock quarry down the street, and my uncle's garage!
>Excellent cinematography and a tight nit thriller story round out this
MIKE: Whoa!

Don't speed-read the middle part of that line, guys.

>highly anticipated production.
>
This is probably the most anticipated movie on the planet today.
CROW: The anticipation for the highly anticipated production is very high.
>And the thought of a trailer - possibly soon downloadable on the net - is
>fantastic.
SERVO: I used my new NetScape plugin to download the thought of a trailer!
>But hurry please!
SERVO: [agitated] Ok! Ok! [confused] What am I doing?
MIKE: [agitated] I don't know, just DO IT FAST!
>The wait is almost more than curious movie buffs can bear!
>
>
>****************** ///////////////////////////
>************************* ///////////////
SERVO: Bill, you should really choose ONE annoying paragraph separator
and stick with it. Asterisks and slashes just don't mix.
>5
>
>

JAPANESE "ABREAST" OF AGENT ACTION!

SERVO: [deep voice] I MADE A FUNNY!
>
>

Tokyo.

SERVO: Saigon.
> If there's one group of moviegoers clamoring to see AGENT
> ACTION! > It's the Japanese.
They certainly have a yen
> for big breasted naked
MIKE: ...Robots!

Image from the private
of Mr. Nick Bensema.

collection
> blondes - and
> AGENT ACTION! will supply that - and more!
>
>
Nippon theater owners apparently are in a rare fight to obtain
>the first prints of AGENT ACTION!
It is said to be the most anticipated
>movie in the Orient.
CROW: Except for the new Jackie Chan movie.
SERVO: And the new Hello Kitty film.
>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

(CONTINUED)

>6
>
>

WHY DOES AGENT ACTION FEATURE NUDE BREASTS?

ALL: Because Will is one obsessed puppy.
>

'Cause Secret Agents love them!

MIKE: Superspies come runnin' for the great taste of porn!
>How could Sean Connery, Roger Moore, or
> Pierce Brosnan battle villains without a little jiggle?
CROW: [voice of Sean Connery from Goldfinger] Oh, Pussy...
> And the same goes for new Agent
> extraordinaire William Blair - AGENT ACTION!
>
>
> ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
MIKE: Uh-oh. The asterisks and slashes have cross-bred to produce
a bunch of plus signs.
>7
>
>

RUSH - FOR WORLD WIDE RELEASE

MIKE: Is that their new album? "For World Wide Release"?
SERVO: No, that's what Bill wrote on the package containing the
video tape of Agent Action.
CROW: And then he got arrested for sending a bomb in the mail!
>
IS AGENT ACTION! THE GREATEST MOVIE EVER MADE?
>
Film fans, critics, and cinephiles the world over are engaged in a
>heated debate.
SERVO: [shocked voice] STUFFING INSTEAD OF POTATOES!?
CROW: Less filling!
MIKE: Macintosh forever!
> Is the new Sci-fi action film AGENT ACTION! the greatest movie ever
>made?
MIKE: We heard you the first time you asked!
CROW: Is the new Sci-fi-action-"Bond"-type-thriller-Agent-Action!-starring
new-leading-man-William-Blair-highly-anticipated-big-breasts-bidding
war-international-distributors-Olsen-Playboy...<gasp for air>
...even FINISHED yet?
>
Opposition is fierce.
Names such as Welles, Kubrick, Scorsese,
>Spielberg, and Oliver Stone are of course getting huge support.
>
Movies such as Citizen Kane, 2001, Goodfellas, ET, and Platoon are
>being heralded as the all time champs.
>
>
And yet, the new found furor won't subside.
SERVO: Ich bin der new-found fuhrer, und ich will not subside!
>AGENT ACTION! now has its own legions of rising vocal fans.
CROW: We thank both of you!
>And its star/ director William Blair is
MIKE: Starving for attention, apparently.
>receiving the lion's share of the credit.
>
Can this new group of fans, of a movie not yet even released be
> right? Can the few purportedly bootlegged copies of an advance rough
>cut be enough proof?
>Is AGENT ACTION! such a highly commendable piece of celluloid?

(CONTINUED)

SERVO: Will Ant Man save Lucy from the Dynamite Twins?
CROW: Will the narrator stop using so damn many rhetorical questions?
>
History be damned these new fans seem to be saying.
>work of the "old fogies", William Blair

Forget the

ALL: [tired voice] Who isn't me.
>Is the brilliant purveyor of cinema's
>future!
>
>
And AGENT ACTION! is proof - at 24 frames per living color
>second!
>
>===============================================================
MIKE: All paragraph dividers are equal.
SERVO: But some are more equal than others.
CROW: And some girls' mothers are more equal than other girls' mothers.
>8
MIKE: Eight...eight...I forget what eight was for...
>
SEX, ROMANCE,
AND AGENT ACTION - WILLIAM BLAIR!
>
>
Girls, Good News - William Blair is single!
Yes the 6 ft, 185 lb.
>leading man is available! And if his blue eyes don't get you - his
>charming and suave manner will!
CROW: Was there ever a more pitiful plea for sexual attention?
>Check him out in AGENT ACTION! Then in his exciting new upcoming feature
>THE RIDE!
>
>((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((
>(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((
SERVO: Oh, so the rest of the article is SO parenthetical it's practically
non-existent.
CROW: This would cause so many LISP errors it's not even funny.
>9
>
>

WAR!

- BIDDING BATTLE BREWING

SERVO: Bigger bosoms better!
MIKE: Beowulf battles big beasts!
>

Major movie distributors are sharpening their pens.

CROW: [Grinding whining noises]
SERVO: Mr. Johnson--no, Mr. Johnson, only pencils go in the sharpener.
Mr. Johnson...
> Agents and Lawyers are taking sides.
>duty.
MIKE: Arm faxes!
speed!

Calibrate pagers!

Telephone faxes are arming for

Copiers on stun!

Turbines to

>
Why? For the bloody battle over the international distribution
>rights to AGENT ACTION!
>
>
The movie world landscape is now upside down. How? Witness ancient
>releases like Star Wars now doing first run BlockBuster business. Plus
>expensive new releases are bombing.
SERVO: As are cheap no-name releases like Agent Action!
>With this confusion its a new war out there.
>defended movie turf is up for grabs!
>

And formerly

(CONTINUED)

>
Which studio army can capture the anticipated blockbuster AGENT
>ACTION!?
>
>
Will it be a major battaliion force like UNIVERSAL? Of can a rising
>guierrila army like Miramax or Gramercy capture the goods?
SERVO: I can't take it, guys...I've got to close those parentheses!
Here goes...))))))))))))))
CROW: Wow.
SERVO: ))))))))))))))))))))))) [pant gasp]
MIKE: Hang in there...
SERVO: ))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))! Phew!
>
No one can predict the battle's outcome yet. But one victor is
>certain: the Audience.
The World Audience - millions of popcorn and
>action loving troops who will be the happy victors as they embrace
>viewing AGENT ACTION!
SERVO: Millions of happy people embracing?
CROW: Sounds like PR for the 1960's.
>^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
SERVO: Next jewelry item: a 54-carat line, embedded in spam!
>10
>
>
WILLIAM BLAIR - TRUE INDEPENDENT - NOT SUNDANCE ASS- KISSER
>
>
While most Independent filmmakers nowadays are just shameless ass
>kissers - of Sundance "god" Robert Redford, William Blair stands alone.
CROW: No one will play with William Blair. But William Blair is
not discouraged. William Blair is running for president.
>
The so called Independent movie movement is sickening.
>Independent >Independent of what?
SERVO: In your case, Will, independent of any redeeming human value.
>
Most of these films are undisguised "auditions" for studio jobs.
>And the cast lists of these movies look exactly like their Studio
>cousins:
Tori Spelling for godsakes!
SERVO: Tori Spelling for godsakes!
MIKE: Shannon Daughery for Mayor!
CROW: Shoes for industry!
>
And most of these butt-kiss directors need to start living a
>life - rather than patterning these grotesque homages to angst populated
>by the ever tiring Steve
>Buscemi ( Whoever said this guy could act? )
CROW: You got your ennui in my weltschmerz!
SERVO: You got your weltschmertz in my ennui!
>
The real barfola however, is how the "intelligensia" and
>"psuedo hip" are
SERVO: ...surrounded by quote marks.
>pronouncing Oscar kudos on these lightweight nothing movies.
>
>
Lets face if folks: Ransom was a much better film than Fargo.
>Wake up you morons.
SERVO: Don't flatter your audience, Bill.
>Can anyone even sit through Fargo twice without
>falling into a deep coma.
CROW: Oh, I sure did love dat Fargo flick.

Dat was a good one.

(CONTINUED)

SERVO: Oh, yah, and I sure do love dem Packers.
>

And last years Spitfire Grill - what a joke that was!

MIKE: PLEEZ SEND NOOD ONDER WATER SPITFIR GRILS!
>It had all the thrills and
>technique of a bad TV movie of the week!
>
>
Is there hope? Damn tootin!
>
And my vote for movie of the year is AGENT ACTION!
CROW: Well, that'll put it one vote above "Jungle to Jungle".
> It cuts the sprocket holes
>off those "independent" lemming-ized ass-kisser
>
>///////////////////////////////////////////////
>////////////////////////////////
.
.
.
.
.

movies .

SERVO: Why? Why must we endure this?
MIKE: What sin could a man commit in a single lifetime...
CROW: Uh, guys? I can explain.
SERVO: Really?
CROW: Yes. Look at this chart.
[pulls out this chart:]
-------------------------------------------------------COST OF MUCH-NEEDED
[]
COST OF
PSYCHIATRIC HELP
[]
INTERNET ACCOUNT
[]
50 bazillion dollars
[]
$20/month
--------------------------------------------------------

And now, a comparison of
alt.religion.kibology with those other
brand X newsgroups! Someone else
did a “Mystery Science Theater 3000”
treatment of the same spam, and
didn’t post it to alt.religion.kibology, so
now you can only read it in

INCREDIBLY TINY PRINT!
Turn the page to HURT YOUR EYES!

MIKE: I see. This might explain...
SERVO: START to explain.
MIKE: This might start to explain...
SERVO: ATTEMPT to explain.
MIKE: This might start to attempt to explain the madness
that is William Blair.
Servo: Maybe.
CROW: Pretty spiffy chart, huh?
[Minivan]
PEARL: Sorry guys, I'd love to stay and chat, but I saw a great ad on
the personals channel. Seems he's a 5'10'' actor, director, and
producer, with enchanting blue eyes--he's coming over to pick me up,
so I'm just going to leave the van on cruise control until it's
time for this week's experiment, ok?
[Satellite of Love]
MIKE: Well, I really think...
SERVO: [hits Mike] Shhh!
MIKE: Oof! [to Servo] What? What?
[Minivan]
PEARL: Bye, guys. I'm off to spend an exciting evening with...Agent
Action! [fixes her lipstick, and pushes the button]
-Stephen Tanner (tanner@math.wisc.edu)
IS AGENT ACTION! THE GREATEST MOVIE EVER MADE?
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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From:
Subject:
Date:
Message-Id:
Newsgroups:

bill@Traveller.COM (Bill Livingston)
MiSTed - "New Open Debate Foundation"/"WHO IS AGENT ACTION" (0/2)
1997/05/20
<5lrc6l$gi8@tsunami.traveller.com>
rec.arts.tv.mst3k.misc, alt.tv.mst3k

Well, here is another double feature MiSTing from yours truly (aka "Me").
The last one was a Star Trek FanFicFest, while this one is a spam-o-rama.
The first part is a little thing that appeared here a while back about how
to complicate even further the Presidential debate system, while the second
is for the movie that will render all other movies obsolete, "AGENT ACTION!"
A slight aside: Not long after I copped onto "Agent Action" in the official
DIBS list, an independent wildcat MiSTing of it appeared here. Initially,
I was a bit cheesed off, but after I thought about it - we're gonna fight
over who has the right to make fun of something? Tscah! It's a big NG,
with room for all comers.
Still, I would urge all potential MiSTers to look to Michael Neylon's
DIBS list. If nothing else, it sometimes acts as a clearing house for
potential cheese, and also provides recommended daily doses of vitamins A,
B12, & K. Instructions for subscribing are at the end of the MiSTing.

be the defining moment of...
PEARL: [offscreen] YEEEEOOOOWWWWCCCHHHH!!!!!! CLAYTON!!!!! What in
*tarnation* is this?!?
DR. F: Mother, I'm kind of busy here!
PEARL: [enters with her shoes smoking] Never mind that! I've told you about
leaving your experiments out unattended! Look at this, my Filas
are all melted and sludgy now!
DR. F: What are you talking about?
PEARL: That rassin-frassin molten tar pit you've got started in the next
room!
DR. F: I didn't start any molten tar pit!
PEARL: Well, it's there now, and *someone* owes me for a pair of sneakers!
DR. F: Hmmm, interesting. Perhaps you can sue Mother Nature, muahaha- [stops
when she gives him a murderous look] Um, well anyway, Nelson, I'm
sending you & your cohorts another double dose of evil. You'll be
getting a horribly overblown ad for some nothing movie no one's ever
heard of, but first, a little cry for political reform. Enjoy, John
Stuart Milletheads!
PEARL: What about my shoes?
DR. F: Oh, don't worry, the drying tar will seal them up just fine.
[SOL - lights flash]

SERVO: Promises wider words for everyone!
>is the answer. Our mission is simple;
MIKE: [Shatner] toexPLORE... STRANGE... newWORLDS!
>
To provide America's Voters with a
>nationally televised Presidential Debate in which all candidates meeting
>the Constitution's requirements may participate.
CROW: *Sounds* reasonable
MIKE: Until you realize this is the equivalent of turning the Presidential
debates into the NCAA basketball playoffs
>

A M E R I C A ' S

O P E N

D E B A T E

SERVO: W i l l
s t r e t c h
CROW: How'd you do that?
SERVO: I dunno, but it's *fun*!

y o u r

F O U N D A T I O N

w o r d p o w e r

>is to be multi-partisan: It will gain the support of all American's who
>know that the answers to America's problems are found in the free

That said, let the riffing begin!

[Cambot zooms in on all]

Bill L.
57776
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
bill@Traveller.COM
Best if Used by Date on Label

ALL: Oh no!

CROW: ...AOL Disk that came with your copy of "Byte" magazine

ARTICLE
NOT BY KIBO
(READ AT OWN RISK)

[Cambot zooms in real close]

>exchange of ideas and that better leaders (than our present ones) are
>being kept out. Although each party differs greatly, we have one
>common enemy:

SERVO: We got!!
CROW: The Narn?
MIKE: The Cardassians?
SERVO: The New York Yankees?

[Cambot is now in everyone's face]
SERVO: SPAM SIGN!!! AHHHHHHH!!!!!!
Subject:
"Agent Action" disclaimer
From:
bill@Traveller.COM (Bill Livingston)
Date:
1997/05/20
Message-Id: <5lrdnv$gi8@tsunami.traveller.com>
Newsgroups: rec.arts.tv.mst3k.misc
[More Headers]

>

CROW: This posting has been close-minded for the thinking impaired

One thing I left out of the intro - no riffs in my version of
Agent Action were swiped. A couple are similar, and one is
practically indentical, but this falls under the "Universal
Chaos" Theory (not to mention the "great minds think alike"
dealie ;-] )

>From: Brian Collar <bdcollar@ix.netcom.com>
>Newsgroups: rec.arts.tv.mst3k.misc

>Date: Sat, 15 Mar 1997 22:06:02 -0500
>Organization: Netcom
>Lines: 77

>
WE MUST design printed,
>fund-raising and marketing materials, establish a telephone contact
MIKE: With the Psychic Friends Network

SERVO: Short
CROW: But sour

>
>assign electronic staffing.

>Message-ID: <332B639A.7079@ix.netcom.com>
>Reply-To: bdcollar@ix.netcom.com

[Tom enters. He has a greasy looking swatch of hair plastered over half his
dome and a Chaplin's-Moustache-esque goatee painted below his mouth]

ALL: The bigger, the better, the tighter the sweater, the fellas will
follow US!

SERVO: Netscape version 5.0 - featuring Mozilla, Larryzilla & Curlyzilla
MIKE: With optional Shempzilla plugin

>

>Status: N
>
>A M E R I C A ' S

CROW: We can turn it into a diamond, like Superman did!
MIKE: Nicolas Cage?
SERVO: Oh, thanks so much for bringing *that* up!

O P E N

D E B A T E

F O U N D A T I O N

SERVO: And its common sense

CROW: Hi! How's the weather there?
>
>
As you may recall, many, many of us made a noble effort to
>create an

[Cambot zooms in on Tom]

>
>then did we fail ?

>
and adopt the
>purity of the US Constitution, then we are a success. If we are able to
>pressure the Republicans and Democrats to participate in only those
>Debates which represent all of America's Candidates,

MIKE: Entirely new form of life

CROW: America's Candidates! The generic Wal-Mart alternative to those
expensive name-brand candidiates!

>open debate for the 1996 presidential candidates. In less that one
>month, we established an e-mail network of over 10,000 friends and,
>thanks to them,

>
then we are
>a success. If we must purchase network time, rent the hall and present
>the debate ourselves, then we are a success.

CROW: We made money fast

MIKE: If we trumpet our plan in inappropriate newsgroups, then we are a
success

>
our FAX-OUT Network reached over 2,000 sources. We
>received press in many papers and were heard on many radio stations.

>

SERVO: Sure, but so was the Macarena
Why

>involved today this will NOT come to be. And, as a result, we will
>suffer, election after election, a repeat of the past.
CROW: Just stay off the radishes, that'll help

>

>
>
>

Was it "too little, too late" ?

an

e!

SERVO: Or "too much, too soon"?
CROW: Or "two candidates walk into a bar..."?

cl

Simple, if you and yours do not become

MIKE: I'm sure the depressingly low quality of the available third-party
candidates had nothing to do with it
SERVO: Um - "Low Quality" as opposed to what?

SERVO: Emanuel!!

rti

How then can we loose ?

SERVO: ...part of us and ours
ALL: JOIN US! JOIN US! JOIN US!

SERVO: [bad southern accent] Tom-Baptiste!
[Cambot zooms in real close on Tom]

If we are able to bring sufficient pressure upon the Commission

>on
>Presidential Debates to abandon its subjective criteria

CROW: Okay, Sparky, give with the details.
MIKE: Yeah, what's this all about?
GYPSY [roar]
TOM: Simple, guys, we're giving a salute [drum roll, cymbal] to the summer
films of 1997!!
MIKE & CROW: Huh?
TOM: Yes, a salute [drum roll, cymbal] to the summer films of 1997!! You,
Nelson, are a living tribute to Chris O'Donnell, who gives such
wonderful life to his portrayal of Robin in "Batman & Robin"!
Crow, you represent the thrilling yet humorous look at alien
paranoia shown in "Men in Black"! And Gypsy - who else but you,
Gypsy, could bring to such shocking life the T-Rex so dominating
Spielberg's Jurassic Sequel, "The Lost World"?
CROW: And you, wit' da haircut, what's up wit all dat?!?
TOM: Ah, that's the best part. I'm the villain in the early summer release
"The Fifth Element". Call me:

a
io n.kibolo gy

>network of like-minded Americans. Then, when all is in place, WE MUST

>make a memorable first impression.

>
>Dear friends of free elections:

NOT

and
WE MUST prepare the soil by establishing a

SERVO: Mulch pile

MIKE: I hope it's just a really unfortunate coincidence that his e-mail
address works out to be "BD Collar"

SERVO: Using unnecessary spaces since 1976!

e lig

F O U N D A T I O N
s p a c i n g !

ALL: WE MUST, WE MUST improve our bust!

SERVO: [offstage] I'm coming, guys!
MIKE: This'd better be good.

t.r

w o r d

CROW: Because there may still be one person on the planet who doesn't get
a dozen pieces of e-junkmail a day

>NNTP-Posting-Host: stp-fl8-31.ix.netcom.com
>Mime-Version: 1.0
>X-NETCOM-Date: Sat Mar 15 9:19:34 PM CST 1997
>X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Win95; I)

[Gypsy opens her mouth to reveal a set of vicious-looking pointed choppers.
Instead of her usual voice, all we get is a vague roaring sound]

al

D E B A T E

m o r e

>with representation from all national parties. WE MUST lay the ground
>work. WE MUST create a strong internet presence complete with
>autoresponder, FAX lists, chat and contacts.

CROW: Now with added XG-50 for extra *extra* cleaning power!

MIKE: Did he say what he had in mind?
CROW: Nope. Clammed up tighter than pantyhose on a viMIKE: [Hastily] Oh, hi! (aside) Crow, ix-nay! (to us) Mike Nelson here on
the Satellite of Love. Our own Tom Servo's asked us to dress in
these ridiculous costumes again - heaven knows why.
CROW: [Sniffing] Geez, Nelson, you smell like mothballs! Don't you ever do
any laundry?!?
MIKE: Look, I thought this was strictly a use-once costume, and GYPSY: [sighs]
MIKE: Gyps, you sure you're okay?

[Normal View]
CROW: Uh-huh.
MIKE: That's it?
SERVO: Yep. Neat huh? I'm

O P E N

>Subject: NEW OPEN DEBATE FOUNDATION

[SATELLITE OF LOVE - Mike is at the console wearing his Robin outfit from
"Zombie Nightmare". Crow is dressed in his Secret Service get up - uh, also
from "ZN". Gypsy is behind them.)

SERVO: Servo!!!

A M E R I C A ' S

SERVO: G u a r a n t e e s

MIKE: Sorry, fella, Asimov beat you to it

MiSTed - "New Open Debate Foundation"/"WHO IS AGENT ACTION" (1/2)
bill@Traveller.COM (Bill Livingston)
1997/05/20
<5lrcgf$gi8@tsunami.traveller.com>
rec.arts.tv.mst3k.misc,alt.tv.mst3k

[Cambot is now in Servo's face]

>

>needs you! There is much to do. WE MUST establish the Foundation itself

MIKE: Where every person counts for 33,333 others
CROW: What does *that* mean?
MIKE: It's a complex formula

Bill L.
57776
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
bill@Traveller.COM
http://www.hsv.tis.net/~bill
Best if Used by Date on Label

Subject:
From:
Date:
Message-Id:
Newsgroups:

The Close-minded.

[6... 5... 4... 3... 2... o]
MIKE: Lemme get that hair out of your eyes
SERVO: Thanks
CROW: Considering what we're about to see, I don't think he was doing you
any favors

Do these two things:
1 ~ E-mail me and, at least, SUBSCRIBE to further mailings.
Better yet, share your ideas AND pledge your involvement.

MIKE: And I promise not to sell your e-mail address for quick cash. Really!

>
Yes. And when these foes combined with the power brokers of the
>two-party guard, we failed.

>

2 ~ Forward - Forward - Forward and Post - Post - Post

SERVO & CROW: [singing] Failure! Failure! He's such a failure!

SERVO: Try Libbys - Libbys - Libbys on the label - label - label
CROW: You will like it - like it - like it on your table - table - table

[Cambot zooms in on Tom]

>

>

SERVO: [bad southern accent] Tom-Baptiste!

SERVO: Yeah, screw it!

[Cambot zooms in real close on Tom]

>

SERVO: Emanuel!!

MIKE: Oh, great- just one more thing the computers won't be able to handle!

[Cambot is now in Servo's face]

>
Indeed it
>is the
>single most important movement to which we can our commit ourselves.

SERVO: Servo!!!
[Nor-mal VIEW]
MIKE: Tom, admit it - you set this whole thing up just so you could get
an extreme close-up.
SERVO: What, you think I arranged all this just so I could say I was:

Well, never again.
Let someone else be a Patsy for Perot!

It is essential that we begin today for Election 2000.

CROW: And by all means, we should commit ourselves!
loved one do it for us!

Or at least have a

>If, every four years, we "third party" supporters jump into the ring to
>challenge the Champion,

[Cambot zooms in on Tom]

this notice anywhere and everywhere.

MIKE: Spam the torpedoes, full steam ahead!
>
>
>and

We can do this !

Time and determination is our ally for 2000

CROW: One, a Space Odyssey
MIKE: My God, it's full of marginal candidates!
>beyond. If you are already obligated to another project, please find
>time to give something to this.
CROW: Time to make a living and raise a family? SLACKER! WHERE'S YOUR
COMMITMENT?!?
>
If you do nothing else, do the one thing
>which will take us further than ANY OTHER effort:

SERVO: [Ali] I want Joe Frazier! I want Joe Frazier!
SERVO: [bad southern accent] Tom-Baptiste!
>

we will be beaten again and again.

MIKE: Give us a lift to Cleveland, will ya? My brother-in-law'll pay you
when we get there

[Cambot zooms in real close on Tom]
SERVO: EmanMIKE: No, no stop! Cambot, give it a rest!
[NOR-MAL VIEEEEEEEEWWWWW!!!!]
SERVO: Mike! You're interrupting my scene!
CROW: Tom - get help soon!
MIKE: And put Gypsy's voice back like it was!
GYPSY: [roar]
TOM: [whining] Fine! I never get to have any fun around here!
[lights flash]
CROW: Hey, Boy Wonder - Mr. Freeze & Poison Ivy on line 4!
[DEEP 13]
DR. F: Hello, nertizens! Having a costume party?
[SOL]
MIKE: [removing the mask] Nah, just being subjected to one of Tom's whims

CROW: Oh, yes! Beat me again! Again! I've been a naught naughty candidate!!
MIKE: Maybe that whole "BD Collar" name wasn't just an accident
>
>Republicans and Democrats are professionals.

>
> A M E R I C A ' S

O P E N

[All snicker]
CROW: Oh, where to begin with a statement like that?
>
They train for the "big
>match" day in and day out. We "thirds" can afford to do no less and
>when the day comes for the showdown,
MIKE: [Western] We'll meet that ornry varmint at the gulch!
>
the American People must be given
>accurate information if they are to choose the candidate which best
>represents their perception on our nation.

>
I look forward to hearing from you.
>
>Yours in Liberty:
MIKE: And Equality
SERVO: And Fraternity
CROW: And the Phi Gamma Mu Sorority
>
>~ Brian L. Collar,

SERVO: Rambo Claus!
>
>

A M E R I C A ' S

O P E N

D E B A T E

Support
F O U N D A T I O N

SERVO: U s e
e x t r a
s p a c e s
i n
a l l
y o u r
w o r d s !
W a s t e
b a n d w i d t h
p r o d i g i o u s l y ! !

CROW: Kills both ticks and fleas!
[D13]
DR. F: Hmmm, I always knew that boy had a knack for evil experiments! But
it's nothing compared to what I'm about to inflict on you! It will

D E B A T E

The

F O U N D A T I O N

Founder

(CONTINUED)

MIKE: *Shapeshifter!*
>America's Open Debate Foundation
SERVO: HE ABANDONED THE SPACES!!! Oh, my faith is crushed yet again!
MIKE: You're young, yet - you'll get over it.
CROW: Hey, let's split!
[All leave]

MIKE: This just in: William Blair will soon be marrying both Maria Shriver
and Bridgite Nielson!

CROW: The return of Milton Berle as Lavender Louie
SERVO: Zsa-Zsa Gabor as Minerva
MIKE: Julie Newmar as Catwoman
CROW: Oh, and thanks for everything
>

>
> We're William Blair fans now!
> AGENT ACTION!

Long live # 1 action star William Blair! -

and co-stars the talented Jerry Lee Kmiec.
SERVO: Agent-Action-is-much-better-than-cats-I-will-see-it-again-and-again

MIKE: Goodness, Gracious, Great Balls of - um - Kmiec?
[o... 2... 3... 4... 5... 6]
[SOL - Mike & the bots are poring over a huge grid like the NCAA uses to
chart its unwieldy playoff field. The thing's been scribbled over with
about a dozen colors of marker, and extensions are taped, stapled & glued
on]

>
>///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

>
> AGENT ACTION! is currently in the middle of a heated bidding war by
> international distributors.

CROW: Murray! The lawn needs mowing!

SERVO: Yeah, they're hoping for a "friendly fire" incident!

MIKE: Now the Democrats and the Republicans get a bye in the first round,
is that right?
CROW: Exactly, along with the Libertarians and United We Stand. The
Republicans face the winner of the Socialist Workers/Dixiecrat
debate, the Dems get the winner of the Progressive/Greens SERVO: Hold it, hold it - we've already got the Perotnistas facing the
American Independents in the first round
MIKE: I really thought they were debating the Whigs
GYPSY: No, the Whigs have the Know-Nothings first thing
MIKE: Ah!
CROW: Okay, so, no prob - we move the American Independent Party to the
Southeastern bracket, where they debate the candidate for the
Vegetarian party, and...
SERVO: Wait a minute, I thought the Vegetarian candidate was in the West
division, debating the Citizens' Party
MIKE: No, you moved the Citizen's candidate to the Big East slot, which
means they have to take on the Peace & Freedom candidate.
GYPSY: That's the Freedom & Peace party candidate.
SERVO: No, they're scheduled to open against the American Communist Party.
CROW: Nope, the Commies are taking on the late Pat Paulson, and the Peace
and - no wait, the late Pat Paulson debates the late Harold Stasson,
and the Commies do Lyndon LaRouche! Uh-uh, no, um...
MIKE: Oh, forget it guys, there are just too many splinter factions, minor
parties, and weirdoid independents to do this right!
CROW: But what about what the B&D Collar said about the third party
candidates not getting any exposure.
MIKE: Well, he's probably right, but even so GYPSY: Even so, there has to be a way to filter the Nuke-the-Whalers from
the ones who actually have a long shot at pulling an upset.
MIKE: Exactly! And there's this, too - even with just the two candidates,
almost nobody watches the current debates anyway! You factor in
a bunch of people with negative recognition factors, and the only
thing that'll score lower viewer numbers is reruns of "Pauly"!

>
> hit on its hands.

[All shudder]

CROW: Oh, that was my next choice.

CROW: I suppose you're right. Still, there has to be a fairer way!
MIKE: Yeah, but this isn't it.
GYPSY: How about asking the public to find out all they can about the
candidates and their positions, then make an informed choice?

>
> What "ACTION" seems to have is what the current Oscar picks lacked:

[They all ponder it for a minute]

>
> great directing, great acting, and great writing all in one.

The winner may have more than just an ordinary

SERVO: It may have a debacle that proves to be the next "Waterworld"
MIKE: Actually, "Waterworld" did a respectable overseas business
SERVO: Yeah, and Mickey Rourke is hot in France, what's your point?!?

>
>4
>
>

SEX, NUDITY, AND AGENT ACTION!

CROW: One of these things is not like the others, one of these things just
doesn't belong!
>
> For the many curious to see big breasted naked actresses in AGENT ACTION!,

> It may have the milestone catalyst of an international event.
CROW: Agent Action! - almost as much fun as a border incursion!
>
>***************************************************************************

MIKE: Just cut to the chase and rent "Playboy's Sexy Lingerie" instead
SERVO: I bet you've rented that several times yourself, huh, Mike?
MIKE: Just a couple, actua- hey, that's noneya!
> - there is good news.

SERVO: [Roger Rabbit] Look - stars! I'm ready for my scene, Raoul!
MIKE: The buzzards have returned to Hinkley!
>
>2
>
>

>
> stages.
OSCAR PICK FAVE FOR 97 ?

A preview/trailer is now reportedly in the cutting

AGENT ACTION!
SERVO: If any of it survives, it wasn't cut enough

MIKE: And the award for nakedest, biggest-breasted actresses in a cloning
motion picture goes to - "AGENT ACTION!"
>
> Talk for the next Oscars has already started. And the news is overwhelming
> for one film:

ALL: EWW-W-W-W-W-W-W!!!!!!
>
> AGENT ACTION!, a "Bond" type thriller set in the near future,

SERVO: "Anaconda"?
CROW: "Leprechaun IV: Runt of Death"?
MIKE: "Ma and Pa Kettle Meet Frankenstein's Accountant"?
>

>
This minute and a half of selected scenes should wet the palate
> of the curious.

CROW: Next Sunday, AD?
SERVO: If my arms worked, I'd whap you!

AGENT ACTION!
>
is highly
> anticipated. It reportedly features the aforementioned Big breasted
> actresses ( including Erika Olsen/ Playboy Mar 97 ) among several other
> ravishing beauties.

MIKE: The potential to go direct-to-video
both

ALL: NAAAAAHHHH!!!!

MIKE: How many wanna bet the nekkid wimmin is the only selling point this
cinematic dustbin has going for it?
SERVO: I bet it's the sole reason it got made!
CROW: Like another film I remember with horror
SERVO: Let's just hope there's no nightie wrestling
MIKE: [Torgo] I dOn'T tHiNk I rEmEmBeR sEeInG tHaT oNe!

CROW: You mean it's got both those three?
[Lights flash]
ALL: OH NO!! WE GOT MORE-SPAM SIGN!!
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
bill@Traveller.COM
http://www.hsv.tis.net/~bill
Best if Used by Date on Label

>
> credit is

[Part 2]

> The movie is said to star and be directed by multi talented new leading
> man William Blair.
SERVO: Of course this may just be a rumor, since William Blair doesn't
actually exist

SERVO: MGM
>
> Blair.l

Subject:
MiSTed - "New Open Debate Foundation"/"WHO IS AGENT ACTION" (2/2)
From:
bill@Traveller.COM (Bill Livingston)
Date:
1997/05/20
Message-Id: <5lrde3$gi8@tsunami.traveller.com>
Newsgroups: rec.arts.tv.mst3k.misc,alt.tv.mst3k
[More Headers]

And the lions

aimed at one man; multi -talented star and director William

>

Celebrity guest villains round out the colorful cast.

SERVO: Mark Hamil as The Trickster
MIKE: Howie Mandel as Mr. Mxyzptlk
CROW: David Warner as The Lobe!

CROW: Blair.l, son of Jor.l, you *will* bow down before me!
> Insiders are predicting Blair may receive the most multiple Oscar wins
> ever: As best actor, best director, and best writer.
SERVO: But not Best Brains.
MIKE: *Definitely* not Best brains
CROW: ABSOLUTELY not Best Brains

>
> The movie apparently also features lush exotic locations from around the
> world.
CROW: Meaning he didn't mow his back yard before breaking out his Super-8

[6... 5... 4... 3... 2... o]
>
What's more: as
> producer and special effects director of photography consultant: he might
> also nab the best picture Oscar and cinematography Oscars, too!

>

SERVO: He's also in line for best screenplay, best original song, best
costume design, the Irving G. Thalberg Memorial Award, and a special
Lifetime Achievement award - all for AGENT ACTION!

>

MIKE: [James Garner] Hi, this is Jim Rockford. I can't come to the phone,
but leave your name and number, and I'll get back to you. *Beep*
SERVO: [Falsetto] Jim?!? It's me, Mariette Hartley. Why haven't you been
returning any of my calls, you beef-eatin' sunnuva -

>
> and

>
round out
> this highly anticipated production.
>
> This is probably the most anticipated movie on the planet today. And the
> thought of a trailer -

>Subject: ***WHO IS AGENT ACTION!?***

>

SERVO: Merritt Stone?
MIKE: Christopher Chance?
CROW: Penry, the mild-mannered janitor?

CROW: Is the Pope Methodist?
MIKE: Does a wild bear perform Beethoven in the woods?

>From: agent@agent.com
CROW: Hey, Michael Ovitz's got his own domain!
MIKE: Disney gave it to him so he'd go away
>Newsgroups: alt.tv.rockford-files

Can Blair

MIKE: Tootie?

Excellent cinematography and a tight nit

SERVO: Lice-infected?
thriller story

MIKE: Thingy Deal

AGENT ACTION! pull off this unprecedented feat?
MIKE: Like the double-wide William Blair lives in
>
possibly soon downloadable on the net - is
> fantastic.
But hurry please! The wait is almost more than curious movie
> buffs can bear!

>
> It would certainly be a day for the all time record books.

>Date: Wed, 2 Apr 1997 08:51:27
>Organization: Concentric Internet Services

SERVO: PLZ SEND N00D BUFF AJENT AKSHUN TRALER P1X THANKX!!
CROW: That was a pretty good "B1FF"
SERVO: Bleah! Got any Listerine?

CROW: The day the most Academy members simultaneously went bonkers!
SERVO: [singing] Spinning wheels, got to go 'round...
>
> is just speculation at this point.

>Lines: 219
CROW: Suddenly, I kinda miss that ol' B&D Collar

Of course this
One thing is certain, though,

SERVO: Taxes
CROW: What about death?
SERVO: That all depends on one's metaphysical condition, not to mention
the individual's belief system, and MIKE: Save it for Philosophy 101, guys

>Message-ID: <5hu060$epb@chronicle.concentric.net>
>NNTP-Posting-Host: cnc012031.concentric.net
>Status: N
>
>1

>
> the year for moviegoers to enjoy AGENT ACTION!

1997 is

MIKE: [Singing] Singular sensation, every little move you make...

>
>
>*************** ////////////////////// ******************** ///////////////
CROW: Y'know, variety is one thing, but this is just starting to get downright irritating!
>
>5
>
>

JAPANESE "ABREAST" OF AGENT ACTION!

SERVO: Using big bonfires!
>

** "CLONING" MOVIE MAY PROVOKE THEATER RIOTS!

**

MIKE: Ovine Liberation Front picket line turns nasty!
SERVO: Sheep threaten to eat all grass in the city!
CROW: Thousands of lambs stage sit-in: mint jelly sales skyrocket!
>
> Anticipation is so high for the new sci-fi action movie AGENT ACTION! that
> international theater owners are worried.

MIKE: [Dully] Ha ha. Stop. Please. I can't take the wackiness.
>
>
>-------------------------------------------------------------------------->3

>
> Tokyo.

MIKE: [singing] Is a magic number. Yes it is, it's a magic number.

SERVO: Rose
MIKE: Pop
CROW: Express

>
>

CAN AGENT ACTION! CRUSH SCHWARZENEGGER?

>

If there's one group of moviegoers clamoring to see AGENT ACTION!

SERVO: They might actually have to screen it before rejecting it.
>
> the magnet for riots.

Some feel their venues may be

>
One of the movies main themes is human cloning.
> With cloning as a red-hot topic and the movies anticipated big budget look
> with gorgeous nude US playmates,
CROW: And wait'll you see what the guys at ILM have done with them!!!

SERVO: See, they have a "yen", 'cause they're Japanese, and - and - it's
just funny! *Laugh!* LAUGH!!!!!!

SERVO: The square of the hypotenuse *is* equal to the sum of the squares of
the opposite sides

>
for big breasted naked
> blondes - and AGENT ACTION! will supply that - and more!

>
William Blair is the world's hot new action star!
> Not only that, he appears to be a

CROW: For example, racial stereotyping!
>
> Nippon theater owners apparently are in a rare fight to obtain the first
> prints of AGENT ACTION!
It is said to be the most anticipated movie in
> the Orient.

CROW: Figment of our imagination?
SERVO: We can wish

>
> AGENT ACTION! is reported

>
World-Class director as well.
> this multi-talent capability- and freshness-

It is

MIKE: Agent Action! - the Freshmaker!

SERVO: Though not yet confirmed
>
to be a sci-fi flick in the secret agent "Bond"
> Style. It sports exotic locations, impressive cinematography, and the
> aforementioned naked, big-breasted actresses.
MIKE: Remember, look for naked, big-breasted actresses at finer cloning
movies near you!
(Including Erika Olsen /
The movie stars and is directed by charismatic and multi

>
that has Schwarzeneger and
> Stallone scared - yes, the world seems to be saying, replace these old
> fogies with new talent!
CROW: We've replaced Sylvester Stallone with a golem made of Folger's
Crystals - let's see if the audience notices.

It features celebrity guest

MIKE: So in addition to Sly & Arnie, William Blair is going to try and send
Jackie Chan and Chow Yun Fat to the "old folks rest home"
SERVO: Which will lead to William Blair going to the "Every Bone In His Body
Broken In Twelve Places rest home"!
>
>
>--------------------------------------------------------------------------SERVO: [Does flying saucer fx]

>
> William Blair, and AGENT ACTION! seem to be the cure for the movie goers
> case of tired old action star Blues!

>6

SERVO: Isn't that what Bruce Willis wears in those "Die Hard" movies?

>
>

CROW: Tasking?
> talented new leading man William Blair.
> villains

They certainly have a yen

>
>
> One fact seems clear:

the number of moviegoers is predicted to

MIKE: Most number of empty theaters for one film?
CROW: Yeah, pretty much

>
> Playboy Mar 97)

MIKE: Somebody let us know! Please! We're desperate!
> - It's the Japanese.

MIKE: The great "We Want Our Money Back" uprising of 1997

>
> be record breaking!

CROW: Are we talking about the "Predator"/"T2"/"Twins" Arnie or the "Last
Action Hero"/"Junior"/"Jingle All The Way" Arnie?

>
> folks rest home for you!

CROW: Aah! It's 1/111 of the beast!
WHY DOES AGENT ACTION FEATURE NUDE BREASTS?

Arnold / Sly - next stop is the old
MIKE: It was that secret trip to Denmark

(CONT.)

>
> 'Cause Secret Agents love them! How could Sean Connery, Roger Moore, or
> Pierce Brosnan battle villains without a little jiggle?
SERVO: [Connery] Do you expect me to talk?!?
CROW: [Goldfinger] No, Mr.Bond, I expect you to JIGGLE!!
>
And the same
> goes for new Agent extraordinaire William Blair - AGENT ACTION!

MIKE: Boffo Battling Bids Break Barometric Barriers!
SERVO: Bronco-Bustin' Bidder Brews Bloody Big Brouhaha!
CROW: Big Brucie Boxleitner Battles Barbara "Biddin' Betty" Babcock!
>
> Major movie distributors are sharpening their pens. Agents and Lawyers
> are taking sides. Telephone faxes are arming for duty.

MIKE: "Tootin"? C'mon.
CROW: I want my mummy!
SERVO: Egypt ya real good there!
>
> And my vote for movie of the year is AGENT ACTION!
> holes off

It cuts the sprocket

CROW: And we all know how painful that can
ALL: [Hum "When Johnny Comes Marching Home Again"]

MIKE: Yeah, and so's your old man!

>

>
>
>++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

>
> Why? For the bloody battle over the international distribution rights to
> AGENT ACTION!
SERVO: Loser takes all
>
> The movie world landscape is now upside down.

movies .

>
>
>
>
>///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

CROW: That's it: think positive!
>
>7

those "independent" lemming-ized ass-kisser

SERVO: I don't remember any movies about kissing lemmings' asses last year
MIKE: But I have a horrible feeling we just gave David Lynch the idea!

How?

MIKE: The HAB Theory!
MIKE:
CROW:
MIKE:
CROW:

Now *that* wasn't a bad movie
But did it feature naked big breasted actresses and William Blair?
Well, no, but Then don't even bring it up!

>
>

CROW: Murray! The Lawn still needs mowing!
>
Witness ancient
> releases like Star Wars now doing first run BlockBuster business. Plus
> expensive new releases are bombing.
SERVO: Mainly because most of those "expensive new releases" are almost
as silly as this!
CROW: And they don't have them naked big-breasted actresses!

RUSH -

SERVO: Limbaugh is a Big Fat Idiot
CROW: Al Franken is a Pretentious Little Twit
MIKE: The "fence-straddling" sketch, ladies and gentlemen!

>
> there.

With this confusion its a new war out

>
>
>
>
MIKE: And the whole thing just kinda dissolves!
CROW: Better it than us!
SERVO: Let's us dissolve on outta here!
[All Leave]

>
FOR WORLD WIDE RELEASE
>
>
IS AGENT ACTION! THE GREATEST MOVIE EVER MADE?
>
>
> Film fans, critics, and cinephiles the world over are engaged in a heated
> debate.

[o... 2... 3... 4... 5... 6]
>

And formerly defended movie turf is up for grabs!

MIKE: Yeah, the Crips have taken over Dreamworks, while the Sharks and the
18th Street Ninjas are dukin' it out on the Disney main lot!
>
> Which studio army can capture the anticipated blockbuster AGENT ACTION!?

MIKE: Pauly Shore: Threat - or Menace?!?
>
Is the new Sci-fi action film AGENT ACTION! the greatest movie
> ever made?

SERVO: And could they ignore the Geneva Convention after doing so?
>
> Will it be a major battaliion force like UNIVERSAL?
> guierrila army

SERVO: Sure, if you don't count any of the others!
>
> Opposition is fierce.

CROW: [British] It's a bloody war, lads, but it's the only war we've got!

Names such as Welles, Kubrick, Scorsese, Spielberg,

Of can a rising

CROW: [Heston] You damn *dirty* APES!!!!

CROW: Bah! I bet they've never even done *one* cloning movie!

>

> and Oliver Stone are of course getting huge support.

MIKE: After "Barb Wire", I wouldn't be a bit surprised!

SERVO: Support Oliver Stone! Send your lithium donation today!

>
> No one can predict the battle's outcome yet.

like Miramax or Gramercy capture the goods?

[SOL - Mike & Tom are standing at the console]
MIKE: "The Flood"?
SERVO: Without a doubt
MIKE: "Face Off"?
SERVO: Absolutely
MIKE: "Trial and Error"?
SERVO: Michael Richards's fake lawyer movie? Sure
MIKE: "Buddy"?
SERVO: Hmmm - is that the one with Rene Russo and the gorilla?
MIKE: Yep
SERVO: Uhhhhhhhh - yes
MIKE: So you don't think there's any movie that can't outperform this
so-called "Agent Action"?
SERVO: Let's put it this way: if someone were to do a sequel to "Barb Wire",
let Joe Esterhaus write it, Roger Corman direct it, and recast
Pamela Lee's part with Roseanne, "Agent Action!" *might* beat it!
MIKE: But how can we tell if we don't know get a chance to see it?
[Crow enters]

>
> Movies such as Citizen Kane, 2001, Goodfellas, ET, and Platoon are being
> heralded as the all time champs.

SERVO: Lawyers
> the Audience.

MIKE: What, no votes for "Gone With the Wind"?
SERVO: "Battleship Potemkin"?
CROW: "The Wizard of Oz"?
SERVO: "Casablanca"?
MIKE: "Star Wars"?
CROW: "Police Academy IV: Citizens on Patrol"?
>
> And yet, the new found furor won't subside.
> legions of rising vocal fans.

But one victor is certain:

The World Audience -

CROW: You - the audience at home: what do *you* think?
>
millions of popcorn and action loving
> troops who will be the happy victors as they embrace viewing AGENT ACTION!
>
>
>^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
AGENT ACTION! now has its own
MIKE: They've cloned dozens of tiny Paramounts!
SERVO: This is a job for ALL: AGENT ACTION!!

SERVO: How many people in a "legion", anyway?
MIKE: I think, in this case, "one"
>
And its star/ director William Blair is
> receiving the lion's share of the credit.
CROW: [Bert Lahr] C'mon, put 'em up! I'll fight ya wit' Agent Action tied
behind my back!

CROW: So, to sum up - "William Blair"
SERVO: Just in case you missed it the first 20,000 times

>
> Can this new group of fans, of a movie not yet even released be right? Can
> the few purportedly bootlegged copies of an advance rough cut be enough
> proof? Is AGENT ACTION! such a highly commendable piece of celluloid?

>
> While most Independent filmmakers nowadays are just shameless ass kissers
> - of Sundance "god" Robert Redford, William Blair stands alone.

[First scene]
AA!: Why, you! [thrusts his fist forward]
WILLIAM BLAIR - TRUE INDEPENDENT - NOT SUNDANCE

ASS- KISSER
[Second scene - someone's fist in a plaid shirt taps Paul's chin)
AA!: Ooof! [falls down]

CROW: [singing] Heigh-Ho, the dairy-o, the cheese stands alone!

>
> History be damned these new fans seem to be saying.

>
> The so called Independent movie movement is sickening.
> Independent of what?

>
Forget the work of
> the "old fogies", William Blair Is the brilliant purveyor of cinema's
> future!
CROW: Billy Bob Thornton? Kenneth Branagh? Forget those punks - get me the
great William Blair!
>
> And AGENT ACTION! is proof - at 24 frames per living color second!
MIKE: "Agent Action!" - the movie that gets Jim Carrey drunk!

>
> Most of these films are undisguised "auditions" for studio jobs. And the
> cast lists of these movies look exactly like their Studio cousins: Tori
> Spelling for godsakes!
SERVO: Well, sure, I can - der hey?
CROW: Tori Spelling, Tori Spelling, Tori Spelling, Tori Spelling, and Tori
Spelling, starring in "Valley of the Dolls"
MIKE: Now *there's* a cloning movie we could do without!
>
> And most of these butt-kiss directors need to start living a life -

>
>===============================================================
>
>8
>
SEX, ROMANCE, AND AGENT ACTION - WILLIAM BLAIR!

SERVO: Or at least start using mouthwash regularly!

SERVO: And if that doesn't kill all romantic desire, nothing will

CROW: Oh, his artwork on X-Men wasn't that bad!
SERVO: You're thinking of John *Buscema*!

>
> Girls, Good News -

>
rather
> than patterning these grotesque homages to angst populated by the ever
> tiring Steve Buscemi

>

CROW: [Twin Peaks dwarf] thaT guM yoU likE iS goinG tO comE bacK iN stylE
MIKE: Geez, I wish you'd quit doing that
CROW: i'lL stoP iF yoU wilL
MIKE: [Torgo] I dOn'T hAvE aNy IdEa WhAt YoU'rE tAlKiNg AbOuT!
CROW: oH, buT I thinK yoU dO!
SERVO: AAAAAAAAAAAAAGGGGGGGGGGGGGGHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
>

Independent -

MIKE: The Redcoats?
SERVO: [singing] I say vote yes - vote yes - vote for independency!
CROW: Sit down, John!

CROW: Henry Ford said 'History is bunk'!
MIKE: Yeah, but have you driven a Ford lately?

William Blair is single!

[Cut to a really jumpy scene of Agent Action (Paul Chaplin), wearing a blue
shirt, standing in what is obviously someone's yard.]
AA!: Hey, *I'm* Agent Action!
[Same scene, with Paul now wearing a green shirt and facing the other way]
AA!: No, *I'm Agent Action!

>10
>
>

SERVO: Gentlemen, this shard of glass from the construction site has
convinced me that the new Ramada Inn North will be the GREATEST
BUILDING IN THE HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE!!!

CROW: I think I can help you there, Mikey.
MIKE: How?
CROW: Oh, I was just out cruisin' the old information superhighway, not
doin' anything in particular, y'know SERVO: Got your butt kicked at "Boogers" again, huh?
CROW: *No-o-o-o-o!!!* Anyway, I ran across a clip from the much-vaunted
trailer to William Blair's little trip into movieland
MIKE: Really?!!? How is it?
CROW: Haven't seen it yet - I thought I'd share the experience
MIKE: Oh, OK - Cambot roll that

( Whoever said this guy could act? )

MIKE: Me
CROW: Me
SERVO: Me
CROW: That's 3-1 for Stevie B.
>
> The real barfola however, is how the "intelligensia" and "psuedo hip" are
> pronouncing Oscar kudos on these lightweight nothing movies.

[First scene]
AA!: Well, I guess I showed him!
WOMAN: [offscreen] Oh, Agent Action! - I'm naked and my breasts are big!
AA!: In a minute, doll - I gotta save the world! [runs off]
[SOL - everyone looks horribly taken aback]
MIKE: Well - that was wretched!
SERVO: I take back everything I ever said about "Monster-a-go-go"!
CROW: I hope we don't wind up watching this
MIKE & SERVO: CROW!!
CROW: What?!?!
SERVO: Don't give Dr. Feelbad any ideas!
MIKE: For certain! Just give us the info!
CROW: Yeah, sure. To sign up on the MiSTing Authors Dibs List, send an
e-mail message to majordomo@neylonpc.engin.umich.edu with the
message "subscribe dibslist [<your name>]" in the message body.
Read the FAQ, don't work blue, yaddayaddayadda. [lights flash]
MIKE: So what about you guys?
[D13 - Dr.F & Pearl are hiding behind a barricade. On the other side is
what looks like a lump of plastic with red & orange lights inside. It's
hissing and steaming as it slowly advances]
DR. F: Well, you survived again. I'll have to take care of that later, but
at the moment, we have an eensy bit of a problem down here!
PEARL: Clayton, it's hot in here
DR. F: Well, take another hit of Evian, mother! As you can see, our little
tar pit has turned into a full-fledged geological event, and unless
we can find some way to stop it...
PEARL: Clayton - look!
[Kevin Murphy strolls on, dressed in jeans and a plaid shirt]
PEARL: *Tommy Lee Jones!!!*
DR. F: Oh, big deal, mother, what can he TLJ: [pointing at lava flow] Cut it out!! [Instantly, the hissing and
steaming stop, and the lava starts to flow backward]
DR. F: What?!? But - but how?
TLJ: Professional courtesy, fella - one force of nature to another [nods
and walks off]
PEARL: [staring raptly] Wow!
DR. F: Ahhh, nature, shmature!
PEARL: Oh, Tommy - I have a costume like Debi Mazar wore, wanna see? [runs
off after him]
DR. F: Ah, well, at least he got Ma out of my hair for a little bit. Until
next time, my little lava bombs! [pushes button and...]
*FWOOOOSH!!!*

CROW: There's only one of him - thank heavens!
>
> man is available!

Yes the 6 ft, 185 lb leading

SERVO: For weddings, Bar Mitzvahs, and VFW dances
>
And if his blue eyes don't get you - his charming and
> suave manner will! Check him out in AGENT ACTION!

CROW: The fact that he misspelled "intelligentsia" should tell you he
probably doesn't qualify as one
MIKE: Still, it's not often you get to see the words "intelligensia" and
"barfola" in the same sentence
>
> Lets face if folks:
> you morons.

Ransom was a much better film than Fargo.

Wake up

CROW: [Marge] There's no cause to get snippy here, Mr. Blair.
MIKE: But remember, there's a late fee of 20 cents a day!
>
> new upcoming feature THE RIDE!

Then in his exciting

CROW: The next film in his ENDS! WITH! EXCLAMATION! POINTS! series
>
>(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((

>
Can anyone even sit through Fargo twice without falling into
> a deep coma.
SERVO: Can anyone sit this post *once* without the urge to toss it into a
woodchipper?!?
MIKE: [Fargo Deputy] You readin' morea' that Action Agent thing, down
there, chief?
SERVO: [Marge] No, I just think I'm gonna barf!
MIKE: Geez!

ALL: RADAR!!

All characters
owners. Use of
purposes only;
held by others

used here are copyright their respective creators and/or
copyrighted and trademarked material is for entertainment
no infringement on the original copyrights or trademarks
is intended or should be inferred.

No personal insults to author(s), character(s), or situation(s) are or
should be implied. But you knew that already, right?
Remember, use only genuine "Interociter"™ parts

>
> And last years Spitfire Grill - what a joke that was!

>
>9
SERVO: Number nine... number nine...

CROW: [Brak] Hey, why did the Spitfire Grill cross the road? *It didn't,
it's a grill, ya' dummy!* Ho, boy! Hey, thanks, a lot!

>
>

>
> thrills and technique of a bad TV movie of the week!

WAR!

-

SERVO: What is good for?
CROW: Absolutely nothin'
MIKE: Say it again!
>

---------------------------------------------------------------------------NEW OPEN DEBATE FOUNDATION: by Brian D. Collar
***WHO IS AGENT ACTION!?***: by "agent@agent.com"
MiSTING: by Bill Livingston
BILL LIVINGSTON: by Mr. & Mrs. Livingston
LUNCH: by Pizza Hut
SHE SELLS SEA SHELLS: by the Sea Shore
AUSTIN POWERS: International Man of Mystery
THANKS: to MiSTies, MuSTies, the teachers of America, Siegel & Shuster,
"Freakazoid!", and creamy peanut butter.

SERVO: In other word, a TV movie of the week.
>
> Is there hope?
BIDDING BATTLE BREWING

Damn tootin!

It had all the

Keep circulating the posts.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------->
Wake up
> you morons.
Bill L.
57776
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
bill@Traveller.COM
Best if Used by Date on Label
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Organization:
Date:

mmcirvin@world.std.com (Matt McIrvin)
Re: Who's Looking After Yogi?
alt.politics.jaffo, alt.religion.kibology
Software Tool & Die, Brookline MA
Mon, 31 Mar 1997 02:04:36 GMT

tanner@math.wisc.edu (Stephen Will Tanner) wrote:
>
> Dammit, I'm going to close the newsreader RIGHT NOW and go read
> some Emily Dickinson.
I never saw Cliff Stoll,
I never Grokked the Net,
But I know How-- the Packets feel-When they get soaking Wet-From Bozos, surfing on the Web-When they should be Asleep,
Or Cruising for a Cyber-Babe
But Finding-- but a Creep-- *
How dreary
How Kibo-To live on
A vast but

to post Articles!
like a Ghost-Admiration-- From
unseen Host!

* I should hasten to point out that this poem is not autobiographical.
-More Matt McIrvin than you need! http://world.std.com/~mmcirvin/
From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: WHOOPEE CUSHIONS!!!!!!!!!!!!!
alt.torture, alt.religion.kibology
Fri, 14 Mar 1997 04:46:43 GMT
welcome datacomp

In alt.torture, Richard Ruggiero <Richwwww@worldnet.att.net> wrote:
>
> Whoopee Cushions $3.00
Gee whillikers, alt.torture doesn't seem as cool as it useta was!
> email for quantity prices
I need 500,000 whoopee cushions. Pre-inflated.
-- K.
Here's one... sit on it.
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From:
mmcirvin@world.std.com (Matt McIrvin)
Subject:
Re: Why I _WUV_ DejaNews
Newsgroups: alt.religion.kibology
Date:
Wed, 5 Mar 1997 22:29:41 GMT
Organization:
Software Tool & Die, Brookline MA
frances@fis.unico.it wrote:
>
> It can get better. IT WILL!
And I'll tell you how.
*Ahem*.
[taps microphone--feedback whine]
[grabs mike, starts gyrating hips and singing:]
Now I'm gonna do what I came to do
And try to make you see
How I love my Dawn-Rite
It's the only one for me!
[white-coated engineers get down]
[dancing girls carry various products on stage]
The XL20 has four-slot action
It never burns a slice
The G300 has Pop-O-Sensors
With Robo-Telligence and ain't that nice!

WHEEL! OF! VAPORIZATION!

I love my Dawn-Rite
It's the only one for me!
The SX-5 is a breakfast wonder
Though I don't like to boast...
[points to shrouded object]
I'd love to show you the Q-2000,
But Man's not ready for THAT MUCH TOAST!
I love my Dawn-Rite
It's the only one for me!
-Home page
http://world.std.com/~mmcirvin/
Sci.physics FAQ http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/physics/faq.html
Relativity FAQ http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/physics/relativity.html
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
What Kibo did today.
alt.religion.kibology
Wed, 12 Mar 1997 06:37:22 GMT
welcome datacomp

Remember Merlin, the red, telephone-shaped handheld electronic game
from about 1979?

An unusually weenieish,
uninteresting post for me. It’s
in small print to keep you from
reading it. It’s included to give
you context for the next couple.

I discovered that I can still whip Merlin's ass at "Magic Square", even
though I haven't touched a Merlin in 15 years and this one was taller than me.
(I met the inventor. He had a working six-foot Merlin, and some two-foot
versions, and lots of the regular one and its variants, and lots of
prototypes, which looked like briefcases filled with colored spaghetti
connected via umbilicus to little boxes with the blinky lights.)
Ooh, I used two words of Latin in a ROW.
He also had numerous other inventions and gadgets, and a cat. But I
couldn't get hard drive arrays on two of his computer's five SCSI buses
to work. The cat didn't seem to mind, although the cat wasn't very good
at Magic Square either, so what did he know?
-- K.
alt.religion.kibology, ubi stercus dormit
Kibo & Bob Doyle’s big Merlin

From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Jittlov & Wizard's Harvard Show!
alt.fan.mike-jittlov, alt.religion.kibology
Wed, 2 Apr 1997 08:04:47 GMT
welcome datacomp

In alt.fan.mike-jittlov, jittlov@Empire.Net (Mike Jittlov) wrote:
>
> (To all emailers, especially regarding the "Virgin of Speed & Time"
> posting -- Please pardon my lack of response, but my current net
> connection is kind of slow (like, 16 baud),
He's not kidding, folks. That's if he goes direct. If he uses the proxy,
it's even slower. Apparently Mike is generating an electromagnetic field
which makes all the Power Macs and Windows NT workstations in the place
move in stop-motion.
(And the best part is, now he has to use the infamous "welcome
datacomp" keyboard.)
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

That's because I try to stay a moving target. But as long as
I'm hiding away in the Macrocosmos Laboratory, Bob Doyle has
arranged a special show at a site Near You (if you live near
Boston, Massachusetts) -- just a neutron's throw from MIT!
--------------------------------------------->8 clip & save
Mark that Star-Date -*- April 11, 1997 -*- 7:00pm & 9:30pm!
The Harvard University Science Center -- Hall C

Harvard U’s Science Center,
as seen from one of my spy
satellites. From the ground
it’s “Mommy, what is that
giant spider doing to that
giant Polaroid camera?”
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Note that if you throw the neutron from MIT's nuclear reactor, the first
thing it passes through is the factory floor of the Necco plant. Then it
goes through Mary Chung's (Project GNU's favorite restaurant, except for
RMS) and then it shoots up Mass Ave as it gains mass bus loses avenueness.
Finally, it plows into the side of HUSC and detonates, spraying the
neighborhood with giant radioactive Polaroid Land Camera fragments.
> Still skeptical about this West Coast Creator of the Happy
> Face? :) Then check out these actual Testimonial Quotes:
Mike wasn't the one who discovered you could turn it sideways.
> During Jittlov's occasional thought-lapses, MIT students are
> invited to join in an on-screen "LASER PEN BALLET", whilst
> the audience hums "The Sleeping Beauty Waltz"!
I get the feeling you're trying to start an MIT-vs-Harvard rumble, Mike. If
you do, they'll destroy each other, leaving Tufts, BU, and Zoo-Mass to take
over the world. And what a hell that would be.
What's next, you'll invite the Emerson College basketball team
("Most Improved Team In New England 1996") in for us to laugh at?
If the Emerson basketball team played against the RPI hockey team, I don't
know which one I'd pity more as someone who went to more than one school
with crappy teams. (In between I went to a school that was so crappy that
the only sport was the Math Club's puzzle contest. I won, of course. That
prompted them to change the rules to forbid me from participating again.)
>

Poster by Jittlov -- Perfected by Kibo

Hey, Mike, your article wasn't posted in color. <-- ONLY MIKE UNDERSTANDS
WHAT THIS MEANS.
-- K.
BTW, Mike, please remember to "Convert To ASCII" in
BBEdit before you post your curly quotes next time...
From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Jittlov in MA?
alt.fan.mike-jittlov, alt.religion.kibology
1997/03/14
welcome datacomp

In alt.fan.mike-jittlov, mbkomor@remarque.berkeley.edu (m.b.komor) wrote:
>
> Irreverend Friday Jones <fridayNOSPAM@cybercom.net> wrote:
> >
> > Any truth to the rumor that the Wizard will be visiting Massachusetts in March?
>
> Oh, you mean, like, now? O:)

(CONTINUED)

Actually, he's in the Other State, the one spelled Masachussets. This is
the one where John Silber became President after Michael Dukakis became
Governor, or vice versa! It's a weird little universe here.
>
> Best,
>
> Meriday Beth & Velcro
>

_*____*
~<:========--~*~~~~*

& Majyk!

_////___
>'=========^--~/~\~~>~>

Those are the worst ASCII Enterprise 1701-D's I've seen yet.
Hope the lizard you were rescuscitating over the phone made it. How DOES
one give mouth-to-mouth to an iguana? They're all SLIMY and they shoot
DARTS from their TAIL!
>
>
>
>

-&

---little Zaphod! |
|
|
| click here for in-lined image.
----

No thanks, I'm scared of any little white square with a blurry Mickey Mouse
printed on it labelled "lick me to see inlined image". If I do, I'll have
nightmares about a 6-foot tall Merlin chasing me around and beeping.
-- K.
O
O O O
O O O
O O O
O
SAME NEW
GAME GAME
HIT COMP
ME TURN
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: The nature of Kibology
alt.religion.kibology, alt.fan.mike-jittlov
Tue, 11 Mar 1997 06:44:28 GMT
welcome datacomp

Matt McIrvin wrote:
>
> The reason my post didn't say that was that when I say such things, the
> intent is to quash a potential flamewar when somebody *posts* a flame
> attacking somebody else's posts (especially if the target is a newbie).
> The objection is usually a followup to the flame itself.
> [...]
> However, I did have an opinion concerning Gard's lamentation about the
> Good Old Days, so I posted that.
I liked your earlier, funnier posts.
Yesterday I fed Mike Jittlov some Orbitz. He said, "Wow! Now I feel like
never making any more movies. I'm going to be an investment banker!" Then
he participated in a long, serious alt.religion.kibology discussion about
whether or not it was okay to talk civilly about the concept of flamewars.
Matt, you're drinking too much Orbitz.
-- K.
Also, Mike made a mess in Golden Palace playing with
his balloon. And we both felt sorry that nobody was
ordering the globefish which was suffocating on its
back in the lower right tank.
And he enjoyed the Braised Diaphragm, Crispy Fried
Pig's Intestine, Corn Soup With Fish Maws, and
Jellyfish With Salted Pork but he thought the
fortune cookies were gross.
[one of these paragraphs is not false.]
[other than that one.]

From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: The nature of Kibology
alt.religion.kibology, alt.fan.mike-jittlov
Wed, 12 Mar 1997 06:49:09 GMT
welcome datacomp

mmcirvin@world.std.com (Matt McIrvin) wrote:
>
> kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry) wrote:
> >
> > Yesterday I fed Mike Jittlov some Orbitz. He said, "Wow! Now I feel like
> > never making any more movies. I'm going to be an investment banker!" Then
> > he participated in a long, serious alt.religion.kibology discussion about
> > whether or not it was okay to talk civilly about the concept of flamewars.
> > Matt, you're drinking too much Orbitz.
>
> You see what I have to put up with, folks?
"You see up with what I have to put, gentlemen." is the correct grammer
and, spelling, for this, sentance... !
>
>
>
>

Anyway, it wasn't the Orbitz. It was the Aloe Vera beverage that Kibo
made me drink almost an entire bottle of, months ago. The stuff builds
up in the brain and eventually the molecules flip into the active
configuration, in which it makes other people argue with you.

It only makes intelligent people argue with you.
>
>
>
>

Funny how that "beverage"
a shampoo bottle. After a
things started showing up
I started to feel kind of

made of Aloe Vera came in what looked like
few glasses of it, when the little quasi-solid
(they weren't even round like Orbitz turds),
unusual.

Curiously, a few days later Mike Jittlov gave me a phone call to tell me
about this awful Aloe Vera beverage that you could buy in gallon bottles at
Trader Joe's. I told him we had already bought a quart of it there and that
Matt McIrvin, who drank it all, said it sucked. Now that two of you have
told me it sucks, I do not need to try it.
Today Mike had brushed his hair so that he looked like an anime character,
or that Calvin & Hobbes cartoon where Calvin uses a pound of Crisco to
become Astro-Boy, only without the Crisco. Sort of a Sideways Bozo, and who
among us hasn't bozed laterally?
Mike has a bottle of yellow (raspberry) Orbitz over his bed at this very
moment. Also, the room hosts 40,000,000,000 SCSI cables, all with different
connectors which are unlike anything any cables ever did or could attach
to, anywhere in the universe. For instance, one has a two-pin connector
eight feet wide made of translucent gelatin. Another has a 50,000-pin
connector carved out of a single atom of boron. A third has NO ENDS AT ALL!!!
-- K.
Like this post!
P.S. All facts about Mike are true. ALL of them.
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: The nature of Kibology
alt.religion.kibology,alt.fan.mike-jittlov
Sat, 15 Mar 1997 05:30:56 GMT
welcome datacomp

gharlane@ccshp1.ccs.csus.edu (Gharlane of Eddore) wrote:
>
> kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry) writes:
> >
> > Curiously, a few days later Mike Jittlov gave me a phone call to tell
> > me about this awful Aloe Vera beverage that you could buy in gallon
> > bottles at Trader Joe's. I told him we had already bought a quart of
>
> You miss a major point here. Mike is constitutionally incapable of
> disliking *ANY* beverage which is green in color.
(a) It's not green. It's kind of cloudy beige, with transparent lumps.
(b) He bought another bottle of it today. I bought some "Dr. Joe's All
Natural Spiced Soda" (fake Dr Pepper) which is reviewed elsewhere in
alt.religion.kibology.
(c) He filmed me eating a hamburger. Now I think he plans to project me
into a paperweight and sneak it onto the Romulan homeworld so that he can
start a rumor that I'm the ghost of Ted Danson, who actually DIED while
they were filming "Three Men And A Baby" in Gene Roddenberry's apartment!
> Just be happy that he never discovered Lime Schnapps.
He's been drinking lots of Orbitz lately, too. And he bought me four rolls
of Mentos, and seemed kind of disappointed to find out that I didn't REALLY
like them.
>
>
>
>
>

> it there and that Matt McIrvin, who drank it all, said it sucked.
This is Matt's way of subtly telling you that it's too good for the
likes of you, and that he is disinclined to share any future bottles.
But you know how physicists are. They believe in quarks, after all.

But I know that Leonardo da Vinci was cool because at the special Leonardo
da Vinci interactive learning experience at the Museum of $cience they're
selling Leonardo da Vinci(R) mouse pads in the special Leonardo da Vinci(R) gift
shop which is separate from the regular gift shop which you can go into for FREE.
>
>
>
>
>
>

> Now that two of you have told me it sucks, I do not need to try it.
Yes, you do.

It will cure all your burns, from the inside.

And the empty bottle makes, like, a rilly rilly kewl noise
when you blow across the top.

(CONTINUED)

No, honey, that's just an expression... you don't really "blow" on it...
-- Chevy Chase, 1977 or so
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>

Today Mike had brushed his hair so that he looked like an anime character,
or that Calvin & Hobbes cartoon where Calvin uses a pound of Crisco to
become Astro-Boy, only without the Crisco. Sort of a Sideways Bozo, and
who among us hasn't bozed laterally?

Here.

Never in my life.

Therefore, I accord you the status in life granted those who qualify under
the appropriate clause regarding "I AM NOT A BOZO" bozos in the HappyNet
Manifesto.
-- K.
I am not an "I am not a bozo" bozo.
From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

awing@thunder.nojunk.temple.edu (Andy Wing)
Re: The nature of Kibology
alt.religion.kibology, alt.fan.tito
Sun, 16 Mar 1997 22:26:03 -0500
Gnomes International

froggy@praline.no.neosoft.com (Carlos May) wrote:
>
> We are ALL middle aged here.
> Yes, that DOES include W e d n e s d a y.
>
> (The three ages of Kibologists are Infantile, Middle Aged, and
> Decrepit. And all of us are ALL THREE AT ONCE.)
I need help with this.

ARTICLE
NOT BY KIBO
(READ AT OWN RISK )

Will the following formula work?

Infantile | Bozo [OPZ / KN**Yogi's constant/(Breidbart Index)
\
^^^^^^^^^
\
Adjust above according
=-------------{Middle Aged|| KN%JP}
to Godwin's Law
+
||
+
||
+
||
+
||
Decrepit + Kibo Years@\CS**2/ =/ Clueless Newbie && LDP + root(3)VB
\\
\\
( DG - STF**3 )Megabozo { AF^{ ID - {Happynet factorization(ZF)} } }
__________________________
EWD**LTE(pi - STF*DG)

(CONTINUED)

Key:
KN
CS
JP
LTE
EWD
VB
OPZ
ZF
ID
AF
LDP
STF
DG

-

Kibo Number
Number of posts to alt.cascade
Number of posts to a "Jaffo's Penis" thread
number of weeks the Longest Thread Ever has been dormant
31IT3 W4R32 D00D derating parameter.
The number of Virtual Berets you have on Sarah Smiley's Website
Orbitz/Pez/Zima universal constant
Number of hits on Zamboni's Web page per month
Number of times Andrew S. Damick changes his identity
Acronym Factor
Compensated weighting of Lewcifer's www.seduction.com bandwidth
Ted Frank's Star Trek Troll Factor
Average number of bytes in a Darla GIF.

> : Hey everbody, e-mail your age to Ellen!
I guess she's our unofficial demographer now...
-Politics is not the art of persuasion, it's the science of selfishness.
"Speeding down the misinformation superhighway"
Big Brother is not watching you, you're watching Big Brother, all 181 channels
a_wing@th_under.ocis.temple.edu (Remove underscores to reply)

From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: The secret word. (PLEASE READ)
alt.freemasonry, alt.religion.kibology
Mon, 17 Mar 1997 08:26:52 GMT
welcome datacomp

In alt.freemasonry, rrsmith@mindspring.com wrote:
>
> It just came to my attention that a syndicated radio morning show here
> in Florida revealed the secret word recentley and now use it on a
> regular basis I don't want to name names yet but they used it just
> monday and it seems to have be come a big thing for fans of this show
> to use it when they call in. What if anything can be done to stop this
> or change the word which from what I understand has been around longer
> than any radio show.
That's nothing. Pee-wee Herman said it on his show, too!
Of course, the Masons got their revenge for that.
K.
P.S. It's "beable".
TUBALCAIN
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:

trichard@ionet.net (Tom Richardson)
RFC (alt.culture.usenet) and RFD (alt.config) and... [Wuz: the nature of Kibology]
alt.religion.kibology, alt.config, alt.fan.wednesday, alt.fan.johnwinston, alt.culture.usenet, alt.slack, misc.legal, alt.fan.cokie-roberts
Followup-To:
alt.religion.kibology,alt.fan.cokie-roberts
Date:
20 Mar 1997 18:36:42 GMT
Organization:
Campaign Headquarters 2000!
Summary:
Sorry this is so long!!!!!
X-Campaign-URL: http://www.ionet.net/~trichard/kibo.for.pres.html
PREFACE
------To help maximize your enjoyment of the Usenet Experience [*1], I
am including an index (below) so that, no matter which Newsfroup
you have subscribed to, you'll be able to go directly to the
relevant portion of this post. That way you don't have to waste
your time reading moronic stuff associated with 'froups you
wouldn't touch with a ten foot...ah...well...*you know*
Right. If more posters included a handy index like this when
cross-posting to hell and back, then fewer people would complain
in follow-ups (cross-posted to hell and back) and the world, or
at least Usenet, would be a happier place. If you are reading
this and feel the same way, e-mail me and we'll write up an RFC
or something. This will work. Trust me.
==========================================================================
INDEX
----If you are reading....
----------------------

Start Here
----------

Stop Here
---------

alt.config
alt.culture.usenet
alt.fan.wednesday
alt.fan.cokie-roberts
alt.fan.john-winston
alt.slack
misc.legal

**F**
**E**
**G**
**A**
**C**
**H**
**J**

**G**
**F**
**H**
**B**
**D**
**I**
**K**

alt.religion.kibology

Read entire article

alt.cypherpunk

Rot-13 and read entire
article backwards

==========================================================================
[ Hi, gang! Thanks to all of you...well...OK...thanks to BOTH of
you who took time to write and ask what I was doing and why
hadn't I posted to ark lately and all that sort of friendly
stuff.

(CONTINUED)

**A**
If you really must know, I've been recruiting sEkReT dIsInFo
pSiOp agents for alt.alien.visitors. After the relative lack
of success of the Kibo for President Campaign, that's about
the best I could do job-wise. Analyst positions on the Cokie
Roberts's Show (a.k.a. This Week without David Brinkley) go to
the winners of the world. Curse you, George Stephanopolous
(sp?).
**B**
By the way, I've already started planning the Kibo in 2000
Campaign and THIS TIME I think I'm going to actually inform the
candidate (or at least his programmers) that he is running.
Really.
**C**
Oh yeah. I got some great ideas for fund raising from the
Clintonites. Heck, if he can pull that kind of serious soft
money from interested non-resident aliens from China and
Indonesia, just THINK about what one might be able to solicit
from the Reptoids from beyond the Green Galaxy. Of course,
we'll have VP candidate Winston do all the solicitations.
Mustn't sully the Presidency and all that.
**D**
Oh yeah, speaking of nice people who sent messages wondering
where I wuz, I wanted to point out that my attorney (Dr. Piano)
attached his note to an invoice.
No kidding.
So, how is everyone? Hmmm. Hmmm. I see that Matt and Scott
"~ibo" Ramming got the Kibomination back on line again. Thank
goodness Scott is back at MIT. Somehow I think the programming
job was too much for Matt to do all by himself especially with
the wimpy hardware they have at Harvard. Thank goodness for the
big iron at the media lab!
(Appologies to Michael Straight, but I've spoken personally with
Scott Ramming and he confirmed all of my suspicions. Kibo *is*
nothing more than a somewhat sophisticated AI program written by
Matt and Scott. On the basis of some of its latest postings,
some of you may even question my use of the word 'sophisticated'
in describing the Kibomination.
Indeed.
By the way, Michael, the fellow whose pictures appear in the
_Tricks of the Internet Gurus_ book--and elsewhere--is just
some clueless guy that Scott used to share an apartment with.
Alas, I suspect neither Scott nor Matt will choose to explain
the joke.)
OK, OK, OK, now what was it that caused me to hit the "f" key
to start writing this idiotic article? Oh yeah.... ]

(CONTINUED)

Some unkown person [*2] wrote:
>>> I've noticed a similar phenomenon. Less so in recent months, but in the
>>> past, I've noticed certain people getting really uptight about what's
>>> posted here [on alt.religion.kibology].
Person X [*3] replied:
> Let me just take a moment here to point out that if you were actually
> posting *funny* things, that probably wouldn't be a real problem.
Then Ron "allegro con brie" Echesomething <rone@netcom.com> added:
>> I cannot tolerate that. Nobody besides myself may act uptight about
>> ANYTHING on this newsgroup. I forbid this abhorrent behavior and i
>> demand it stop right now.
Person X continued:
> You demand? I demand that you cease making such demands!
**E**
OK. Here's the entire reason why I hit the "f" key to begin with. A long
time ago [*4], Lisa Higgins wrote something on the ark about how she tends
to read posts without checking to see who authored them. She can usually
tell within the first line or two who the author was, but sometimes she
would be suprised when she stumbled onto the .sig and found out it was,
say, John Grubor who had written the article and not David Sewell as she
had expected.
Well, I just had a similar experience with the post I am replying to. I
didn't look at the author when I started reading the post and, based on the
content, I was just *sure* that Person X was Jaffo and then, all of a
sudden it hit me. WANGO!
Person X wasn't Jaffo, it was Michele Tepper.

Scary, but true!

I think that proves that either (1) the Hivemind is alive and well and
living in a basement apartment in Ann Arbor or (2) David Sewell's article
on pseudo-spoofing and the nature of identity on Usenet showed amazing
insight. Who'd have guessed that Michele and Jaffo were the same person
all along?
Squeezes,
Tom "Andrea Chen" Richardson
**F**
P.S.--I added alt.fan.cokie-roberts to the Newsfroups field just in case
someone already newgrouped it form me. Thanks, alt.config!!!!
P.P.S.--I just added alt.config to remind someone (does Abbey FranquemontGiligan or whatever her name is still issue authoritative
newgroup messages from there?) how important it is for Cokie to
have her own fan group. This is part of the CRITICAL campaign
strategy for the year 2000! With Cokie on our side, WE CAN'T
LOSE!!! I see a GREAT NEED.
Really.

(CONTINUED)

**G**
P.P.P.S.--I also added alt.fan.w e d n e s d a y on in case Abbey
*doesn't* read alt.config any more and I also wanted to say
'Hi' to W e d n e s d a y.
Hi, W e d n e s d a y!
**H**
P.P.P.P.S.--It's been so long that I read alt.slack that I just wanted
to find out if the Subgenii are still all cranky about L. Ron
Hubbard and that Scientology silliness. Sheesh. Sure, the
religion was a joke, but that's no reason to ignore his
excellent science fiction writing. Heck, if you cut him some
slack for being sexist (he *was*, after all, writing before
the feminist revolution) and ignore his tendency to preach,
you'll find that books like _The Moon is a Harsh Mistress_
and _Space Cadet_ are still wonderful reading.
Really.
**I**
P.P.P.P.P.S.--Sorry for not spell-checking this! I was going to use
ispell, but the spelling errors it uncoveres and odd
suggestions it offers always makes me want to add more
comments to my post and this thing is already too long.
=========================================================================
[*1] The Usenet Experience is no relation to the Jimmy Hendrix Experience.
Sad, but true.
[*2]

Man, what's up with all the abysmal auto-attribuation?!? Sheesh.
I thought the ark was better about that kind of thing than your
average 'froup on the net. Sloppy, sloppy, sloppy...
Actually, the unkown person whose attributed text began the article
the article to which I was responding may have been Jaffo all along;
however, the auto-attribution line didn't have the right number of
">" thingies in from of it, so I wasn't sure. Still, I'd expect
better formatting from that Tepper CHYK since she's a real writer
and all.

[*3]

This was Misha, of course, but it would have spoiled the point I
was making If I pointed that out here. Or, rather, there.

**J**
[*4]

**K**

It's impossible for me to write or even think the words "A long time
ago" without mentally adding "in a galaxy far, far away..." I
suspect I lot of people are suffering the same harmful memetic
dissonance. Hmmm.... Maybe I should contact Dr. Piano. Are you
thinking what I've thinking? Right. Class action suit! We'll make
zillions!!!!
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From:
Subject:
Date:
Newsgroups:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: The Wizard at Harvard
1997/04/14
alt.fan.mike-jittlov, alt.religion.kibology

mmcirvin@world.std.com (Matt McIrvin) wrote:
>
> Nice show, Mike.
>
> I was the guy who shouted that I didn't see Kibo anywhere.
You didn't recognize me because I got $2 off by attending in a clever costume.
So THERE. (I liked your Franklin Welker costume.)
> I had the "a"
> in "WoSaT" and Sam Wilkinson had the "T".
Notice there is no "P" in it.
And tell her to put the "T" back so I can ride it to work.
>
>
>
>
>

Watching WoSaT again, it strikes me that the final version of the
short that ends the movie is still an *astonishing* piece of work-- it
holds up in an age of expensive special effects done with digital tools.
It was the first time I had seen it on a large screen, albeit still on
NTSC laser disc.

A better special effect is watching Mike's hair go straight
up as he attempts to do a chimney ascent up a large air duct
in his efforts to sign his name on the large whirling deadly
overhead fan somewhere at the top of MIT. He risked death
numerous times last night, as did I, but neither of us lost
our underwear in the Shaft Of Lost Underwear. That's because
we didn't go there.
I suffered a facial injury in a different air duct, yayyyy!
Now I am a man! I did not fear death, but I was constantly
afraid I was going to lose my keys in the elevator shaft.
BTW, Mike was just (today) shown on CNN Headline News. They were reporting
on Canadian scientists who were studying ways to control our minds with
electrical impulses, and they thought the perfect illustration of this evil
research would be a shot of Patrick Swayze surrounded by blurry Mike
Jittlovs at the end of "Ghost".
I still can't figure that logic out.
-- K.
P.S. Least impressive tourist attraction at MIT: The forced-perspective,
six-foot-long Infinite Corridor (which was Irwin Allen's finest TV series,
especially the part where James Darren's green sweater went "sproing!" at
the end of each episode.)
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From:
kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Subject:
...then the bananas died of peel suffocation.
Newsgroups: alt.religion.kibology
Date:
Sat, 22 Mar 1997 08:36:09 GMT
Organization: welcome datacomp
How the Research was Developed: a Chronology
• 1959. Race 1 of Panama disease destroys Gros Michel bananas, the
standard export variety. They are replaced by Cavendish bananas. The
United Fruit Company (now UnitedBrands) launches a banana breeding
program.
• 1964. The diseases that can destroy the Cavendish banana start to
appear.
• 1977. The first breakthrough is made in breeding a productive banana
that is resistant to one pest.
• 1984. United Brands donates its breeding program to the Honduran
Foundation for Agricultural Research (FHIA).
• The International Network for the Improvement of Banana and Plantain
(INIBAP) is established, following an IDRC meeting of banana breeders
and scientists in Ottawa in 1982.
• 1985. IDRC, together with other donors, begins funding of FHIA's banana
breeding program.
•

1991. Promising new varieties of bananas are tested around the world.

•

1994. IDRC unveils the Goldfinger banana in Canada.
-- K.
If I claimed I made this up, you'd think
I were a LOSER, so I'll just say that I was
searching the Web for thousands of pictures
of Shirley Eaton to tape to my ceiling.

I found a couple hundred, by the way.
But the history of bananas was the best part.
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
X-Battlestar-Galactica-Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
There are those who believe...
alt.religion.kibology
Sun, 27 Apr 1997 07:57:24 GMT
9581 centons, 71 microns, .04 mugars
welcome datacomp

This is not overly dramatic. Unless you read it aloud in a Patrick Macnee
voice, as I am doing.
At the end of the Second Millennium...
Storm clouds gathering... portents...
Today at the mall I saw... I saw... (deep breath)
New "Battlestar Galactica" toys.
Dirk "Starbuck" Benedict now has muscles bigger than any human being, with
blue veins pressurized til they glow. And his mouth is open and he's
screaming with agony or ecstasy. Yes, the action figure has more acting
ability than the real Dirk Benedict!
The Cylons now have nine-inch-long (scale) codpieces that could poke
someone's eye out.
But there's more. Richard "Apollo" Hatch is giving seminars
I got his autograph and didn’t
in how to improve your sex life. Download a personal
even have to pay to get in!
audio greeting from him to you at
Ha ha, I ripped off Richard Hatch!
http://www9.pair.com/iwc/RichardHatch/
Unfortunately, I seem to
and listen to it over and over as you feel your sex life melt away.
have lost it. I guess that
makes me bad.

But the horrors of the Galactican world to come have as yet been only
glimpsed. The most ominous sign of all is the last sentence:
[http://mcmfh.acns.carleton.edu/BG/future/campaign.html]
>
> And yet interest never really died. As early as 1991 there have been
> rumors of a Battlestar Galactica revival. And in October 1993, at the
> Battlestar Galactica 15th Yahren Reunion, producer Glen Larson announced
> that Fox television was interested in picking up the project, probably
> in the form of two two-hour movies. At the convention, the surviving
> cast members were all willing to participate in the proposed project.
> Richard Hatch (Apollo) has written a trilogy of scripts which would
> continue where the old series had left off.
>
> While interest from Fox television has since cooled to the idea, there
> have been tantalizing reports of a Galactica revival in one form or
> another. Since the Sci-Fi Channel began airing Battlestar Galactica back
> in 1992, there has been growing interest in the series and its revival,
> from both old fans and new. In 1996 Galactica made a merchandising
> comeback. With new comic books, toys, trading cards, CD's and an
> upcoming series of novels, Galactica is getting harder to ignore.

Late news flash:
Found it! Sorry,
no time to scan it
for this book.
Maybe next book.

(CONTINUED)

So anyway, it's time to prepare for the imminent ascension of
Battlestar Galactica II.
Handy reference chart to the new characters:
Star Wars --> Battlestar Galactica --> Star Wars Special Edition -->
Battlestar Galactica SUPER SPECIAL EDITION
Luke Skywalker --> Starbuck --> Duke Fakewalker
Han Solo --> Apollo --> Apollonia
Obi-Wan Kenobi --> Adama --> Adamwesta
Princess Leia --> Cassiopeia --> Cassionomatopoeia --> KA-BOOM!!!!!
R2-D2 --> Muffet --> Beanie Babies
the one and only Darth Vader --> all the Cylons --> everyone in the world
IT'LL BE SO COOL YOU'LL DIE!!!
-- K.
I get to be the stromtrooper who
hits his head on the door!
I CALLED THE BLOOPER!!!!

From:
kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Subject:
Re: Killfile as textual history
Newsgroups: alt.religion.louis-nick, alt.religion.kibology
Date:
Sun, 6 Apr 1997 06:01:29 GMT
Organization:
welcome datacomp
asuter@Xenon.Stanford.EDU (Lupus Yonderboy) wrote:
>
> Perhaps I'm biased because Kibo once let me clean his boots and pick
> up his dry-cleaning, but I can't imagine reading any other newsgroup and
> getting my panties in a bunch because Those Darn Kibologists are Making Merry.
By the way, Lupus, when you picked up my dry cleaning, you got
my manly macho jockey shorts in a bunch. Please iron them.
And stop wearing your frilly silk panties around the computer;
you KNOW their FRICTION causes STATIC on the NEWSGROUPS. In your PANTS.
-- K.
My dinner inspired a joke against racism,
which I am not putting in this article!
The joke, I mean. Lupus Yonderboy is a honky.
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

iayork@panix.com (Ian A. York)
Live from BUBBLEWRAP MANOR!!!!!
alt.religion.kibology
6 Apr 1997 12:43:25 -0400
Panix

ARTICLE
NOT BY KIBO
(READ AT OWN RISK )

SALE! SALE! SALE! SALE! SALE! SALE! SALE! SALE! SALE! SALE! SALE! SALE!
THE HOUSE OF BUBBLEWRAP IS HAVING A ONCE-IN-A-LIFETIME BLOWOUT SALE!
You'll never again see prices like this on a quality product like this!
BUBBLEWRAP!

A

MILLION USES!

You can use bubblewrap to
wrapyourgoodsmakeatrampoline
sootheyournervesmakemusic
keepofftherainkeepinthewarm
charmsnakesmeetchyxcooksteaks
hangglidesurfsnowboardski
drinkbeershovelsnowdrivecars
i t m a k e s a g r e a t
p a i r o f S H O E S !
O R A F U R C O A T !!

Bubble wrap!
Use it on your
CAT!
Toast it for a
SNACK!
It really isn't
CRAP!
It's lovely
bubble
WRAP!

Here at the House of Bubblewrap we specialize in
BUBBLE
WRAP!
We are the BUBBLEWRAP EXPERTS!
Home repair? Moving? Interior design? Inferior design? Music class?
Essay for school? Oil change? Tire rotation? Boss doesn't listen? Boss
listens too much? Wife doesn't understand? Children on drugs? No
internet hookup? Painful sex? Oozing discharge? Pediculosis? Shoes
don't fit? Ticket expired? Illegal parking? Rancid popcorn? Smelly
underarms? Dandruff? Rainforest depletion? Land mines? Keratitis?
BUBBLE WRAP IS THE ANSWER!
Our bubble wrap specialists are STANDING BY
and
they are NOT WEARING ANY PANTS!
HOUSE OF BUBBLEWRAP!

HOUSE OF BUBBLEWRAP!

HOUSE OF BUBBLEWRAP!

It's like a
BUBBLE WRAP CITY!
Bubbly
Bubbly
Bubbly
Bubbly
Bubble

bubbly
bubbly
bubbly
bubbly
WRAP!

bubbly
bubbly
bubbly
bubbly

bubbly
bubbly
bubbly
bubbly

It'sgotthoselittlebubblethingies
thatmakelife CLEAN AND BRIGHT!
andtheygoPOP POP POPforabetterlife
youneedsomenowIsayRICHTNOW
oryourfriendswilllaughatyou

(CONTINUED)

Here at the HOUSE OF BUBBLEWRAP we don't just SAY bubble
W E
L I V E
I T ! ! ! !
We wear it! We fondle it sensuously at night! We shower in
We go to BUBBLE WRAP PARTIES in our BUBBLE WRAP CLOTHES and
WRAP shooters eating BUBBLE WRAP SNACKS while making BUBBLE

wrap
BUBBLE WRAP!
drink BUBBLE
WRAP CHAT!

*****Phone our BUBBLE WRAP CHAT LINES for SEXXXXY BUBBLE WRAP CHAT!*****
*****Our Bubble Wrap Babes are wearing BUBBLE WRAP LINGERIE!*****
*****1-BUB-BLE-WRAP*****
NOW!
NOW!
NOW!
NOW!
NOW!
NOW!
NOW!
NOW!
NOW!
NOW!
NOW!
NOW!
NOW!
NOW!

But you'd better act soon because this is a onceinalifetime
special onetimeoffer moneybackguarantee discount WAREHOUSE
CLEARANCE SALE! directfromthemanufacturerwepassthesavingson
to YOU! becausewebuyfactorydirectslightlyflawedmerchandise
thecustomerisalwaysrightexceptwhenthey'rewrongBUBBLE WRAP
WILL FIX THAT PESKY LEAKoffervoidwhereprohibitedthisadis
knowntothestateofCaliforniatocause BUBBLE WRAP CRAVINGcures
cancerinsixoutoftendentistsWITH SPELL CHECKER!donotinhale
warrantyvoidifelectronsinvertedlifetimeguaranteeincluded
mayshrinkwhenwashed b u t notwhenmanufacturer'sprotocol
isfollowed! MANY MODELS MANY COLOURS! AMERICAN OR BRITISH
SIZES! AS SEEN ON TV! starsandsupermodelslove BUBBLE WRAP!
L I V E
T H E
A D V E N T U R E!
*B*U*B*B*L*E*W*R*A*P*
PARACHUTES! JET PLANES! BIG GUNS! HI-TECH!
whoooooOOOOOOSSSSSHHH!!!!!
vrrrrooooooOOOOOOOOMM!!!!!
It's the

HO
USE
H OU
SE OF
U B B L E W R A P ! !! !! !!
BB U
adivisionofkiboco

act now for your
BUBBLE
WRAP!

-Ian York
(iayork@panix.com) <http://www.panix.com/~iayork/>
"-but as he was a York, I am rather inclined to suppose him a
very respectable Man." -Jane Austen, The History of England

I think he misspelled “beable”.
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Mike goes swimming.
alt.fan.mike-jittlov, alt.religion.kibology
Mon, 3 Mar 1997 06:16:14 GMT
welcome datacomp

In alt.fan.mike-jittlov, "kevin wickart" <kwickart@cyberianet.com> wrote:
>
>
Okay, I read the article where Mike explained how the pool sequence in
> TWOSAT was done--deep breath, weights in his pockets. I don't doubt that he
> could hold his breath that long. In my youth, so could I. Barely. Tuba
> player's lungs, dontcha know.
>
What I'm curious about is the shadow that oozes out to him from the left
> side of the pool right after he hits bottom. What was that?
His soul!
It's a little-known fact that Mike was actually murdered during the
"attempted murder" scene, for added realism. Mike, well known as a "method
actor" along the lines of Strasberg, Brando, and Landau, insisted the scene
be filmed this way to help "sell" the shot (this is why they did two takes,
for "insurance". It was a double-indemnity clause.) Mike was replaced with
a joystick-controlled robot, which later went on to play the title
character in "Ghost".
Is it true what they say about tuba players? Do you have a real tuba or one
of those goofy plastic Sousaphones which are really just big kazoos? Why
can't I spell it "kazooz"? Why do Pez, Orbitz, and Zima have a "z" but not
Mentos? If you put them in the oven do you get Mentoast? If you put a tuba
on it do you get a tuba melt? When Martin Landau flew the crop-duster past
Mike Jittlov, did Alfred Hitchock really have a cameo as "Man doing a bad
impression of Alfred Hitchcock"? How did Allen Funt manage to film "What Do
You Say To A Naked Lady?" because the opening titles said "Nobody who was
wearing clothes was aware they were being filmed." and he was wearing
clothes! Did Allen Funt ever get nude? If he had, would civilization have
collapsed? If David L. Hewitt was responsible for one of my favorite scenes
in WOSAT, does this mean Mike Jittlov made Robert Vaughn stumble during
that scene in "The Lucifer Complex"? Where's my hat? No more bacon!

THIS MAN
WAS ON
“SPACE:1999”

-- K.
Power Pez will seal the fate of the
nation's "grunge" youth!!!
From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Lyrics to "seaQuest DSV" theme
alt.tv.seaquest, alt.tv.seaquest
Fri, 25 Apr 1997 03:47:27 GMT
welcome datacomp

Bad attempt at trolling.
Do not read.

Did anyone save the lyrics to the "seaQuest" theme (the original, not the
later one) that were once posted somewhere? It's been a long time since I
heard the vocals, and I can't remember the second verse...
-- K.
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

mmcirvin@world.std.com (Matt McIrvin)
What I DEMAND out of Usenet!!! (was Re: The nature of Kibology)
alt.religion.kibology
Fri, 7 Mar 1997 18:45:29 GMT
Software Tool & Die, Brookline MA
ARTICLE

eholmes@removethis.onramp.net (E.Holmes) wrote:
>
>
It is disturbing that there seems to be a growing attitude
>
that posting in ark must follow some set standard, as if
>
such standards were measurable and quantifiable and real.
>
Well, the effort of understanding and enjoying ark is all
>
of itself a selection process. And surprise surprise but
>
everyone here is Very Different from Everyone Else here.

NOT BY KIBO
(READ AT OWN RISK )

Oh, yeah? Oh, YEAH?
Well, it is disturbing that there seems to be a growing attitude that my
growing attitude that posting in a.r.k must follow some set standard must
follow some set standard! How dare anyone object to my objections to their
posts? What about MY rights? People say that when I tell people not to
post what they post that I am violating their rights but what about my
rights to not have other people's rights be better than my rights to not
have their rights be right? Also it's legal and there's no such thing as
Internet community, so just try and stop me!
Everyone else is very different from everyone else but anyone who tries to
keep me from enforcing my standards is violating their own lack of
standards about my standards which are to have everyone be one hundred
percent free to be exactly the same as me in their own special way!
Everyone who disagrees with me is REPEALING the First Amendment to the
Bill of Rights which is international law valid in all free countries ever
since it was in the Magna Carta written by Moses! Next you will start
passing people on escalators and civil society will be doomed!
>
>
>
>
>

Which means that something that amuses one person may not
amuse another. The unamused person needs to just chill a
bit and not try to enforce his own verson of quality
control on the group. We had quite a bit of that a few
months back and I thought we had gotten past it.

People unamused by my quality control need to control the quality of their
own quality control! I have the inalienable right endowed by my creator
code to control the quality of my own posts that come out of my own
fingers that are connected to my body which is a text subject to critical
interpretation and nobody can stop me! How dare anyone suggest that the
quality of my posts will be controlled by anyone else's LACK of quality
control! This way lies the first step along the path of every day which is
a long and winding road down the slippery slope to the edge of the lip of
the chasm of the abyss of TOTAL GOVERNMENT TYRANNY over ALL FORMS of
ELECTRONIC CYBER MEDIA! In order to stop this from happening, I demand
that all Usenet posts be EXACTLY what I want to read BEFORE I read
them, because otherwise I am being subjected to the MORAL EQUIVALENT
of TOTALITARIAN OPPRESSION! And I don't see any of you doing your jobs
so you are all complicit!
(

CONTINUED)

That's why the background of this Usenet post is BLACK! It's the camel's
nose and the camel has bad breath! Like in the joke about the camel, not
that one, the other one! Wake up and smell the camel's nose, you naive
sheep clones of the information super-symmetry! A hard rain's a-gonna fall
and it will be ALL YOUR fault for NOT making posts exactly like this one
TWENTY TO THIRTY TIMES A DAY, just like when the Devil played Dungeons and
Dragons in Douglas Hofstadter's hometown! If you don't believe my
arguments then you are admitting that they are true because otherwise
there wouldn't be anything for you not to believe in!
I am free to be you and me!!!!!!!! I'm Batman!
-Home page
http://world.std.com/~mmcirvin/
Sci.physics FAQ http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/physics/faq.html
Relativity FAQ http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/physics/relativity.html

From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: What is kibology?
alt.religion.kibology,alt.fan.warlord
Wed, 5 Mar 1997 05:22:26 GMT
welcome datacomp

alien@aclaris.cl wrote:
>
> I found this newsgroup today and I asked myself "hey, what's
> kibology?". It would be REALLY interesting if someone told me about it.
This has to be a blatant lie in an effort to curry my favor, or to flavor
my curry. I mean, sure, Kibology's interesting. But REALLY interesting?
Suppose I said that Kibology was related to the Bessemer Process, and detailed
the annealing of steel for fifty pages. Would that still be REALLY interesting?
Then I'd show you six hours of home movies, including the one where a chimp
and I are police officers fighting crime while exchanging wacky banter.
Would that be REALLY interesting?
No, it'd just be TRAINWRECK interesting!
> I would love if you could e-mail me the answer (my e-mail adress is
> shown in my signature).
In Chile people have to use e-mail because the country's so narrow that
paper's not allowed, because a single sheet of paper could tie up traffic
and bring the production of spaghetti and wire to a halt! It's the country
that's half a dog wide and a dog and a half long! Poor Spot! Spot's half a
dog long and half a dog smart!

(CONTINUED)

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Thanks, Alien.
-_
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Alejandro Fernandez (alien@aclaris.cl)
Psicologia, U. de Valparaiso, Chile

The cute little alien is wearing 3-D glasses so he can watch "Ellen" on ABC.
Remember, folks, kids will watch ANYTHING if it's in THREE DIMENSIONS!!!
Like meeeee!
>
>
>
>
>

+
+ "Humans are strange beings... they wave flags in the
+ air and then fight among themselves." Section 243 of
+ Log of Pleiades, a bible-like space book.
+_________________________________________________________

Spock! Keep your hands off the captain's log!
-- K.
This post was insufficiently warlorded,
because he's probably just joshing.
Aliens don't study psychology, they
study jazzercize!
From:
Subject:
Date:
Newsgroups:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: FAQ: Rogue Sites on the Internet
1997/04/11
news.admin.net-abuse.misc, news.admin.net-abuse.usenet, alt.spam, alt.religion.kibology

In [several groups], peter@nmti.com (Peter da Silva) wrote:
>
> Ricardo Hector Gonzales <ricardo@paranoia.com> wrote:
> >
> > 8. How do we fix USENET?
>
> Usenet isn't broken.
Ricardo, please wait a few days. I usually don't break it until April 15th.
Please ignore Peter's attempts to infuse, inflate, confuse, conflate,
ablate, eschew, beable, and zontar the issue.
-- K.
If the Pez dispenser doesn't fit,
you must follow up to it!
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:

gary@remove_this_anti-spam_field.autobahn.mb.ca (Crackpottier)
Kibo's Kosmology Klass (Rated R) -- LONG
alt.religion.kibology
ARTICLE
Tue, 01 Apr 1997 05:09:56 GMT
NOT BY KIBO
(READ AT OWN RISK )

Disclaimer:

the ideas and plots in this story are my own
and not those of my employer. Only the spellings
are those of my employer; not mine.

A story:
Beable Beable Beable Beable Beable Beable Bea-Kibo's hand hit the silence button on his alarm clock.
He lay there for a while, his face firmly planted in his pillow.
Then it hit him -- what day it was -- and he shot out of bed
like the little red candy when you smack Bart's plastic face
with your finger really hard.
He threw on his bathrobe and ran to the bathroom. A quick
swish-and-spit with the Orbitz, and then a swish-and-swallow
with the Listerine was all it took to get him running to his car.
Unfed, unshaven, unwashed he sped out of town and raced
for the university's new observatory. Today was the day.
The unveiling of his life's work. The Kiboscope Mk1 (tm).
Kibo had slaved for years on the concept. He could use
microwaves to re-orient all of the water molecules in the
air so that they would scatter light coherently. He could
turn this nuisance effect into something to work FOR him.
He could turn the whole atmosphere into a giant lens. It
would be the world's biggest telescope. By definition, since
it would be exactly the size of the world.
Kibo had fought for years to get the funding for this mammoth
project.
Kibo had laboured for decades to build the instrument. He had
rented the cranes, he had hoisted the girders, and he had
riveted the rivets. As he rounded the last curve in the road
there it was, peering up at him: Kibo's monstrous erection.
A crowd of students and dignitaries was already assembling
to gawk at it; to stare at it; to marvel at it. They had all
come to see Kibo get it up. And running.
Since it utilized scattering in a controlled manner, it wasn't
hampered by scattered light from the sun. Not in the least.
the Kiboscope Mk1 (tm) could function night and day. Day and
night. Day after day. Night after night. It could take a
licking, and keep on clicking.

(CONTINUED)

He parked his car and ran to the control station, his dressing
gown flapping in the wind. No, not THAT wind. And he stood
there. And he stood there.
Which of the myriad of heavenly bodies would he chose for his
first conquest? Which would be the first to yield to Kibo's
mighty tool?
Kibo looked down at the controls. A shiny brass plaque stared
back up at him. On it, in small black letters, was inscribed,
"Kiboscope Mk.1 (tm)" Why, his mighty new instrument could
probably make out that lettering at two-million light-years.
Two million light years! That was it! The fair queen Andromeda
would surrender her galactic jewel to him!
He grabbed his joystick and thrust it towards her. His
magnificent device rose skyward. It hummed. It purred.
It throbbed. The air shimmered at first, then all went black.
All save the I-MAX viewing screen brought in for the occasion.
At first it was all white, swamped by the light that was
haphazardly scattered into the detector. Kibo's hands
flew furiously in front of him. This way and that. Left
and right. Up and down. Gradually the screen darkened.
Then, slowly, small points of light began to emerge as the
background settled down to an inky blackness.
But this was only first base.
He found Andromeda. He slowly moved his attention up her
long string of glimmering pearls moving slowly away from
Pegasus. He counted them. He shifted his attention a
little to the right. Slowly sweeping across her other
long, flowing strand. Then, the same distance again.
And there it was. The object of his desires. His
conquest for the night.
Kibo closed in on the great galaxy. Where there had been
only fuzz there evolved a the detail of wispy spirals.
And then stars! Billions and billions of stars!
Still Kibo stroked the zoom leaver. And still further he
penetrated her inner reaches. Further and further he probed.
the pin points of light seemed to flash by, but always just
pin points. Eventually, one seemed to stay centered on the
screen for some time. While others flew by, one seemed
motionless. Dead center. And then it began to grow!
Larger and larger it swelled! Soon it was not a star, but
a sun! A sun! A sun with, yes, planets! Planets around
another star in another galaxy!
Kibo had made it to second base!

(CONTINUED)

Out of habit, Kibo headed for the third planet.
closer. Larger and larger.
It had clouds.

White clouds.

Closer and closer.

Closer and

Water?

Larger and larger.

Through the gaps in the cloud cover Kibo could see seas
and land! In he went, further and further. He chose a point
near a coast and turned it up.
There were details too regular and straight to be natural
formations. Life! Kibo had discovered Life! What was that?
A city? A city!
Kibo had rounded third base! All he could think about
now was scoring. He had to score! He HAD TO! Kibo ached.
Kibo headed for the city! Soon he could discern yards and
roofs and even beautiful blue swimming pools! Then movement.
Yes, movement. Yes, LIFE!
Along the winding streets glided vehicles.
could barely contain his emotions!

Cars!

Kibo

Now Kibo had a purpose. Single-mindedly he scanned up and
down the streets as if he knew where he was going. Finally
he chose a driveway and paused. And zoomed.
The car was parked in front of the garage as if it was
waiting for some event. Suddenly the door to the house
flew open and a figure ran out. A biped! A man!
The face! Kibo had to see the face!
to the max and beheld the face.

He cranked the power

It was an odd face. It was, somehow, vertically symmetric
with equal amounts of hair on the top as the bottom. Odd.
Yet familiar.
Kibo swallowed hard. He pointed the scope back at the house.
To the mail box. Now up and to the left. Kibo knew just where
it would be. The sign read: Xibo
ohdear
The car! Where did it go? Kibo knew. He traced out the
route and caught up with it on a highway headed out of town.
Passed car after car it sped at break-neck speeds. One narrow
brush with death after another. Finally it reached it's
destination. An open field with a growing crowd of on-lookers
and a shiny, stupendous machine its center.

(CONTINUED)

Kibo watched as the alien ran from the car, his dressing gown
flapping in the wind. odear Why hadn't the alien bothered
to at least put something on under it? Kibo ignored the
implications.
Kibo zoomed the scope back in on the alien. On the control
panel. On the shiny brass plaque with the small black letters.
"Xiboscope Mk1 (tm)" it read.
And the Xiboscope Mk1 (tm) began to move.
around to point -- directly at Kibo.

It rose skyward and swung

Instinctively, Kibo pulled back on the zoom control as if recoiling
from a shot to the stomach. Again the globe of the planet filled
the viewing screen. Kibo watched. Kibo watched as the surface
of the planet began to shimmer and then fade. Kibo watched as the
entire planet seemed to be replaced. Replaced by. Replaced by an
eye ball. One enormous, unblinking, bloodshot eyeball.
ohdear
Suddenly Kibo was aware of the crowd around him. All watching on
the I-Max screen at the end of the field. All cheering and waving
and dancing around the Kiboscope Mk1 (tm). Looking up. Waving
their hands in the air. Waiving at the Xiboscope Mk1 (tm).
Kibo had discovered a new perverseness to the universe. A new,
fundamental symmetry. Two million light years away. He could
no longer contain himself. He grabbed the nearest object, a
stick and threw it in the air. He was elated! He was ....
Suddenly the realization swept over him. For Kibo, time seemed
to grind to a halt. He watched the stick moving upward. Slowly.
Turning. End over end. Slowly. As the joy melted from his heart
and ran down his leg forming a puddle in front of him.
Dressed only in his dressing gown he watched the stick. Almost
stop. The realization swept over him. The symmetry was broken.
The universe was perverse. Two million light years.
The stick fell to the ground.
Thrown out at the plate.
--Xibo pushed on the leaver of the Xiboscope Mk1 (tm) and
zoomed in and in. Closer and closer. To a point on the coast.
Finally something caught his eye. A clearing. A familiar
clearing. "I wonder" he thought. "No," he answered himself,
"No."
As he zoomed in on the clearing a large object began to take
shape in the middle of it. "I wonder" he thought. "No," he
answered himself, "No."

(CONTINUED)

Then he saw movement. A large crowd was gathered around the
object. Dancing. Waving. "I wonder" he thought. "No," he
answered himself, "No."
And in he zoomed. In and in and in. He saw arms and legs.
He saw the dancing. He saw the frantic waving.
ohdear
Hundreds of ape-like creatures dancing around huge obelisk.
ohdear
Hadn't he seen this before? Recently? In a movie maybe?
No, It couldn't have been. What he was seeing was two million
light years away. It was happening two million years ago.
How perverse the universe is.

How very perverse.

Xibo turned off the power to the Xiboscope Mk1 (tm), hung
his head and went home.
le fin
-G:
--AA>
Alexander Abian: Equivalence of Mass and Time
AA>
Albert Einstein: Equivalence of Mass and Energy
NB> now Mass and Energy.... could you be any crackpottier?
AA>
Abian answers: I am not , but you could be a crackpottier
From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

yourself

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: kibologons please note
alt.religion.kibology
Sat, 15 Mar 1997 05:52:28 GMT
welcome datacomp

Don Saklad <dsaklad@berne.ai.mit.edu> wrote:
>
>
Please note that the primary task of the Free Software Foundation is to
> develop and distribute free software. Currently, volunteers and staff are
> working to create the GNU operating system and related applications.
>
>
"FSF" does *not* stand for "Free Storage Foundation".
I thought it stood for "GNU Public Microsoft Word 6 Virus".
-- K.
Word 6... for Macintosh! At Kinko's!
Get three, three, three kinds of viruses
in one! The GnuWordMacKinko's VirusFest,
only at your Long John Silver's!
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

Roger.Douglas@remove_this.tafensw.edu.au (Roger Douglas)
Message to Kibologists (fwd)
alt.religion.kibology
Mon, 07 Apr 1997 06:25:11 GMT
ARTICLE
Parallel Universes-R-Us

(forwarded e-mail follows)
--------------------------------------

NOT BY KIBO
(READ AT OWN RISK )

!!!To the people of Kibo GREETINGS!!!
Honoured am I to bring a message of peaceful and neighbourly
sentiments from the people of Flobbo.
All the Flobmen, Flobgrils and Flobnoids aboard our mighty
SpaceVoyager, Flobwak the Conqueror, hail you with so much greetings
it is all over you planet!!
And to your Esteemed Leader Kibo, our Blessed and Ineffable Flobking,
Flobwak the Fiftyseventh (long may he gnurdle) sends his respectful
regards.
As you know, esteemed Kibolings, we are for some time now orbitzing
within you star system after travelling many glibbles in the wake of
the wandering body known to you as HaleyBlopp, seeking new worlds and
new civilizations and going boldly where no Flobbling has set
claw^H^H^H^Hfoot.
We have tried many times to contact the sentient inhabitants of you
planets, but with mostly failure, alas, except for the colony on
Neptune where we had many delights and refreshment. Yummy yummy!!
Recently some misunderstandings have been embarrassing for all and we
hope this means of communication will be more easy, with no more
disembodyings and psychic weird stuff which puts strain on MicroFlob
transporter system and especially FlobSock unit which nobody
understands.
In spite of bad image of alien invaders and so forth we are no hideous
monsters nor killer potatoes (haha). No indeed, we come in peace and
mean you no harm. Our needs are few, seeking only scientific knowledge
to take back to beloved home planet of Flobrok to bring glory to our
crew and Leader Captain Flobkirk. Also supplies for voyage are falling
low -- we are down to last case of frozen McGritzflobs Spicy
Zlugburgers.
A tentacl^H^H^H^H^H^H^Hhandful of the curvy creatures that you refer
to as N00DGIFS will be adequate for examination and dissection and
perhaps some to take home as pets for our Immaculate Flobking (long
may he gnurdle). Also as many baby Kibolings as you can easily spare
us for food -- fresh if possible for best flavour, we can always
freeze some for later. Just tell us co-ordinates, we will fix
transport.
Please reply by e-mail as newsfeed we steal from
Perth is only intermittent beablings at best.
Sincere gratitude in advance,
Beabler Akko Flobgrik V (Flobcom/1)
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

Jon Ivars <jivars@aton.abo.fi>
Re: Multilingual KiboSig
alt.ascii-art,alt.religion.kibology,alt.fan.warlord
Fri, 4 Apr 1997 19:19:22 +0300
Abo Akademi University
ARTICLE
NOT BY KIBO
(READ AT OWN RISK )

On 3 Apr 1997, Sven Guckes wrote:
>
> sci50743@leonis.nus.sg (yA-aLiP..):
> >
> > > <333A9572.5C56@atl.hp.com>, Sandy Morton <swm@atl.hp.com> writes:
> > > |> >
> > > |> >
> > > |> >
||
|| o
||
> > > |> >
_o_,_\ ,;:
.'_o_\ ,;: (_|_;: _o_,_,_,_;
> > > |> >
( .. /
(_)
/
(
.
> >
> > In arabic it reads: Bismillah hir Rahman nir Rahim
> > which means: In the name of Allah the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful
> >
> > > |> >
> > > |> >
/
| _
\ |
| |
> > > |> >
_o_\_,_;_(_ ,o _\;__,_,_,_; :
> > > |> >
(
..
(
> > > |> >
> >
> > this one reads as follows: Assalaamua'laikum
> > which means : Peace be upon you.
>
> Anyone have one that says the following?
>
>
In the name of Kibo the most fontious and sigful - Happynet be with you
Ah, let me the humble lurker help you with that.
In Swedish:
I Kibo den mest fontigaste och sigfullastes namn - Happynet må vara med dig
That was actually harder to translate than I thought. Probably going to
get some Swede complaining so I better not try the Finnish version (not
sure all those ä's and ö's would show properly).
Star Captain Jon 'Gauss Bear' Ivars
Member of Clan Ghost Bear
Battletech Fanatic. Member of the Camille Klein Fan Club!
http://www.abo.fi/~jivars/gb.htm
CGB, BTCCG, BT links, Munch etc
A PRAYER FOR THE OWEN MEANY'S ON THE INTERNET. THEY ARE BLESSED!
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: My personal Muppet picture #1
alt.religion.kibology
Mon, 17 Mar 1997 10:16:52 GMT
welcome datacomp

In alt.binaries.pictures.misc, "Gabriel Velez" <gabrielv@worldnet.att.net> wrote:
>
> It is MY personal picture.
And I won't show it to you people because it's HIS personal picture, NYAH!!!
>
Sorry it's in black & white.
> The picture is of Two Miss Piggy's in one picture.
> That should make it a rare picture I would think.
You better download this erotic GIF now because it could become valuable!
While not all erotic GIFs issued by the Franklin Mint increase in value,
the 1993 "Elvis In Wet Jeans" downloaded from alt.sex.fetish.wet-and-messy
recently sold for twice its original price!
> The picture is a backstage photo from "The Muppets
> Take Manhattan".
The Miss Piggy on the right (in the
> wedding dress) is the one used and seen in the movie.
The other one was real.
-- K.
I have a photo of two Kermits standing
in front Tom Selleck AND Lee Horsley!
From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Toilet Torture
alt.religion.kibology
Tue, 1 Apr 1997 08:57:53 GMT
welcome datacomp

AOL USERS
MAKE THE
NET FUN

In alt.torture, therrm4503@aol.com (THerrm4503) wrote:
>
> Rubber sissy diaper boy seeks torture as bound, force fed human toilet.
> Have exp. equip, private home. Heavy restraint, discipline and mechanical
> equip may be used. 516
Expensive equipment? Expansive equipment? Expatriate equipment?
Expulsive equipment? Experienced equipment? Expired equipment?
Expectoration equipment? Exploding equipment? Exp-Lax equipment?
alt.torture is the only group where you have to go down the slide into the
Spanking Machine if you *can* say "rubber sissy diaper boy" five times fast.
-- K.
Does making fun of alt.torture posts count
as torturing them? That ruins all my fun!

P.S.

DOODY!!!!
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: This is impossible - zero probability
alt.religion.kibology
Mon, 17 Mar 1997 10:28:01 GMT
welcome datacomp

In [sci.physics, rec.arts.sf.science, sci.skeptic, sci.math],
Anthony Chefles <tony@phys.strath.ac.uk> wrote:
>
> Imagine we have an idealised pencil, whose tip has infinitesimal area.
> If we make a mark of a continuous sheet of paper with this pencil, it
> will address an ideal mathematical point. Ok, physically impossible
> you might contend and quite right, but I wish to make a point about the
> nature of probability rather that physics, so please bear with my
> idealisations. Now, we ask ourselves: what is the probability
> of addressing a given point on this paper with our pencil? If we
> assume equal apriori probabilities for all points, of which there are
> an infinite number, then each point has infinitesimal - not zero > probability of being hit. Why not zero? Because if I take my pencil
> and mark the paper, I will have shown that this outcome is not
> impossible. I have done it!
Well, goody for you.
-- K.
P.S. I did it better.

From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
TWO DAMN IMAGES!!!!
alt.religion.kibology
Mon, 21 Apr 1997 08:40:39 GMT
welcome datacomp

Two ideas just came to me... and they won't go away.
1.) The official Stanley Kubrick chess set, designed and produced by Mr.
Kubrick himself. All the squares would be glowing white plastic, except for
four shiny black ones arranged in a perfect asymmetric balance. The pieces
would squeak when you moved them. There would be a light bulb in front of
the most interesting square. Your opponent, wearing a brown tie, would hold
very still. The board would be really long and narrow and you'd have to
look at it through a fisheye lens. For three hours.
2.) What if Bob Hope had Bob Barker's Plinko Stick? We must kill Bob Hope
before this happens or he will destroy the world. HELP MAKE THE WORLD
HOPELESS!!!
-- K.
plink
plink
plink
thermonuclear devastation
STANLEY KUBRICK MUST KILL BOB HOPE!!!
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

tanner@math.wisc.edu (Stephen Will Tanner)
Re: TWO DAMN IMAGES!!!!
alt.religion.kibology
21 Apr 1997 14:10:03 GMT
University of Wisconsin, Madison

ARTICLE
NOT BY KIBO
(READ AT OWN RISK )

James "Kibo" Parry (kibo@world.std.com) wrote:
:
: Two ideas just came to me... and they won't go away.
:
: 1.) The official Stanley Kubrick chess set, designed and produced by Mr.
: Kubrick himself. All the squares would be glowing white plastic, except for
: four shiny black ones arranged in a perfect asymmetric balance. The pieces
: would squeak when you moved them. There would be a light bulb in front of
: the most interesting square. Your opponent, wearing a brown tie, would hold
: very still. The board would be really long and narrow and you'd have to
: look at it through a fisheye lens. For three hours.
They used to sell a plush Bjork doll,
I looked on Yahoo and it WASN'T THERE
I wish they sold other musical action
make the Monkees BEAT THE CRAP out of

but now they don't any more, because
so it MUST NOT EXIST!
figures, because then I could finally
Metallica.

WARNING: "EXPLODING HEAD" KURT COBAIN CONTAINS SMALL PARTS WHICH ARE HARMFUL
OR FATAL IF SWALLOWED
WARNING: MADONNA CONTAINS SMALL PARTS WHICH ARE HARMFUL OR FATAL
IF SWALLOWED
WARNING: AL JORGENSON TURNS EVIL IN COLD WATER
WARNING: POTTY TRAINING DOLL PRODUCES A FLUTE TRILL DURING MICTURATION.
WARNING: MENUDO!
: 2.) What if Bob Hope had Bob Barker's Plinko Stick? We must kill Bob Hope
: before this happens or he will destroy the world. HELP MAKE THE WORLD
: HOPELESS!!!
"Kibo" (pronounced the kee-bo way) is Japanese for "hope"!
Frat girl 1: We don't know what Bob Barker has been doing with all of
that medical waste from all those spaying and neutering operations!
Intervention now! I will mediate and then deploy you! [1]
Frat girl 2: US out of the Price is Right!
showcase prizes!

No blood for fabulous

Frat girl 1: Also, notice that they NEVER SHOW HIS MOUTH while the wheel
is spinning, because that's him going "boobooboobooboobooboop...oop...oop.
..............oop."
[1] Now you realize the flowers are possessed![2]
[2] It's a Street Fighter II thing.
-Stephen Tanner (tanner@math.wisc.edu)
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From:
Subject:
Date:
Newsgroups:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Unneccessarry Language!
1997/04/11
alt.religion.kibology, alt.lang.intercal

What's with all this unneccessarry langguagge here? I mean English. English
is no longer necccesssarrry. The official language of Usenet is now Don Martinese.
Glit, glort, bleeble, durp! FOINSAPPP!!! Stroing-GOINK! Fwap, fwap, fwap...
...BEE-YOWNK!!!!!!!!
-- K.
Please diagram that sentence.
And then translate it to Doc Martenese.
Watch those toes, Fonebone! POIT!
From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

tanner@math.wisc.edu (Stephen Will Tanner)
Re: Unneccessarry Language!
alt.religion.kibology
14 Apr 1997 17:52:28 GMT
University of Wisconsin, Madison

ARTICLE
NOT BY KIBO
(READ AT OWN RISK )

Rich Holmes (rsholmes@forbin.syr.edu) wrote:
:
: mmcirvin@world.std.com (Matt McIrvin) writes:
: >
: > I just read Dave Sewell's go2net column on obscure languages and followed
: > the link to that page on Interlingua. I've decided I like Interlingua just
: > because, the first time I ever saw something written in it, I could
: > already read it. I think this was the basic design criterion.
:
: Don't believe it? IT'S TRUE!! Matt's message (above) was actually
: written in Interlingua! And so is this reply! Bet you thought we
: were writing in English, didn't you?
I'm still spreakin' Engrish! If I wanted to speak in Interlingua
(or "geek latin"), I'd just transmogrify into Beavis speaking Spanish.
The true international language will come from a pidgin dialect formed
on the IRC and in MUDs. It will form because 13-year-old males in parent's
basements all over the planet NEED TO COMMUNICATE in order to exchange porn
and kill goblins.
It will be unspoken, because its users
rarely speak to other living beings anyway. It will have borrowed words
from English, Finnish, Norweigan, Japanese, and many others. It will have
a hundred lexical items denoting different kinds of pornography. The
punctuation marks will be the smilie, the newline, and the !!!!!!!!.
I'd think it unlikely, if it weren't for the fact that I still, out of
MUD-habit, type "afk" at the prompt before afking afkingly.

(CONTINUED)

^Z
alias smile echo GET A LIFE, LOSER!
fg
Also, I want to do more work on my language that would be only written,
and wouldn't be words written sequentially, because the concepts and the
relations between them would be expressed in how various symbols and
circlings and lines and arrows fit together on the page.
Also, it would use color.

And smell!

And aleatoric music!

: INTERLINGUA -- SO MUCH LIKE YOUR NATIVE LANGUAGE, YOU WON'T EVEN KNOW
: THE DIFFERENCE!
Fabio: Ego can't believo es ain't Interlingua!
-Stephen Tanner (tanner@math.wisc.edu)

From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: orbitz, back in denton!
alt.cosuard, alt.religion.kibology
Sun, 2 Mar 1997 10:53:17 GMT
welcome datacomp

cas0011@jove.acs.unt.edu (Cody Stevens) wrote:
>
> i went to the superwalmart in denton today for my weekly orbitz hunt and
> they finaly have them back on the shelves! they only had the blueberry
> melon strawberry flavor which used to be pink but is now red for $0.96.
> yay!
The best part is, if you wait a week, it'll be BLACK.
Not just Orbitz Gold, or Orbitz Dark, or Orbitz Opaque, but Orbitz Nuclear
Black Like The Inside Of Your Brain After Your Head Gets Crushed When It
Falls Into A Black Hole And Your Eyeballs Fall Out And Land In A Vat Of
Pantone 1234C Oil-Based Ink.
The Orbitz that's so black that if you mix clear Orbitz with Black Orbitz
you will just get TWICE AS MUCH BLACK ORBITZ. If one drop of it were to get
in the world's water supply, we'd all DIE!!!!
It's the antidote to clear soda! THANK GOD FOR EVIL ORBITZ!
-- K.
Clear, no alchohol... Kirstie Alley will
advertise it for L. Ron!

Pantone 1234C
is darker than this.
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Virtual Reality Bondage Hood - Awesome!
alt.religion.kibology
Thu, 6 Mar 1997 05:35:02 GMT
welcome datacomp

In alt.sex.stories.bondage, virtualboy@hottoys.com wrote:
>
> Coming Soon
> Virtual Reality Bondage Hood
> from Hot Toys.
>
> Enjoy Virtual Reality during your next bondage session!
Geez, living in the nineties sucks.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

"The hottest bondage session I have ever experienced."
"Absolutely Amazing."
"Awesome."
"Kewl :)"

If you want to punish your sex slave, there's nothing more punishing than
virtual reality. It's The Kewl Way To Hurt. I Wuv Pain :) :) SQUEEZEZ !!!!1
> http://www.hottoys.com
They also have something called "The Butt Booster". I am not making this up.
-- K.
Shaggy: "Zoinks! It's the evil B-b-b-butt Booster!"
Scooby: "Ra Rutt Rooster?"
Shaggy: "Let's get outta here, Scoob!"
(they slide to the left while their legs flash on and off.
They go out of frame and then the screen shakes
atuomatically. Pan left to reveal a still picture of
Shaggy and Scooby after something funny happened offscreen.)

From Haim Saban’s new show,
“VR Bondage Hood Troopers”.

From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

stefan.kapus@zetnet.co.uk (Stefan Kapusniak)
Re: Virtual Reality Bondage Hood - Awesome!
alt.religion.kibology
Thu, 06 Mar 1997 08:28:23 +0000
The Court of the Queen-Architect

IHNJ, there is no point reading this, please go away now.

ARTICLE
NOT BY KIBO
(READ AT OWN RISK )

Thank you.

In alt.religion.kibology, kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry) wrote:
>
> In alt.sex.stories.bondage, virtualboy@hottoys.com wrote:
> >
> > Coming Soon
> > Virtual Reality Bondage Hood
> > from Hot Toys.
> >
> > Enjoy Virtual Reality during your next bondage session!
Umm, errr, right...obviously I have greatly misunderstood the function
of a bondage hood.
Trying to imagine virtual reality COMPLETE BLACKNESS, as opposed to
real life COMPLETE BLACKNESS, is making my head hurt.
I suppose that's the idea.
> Geez, living in the nineties sucks.
BUT NOT AS MUCH AS AN ELECTROLUX
> > "The hottest bondage session I have ever experienced."
- marketing@hottoys.com
> > "Absolutely Amazing."
- marketing@hottoys.com
> > "Awesome."
- there was some cartoon where characters said 'Zowie' a lot[1].
I expect that they said 'Awesome' too. Obviously now working
at marketing@hottoys.com
> > "Kewl :)"
- That's supposed to be an endorsement?
[Note to self: stop being so PICKY PICKY PICKY]

(CONTINUED)

> If you want to punish your sex slave, there's nothing more punishing than
> virtual reality. It's The Kewl Way To Hurt. I Wuv Pain :) :) SQUEEZEZ !!!!1
That's why I'm torturing you by unecessarily amplifying and explaining
your jokes, rendering them utterly unfunny. All through of the power
of this ONLINE CYBERSURFWAY-DATABAHN COOL-RAP FORUM.
Mr. Vice-President?
Mr. President?

Into this virtual reality bondage hood, STAT!
Out of that virtual reality bondage hood, STAT!

...Meanwhile at the Microsoft Press Conference...
BILL GATES:

...Incorporating great new Micrsoft technologies like
our new BsdmX extensions, Virtual reality bondage
hoods are only one of a wide range of ordinary consumer
products now running Windows...

...Meanwhile at the Oracle Press conference...
HARLAN ELLISON: ...I am RIGHT, you are WRONG, and you're going to go
to the wall in three weeks time, because its a DOG
EAT DOG world in this business. Other companies
just don't have what it takes to surgically implant
Virtual reality bondage hoods into all users in the
networked environment. WE DO!!
...Meanwhile at the Apple Press Conference...
FX: CHRPing of Cicada's
GIL AMELIO:

...and <pause>...<nervous rustling of paper>...Apple
<pause>...in the next twenty years...<cough>...3000
job losses...<mumble>...a big thankyou Ellen Hancock
<pause>...who is not leaving...<stumble>...not leav..
FX: Hysterical Applause

LONE REPORTER:

*loud snores*

GIL AMELIO:

...ing. These new Macintosh things are really quite
<pause> <check notes>...good...
FX: Hysterical Applause
ENTER AVIE TREVIAIN

AVIE TEVANIAN:

*opens GIL AMELIO's flip-top head and starts major
re-wiring*

LONE REPORTER:

*even louder snores*

(CONTINUED)

FX: Confused Muttering
ENTER STEVE JOBS STAGE RIGHT WITH HORDE OF HYPNOTISED
REPORTERS IN TOW
STEVE JOBS:

...That day I went to Palo Alto, I confess I missed
something, something more important than the GUI
and Smalltalk...
HORDE OF HYPNOTISED REPORTERS GAZE AT STEVE JOBS,
SLACK JAWED, HANGING ON HIS EVERY WORD

STEVE JOBS:

...There, in a
hand the first
had built that
in a different

small corner of the Star project, they
Virtual Reality bondage hood. If I
into the Macintosh we would be living
world today..

EXIT STEVE JOBS STAGE LEFT FOLLOWED BY HORDE OF
REPORTERS WHO TRAMPLE OVER GIL AMELIO AS THEY LEAVE
LONE REPORTER:

*loud snores*

AVIE TEVANIAN:

*swears in arabic*
Woz, come and give me a hand in here.
and crashed Gil again.

Steve's gone

-- Kapusniak, Stefan m
[1] Captain Caveman...?

From Haim Saban’s other, different new show,
“VR Bondage Hood Troopers Turbo”.
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Newsgroups: alt.slack,alt.religion.kibology, alt.music.yes,alt.internet.media-coverage
From: kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Subject: Re: News Report: Kibo Kills Ex-Buggle in Cold Blood
Date: Tue, 4 Mar 1997 06:27:04 GMT
Organization: welcome datacomp
Followup-To: alt.religion.kibology
dflync01@homer.louisville.edu wrote:
>
> I was watching 60 minutes today and the lead story was about how homicidal
> maniac James Parry killed poor dying orphan Trevor Horn in cold blood.
> They apparently drew some kind of shocking news-expose style conclusion from
> this, but I didn't watch that far. Now, Kibo, I didn't like _Drama_ either,
> but this is no reason to inflict your rage on a poor innocent 1980's
> synthpop musician.
I didn't mean to kill him. I just wanted to kill whoever at Apple thought
"Yes" guitar riffs would make acceptable "system beep" noises.
BWAwawawaWAWAWAWAwawawawaNNGNNGNNGNNGnngnngnnngEEEEyowYOWyowYOWyowYOWwaaaAAAA
BWAwawawaWAWAWAWAwawawawaNNGNNGNNGNNGnngnngnnngEEEEyowYOWyowYOWyowYOWwaaaAAAA
Connected at 33600 bps!
BWAwawawaWAWAWAWAwawawawaNNGNNGNNGNNGnngnngnnngEEEEyowYOWyowYOWyowYOWwaaaAAAA
BWAwawawaWAWAWAWAwawawawaNNGNNGNNGNNGnngnngnnngEEEEyowYOWyowYOWyowYOWwaaaAAAA

Bad attempt at trolling.
Do not read.
From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

-- K.
Yeah, I actually look through those
"FREE SUPER-COOL STUFF" directories
on system software CDs just to laugh at them.
I watched that music video that came with Win95
about ten times, but then I watched the clip
on the Apple disk that showed Bill Gates saying
"Duh, look at me, I am stoopid," so then I
had to burn my Win95 CD and buy IBM's PC-DOS.

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Oh no!
alt.religion.kibology
Sat, 29 Mar 1997 08:08:09 GMT
welcome datacomp

I just heard that DeForest Kelley was among the
39 people who died in San Diego!
-- K.
actually, he wasn't, but Pauly Shore was!
Serves him right for wearing those goofy
glasses as Tom Snyder's bandleader.

Pants.
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: PC's are farting!!!!
alt.religion.kibology
1997/04/10

With the above subject line, some user, wiser than I, settled the
Macs-vs-Windows flamewar for once and for all.
Dopey me. I thought Macs farted too.
-- K.
P.S. UNIX has diarrhea and cooties.

From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: PC's are farting!!!!
alt.religion.kibology
1997/04/11

mmcirvin@world.std.com (Matt McIrvin) wrote:
>
> kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry) wrote:
> >
> > Dopey me. I thought Macs farted too.
>
> Anyway, everybody knows that Atari 400s and 800s are the best at farting,
> especially when you hit SYSTEM RESET or saved something to a cassette.
Umm, Matt, it was "P:" that farted, not "C:". "C:" made the "Dive! Dive!"
klaxon followed by the thing that sounded like a 50-baud modem signal.
-- K.
In fact, it sounded EXACTLY LIKE a 50-baud modem signal.
P.S. Let's not forget decimal 53278 [if memory serves], the location you
had to clear every 1/60 second to keep the keyboard from going "BZZZZZZZ!!!!!"
P.P.S. I bet Matt doesn't remember how much memory it took to boot the "R:"
driver or what noise it made.
P.P.P.S. I bet Matt doesn't know what Mentos taste like.
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:
Vrooom!

Vroom!

tanner@math.wisc.edu (Stephen Will Tanner)
Vroom!
alt.religion.kibology
27 Apr 1997 15:58:47 GMT
University of Wisconsin, Madison

ARTICLE
NOT BY KIBO
(READ AT OWN RISK )

Vrrrrrr.....____
\_______________

\
I threw some raisins at it, hoping to make a trail|that it
would follow to the door. It did not seem to care|for the
raisins; in fact, it just looked at me in terror./ Lessons
for all of us: squirrels DESPISE raisins.
/
__________________/
/
|
My cousin Mark, who was out|back swimming, saw the strange
shape and called out, "What|the hell was that?"
__/
"Squirrel from hell! A/really stupid one!" I called back.
/
"Did it bite you?" he|wanted to know, but he lost interest
when I yelled that it|only scratched me.
__________/
/
I used a|second basket and manged to scoop the squirrel up
into the|first basket. I ran towards the door, and as the
squirrel|was about to claw me a second time, I had to toss
it on to|the back porch. The squirrel seemed dazed but it
was able|to scamper off into the wilds.
/
At this|point, I picture it becoming a chief squirrel, and
it will|scare its children with stories of the evil basket
monster|and raisin-throwing big things who live in the big
tree of|endless corners. It may get promoted by the chief
counc\l|to/flying squirrel.
\+/
I c<BAKOOM!!> scratches. But I am a little worried that I
will /+*+\abies anyway, and I wanted to document the whole
inci/en| s\ that in the future, when you notice an unfunny
inc/her|nt \ost of mine you can think about rabies-induced
dementia and perhaps learn to just leave squirrels alone.
[[Don't speed-read ark.

Dodging
carefully
through
old alt.
religion.
kibology
messages,
I find
that I was
not the
first to
consider
numbering
my posts.
(screeech!)
Along the
straightaway,
my eyes
pick up
speed,
faster and
faster still,
even
dangerously
so!
My brakes
squeal,
my tires
melt like
an unloved
ice cream
cone.

The brane you save could be your own]]

P.S. A little trick I found: Any time I get afraid of posting to ark,
I just try to imagine that everyone IS wearing pants.
Works every time.
-Stephen Tanner (tanner@math.wisc.edu)
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

tanner@math.wisc.edu (Stephen Will Tanner)
MSTed: Youth-Rejuvenating Immortality Now
alt.tv.mst3k, alt.religion.kibology, rec.arts.tv.mst3k.misc, alt.neo-tech
14 Mar 1997 22:38:24 GMT
University of Wisconsin, Madison

[Satellite of Love.
buttons]

The 'bots are relaxing while Mike polishes the

CROW: So, what's this latest experiment about?
MIKE: Some spam about becoming immortal or your money back.
SERVO: Wow, that beats the latest run of "hot sex now" ads.
MIKE: Uh-oh, Sam and Max are calling.
[Deep 13]
FORRESTER: Ah, Nelson.

ARTICLE
NOT BY KIBO
( R E A D AT O W N R I S K )

Ready for this week's Post of Pain?

[S.O.L.]
MIKE: Aww, do I haveta?
[Deep 13]
FORRESTER: All right, my little China Dolls, let's see your
invention exchange, pronto.
[S.O.L.]
MIKE: Well, we decided that in honor of this week's experiment,
we'd make a compilation CD targeting a new niche market.
ALL: The ever-living!
CROW: It can be rough being an undying entity. No one your age
to date, generation gap like you wouldn't believe...
MIKE: It's all easier if you can listen to the timeless pop from
this new record collection.
SERVO: We call it: Immortal Songs for Immortals!
MIKE: Tracks include "Forever Young", "Who Wants To Live Forever",
"This is the Song that Never Ends (it just goes on and on and on)",
"You Only Live Twice", and "No One Lives Forever" by Boingo.
CROW: That last one's there just for laughs.
MIKE: Whaddaya think, sirs?
[Deep 13]
FORRESTER: Well, poopies, we've got an invention that'll knock your socks
off. How many times have you longed to see one of the
dearly departed again?
FRANK: [playing along, with bad acting] Gee, I miss Grandma!
FORRESTER: Now you can keep their visage alive forever with Crayonic
Suspension! [Gestures toward a pot of melted wax]
[S.O.L.]
Mike: Uh, don't you mean CRYONIC Suspension?
[Deep 13]
FORRESTER: No, lemur, this is CRAYONIC Suspension. Let me demonstrate.
[To Frank] Lie down, Frank. [To Mike] Frank here is on his
deathbed.
FRANK: I am?

(CONTINUED)

FORRESTER: But there's no need to worry about losing him. Because this
boiling-hot wax can turn your dying loved ones' twisted mask
of pain--into a twisted mask of pain!
FRANK: Hey, wait a second!
FORRESTER: [immerses Frank's head in pot of melted wax]
FRANK: [shrieks of pain, muffled by wax]
FORRESTER: Comes in bouyant blue, nostalgic sepia, and new--periwinkle!
[S.O.L.]
CROW: Wow, they're really getting DARK.
[Deep 13]
FORRESTER: Anyway, Nelson. Your post this week is a rancid little
caltrop crossposted to hell-and-back on the sci.* hierarchy.
FRANK: [continues struggling in hot wax]
[S.O.L.]
SERVO: ...periwinkle, though, that's not too bad...
MIKE: Yeah, I guess...oh no, we've got USENET SIGN!
.
.
.
.
.
> From: China Direct <market@chinadirect.com>
CROW: [sings] I like Chi-nese...
> Newsgroups:
> sci.chem, alt.college.us, sci.environment, sci.edu, sci.materials,
> sci.research, sci.misc, misc.education.medical, sci.logic, alt.neo-tech
MIKE: And a cast of thousands!
> Subject: Youth-Rejuvenating Immortality Now
> Date: Tue, 11 Mar 1997 22:09:33 -0800
SERVO: A day that will live in infamy.
CROW: Hey, you promised you'd quit using that gag!
> Organization: Netcom
> Lines: 145
ALL: Deep hurting!
>
>
>
>

Message-ID: <3326489D.52A@chinadirect.com>
References: <331BF2D1.75B5@digitalwebsat.com>
<331C94CE.F5A@ix.netcom.com> <331CC41E.4499@gw-tech.com>
<331F97A2.1875@cyberdude.deletethispart.com>

SERVO: Which part of him can I delete?
CROW: Heck, no need to hold back.

(CONTINUED)

> NNTP-Posting-Host: lvx-nv9-14.ix.netcom.com
CROW: The house of ix ain't what it used to be, Maud Dhib.
> Mime-Version: 1.0
SERVO: That's the one who only knows how to pull on heavy weights, and
keeps getting stuck in the shrinking box.
MIKE: [blank stare]
SERVO: See, cause it's a mime...and...[trails off]
> Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
MIKE: Content-Type: Wacked-out Spam
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-NETCOM-Date: Tue Mar 11 10:35:52 PM PST 1997
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.01 (Win95; I)
Xref: sci.chem:77626 alt.college.us:10543
sci.environment:100079 sci.edu:13356 sci.materials:22181
sci.research:11039 sci.misc:21444 misc.education.medical:25725
sci.logic:17991
Neo-Tech Advantage #114
YOUTH-REJUVENATING IMMORTALITY NOW

CROW: Yeah, I guess the first 113 were really IMPORTANT stuff, as
opposed to life eternal, huh?
SERVO: Neo-Tech Advantage #76: NO SPOTTING ON DISHES
MIKE: Neo-Tech Advantage #82: FREE FRIES WITH PURCHASE OF LARGE DRINK
CROW: Neo-Tech Advantages, ACTIVATE! Form of...APPENDIX F!
>

(Also see Appendix F and Neo-Tech V)

MIKE: I didn't like Neo-Tech V as much as II or IV, it was too strange.
>
>
>

Animals live, age, and die without choice, according to their
environment and biological nature. That no-choice situation does
not exist for human beings.

CROW: Even if we want it to?
SERVO: Oooh, deep, Sartre.
MIKE: Hey, this poster is pro-choice AND pro-life!
CROW: Fence-sitter.
>
>

Only human beings have the choice and
power to control nature.

SERVO: We...control the horizontal.
>
>

All people can learn to continuously
expand

CROW: ...by taking a REALLY DEEP BREATH!

(CONTINUED)

>
>
>

the value of their lives. They do that by increasingly
developing knowledge and productivity to experience increasing
earned power, prosperity, and happiness.

CROW: Sheesh, I wish they'd justify this argument.
SERVO: You mean, back it up with facts?
CROW: No, I mean left-justify it so it's not so ANNOYING TO READ!
>
>
>

Likewise, all people can
learn how to continuously extend their biological/psychological
lives through Neo-Tech knowledge, technology, and business.

SERVO: We started it last week, and we're still going strong!
MIKE: Why do I feel the urge to call it Neo_-_Tech?
>
>
>

Youth-rejuvenating immortality is the supreme moral achievement
for conscious beings as their individual lives become increasingly
valuable with increasing age, knowledge, and experience.

SERVO: I'm the God! I'M THE GOD!
MIKE: Wow, they can't cure hair loss, but they've conquered death.
Who knew?
>
>

Life can be immortal. Today, for the first time, no one has to age
and then die -- intellectually, psychologically, or physically.

SERVO: I think this post may have died intellectually.
>
>

With current technology, free of mysticism and neocheating,
commercial biological immortality for all conscious beings

MIKE: Now THAT'S Medicare!
>
>
>

is
possible in a decade or less by not one but by several different
scientifically feasible routes.

MIKE: [Minnesota voice] Oh, yah, I hear you live another minute for
every minute you keep jogging.
SERVO: [Minnesota voice] I think I'll just change my name to George Burns.
CROW: I'll just eat enough Twinkies to keep my body perfectly preserved.
>
>
>
>

Indeed, youth-perpetuating
biological immortality will be quickly accomplished when the
current anti-life, mystical/neocheating cultures are collapsed
by Neo-Tech.

CROW: These weaklings are no match for our superior Robotech!
MIKE: Crow, if you EVER mention that show again...
SERVO: So what's neocheating?
>
>

With that collapse, all the professional mystics and
neocheaters will lose their power.

MIKE: [deep voice] The Day The Neocheater Stood Still

(CONTINUED)

>
>
>
>

In their place will rise a
Neo-Tech/Neothink society in which the life of the individual is
revered above all else as the supreme value in the universe. [Re:
Concept 116, Table 51, Neo-Tech Reference Encyclopedia].

SERVO: [Kryten voice] Are you quite sure of that reference, sir?
Because Concept 116, Table 51 reads: "I like strawberries."
CROW: I thought Table 51 was where they did those UFO experiments.
MIKE: No, that's AREA 51.
SERVO: Where is Area 51, anyway?
MIKE: Well, just take a left at Area 49...
>
>

In a Neo-Tech/Neothink society, self-rejuvenation of and/or
exact-replica replacement of body parts, including the entire body

SERVO: The aliens kidnapped me and replaced my body with an exact
replica!
MIKE: ...and then a right at the Stop and Go...
>
>

could be possible in less than ten years through already known
biological techniques and future nanotechnologies. Today, however,

MIKE: ...if you reach Area 52, you've gone too far...
SERVO: Mike! You're ignoring precious lines of ad copy here, hmm?
CROW: I dunno, if you're offering eternal life you should always go
with the soft sell.
>
>

the primary problem of achieving youth-rejuvenating immortality is
not medical or technical, but is philosophical.

MIKE: Here, take this pamphlet: Are You Ready For Immortality?
>
>
>

...With Neo-Tech
curing the always terminal disease of mysticism, conscious life
will change from always terminal to forever eternal.

CROW: It is definitely for sure forever eternal, irregardless of what
stupid idiots on your area's local BBS system may write and say.
SERVO: Redundundundundundundund [Mike hits him] Ow!
>
>

Biological immortality could be achieved quickly in an
unregulated, free-enterprise, Neo-Tech atmosphere.

SERVO: Industry! Turning the wheels of tomorrow!
CROW: This is not illegal because we are selling a service!!!
MIKE: Could immortality become a pyramid scheme?
SERVO: Sure, it's called vampirism!
MIKE: And they bite three friends... And they bite three friends...
>
>
>
>

That business
atmosphere of fully integrated thinking and honesty would boom
commercial research seeking maximum profits from rejuvenation
developments and immortality services.

CROW: Huh?
SERVO: I'm sorry, "China-direct".

You got a D on your Turing Test.

(CON) 315

>
>
>

Non-aging biological
immortality would have the widest market and maximum value of any
commercial product or service possible to conscious beings.

CROW: Narrowly beating out Orbitz and Crystal Pepsi!
>
>
>
>
>

Yet, the enormous commercial and moral incentives to achieve human
immortality remain unrecognized because of the prevailing,
mystical, anti-life philosophies and the neocheating "authorities"
whose control over value production prevent the motivation and
freedom for producers to develop biological immortality.

SERVO: Yes, these immortality scientists have met *fierce*
political opposition from the powerful *embalmer lobby* in
congress.
CROW: [Headline voice] Clinton applauded for cutting all funding
to immortality!
MIKE: Well, sometimes people worry about unleashing untested technologies.
SERVO: None of your squeamishness, human-boy, I *AM* an untested
technology! [Shakes up and down agitatedly]
>

Absolute I-ness immortality

MIKE: Forget I-ness, where can I get immortality for my...
SERVO: Don't even go there, bucko.
>
>

accomplished by creating a perfectly
restorable conscious mind and sense of self (I-ness)

CROW: Yes, your I-ness.
>
>
>
>

would have a
profound psychological impact on every productive human being:
Imagine the impact of planning one's own life for the next 300
years.

MIKE: With the new FRANKLIN ULTRA-PLANNER!
CROW: March 2, 2120, 6 pm: Watch Full House.
>
>
>
>

Imagine the time that would be available to build
accomplishments, careers, and interests. Imagine if one's life
span were suddenly expanded to 300 years, 1000 years, 10,000
years.

SERVO: [infomercial voice] 100, 1000, even 10000 years!
CROW: Think of the frequent-flyer miles you'd rack up.
>
>

Imagine the value and respect placed on human lives that
forever increased in value.

CROW: Yeah! I'd keep opening new bank accounts with a penny, and then
later I could cash in on a MILLION BUCKS EVERY DAY!
SERVO: MAKE.MONEY.SLOW!

(CONTINUED)

>
>
>
>
>

...Current technology indicates that
such definitive, biological immortality would be both
scientifically and technically possible in less than a decade in a
free society that recognizes individual consciousness as the
supreme value in the universe.

SERVO: Lif withou en!
MIKE: Remember, we are only immortal for a limited time.
SERVO: Wash and Go, Peart Plus!
CROW: You guys are getting a little too obscure here.
>
>
>
>

Pending further technological development, biological immortality
would include the transfer of one's consciousness and sense of
one's self (I-ness) into genetically identical entities (e.g., to
blank or tabula-rasa brains in cloned bodies).

MIKE: i.e., your mind in Pam Anderson.
>
>
>
>

Neo-Tech V lists
other routes to non-aging biological immortality feasible within
the scope of current technology. Neo-Tech Pincer Movement #1,
volume #2, Guns-and-Fists Newsletter #3-2

SERVO: Subsection #5!
CROW: Fringle fleem #8-4!
MIKE: The Neo-Tech Pincer Movement!
William Shatner!
>
>
>

As seen in Neo-Tech-War, by

also demonstrates why
the concept of cryonics is axiomatically flawed, guarantees death,
and plays a negative role toward achieving I-ness immortality.

MIKE: Cryonics--death guaranteed!
CROW: So what do these people guarantee?
SERVO: Neo-tech--immortality guaranteed!
in for a full refund!
>
>
>
>
>

If you die, feel free to come

The Value of Life:
Einstein and the Factory Worker
If Einstein -- or just his brain -- could have been kept
functioning after his death,

MIKE: Hey, I've seen that show!
>
>
>
>

imagine the additional benefits that
mind would have bestowed on society: Is not that the main
motivation for and value of immortality? Is not that the moral
purpose of biological immortality?

All: Sure!
>

No, absolutely not.

All: Awww!

(CONTINUED)

>
>
>

That is an altruistic view that stymies the
effort, motivation, and moral mandate needed to develop commercial
I-ness immortality within our generation.

CROW: Oh yeah? Well, that's what Mum-Ra said!
SERVO: You watched Thundercats?
CROW: Oh, like you're one to talk, Mr. Jungle-Goddess-Wasn't-So-Bad.
>
>
>
>
>
>

The entire purpose, motivation, and goal of biological immortality
is not so a brain can continue to serve some "higher" cause, but
so the flesh-and-blood individual, Einstein or a productive
factory worker, can continue to physically enjoy life and create
happiness for his or her own self and loved ones by continually
producing values for others.

MIKE: So we should all go work at the happiness factory?
CROW: [Authoritative voice] Johnson, we hear you've been STEALING
EXTRA HAPPINESS from the assmebly lines!
>
>
>
>

As a result (not a purpose), the
immortal individual will increasingly benefit others and society
as that person becomes increasingly knowledgeable, experienced,
and efficient at producing competitive values desired by others.

SERVO: This is just like Ayn Rand, only...
MIKE: Only not good at all?
SERVO: Yeah.
>
>
>

The value of Einstein's or anyone else's life is meaningful only
to one's own flesh-and-blood life and living happiness, not to
some society or "higher" cause.

CROW: Hey, do you guys remember that Johnny Quest episode where Bandit
became immortal?
SERVO: You watch JOHNNY QUEST, too?
>
>
>
>

Why Do So Many People
Not Want to Live Forever?

MIKE: Because they got caught NEOCHEATING on their exams?
>
>
>
>

Because They Fail to Earn Guiltless
Prosperity, Love, and Happiness
Needed to Experience the
Passion to Live and Love Forever

CROW: Well, I'm not sure about this immortality stuff.
SERVO: Yeah, neither am I.
MIKE: Oh, come on, guys! I'd love to have more life.
CROW&SERVO: MIKEY LIKES IT!
MIKE: You knuckleheads!

(CONTINUED)

>
>
>

The more people let mysticism influence their lives, the more they
become unknowledgeable, undermine values, grow lazy, lose
happiness, dislike life.

SERVO: This WHITE car represents Neo-Tech. This NON-WHITE car represents
Mysticism!
CROW: As you can see, the WHITE car wins due to our superior Robotech!
MIKE: [hits Crow]
CROW: Owww!
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

With increasing mysticism, they become
increasingly incompetent to earn honest values, power, love, and
happiness. In addition, the more people accept mysticism, the more
neocheaters can manipulate them. And the more manipulated and less
successful one becomes, the more painful and difficult life
becomes until the idea of living forever becomes abhorrent, even
terrifying.

MIKE: [Gesture Professor voice] They go down, down, down...
>
>
>

...Only people who purge themselves of hateful,
destructive mysticism can earn the values, power, and happiness
needed to experience the passion to live and love forever.

SERVO: [old codger voice] Honey, get the Mystimucil, I wanna purge myself
of hatefulness!
>

Unstoppable Neo-Tech

CROW: We are UNSTOPPABLE with our superior Robotech...
[Mike starts hitting him] Oww!
>
>

Professional mystics and neocheaters have perfected and
perpetuated their hoax of inverted values for the past 2000 years.

SERVO: Ancient neocheater secret, huh?
MIKE: Cal-gon, take me away!
>
>
>

But today, Neo-Tech is in forward motion around the world. The
Neo-Tech matrix is spreading. It is unstoppable, irreversible, and
will collapse the entire destructive hoax of mysticism.

CROW: Neo-Tech is about to E*X*P*L*O*D*E!
>
No mystic
>
or neocheater can stop Neo-Tech from eliminating mysticism and its
>
symbiotic neocheaters.
>
>
Happiness Forever
MIKE:
^^^^^^^^^
YM "Happynet". HTH!
CROW: How'd he pronounce those ^'s?

(CONTINUED)

>
>
>
>

With life ageless and immortal, mystic-free conscious beings can
forever experience growing prosperity, love, happiness, and life
itself through productive work, romantic love, psychuous
pleasures,

SERVO: Psychuous?
MIKE: I think it's a Lewis Carroll word.
>
>

and I-ness immortality. ...The moral purpose of all
conscious life would then be met -- increasing happiness forever.

MIKE: No animals became immortal in the making of this post.
>
> www.neo-tech.com
MIKE: We have the technology to load these webpages WITHIN TEN YEARS!
CROW: WebCounter says: 13564 Neocheaters have visited this site.
.
.
.
.
CROW: So what's the big deal about immortality?
MIKE: Well, immortality is sort of the holy grail of modern science.
CROW: No way!
SERVO: Yes way! See, when Sir Galahad set out to find the grail...
[Deep 13]
FORRESTER: Okay, Frank, are you ready?
FRANK: [face covered in wax] Mmm-hrrmm!
FORRESTER: All right. [Grabs the wax] One, two, three...PULL!
[S.O.L.]
MIKE: So this China Direct person is like the mysterious Fisher King?
CROW: Well, this post kind of sounded like a troll!
MIKE: You crack me up, little buddy.
[Deep 13]
FORRESTER: That's all for this week, Nelson. But with our superior
Neo-Tech, we'll be able to keep sending you this spam...
FOREVER! Bwahahahaha!
FRANK: [Holds up lopsided wax mask] Ohhhhhh...
FORRESTER: Don't worry, it'll make a perfect ashtray.
Push the button, Frank.
FRANK: [Staggers over and collapses on the button]
-Stephen Tanner (tanner@math.wisc.edu)
((This is my first MiSTing. Responses greatly appreciated. I know that
I've messed with MST continuity, but I'm a lazy shiftless poster who
just doesn't care))
>
>

Why Do So Many People
Not Want to Live Forever?
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

Louis Nick III <snick@u.washington.edu>
The fourth "SCIENTIFICTION PLAYHOUSE" Not aired: 7/25/55
alt.religion.louis-nick, alt.religion.kibology, alt.politics.jaffo
Thu, 10 Apr 1997 17:05:47 -0700
University of Washington

[Series conceived by Matt McIrvin.
Revision by James "Kibo" Parry.]

Written and Copyright(C) 1997 Louis Nick.

[Music. Superimpose title on a rotating, dish-like object with a spiral
painted on it, mounted on top of an oscilloscope cabinet:

S

CIENTIFICTION
PLAYHOUS
A GIX Television Production

ARTICLE
NOT BY KIBO
(READ AT OWN RISK )

E

The camera pans past laboratory glassware, a microscope with non-aligned
reflector, and a Schmidt-Cassegrain Telescope on a Dobsonian mount. Enter
COOLIDGE MERCER.]
MERCER: Good Evening and welcome
host, Coolidge Mercer. Tonight,
tools that science has today, in
small to see with the naked eye.
magnifying glass in front of his
eye and up his nose.]

to Scientifiction Playhouse. I'm your
we'll explore two of the most important
order to explore worlds too large or too
[MERCER holds a large 1.5x power
face so we see an enlarged view of his

[MERCER walks to a lab table with a microscope on one side
and a telescope on the other.]
MERCER: These two objects, invented by Sir Isaac Newton,
are the microscope and the telescope. His book was called
"Prinshipia," the Latin word for "Optics" which is the science
of light. Both of these instruments use light to illuminate
objects very small [indicates telescope, then hastily indicates
microscope, apparently cued from off camera] and the very large,
yet very distant objects [indicates telescope]. Let's take
a look, shall we?
[MERCER puts his eye to the microscope.]
MERCER: This is a slide of two bacteria on a petri dish.
We spin the dish so they'll move. [CUT to two mice
on a spinning dish.]
[MERCER moves to telescope and looks in eyepiece, awkwardly. He has to
lean over table and look up. A dry-cleaning tag is visible on his jacket.]
MERCER: Currently we looking at an image of the Moon, magnified greatly by
the telescope's power. [beat] A truly magnificent tribute to the glory of
God' fine creation: science.
[MERCER stands. Dolly in.]

(CONTINUED)

MERCER: Both of these tools make use of the phenomenon discovered by the
philosopher Aristotle. That phenomenon is called perspective. [MERCER
lifts his hand into view. He is holding a DIME.]
[CUT to full studio shot. Lab table is now empty, and moved so that
camera is shooting directly over the surface of the table. MERCER steps
forward out of the focal range and places the dime directly in front of
the camera. Dime is blurry. MERCER steps to the side.]
MERCER (OC): The dime appears large on your huge nine-inch color
television screen, but in fact is just as small as ever. However, we have
another dime, in the back of this lab, that appears just as big. [a tarp
drops, revealing a GIANT DIME, in perfect focus.] Both dimes appear the
same, but that's perspective fooling you.
[MERCER walks to dime in focus, and lifts it.]
MERCER: This isn't really a dime, it's the size of a manhole!
manhole cover. MERCER has trouble hefting it.]

[It is a

[MERCER moves so he is obscured by unfocused now-spinning dime.]
MERCER: On tonight's episode, a trick in perspective produces a remarkable
discovery in this fictional yet prophetic story.
[MERCER takes dime and begins to examine it in microscope.
Fade to black screen.
Title:

VISITOR FROM OUTER SPACE
CUT to stock footage of rotating SAC radar. CUT to video still of Kitt
Peak Observatory, Arizona. CUT to INT, a small, square white room, with a
step-ladder and telescope objective at the top. A horoscope chart is on
the wall.]
[Two men, FLEISHMANN and PONS, enter the room. PONS, the taller, climbs
the step-ladder. FLEISHMANN stoops to turn up the radiator, and eyes the
horoscope chart.]
PONS: Thanks, these mountain tops sure do get cold at night.
laugh.] Where's the comet tonight?

[Both

FLEISHMANN: Passing through Aries the Bull.
PONS: Aries... the Bull.
forefathers had.

What awesome powers of perception our Roman

FLEISHMANN: Need any more light up there?

I can get the electric torch.

[PONS has been looking through the objective.]

(CONTINUED)

PONS: No, I've got it. [he gazes] What the dickens?
the comet's tail! Let me take a photo.

There's something in

[He lifts a camera to the objective, looks through the top viewfinder, and
snaps a photo. He winds the film and climbs down the step-ladder.]
FLEISHMANN: I want to get this developed quickly.
[They leave.

Let's go.

PONS turns off the lights on his way out.]

[CUT to developing room with red light. Video montage of scientists
shaking canisters, twisting knobs on enlarger, dipping prints in
chemicals, and hanging them on clothes lines.]
[CUT to a University Dean's Office.
magnifying lens.]

DEAN is examining a photo with a

DEAN: Why are there no stars visible in the image?
PONS: That is due to the scientific phenomenon of dynamic range. There
are [FLEISHMANN glares] ...uh, because for the comet, it's like high noon.
No stars come out in the day, you see, because the sun is too bright.
DEAN: And what do you make of this object in the tail?
FLEISHMANN: I think it resembles Mars, with those solid rings of gaseous
debris.
PONS: Right, sir, we've been calling it a Mars-Like Object, or MLO for
short. Dr. Fleishmann has give it the scientific designation M.L.O.-1.
DEAN: Does the media know about this?
PONS: Just say the word, Dean, and we'll schedule a press conference.
Those Galacto-Dynamicists can be cleared out of the auditorium for
something this important.
DEAN: Right away. I want the whole world to know that it was head
scientists from our University that made the discovery of this Mars-Like
Object.
[Commercial
*swoop* *swoop* "Hey, It's got a nice ring to it." *Zzzt* "Ah, bite me."
*Zzzzt* "Ohhh" *Theme from MST3K* "MYSTERY SCIENCE THEATER THREE-THOUSAND.
On the Sci-Fi Channel."
"Doo-doo-doo-doo, doo-doo, doo-wah"
"Mmmm.

Beefy!"

"Where yesterday meets tomorrow.

It's Retro TV on the Sci-Fi channel."]

(CONTINUED)

[CUT to PODIUM on stage. American flag is visible on stage right. PONS
is at podium, answering questions. Flashbulbs flash, intimidating PONS.]
[CUT to MERCER]
MERCER (VO): We return to our scientists, informing the public about the
discovery of the century.
PONS: ...at this time, we can only speculate as to the MLO's origins.
However, a telescopic spectrogram, that's a special light filter developed
for the Army at the Rand Corporation's spectral photography division,
indicates that the MLO could be sustaining life.
[A TOUGH-TALKING WOMAN REPORTER stands up, and after popping a nugget of
freshness into her mouth, briefly poses with the tube of candy, and then
faces PONS.]
TOUGH-TALKING WOMAN REPORTER: Dr. Pons, isn't this just another grab at
funding? [The reporters laugh.] Are you telling us there might be aliens
aboard that object?
PONS: I can't speculate about that, and as for the funding, we knocked out
those Weiners at the galactic dynamics conference. And everybody in the
field knows that that's where the money in astronomy is. We wouldn't
disrupt them if we didn't feel this was a genuine discovery.
REPORTER: We've been hearing speculation that the Comet or this 'MLO'
could impact, or crash into, the Earth. Could you comment on that?
[FLEISHMANN displaces PONS at the podium.]
FLEISHMANN: If the Comet turns towards Earth, it would burn up in the
atmosphere. M.L.O.-1 will likely bounce off the atmosphere, the way a
round stone skips on water, and enter Earth orbit. Then, a robot can be
launched on a satellite to investigate. Perhaps, one day, we can send a
man up to visit the object. [All laugh.]
[DEAN steps up to the podium.]
DEAN: I'm sorry, ladies and gentlemen, but science leaves no option for
frivolity. We must return to investigate this exciting discovery
immediately. Thank you all for coming. Enjoy the buffet.
[Still on stage, the scientists and the dean speak in low voices.]
DEAN: I'm sorry boys, but the University has its belt tight enough as is.
We'll need you to seek private finding. I did a little searching, though,
and it seems R.C. Hoagland might be interested in helping you.
FLEISHMANN: Hoagland!

The billionaire philanthropist?

PONS: Yeah, I had heard he was interested in space.

Where do we go?

DEAN: His corporate headquarters, downtown.
PONS: Of course, the Giant H building.
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[establishing shot of blurry oil painting of giant "H"-shaped building.
It is painted on a postcard of Philadelphia, apparently spanning the Ohio
river.]
[CUT to INT OFFICE. HOAGLAND is reading newspaper with prominent Comet
headline. PERSONAL ASSISTANT hovers nervously. Suspenders-wearing
ACCOUNTANT is lecturing the oblivious HOAGLAND.]
ACCOUNTANT: I don't like it, R.C. These scientists will never be
satisfied with just a few grand. It's always more more more with these
science-types.
HOAGLAND: I already said yes. Science is a good cause.
should give to astronomy, you know.

More people

ACCOUNTANT: Fine by me, R.C., if other people want to throw their money
away on some lark. But you hired me to keep your spending wise.
HOAGLAND: And now you're becoming a wise guy. I was roommates with the
Dean in college. I've given more money to the old U. than anyone,
including that IBM fellah. Now if you'll excuse me, I have a check to
sign. Let them in on your way out, both of you!
[PONS and FLEISHMANN enter.]
HOAGLAND: And send a boy to Brazil.

I want those copies made immediately!

ACCOUNTANT: Right Chief!
[ACCOUNTANT and ASSISTANT leave. A stage hand closes the door. HOAGLAND
theatrically signs a check and hands it to PONS and FLEISHMANN.]
FLEISHMANN: Sir, I don't know how to thank you for your kind donation.
PONS: We'll put the donation to best use, sir, and we can even include you
on proprietary data access [FLEISHMANN glares], that is, we'll see you get
pictures just as they come out.
[The two scientists hold the check with both hands. Dialogue mutes as
music soars patriotically. The scientists shake hands with HOAGLAND and
converse congenially.
Superimpose title:
THE END]
[CUT to MERCER, who is standing before a table which supports a great
mound of cash. MERCER picks up a stack of C-notes and flips them to hear
the sound. To one side, a guard can be seen, about half in view.]
MERCER: Before me you see the least important but still necessary element
of science. You see, it is our money that powers scientific exploration,
but it is the minds of brilliant scientists that power science. Without
scientists, they can be no study of the unknown. Without money, well, it
just goes a lot slower.
(

CONTINUED)

Many scientific institutions around the country give offer funding for
research in the form of grants and donations. This is known as pure
science, paid for by what're called "research dollars."
Other times, a corporation or military will use its own capital to fund
research into subjects it can exploit for profit. This is known as
applied science, which is funded by what's known as "dirty money."
The difference may seem trivial to you, the non-scientist, but a modern
researcher knows that the source of money can make the difference between
good and bad truth.
[MERCER flips through the cash again, eyes the guard, and pockets ten
grand. JUMP-CUT to stock of MERCER seated at a desk, reading Scientific
American. Film is worn and jumpy, audio is not synchronized with film.]
MERCER: Join us next week for another exciting yet high-brow adventure in
the world of fiction... and science.
-==============> "I am not your broom, I am not your broom. I've had enough,
==============================> I'm throwing off these chains of servitude."
============================================================> --John Linnell
=== Louis Nick III
snick@u.washington.edu
alt.religion.louis-nick ===

From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:
Followup-To:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Pee Wee Fans Check us out!
alt.religion.kibology, alt.comedy.paul-reubens
Tue, 1 Apr 1997 08:49:11 GMT
welcome datacomp
alt.tv.seaquest, misc.creative, alt.sex.fetish.feet

In a bazillion newsgroups, bex@jersey.net (bex) spammed:
>
> I understand cross posting is sometimes frowned apon, but you gotta listen
> just this once.
>
> There is a news group dedicated to the funniest man, Pee Wee.
> [...]
> All cool people will come at ALT.COMEDY.PAUL-REUBENS
Yeah, well, we all know only nerds read alt.comedy.paul-reubens.
The COOL people read COOL newsgroups like rec.org.mensa, alt.tv.seaquest,
alt.sex.fetish.feet, alt.startrek.creative, and alt.sci.physics.plutonium.
-- K.
I really hope I never accidentally post
to alt.comedy.paul-reubens. Then I'd have to
go back to wearing my "I'm Sorry I'm A Nerd!"
shirt that I got when I joined the Marines.
Also I can bench-press 500 pounds and
I have a black belt in nuclear physics!!!!!
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Refutation of Many Worlds?
sci.physics, alt.religion.kibology
Fri, 25 Apr 1997 05:25:30 GMT

In sci.physics, sarfatti@well.com wrote:
>
> Recuperating from the flu in a friend's house in Berkeley, I drove to
> Telegraph and Haste, where I have not been for many years, parked at
> People's Park and walked to Cody's -- when plop! I got dive-bombed by a
> bird who did a bulls eye on my new cap
And he dropped the brick he was carrying, right?
>
as I observed young girls with
> metal rings through their noses and lips. All sorts of burnt out older
> hippies acknowledged me as if they knew me.
Um, "Get a load of that narc!" isn't a compliment.
>
>
>
>
>

The contrast of high
learning with tribal street life on a beautiful sunny day was quite
mind-altering. I found Lee Smolin's Life of the Cosmos, and also a new
little book by Roger Penrose, The Large, the Small, and the Human Mind which sounds like a Clint Eastwood Spaghetti Western. Malcolm Longair

I loved his "Circus World" and "Elephant World and "Clown World" and
"Ringmaster World" and "More Circus World" books. They were all so
different from each other. Like a lava lamp frozen in amber made of
confetti that tasted like beer made from elephants shaped like a lava lamp.
> writes "Quantum mechanics also allows us to obtain information about
> processes which could have happened but didn't. The most striking
> example he discusses is the amazing Elitzur-Vaidman bomb-testing problem
When asked at the wisdom of testing the atomic bomb in downtown
San Francisco, Mr. Sarfatti said, "That's why I did it at night."

Line stolen from “Tunnelvision”,
mid-seventies.

> which illustrates just how different quantum mechanics is from classical
> physics." p. xv Well this sounds like counter-factual definiteness. If I
> recall Mandel at Rochester has done a nonlinear optics experiment
Nonlinear optics measures what the world would be like if light took the
longest possible path from A to B, much like a Microsoft Encarta user with
a penchant for browsing and a spastic mouse.
>
>
>
>
>

equivalent to the Elitzur-Vaidman gedankenexperiment. Does this not
prove all many-worlds interpretations wrong since they deny
counterfactual definiteness? If so, where does that leave Murray
Gell-Mann's theory that quantum mechanics is local and nonlocality is
"the story distorted'? (Ch 12, The Quark and the Jaguar).

BAZAP!

I think the Jaguar's Tempest 2000 beats Quark XPress
any day, at least as far as the programs I use at work go.
P.S. I apologize for inserting paragraph breaks into your block.
-- K.
More people think I'm nuts than watch TV.
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From:
kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Subject:
Re: SeaQuest 1994 Figures FS
Newsgroups: alt.tv.seaquest, alt.religion.kibology
Date:
Mon, 21 Apr 1997 08:55:35 GMT
Organization:
welcome datacomp
In alt.tv.seaquest, diskworx@interaccess.com wrote:
>
> All Never Removed From Package, NO Trades Please
>
> SeaQuest 1994 Playmates 5 inch figures
> Captain Bridger
#005789, &
#007624
numbers on foot
>
> Commander Ford
#010157, &
#005129,
numbers on foot
>
> Darwin (Hard to Find) no number found
(I have 3 of them)
The number's on the bottom of the tail, which would necessitate removing
Darwin from his package to see it. Isn't Playmates clever?
By the way, the Darwin action figure is special because he has NO BLOWHOLE.
Censorship in action! Oh, sure, they think they could fool us by covering
up his lack of a blowhole with that dolphin scuba outfit. But a dolphin
without a blowhole is like a fish with a bicycle!
I like the way he squeaks when you squeeze his fins (actually, it's more of
a "beep beep" noise, like a clown nose); if only the Roy Scheider action
figure did that.
When I was pawing through all the action figures at Toys R Us a couple
years ago trying to decide which Roy Scheider had the best paint job, I
settled on one where the laborer had slipped while putting that little dot
of silver on the end his trouser zipper, and so Capt. Bridger looks like
his fly is open.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Lucus Wolenczak

#013870,

&

#002520,

Lt Commander Hitcock #000536,
foot

&

Cheif Crocker

#002078,

#004190,

Lt J. G. O'Neil
Dr. Z

&

#011351,

no number found

&

numbers on foot

#021085,

&

#000540

numbers on foot

#009653

numbers on foot

(I have 2 of

The Regulator #866000, or its #000998,
numbers on foot

numbers on

them)
&

#002598,

&

#013790

The first 8.6 million Regulators they made looked like Chris Elliott and
had to be recalled and melted down for scrap value, which is why the serial
numbers went up so high.
> All 9 figures (Just 1 set) for $85.00.
> Sold as sets only or Darwin for $35.00.
>
> I have 2 complete sets and one extra Darwin.
I have serial #000001 of the William Shatner "seaQuest" action figure.
He looks kind of like the Roy Scheider action figure, only the figure's hair
is SUPPOSED to look like molded plastic.
I wish they made a James Shigeta action figure. Or a Dom DeLuise one. If
you left him in the package, you could pretend he was still living in that
plastic bubble from the second season.
-- K.
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

tanner@math.wisc.edu (Stephen Will Tanner)
Smurf evaders pt.3
alt.religion.kibology
23 Apr 1997 20:48:30 GMT
University of Wisconsin, Madison

ARTICLE
NOT BY KIBO
(READ AT OWN RISK )

LOOK AT ME

(a one-act play)
-------------------------------CURTAIN RISES, to reveal a darkened stage. Suspended high above is a
sparkling mobile of stars, labeled "REEL KIBOLOGISTS!" Nearby is one of the
smiling crescent-moon-heads from the McDonalds Mac the Knife ad campaign.
NEWBIE enters from stage right.

Looks up in admiration and wonder.

He unconsciously reaches out toward the mobile and jumps up and down, but
it remains far, far out of reach.
He pauses for thought.
NEWBIE rushes off stage and returns, pushing a large box labeled ACME PLOT
DEVICE. From this, he retrieves a small trampoline. He begins jumping
up and down on it, attaining greater and greater heights, until he misses
one of the jumps and collapses to the floor.
CABAL FIGURES 1 and 2 enter. The first is carrying an elongated sign:
.YOU MUST BE AT LEAST THIS FUNNY TO BE IN THE CABAL.
. <----------------------------------------------> .
The sign is unwieldy, about 10 feet long, and has fake hands on the edges to
make it appear that FIGURE 1's arms are spread way out. FIGURE 2 is
carrying a placard reading "THERE IS NO CABAL." Both figures beat NEWBIE
rhythmically on the head with the signs.
Dim lights.
The level music from Super Mario Brothers 2 begins to play.
Lights go on, and reveal NEWBIE standing on one end of a see-saw,
holding a (clearly styrofoam) boulder. He grunts, and hefts it, and tosses
it at the other end of the seesaw. The seesaw snaps in half, and the boulder
crashes through the stage, creating an ominous hole.
NEWBIE paces back and forth, agitated.
NEWBIE trips, and falls into the hole.

Music stops.

Dim lights.
Happy Philip Glass-style music begins to play.
Lights go on, to reveal NEWBIE strapped to an oversized bottle-rocket, which
is leaning against a boulder to point up at the REEL KIBOLOGISTS mobile.
NEWBIE lights the trailing end of the fuse, which hisses and burns.

(CONT.)

NEWBIE rubs hands together excitedly, causing the rocket to tip over and
point toward the wall. He frantically tries to blow out the fuse, with
no success. The fuse is nearly burned away.
Silence.
Curtain falls.
Earth-shattering kaboom.
Curtains rise.
Orchestral version of "You only live twice" begins to play.
NEWBIE's face is visible through a hole in a sheet of black cloth. Attached
to the front of the cloth, near the hole, is a headless plush doll, so
that the NEWBIE's head appears to belong to the doll. Its limbs are
stretched out as if in flight. (Effect stolen from Pee-Wee's Playhouse)
NEWBIE smiles and rises ever-higher.
CABAL FIGURES enter. One holds a sign reading I WUV YOU IN ALL CAPS.
The other carries a giant styrofoam H.
CABAL FIGURES beat NEWBIE's head rhythmically with the sign and the H.
Lights dim.
Curtains fall.
--END--Stephen Tanner (tanner@math.wisc.edu)
From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Smurf evaders pt.3
alt.religion.kibology
Fri, 25 Apr 1997 03:34:24 GMT
welcome datacomp

tanner@math.wisc.edu (Stephen Will Tanner) wrote:
>
> LOOK AT ME (a one-act play)
DUM DA DA DA DA DA DUM!!!!!!!
Stephen Will Tanner has just moved up to Blue Level in Kibo's scorefile.
He joins the ranks of such people as Matt McIrvin, Gharlane, Mike Jittlov,
and that guy who posts the pictures of the naked mudwrestling.
This still puts him below Green Level, membership in which is restricted to
me, and below Brown Level, which is for people who fall for my trolling.
However, it puts him above Red Level, where the articles that say funny

(CONT.)

words go, and well above Orange Level, where the articles that say useful words go.
Below that is the vast unexplored Colorless Zone Of No Flags, and below that...
THE WHITE-ON-WHITE BARELY VISIBLE SEA OF THOSE WHO WERE SELECTED FOR
TERMINATION.
Congratulations, Stephen Will Tanner. You are now elite. Those who are in
the Colorless Zone will now flame you, as is the ritual initiation into The
Brotherhood Of The Color-Coded Search Strings.
> [...]
> CABAL FIGURES 1 and 2 enter. The first is carrying an elongated sign:
> .YOU MUST BE AT LEAST THIS FUNNY TO BE IN THE CABAL.
> . <----------------------------------------------> .
Oh, poo, I'm only this funny:
. >----------------------------------------------< .
This reminds me of that program we had at RPI (for the MTS mainframe) that
would simulate HOT SEX with a single line of ASCII graphics in the status
line of the ITT Courier terminals.
ITT Couriers. You know it's a Courier if it says
"Winky-winky-winky-winky-winky-winky-winky-winky-FRAAAAAPPP!!!!"
-- K.
I was going to say something stupid,
but I forgot what it was!
From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

stefan.kapus@zetnet.co.uk (Stefan Kapusniak)
Re: Smurf evaders pt.3
alt.religion.kibology
Fri, 25 Apr 1997 08:09:58 +0100
The Court of the Queen-Architect

ARTICLE
NOT BY KIBO
(READ AT OWN RISK )

Sleepy...so very sleepy...must rest soon....must...rest...mu....
/the screen wobbles and dissolves as the volume 'Analysis Patterns:
Reusable Object Models' [Fowler97] falls from his hands/
In alt.religion.kibology, kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry) wrote:
>
> Stephen Will Tanner has just moved up to Blue Level in Kibo's scorefile.
> [...]
> This still puts him below Green Level, membership in which [...]
/The man in the white bunny suit turns to the studio audience, and
glowers balefully at them/
'...and thus with this testimony before the court it is proven that
even in the hands of a master, the modern day scorefile provides a
barely adequate representation of this problem domain.'

(CONT.)

'Let us now contemplate the nature of a score'
FX: WHOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!
/camera draws back to reveal that the studio audience is decomposed
entirely of skeletons wearing feather boas. Cardboard signs with
the word 'JURY' are hung about their necks/
'A score is a MEASUREMENT, a measurement of a particular PHENOMENA.
But it is a single measurement of a single phenomenon.'
'My contention, ladies and gentlemen, is that a SINGLE phenonmenon
type, the phenomenon type 'worthy of attention' is _not_ enough.'
/a large 3D graph with a single bar labeled 'worthy of attention'
fills the screen. The word 'INADEQUATE' flashes in virulant
flourescent green to ensure we've got the point. MR. TONY BLAIR
is pushed out the stage on cute wheely little wheels/
MR TONY BLAIR: 'Inadequate.

Inadequate.

Inadequate.'

/Mr. Tony Blair is wheeled back off stage/
'In the REAL Usenet we need to measure many, many, other things,
things that have meaning only within the province of our very
own BRANES.'
FX: LAUGHTER ABRUPTLY CUT OFF BY MACHINE GUN FIRE, SHOUTS OF
'Die, Yankee running pig dog capitalist imperialist!!'
'A single measurement of a single phenomenon is not enough. We
must have, we must demand, we shall achieve MULTIPLE measurements
of MULTIPLE phenomena.'
FX: EXPLOSIONS, MORTAR FIRE, BOB HOPE SINGING 'GOLDFINGER', BADGERS
'Yes we may, as Kibo has done, attempt to construct, using seperate
segments in the continum of a single measurement, a system of
multiple measurement. Measurements for our own phenonmena system
of GREENNESS, BROWNNESS and BLUENESS or even PINKNESS. However
such an approach implies that our measurements can never truly
be independent of one another.'
FX: BOB HOPE '..GOOOLDFINGER, HE'S THE MAN, THE MAAAANNNN...',
MORE EXPLOSIONS, ADDITIONAL BADGERS, CASH REGISTERS
'The attempt to calculate greeness may have an impact on our
browness calculation. Our attempt to calculate blueness throws
off our calculation of pinkness...'
/Cut to close up of HYRAM J. HEFFENHAUSER XXVI lips enunciating his
DYING WORDS, in a a thick whispered Serbian accent, amplified to
200,000 watts of total music power, as the snow falls/

(CONTINUED)

HYRAM J. HEFFENHAUSER XXVI: it's, like, quantum man, fucking quantum
rosebud man
/Sudden cut to black and white newsreel footage of man in white
bunny suit testifying before the house unamerican activities
comittee/
NEWSREEL VOICEOVER: ...did in a stately USENET post decree...
/Cut back to 35% of the normal funding level/
'In next weeks show we'll be discussing...'
MUSIC: THE STRIPPER
'...The Enterprise Segment Paradigm: An Escape from the hierarchical
Active File...?'
/The credits roll.
Grammatically pornographic clones, surgically pout about the stage in
their trademark heavy make-up, heels, hose, and lacy undergarments
as they are totally nude.
Their medically mindless wired eyes glisten under the studio lights.
The man in the white bunny suit strips in time to the music revealing
that he is in fact a huge, SEVEN FOOT TALL NAKED WHITE BUNNY/
...
RRRRAAAAARRRRRRRRRRRGGGGGGGGGGGGHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!111!!!!!!
NO!!! NO!!! NO!!! KEEP HIM AWAY FRO...keep tje rabbit away from MEEEEE.
*gasp*.....whaaaaa.....
Oh. oh. OH
A dream...just a dream...thank goodness, only a dream.
together, get it together. It was just a dream.

Get it

FX: BOB HOPE: '...MIDAS TOUCH!!', BADGERS, EXPLOSIONS, MORE BADGERS
-- Kapusniak, Stefan m
[Fowler97]

Martin Fowler, Analysis Patterns: Reusable Object Models,
Addison-Wesley, Reading MA, 1997
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

iayork@panix.com (Ian A. York)
Re: Smurf evaders pt.3
alt.religion.kibology
25 Apr 1997 15:31:30 -0400
Panix

ARTICLE
NOT BY KIBO
(READ AT OWN RISK )

Matt McIrvin <mmcirvin@world.std.com> wrote:
>
> Tanner wins the award for Most Rapid Ascension to a.r.k Demigod Status, by
> a narrow margin over Stefan Kapusniak, who has a similar style but rants
> about the sheep just a little too much.
Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen, and welcome to the 13th September
Memorial ARK Demigod races. With going firm underfoot, and with some
great yearlings competing here today, we're looking forward to this final
runoff. In the black thundercloud overhead, Kibo is judging, with Matt
McIrvin acting as the voice of Kibo, and I see the contestants are lined
up so we'll just go to the announcer now.
They're at the starting line, and the starter is ready ... and ... THE
PANTS ARE DOWN! THEY'RE OFF! ANNnnnd stefankapusniakisofftoagreatstart
he'sleavingallthecontendersinhisdust but wait! A sheep post! TOO MANY
WOOLY MENACES FOR KAPUSNIAK AND HE'S BACK IN THE PACK withnewcomer
stevenwilltannernowinthelead and he'sposting furiously, folks, HE'S
POSTING FURIOUSLY withonehandtiedbehindhisback, crowd-pleasing touch,
that, but where's kapusniak? KAPUSNIAK IS BACK IN IT, HE'S BATTLING FOR
FIRST andnowastheyenterthefirstcurve they're jockeying for position, no
I'm mistaken, tanneriswearingboxers and as they pass the first curve it's
TANNER TIED WITH KAPUSNIAK andeveryoneelseisintheirdustandnowit'skapusniak
kapusniakispostingasciiart and it's one, two, one, two AND TANNER IS DOWN!
TANNER IS DOWN and kapusniak isinthelead and picking up speed, that ascii
art is laying on the horses, BUT HE POSTS ANOTHER WOLLY MENACE! WILL HE
NEVER LEARN! HE's DOWN AND FALLING BEHIND astannerisupagainandposting,
he's posting, he'spostingagain and he'swellinthisracefolks, my god this is
exciting, tanner is puttingoutsomepoetryandhe'sputtingoutsomeplaysand NOW
TANNER HAS POSTED SOME ASCII ART and Hello Kitty! has entered the race! We
knew that Hello Kitty! would be a factor in this race and as they pass the
second turn and enter the straightaway kapusniak is falling behind, his
wooly menaces are no match for the unleashed savage but cute fury of Hello
Kitty! as tanner is now in reverse, the drag chute is DEPLOYED TANNER HAS
DEPLOYED HIS DRAG CHUTE and as they cross the finish line WE HAVE A
WINNER! WE HAVE A WINNER! AND THE NEWEST ARK DEMIGOD IS

B e e t l e b a u m

.....

-Ian York
(iayork@panix.com) <http://www.panix.com/~iayork/>
"-but as he was a York, I am rather inclined to suppose him a
very respectable Man." -Jane Austen, The History of England
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Smurf evaders pt.3
alt.religion.kibology
Sat, 26 Apr 1997 05:52:29 GMT

asuter@Xenon.Stanford.EDU (Lupus Yonderboy) wrote:
>
> I'm not sure if I'm a demi-God or not. All Kibo ever did was compare me to
> cherry Pez soaked in pickle juice.
And now you've gotten all soggy.
Worrying about whether or not you are a demigod has just demoted you to
Black Level in my scorefile.
For the record, I am the god. I AM THE GOD! Everyone else here is a not-god.
There is no in-between; demigod is like demidead or funnypaulyshore.
> I even made the first Kibological Web Page.
Before there was a Web, even! It was written up in issue minus seven of "Wired".
>
You can tell I'm telling the
> truth because lots of people still link to it even though it's been
> defunct for over two years. Gurk stole everything from it, then
> Jaffoandellen stole everything from Gurk. Brings a tear to my eye.
Which one? The one in front, or the one in back?
-- K.
Love to tear you another.
From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Smurf evaders pt.180
alt.religion.kibology
Mon, 5 May 1997 07:38:30 GMT

imho@fis.unico.it wrote:
>
> in alt.religion.kibology, kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry) wrote:
> :
> : For the record, I am the god. I AM THE GOD! Everyone else here is a not-god.
> : There is no in-between; demigod is like demidead or funnypaulyshore.
>
> LIAR!
>
> fabio@dm.unibo.it is THE god, as the one real true Kibo should know.
Yeah, the god of LOSERS. Ooh! What a burn! A godly burn!
Kibo is the God of people who are COOL.
People who are SO COOL THEY DON'T NEED A GOD OF ANY SORT.
Fabio's just the god of people who spend all day dancing around spritzing
aerosol butter at each other while shouting, "LA LA LA! LA LA LA!"
Not singing, just shouting "LA LA LA! LA LA LA!"
I never shout "LA LA LA! LA LA LA!"
-- K.
I FEEL LIKE A NIMNUL!!!
(I can still fit into that shirt.)
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From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Followup-To:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: Someone I haven't seen around in a long time.
rec.arts.sf.tv.babylon5.moderated, alt.religion.kibology
alt.religion.kibology
15 Mar 1997 01:59:19 -0500
welcome datacomp

In rec.arts.sf.tv.babylon5.moderated, beth@cais2.cais.com (TheWitch@Endor.com) wrote:
>
> Jay Denebeim (denebeim@deepthot.cary.nc.us) wrote:
> :
> : Whatever happened to Kibo? He used to show up in newsgroups all the
> : time just to say 'hi' or whatever. Did he die or something?
>
> Not like I'm a kibologist or anything (but I did date one once), but I
> believe the last time kibo was around, he said that he had something akin
> to a real life, and would only be popping in occasionally. This was
> several months ago, though and things may have changed. :)
Dammit, I had a life, and now you people are talking about me again and so
I have to read Usenet for the next ten weeks to be sure you won't do it again!
I hate you all!
Except for you, Gharlane:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

You should expect to be inundated with many kilowords of Kibo-esque
drivel, including his forthcoming script, "THE FLYING NUN ON
GILLIGAN'S ISLAND," which is being published on the Net in .PSD
format due to his inability to find a publisher willing to print
his salacious surreptitious photos of the infamous Bob Denver/Sally Field
liaison that occurred during principal shooting of the film, which was
never released due to legal concerns.

Excuse me, but
(a) It's "THE FLYING NUN MEETS THE STARLOST", starring Walter Koenig as
James Caan as Harlan Ellison as James Caan as Stephen King as Harlan
Ellison As Kibo.
(b) There is no "kilowords". You meant "pictures". Since a picture is a
thousand words, expect every dictionary to be replaced by a twenty-to-fifty
panel comic strip. Hopefully the picture of me will be drawn by Alex Toth.
He designs all my clothes. Nobody else can do a good armor-plated knee boot
or chromium cape!
(c) Not .PSD, but as a RenderMan shader which contains a complete Display
PostScript interpreter running a version of Dark Forces whose restricted C
is generating output by driving a styrofoam cutter. Not carving anything in
particular; it's just making ear-splitting styrofoam squaking noises in Morse.

(CONTINUED)

(d) It was Bob Denver/Greg Brady, in the Batcave. If you look close you can
see a shadow of a guy being hanged. It was Gene Roddenberry, and he was
eating a hamburger!!!!
(e) The film was released, but only to those who were Clear.
-- K.
I'm an Operating Thetan, at least until
the tweezers touch the little metal thing
around the Pez-like "funny bone". Bzzzzt!
P.S. The guy printed on the "Operation"
board is Gharlane's identical twin, Skippy.

From:
Subject:
Newsgroups:
Date:
Organization:

kibo@world.std.com (James "Kibo" Parry)
Re: NA**LA and Kibology
alt.religion.kibology, alt.sci.physics.plutonium
Wed, 12 Mar 1997 06:59:04 GMT
welcome datacomp

jaycjay@panix.com (Jay C Jachimiak) wrote:
>
> That's right. Kibo doesn't email me any more, because he knows I'm
> still ticked about that gut-punching thing, and because he still
> sometimes forgets that I'm not Jay Paul Chawla. So he thinks he can
> get a message to me by going through all those intermediaries,
Excuse me, you misspelled "incendiaries".
Mmmm, C-4. I always loved the C-4 exhibit of exploding cows at the state fair.
So anyway, I've invented this new explosive that is packed with shrapnel,
the hardest objects known to Man... Mentos. It is specially designed to
only explode if you stop looking at it. Here it is:
. .
_*.

sssssssss...
/
+--------|-------+
|
|
| DUH LOOK AT ME |
| I'M A BIG BOMB |
|
|
+----------------+
Have a niiiiiiice death!
-- K.
* BOOM *
That's for being a crybaby when I punched you
in the gut while you were wearing your
Incredible Hulk Instant Muscles! Then I took them
and crushed your ice cream cone. Ha, ha, hee!
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From:
Subject:

tanner@math.wisc.edu
(Stephen Will Tanner)
Tedrils FAQ v1.0

Newsgroups:

rec.games.video.nintendo,
rec.games.video.sony,
alt.religion.kibology
Date:
26 Apr 1997 20:20:15 GMT
Organization: University of Wisconsin, Madison
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Tendrils FAQ v. 1.0:
Frequently Asked Questions about the game Tendrils.
The FAQ keeper: Stephen Tanner (tanner@math.wisc.edu)
(please e-mail all updates and corrections!)
Table of Contents:
[1] What is Tendrils?

ARTICLE
NOT BY KIBO
(READ AT OWN RISK )

[2] How do I win?
[2.1] The beginning
[2.2] The clocktower
[2.3] Street City
[2.3.1] What is the Ultimate Combo?
[2.3.2] How do I throw Chun "the one" Li's bracelets?
[2.3.3] What is the "cleavage fatality"?
[2.3.4] Where is the bonus stage?
[2.4] Final Fantasy Star Control 14
[2.4.1] How do I upgrade my stuff?
[2.4.2] Who are the "stunt doubles"?
[2.4.3] How do I find Ernest Namingway?
[2.4.4] How do I beat Chronic the Hedgehog?
[2.4.5] How do I defeat Rasa?
[2.5] Surviving in E-space
[2.5.1] How do I pass the "musical level"?
[2.5.2] How do I pass the "color level"?
[2.5.3] How do I pass the "spooky level"?
[2.5.4] How do I get to the "boss level"?
[2.6] How do I beat the game designer?
[2.6.1] What is V-hold?
[2.6.2] How do I fight the final form?

The mob of monsters chasing you includes: A koopa troopa from Super Mario
Brothers, a man-in-black from Elevator Action, a barrel from Donkey Kong,
a ninja from Legend of Kage, a wind-up monster from Bubble Bobble, a
"killer Christmas tree" from Legacy of the Wizard, paratroopers from
Time Pilot and from Airborne!, a vulture from Dark Castle, a
knife-thrower from Kung Fu Master...and lots of others! (Thanks to
dweezil@thehand.com for submitting a lot of these!)
[2.2] The clocktower
When you get into the clocktower, attack the switch and the door will
close. The game will say "You are safe...you win!" and start playing
happy music and rolling credits. Then all the monsters break the door
down and continue chasing you (make sure you're ready!)
Hint: You can ascend the tower faster if you climb on the credits!
the letters collapse if you stand on them too long.

But,

Bonus: If you get to the top of the clocktower fast enough, some music
from Castlevania II will play, and Simon Belmont will walk by, saying
"I must carry the vampire's butt, butt it is very heavy."
(Thanks to dynagirl@geo.unc.edu for sending this in!)
[2.3] Street City
During the first part of this level, you have practically no fighting
moves, so it's best to avoid everyone. Watch out for the green blobs
(they're supposed to be frogs)--when one of them jumps onto the street
and the "doo,doo,doo,doo,doo...doo" music plays, it means that a big
truck is about to run by and smush it. If you don't jump, you'll
be smushed and say "UH-OH! THE TRUCK HAVE STARTED TO MOVE!"
The flashy red cars that keep driving by (and the drivers) are from
the arcade game NARCs. --jwilson@aol.com
After you learn kung fu from the old man (in the house that looks JUST
LIKE the one from Zelda 2), you should go see Sushi the Bushi (press
Select--his house will be marked on the map). Go upstairs and into
his apartment. "I fought to avenge my master. I fought to avenge
my father. I fought to avenge my dog, Sparky. Why should I help you?
Here, have some tea." Then you walk over, to get the tea, but you trip
and knock a flowerpot off his window sill, which falls on the head
of a girl below. Sushi yells: "YOU KILLED MY GIRLFRIEND!" and chases
you off. He keeps tracking you throughout the level, and the rest
of the game.
After you both run off the screen, the girl gets up and rubs her head:
"I awoke to the pain of a new existence. Hey, where'd everybody go?"
After the fighting-your-way-through-the-subway section, she shows
up again, and says, "Beware, I live. Why didn't you guys just take a
taxi? There were no bad guys up here--I checked. Seems silly to
fight all those guys when you don't have to."

[3] What are people saying on the Spooky Level?
[2.3.1] What is the Ultimate Combo?
[4] Who are The Cleaners?
[5.1] Where can I buy Tendrils?
[5.2] Is this the end?
[1] What is Tendrils?
Tendrils is a new game for the Sony PlayStation, designed with the
new Yaroze system. A version of Tendrils is scheduled to be released
for the Nintendo 64 in September, and a PC version is also rumored
to be in the works.
[2] How do I win?
This section contains a walkthrough for most of the hard spots in
the game, and also points out some of the secret stuff. There are
lots of SPOILERS, though, so you might not want to read all of this
if you aren't stuck!
[2.1] The beginning
There isn't much to do in the first part of the level. The main thing to
do is make sure you run away from all the monsters when the first
Plasm Gate opens.

If you get a perfect on the Yamo, then Lee (from Tekken 2, with a REALLY
HUGE head) will jump in from off-screen and offer to teach you the
ultimate combo. Say yes, even though you only will be able to use it
on the next boss, Bad Badtz Maru. (If you say no, he'll just teach you
how to have a giant head, which makes you turn into the Stage 1 boss
from the NES game Kid Niki)
The code for the ultimate combo is: up up down down left right left right
B A Start. Do it, and you will start beating on Bad Badtz Maru. The
screen fades out, then fades in with "Meanwhile...", where you see Sushi
getting fired from his job at Salaryman Inc. Sushi then goes and beats
up his boss's car (the beat-it-up car from Street Fighter II).
The game pans back to you, still doing the combo. Then the game cuts to
a screen of "Mortal Wombat", where Spiral uppercuts Jax. Jax flies up
through the ceiling, breaking a big hole. Then he breaks a hole in
another ceiling. Then he breaks a hole in a highway overpass. Then he
breaks a hole in a Chuck-E-Cheez restaurant. Then he just keeps flying
on into space.

(CONTINUED)

Finally the game pans back to show you STILL DOING the combo--the
sun is setting now, and all the spectators have left. The
words "FINISH HIM!" appear. You run off, plant a seed, run back,
get in a few more hits, run off, water the seed, run back, get in
a few more hits, run off, pour a gigantic bottle of "QUICK GRO" on
the seed, run back, get in a few more hits, run off, chop down
the now-mature tree (while dressed in drag--a bit of the Lumberjack
Song plays), run back, get in a few more hits, run off, sit in a
wood-shop sanding down a branch of the tree (with Bob Vila in the
background), run back, get in a few more hits, run off, get your
newly-made baseball bat signed by Babe Ruth (this is stock
footage of Babe Ruth--note that Forrest Gump is drawn in in the
background), run back, put on a cap marked "LAPD", and beat Bad Badtz
Maru over the head with the baseball bat.
[2.3.2] How do I throw Chun "the one" Li's bracelets?
If you remove the cd, and put in a Kate Bush cd (any of them seem to
work), Chun Li will be able to throw her bracelets. (This can also be
done on arcade machines by pushing all six buttons and the coin return
at the same time--this works only on the original Street Fighter II,
however!)
[2.3.3] What is the "cleavage fatality"?

world!" Then the real Chaz the Spaz peeks in and says: "Don't mind her,
she's just arbitrarily saying stuff." Then that weird guy from Mortal
Kombat peeks in and says, "Whoopsie!"
[2.4.3] How do I find Ernest Namingway?
This is the first really hard part. You must visit the moon. Go to Rutz
with your airship (which used to be a submarine, which used to be a ship,
which used to be a skiff). It will be converted into a giant robot!
Take the giant robot to the Teardrop Tower. There, your giant robot will
be able to get into the cockpit of the EXTRA-GIANT robot, and pilot
it around. Then go to Death Mountain, where your EXTRA-GIANT robot
gets into the MEGA-GIANT robot, and pilots it around! Now you are
ready to take off!
As you fly up into space, you pass the tank from Blaster Master (which
is in hover mode), a cow (from Earthworm Jim), and Jax, who was punched
into space earlier (see section 2.3.1).
While you are flying, the game cuts back to the grizzled old shopkeeper
in the Fire dungeon. Sushi the Bushi is there, still tracking you
down. "Why do you have a shop in such a dangerous place?" yells Sushi.
"Who would ever come here to buy stuff?" "Well," says the shopkeeper,
"Come to think of it, business has been pretty slow." "Of course,"
Bushi comments, "You could always try selling stuff to the monsters."
"Really? What kind of stuff?" asks the shopkeeper. "Hmm..." ponders
Sushi, "I recommend Mentos and skin mags."

If you get beaten by Daisy (the girl who looks like Orchid), she'll
get ready to do Orchid's bare-breasts fatality, but she's facing the
camera! She reaches, and is about to pull the cloth apart...
...and then the "intermission" from Pac-Man plays, complete with music... [2.4.4] How do I beat Chronic the Hedgehog?
...and then you see Daisy fixing her outfit.
Any time you hit him, hundreds of little yellow rings fly up. You should
[2.3.4] Where is the bonus stage?
attack the rings, rather than the hedgehog himself. Eventually, his
last ring will break into lots of little pieces.
If you finish the third stage using only jump-kicks, the screen clears
and says WELCOME TO BONUS STAGE. This section is about like Donkey
Chronic will run away and grab tons and tons of rings (from Ringman, from
Kong, except that the barrels at the bottom are being destroyed by
Mega Man), and then he turns into Super-Chronic: shiny and invincible!
Street Fighter II characters. If you don't finish fast enough, then
But then Gokuh (in Super-Saiyajin form) comes and beats him up. "Stop
the evil guy from Space Ace will show up! He zaps Donkey Kong with
turning shiny and yellow-haired and invinicble! That's MY thing!
the Infanto ray, turning him into Diddy Kong. Then he zaps Diddy Kong
Copycat!"
to turn him into Baby Kong (from Donkey Kong Country III). Then he
zaps the Street Fighter characters to turn them into Puzzle Fighter
[2.4.5] How do I defeat Rasa?
superdeformed characters.
After gathering the Magic Cap and the Mogic Cap and the Meegic Cap,
If you DO finish the bonus stage in time, you get to see Sofia (from
and the four elemental swords, and the seven crystals of fate,
Toshinden), Blaze (from Streets of Rage), Rose (from Street Fighter) and
and the ten triforces, and the sixty bonus coins, and the two-hundred
Mai (from Fatal Fury) in the locker room, changing into their outfits.
shiny bananas, you will be able to fight Rasa, the evil wizard.
Sofia is making fun of Rose for being a 2-dimensional character. Rose
But, Rasa has just finished summoning Bad Guy from another dimension,
says, "Ha! You think you're three-dimensional? More like
so you must also fight Bad Guy. It's a Final Fantasy-style battle.
ONE-dimensional, Ms. Styrofoam-Breasts!"
For the first couple of rounds, none of your attacks hit Bad Guy.
Finally he says, "Why are you swinging your sword in the air? I'm
Mai laughs. Sofia mocks her: "What are you laughing at? Everyone gets
OVER HERE, dummy!" After this you can hit him. Also, if you do
bigger breasts when sequels come out. Except you! In the Super Nintendo over 1000 points of damage in one hit, he looks down at the numbers
version, you even lost your jiggle-factor!" Finally they all start
popping out of his body and says, "Mmmm...impressive!"
beating each other up.
In the victory celebration, Spiz offers some soda to Mifa, and Mifa
[2.4] Final Fantasy Star Control 14
gets mad. "Soda? Soda!? Ten-to-one that was BOOZE in the Japanese
version. Sheesh, this is just like in Crono Trigger, where the
Make sure that you save Princess Spirolina! Then, Mifa and Spiz join
sake-drinking contest became a SOUP-drinking contest. Or Jumping
your party.
Flash 2, where instead of liquor they get Root Beer Fizzies. I bet they
won't even get to visit the brothel in Final Fantsy 7. Well, I'm mad as
[2.4.1] How do I upgrade my stuff?
hell, and I'm not going to take it any more! I'm going
back to the Japanese version of the game!" She leaps into a nearby
The first hard point is buying equipment--all you have is a bamboo
interdimensional gateway, and everyone else follows.
stick, and if you go to the shop, the shopkeeper doesn't accept
your money. "What's this crap? Dollars? Look, I take gold pieces,
After walking around for a while, Spiz says (in English) "This is
zenny coins, meseta, p-chips...I've seen it all! But don't try to
pretty cool and all, but every time we talk to people, all those
use that fake stuff on me!" You will need to go to the Fire dungeon
bushes pop up on the screen." (he points at some kanji) He convinces
(hidden to the west of town). There, you can find a grizzled
Mifa to go back.
old shopkeeper who will sell you stuff.
The long bit of Japanese text here says (rough translation)
[2.4.2] Who are the "stunt doubles"?
"You must be a total hermit-fanboy-freak to have gone to all the
trouble to figure out what this says."
The battle versus Dr. Bad (right before you rescue Princess Helvetica)
(Thanks to hajime@hlth.gov.bc.ca for the translation!)
is done Phantasy-Star style, with all of your characters facing away from
the screen. If you push all of the buttons on the SECOND controller at
[2.5] Surviving in E-space
the same time, they will all turn around--but they don't look like the
actual characters! "Yes, we're all stunt doubles," says the girl who
The camera pans across an ominous space station. Ominous organ music
looks like Alys from behind.
plays...skips, plays...skips, plays... Cut to a view of the interior,
"After all, these battles are the sixth most dangerous thing in the

(CONTINUED)

where the diabolical Mr. Bison (the "M" stands for "Mister") goes over to [2.5.4] How do I get to the "boss level"?
his phonograph and moves the needle over. The ominous organ music
continues.
If you go down the secret tunnel behind the purple wall, you will be
able to play a special level--on this level, YOU control the big
The little dog facing the phonograph, like in the old Victrola logo, is
space station, and YOU send out all the legions of wimpy ships against
Pete from Earthworm Jim. -- chkana@alpha.hackers.com
the lone attacker. He dodges a lot, and even after you blow him up,
he'll come back, saying "Na na na na-na, I had an extra life!" and
[2.5.1] How do I pass the "musical level"?
"Neener neener neener, I had a continue!"
The first part is pretty easy--just avoid the red things, and keep
shooting the blue things. Also, notice that in the middle section,
the enemies' positions correspond to to music that's playing--high
notes mean an enemy will come from high up on the screen, low
notes means ships will fly across the bottom. Just learn the
song, and you'll be prepared!
Then, you'll come to the transforming battle station. At first
it will fire lots of guided missiles. Then it will turn into a
big humanoid robot. A voice says, "Modular bridge transformation
completed, Captain. It's really improved our reception." The guy
with an X on is head from UN Squardrom will then appear and say,
"That's your chance to score!"
[2.5.2] How do I pass the "color level"?
Now you must defend Space Station Lupita!
In this section, you control a cannon at the bottom, which is always
firing a white laser. There are satellites (which slowly drift across
the screen from right to left), and enemies (which fall down on you, and
cause damage if they hit the ground)
If you aim your beam at a satellite, it will "pick up" the color of
that satellite--red, yellow or blue. Now, instead changing the angle
of the cannon at the bottom, you change the angle of the colored beam
emerging from the satellite! (press B to stop streaming through that
satellite, and aim with the cannon again)
You can also bounce the beam through multipe satellites to get new
colors--purple, orange, green. Use red beam to destroy red enemies,
green beam to destroy green enemies, etc.
Hitting satellites with all three colors at once will make them all
explode, so be careful!
[2.5.3] How do I pass the "spooky level"?
When you get to the big pit, play the Blue Flute, and then the words:
"Just wanted you to know we're thinking about you.
--The Game Designers"
will scroll across the bottom of the screen.
words, and ride on them as they scroll by.

You can climb on the

The main thing to worry about is the boss: Make sure that you have lots
of spare weapons, and don't waste them on the first form! After you
pass all the signs saying "DANGER" and "WARNING" and "HEAD GUY AHEAD",
you'll fight the main boss, who's extremely wimpy. Then, after the
standard time-bonus and health-remaining-bonus, the big Grey Demon
jumps in! (but the happy victory music keeps playing throughout the
whole fight)
This is where Sushi fights with Manta. After they yell at each other
a bit, the camera starts cutting back and forth.
We see Sushi running.
Then Manta running.
Then Sushi running.
Then Manta running.
Then Sushi jumping.
Then Manta jumping.
Then Sushi flying through the air.
Then Manta flying through the air.
Then you see them both swinging at each other--kashing!
like some magic rebound.

Time jumps

Then the camera pans back and you see that both of them have
unthinkingly jumped above a big chasm. They both fall down and
make ninja-shaped craters in the ground.

Try to make sure he doesn't get many powerups.
[2.6] How do I beat the game designer?
The game designer has multiple forms. In the first form, he jumps around
the screen, drawing in anvils (which fall on you) and erasing bits of
the floor (where you can fall down). Just keep firing, and make sure
you blow him up quickly before too much of the floor is gone. (If
you have killed Gutman from the Megaman area, you can pick up and throw
Tetris pieces for a lot of damage)
After you have hit him enough, the designer yells, "Such strength! But
remember, there are guys like you all over the world!" Then he says,
"Let's see how you do with no V-hold!" Then, the picture gets messed
up like it would if the V-hold was off. In this form, the designer
is harder to hit--it's best to use the Spin-cycle Kick you learned in
Bad Dudes (during the "Why-are-there-always-Ninjas-in-the-sewers" saga).
[2.6.1] What is V-hold?
Vertical Hold is one
everything on screen
bottom. If you have
V-hold to counteract
actually works!)

of the controls on old TVs. If it's messed up, then
will keep scrolling up and re-entering from the
an old TV, you may be able to mess up your own
the Designer's v-hold attack! (Email me if this

[2.6.2] How do I fight the final form?
If you hit him five more times, he says, "Come on! We don't need to
fight. Join me and we can end this destructive conflict, and rule the
galaxy! I could even write a cute babe into the script for you
right now. You know you want to! Search your feelings, you know it
to be true..." (As he says this, a little sign behind him lights up,
reading "This scene is the world's one-millionth ripoff of Star Wars
Trilogy dialog" Then, if you say "no", you can kick him into one of the
pits.
(The stuff that happens if you say 'yes' is copied directly from
the NES game Dragon Warrior --jwill@server.oceana.com)
"Uh-oh," says Mifa, "I hope killing the designer of our own game doesn't
screw stuff up." Suddenly, tiles from the background art will start
to fly at you. It's best to wait till the last second, then jump
away. If you avoid all the tiles, then nothing will be left except for
you, a black screen, and your status bar. Then, the status bar will
swoop in and attack! When it growls at you, it's about to charge, so
run away--the rest of the time, you should shoot it as much as
possible. After you hit it enough, Spiz will say, "Hey, we aren't
damaging it. I can tell, because it isn't flashing. It must not have
a weak spot." He jumps into one of the pits. "SPIZ!" yells Mifa.
He falls, and falls, and falls...then lands on a pile of dead ninjas and
dead warriors and dead Italian plumbers. He finds the game designer, and
grabs a paintbrush from his body. Then, he jumps way, way, WAY up back
to the surface. "Wow! I haven't seen a jump that cheesy since the
beginning of Super Mario RPG!" yells Mifa. Spiz draws a big eye on the
status-line-snake. Now, whenever the eye opens (to shoot lasers at
you, of course) you can shoot it and do damage.
Finally, if you win, Sushi the Bushi runs in. "At last, I've found
you!" he yells. "Now you must die!" But, his girlfriend rushes in.
"Wait!" she shouts, "Killing them won't bring Charlie back!"
"Lisa!" shouts Sushi, "You're not dead! You were alive all along!
And you're not making any sense!" "Now you realize the flowers are
possessed," comments the girlfriend, "I will mediate and then deploy
you!" "Uh-oh," says Sushi, "I think that flowerpot hit her a little too
hard. Let's go to the doctor." They walk off together.

(CONTINUED)

[3] What are people saying on the Spooky Level?

[5.1]

Where can I buy Tendrils?

It's a little hard to hear, especially since it's all whispered.

Well...you can't.

Here's a rough transcription of the dialog, courtesy
of mjkeane@flipsoft.com:

It doesn't exist.
If it did, it'd break more copyright laws than SM Records and Damaged
Cybernetics combined, but that's another story, for another time.

A: Duhhhhhhhh-dump! Duhhhhhhhhh-dump!
B: Shhhh! <giggles>
...
B: Do you think he sees it coming up behind him?
A: Don't give it away! <laughs>
...
A: <makes Twilight Zone noises>
B: I think he's really going to like this boss.

Of course, I'd kill for a job designing a game like this.
If you liked this FAQ: I'm working on a homepage for video game dialog,
and I can always use more quotes. Send some of your favorites
(either because they're funny, or because they're cheesy, or because
they're just plain good) to me. If possible, include where the quote is
from, etc.

[4] Who are The Cleaners?
These little guys show up in a lot of different places.
them:

You can see

Anyone who got more than half of the inside jokes:
You rule. If you're female, I hereby propose marriage.
[5.2] Is this the end?

--On the Super Mario Bothers level, putting mushrooms into bricks.
Yes.

That is my belief.

At least for now.

--On the Raiden level, cleaning up tank debris.
--On the Gradius level, tidying up the tunnels.
At this point, one of them turns to the camera as you scroll by, and
yells, "Hey!
You've got it easy, pal. You just sit back and enjoy--it's WE
who have to clean up your mess, and hide powerups everywhere, and
recycle all the dead monsters! I hope you're grateful for..."
(at this point, he scrolls off-screen)
--Some other spots, too.

Very Thanks..!! to: Robert Goodwin, FFFF, and alt.religion.kibology,
where I stole all the best jokes from.
COFFEE GUYYYYYYYYYYY!
The Dumple, wherever he is.
Everyone on the Alphaville, Space Ghost,
and Substantialism mailing lists.
AND THE HERO: YOU!

SEE YOU NEXT
--TECMO

Whoa! I’m
falling off the
end of the book!

-Stephen Tanner (tanner@math.wisc.edu)
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asuter@Xenon.Stanford.EDU (Lupus Yonderboy)
Spit
alt.religion.kibology, alt.mega-ego.yonderboy
6 Mar 1997 03:14:47 GMT
Batcom Corporation

As all ARK regulars know, for the past fifteen minutes I have made it
my lifes work to write a screenplay in which every scene contains a spit
take. That is, every scene has a bit where some unsuspecting person
takes a sip of some liquid, hears surprising or funny news, and then spits
said liquid all over. Fun town trolly, get off here.
Here is scene 23, inspired by REAL LIFE.
Scene: Interior Washington Metro.

ARTICLE
NOT BY KIBO
(READ AT OWN RISK )

Enter, short dude with tall dude. Both sit.
Short dude
Tall dude
Short
Tall
Short
Tall
Short
Tall
Short
Tall
Short
Tall
Short
Tall

"I swear you don't listen to a word I say."
"Mmmmph."
"I mean, do you have a hearing problem?"
"What?"
"I said are you deaf or something?"
"Come again?"
"Do you have wax in your ears?"
"Sorry?"
"I said, do you need a hearing aid or something?"
"Could you repeat that?"
<silence>
"Really, what did you say? TELL ME!"
<takes sip of soda>
"You don't have to yell."
<spits soda all over short dude>

And if you think that's fun, just wait until you get to the scene
featuring the real-life adventures of the Apollo 13!
-Hey, what’s that pink stripe? I didn’t put it
Alex Suter
there! It must be some kind of dire warning
asuter@cs.stanford.edu
from your printer! I wonder what it means…
"God bless those pagans."
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END OF SIDE 1
NOW TURN THE BOOK OVER

beep

